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eTer bokelavaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis
saxelmwifo universiteti

saqarTvelos marTlmadidebeli eklesiis avtokefaliis saerTaSoriso aRiarebis sakiTxi da aleqsandriis marTlmadidebeli eklesiis pozicia (XX saukunis 80-ian wlebSi)
XX saukunis 80-iani wlebi mniSvnelovani movlenebiT aRiniSna saqarTvelos samociqulo marTlmadidebeli eklesiis istoriaSi. epoqis aqtualurobas gansazRvravs rogorc mocemuli periodis sabWoTa xelisuflebis religiuri politika, ise
saerTaSoriso politikur da saeklesio wreebSi mimdinare
procesebi, romlebmac Tavisi gavlena iqonies saqarTvelos
marTlmadidebeli eklesiis moRvaweobaze.
Cveni kvlevis obieqts warmoadgens gasuli saukunis 80-iani
wlebis erT-erTi yvelaze aqtualuri problema – saqarTvelos
marTlmadidebeli eklesiis avtokefaliisa da sapatriarqo
Rirsebis (titulis) saerTaSoriso aRiareba da aleqsandriis
uZvelesi sapatriarqos pozicia.
cnobilia, rom XX saukunis meore naxevarSi saqarTvelosa
da konstantinepolis sapatriarqoebs Soris intensiurad mimdinareobda muSaoba saqarTvelos samociqulo eklesiis istoriuli avtokefaliis aRiarebis sakiTxze, rasTan dakavSirebiTac msoflio sapatriarqos orazrovani pozicia hqonda. aRniSnulma yvelaze TvalsaCinod iCina Tavi gasuli saukunis 60ian wlebSi, rodesac eklesiaTa msoflio sabWos egidiT gamarTul saerTaSoriso marTlmadideblur forumze saqarTvelos
eklesia axalgazrda, avtonomiur eklesiad iqna wardgenili.
garda amisa, konstantinepolis msoflio sapatriarqodan saqarTveloSi gamogzavnil oficialur epistoleebsa Tu berZnulenovan saeklesio kalendrebSi saqarTvelos eklesia mudmivad avtonomiur eklesiad fiqsirdeboda, misi mwyemsmTavari
ki mTavarepiskoposad ixsenieboda. miuxedavad qarTuli sapatriarqos mxridan Tavisi statusis falsificirebaze mravalgzis miTiTebisa, berZnuli mxaris pozicia am sakiTxTan dakavSirebiT didxans ar Secvlila. dialogi or sapatriarqos Soris wlebis ganmavlobaSi gagrZelda, rac, bunebrivia, rTul
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mdgomareobaSi ayenebda saqarTvelos samociqulo eklesias.
Seqmnil viTarebaSi saqarTvelos sapatriarqosTvis uaRresad
didi mniSvneloba hqonda msoflios saeklesio wreebis mxardaWeras, gansakuTrebiT ki uZveles marTlmadideblur sapatriarqoTa Tanadgomas.
am kuTxiT mniSvnelovani roli aleqsandriis uZvelesma
marTlmadideblurma sapatriarqom Seasrula, romelTanac saqarTvelos eklesias mravalsaukunovani urTierTobebis tradicia da mocemuli periodisaTvis mWidro saeklesio da diplomatiuri TanamSromloba hqonda.
moxsenebaSi ganxiluli gvaqvs XX saukunis 80-ian wlebSi saqarTvelosa da aleqsandriis sapatriarqoTa Soris arsebuli
urTierTobebis ZiriTadi tendenciebi; saqarTvelos eklesiis
brZola istoriuli uflebebis saerTaSoriso aRiarebisTvis
da aleqsandriis marTlmadidebeli eklesiis pozicia, romelmac mniSvnelovani wvlili Seitana sakiTxis qarTuli eklesiis
sasargeblod gadawyvetaSi.

nino bokelavaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

fSav-xevsurTa adaT-wesebisa da tradiciebis bibliuri
safuZvlebi
cnobilia, rom nebismieri eris kulturis CamoyalibebaSi
mniSvnelovan rols asrulebs sarwmunoeba. xSir SemTxvevaSi,
swored sarwmunoebrivi dogmatebi qmnian sxvadasxva saxis yofiTi Cveulebisa Tu tradiciis safuZvels. Tumca gasaTvaliswinebelia eris mentaloba da sazogadoebis damokidebuleba
sarwmunoebrivi dogmebis aRqmisadmi. rodesac sazogadoebaSi
mrwamsi Sesisxlxorcebulia jansaR gansjasTan, maSin tradicia gaTviTcnobierebulia Tavisi arsiT da ar eyrdnoba mxolod winaparTa qceviT memkvidreobas, magram Tu sazogadoeba
mxolod winaparTa sakulto ritualebis zedmiwevniT zust
Sesrulebazea orientirebuli da ar gansjis mis Sinaarss, maSin
am gzas, droTa ganmavlobaSi, is uTuod mihyavs sxvadasxva dog-
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matis miseul interpretaciamde. yovelive es, saboloo jamSi,
iwvevs tradiciis daSorebas mis sawyis, namdvil safuZvlebTan.
moxsenebis mizans warmoadgens qarTvel mTielTa yofiTi
Cveulebebisa da tradiciebis bazisuri kvleva, kerZod, maTi
sarwmunoebrivi safuZvlebi; „Zveli aRTqmis“ rjuli da paralelebi fSav-xevsurTa iseT tradiciebTan, rogorebicaa: ojaxis Seqmnis, „xeli-mxaris ganaTvlis“, xatisagan codvis „gamosyidvis“, stumar-maspinZlobis, sisxlis aRebis, SabaTi dRis uqmed dacvis tradiciebi da sxva. agreTve, sainteresod migvaCnia
msgavsebebi fSav-xevsurebTa da ZvelaRTqmiseul samarTals
Soris, kerZod, damnaSavis sazogadoebisgan mokveTisa da fizikuri dasjis (Caqolvis) wesebi. gamokvleva eyrdnoba rogorc
bibliur teqstebs, fSav-xevsurebis tradiciebis amsaxvel
Txzulebebsa da publicistur werilebs, ise sxvadasxva
mkvlevris naSromebs.
Cveni daskvniT, mTis xalxis yofaSi arsebuli wesebisa Tu
tradiciebis did nawils safuZveli swored ZvelaRTqmiseuli
sarwmunoebidan aqvs. mtkicea da uryevi mTielTa erTguleba am
tradiciebisadmi, imdenad, rom macxovris gankacebis Semdeg,
mTeli rigi ZvelaRTqmiseuli dogmebis Secvlis miuxedavad,
saqarTvelos aRmosavleT mTianeTis mcxovrebni me-19 saukuneSic agrZeleben maT dacvas. xSir SemTxvevaSi igi moraluri gansjis gareSe winaparTa qceviTi memkvidreobis realizebas gulisxmobs, rac mTielTa msoflmxedvelobas, zog SemTxvevaSi,
aSorebs qristianul azrovnebasTan. es ukanaskneli, Tavis
mxriv, mTeli Tavisi arsiT, humanur principebzea agebuli. swored aRniSnulis Sedegia mravali tradiciis adgilobrivi,
sxvadasxva religiuri faqtoris gaTvaliswinebiT miRebuli interpretacia.
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mzisa buskivaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

modernizaciis procesi da identobis problema ahmed
hamdi Tanfinaris SemoqmedebaSi (romanebi „simSvide“ da
„drois maregulirebeli instituti“)
Turqul literaturaSi modernizaciis procesi uSualod
ukavSirdeba qveyanaSi istoriulad ganviTarebul procesebs.
me-19 saukuneSi osmaleTis imperiis mier davsaleTisaken kursis aReba im realobiT iyo ganpirobebuli, romelsac azrovnebis regresi SeiZleba vuwodoT. aRniSnuli regresi ki, arsebuli inteleqtualuri Tu fizikuri resursebis amowurvas ukavSirdeboda.
1839 wels TanzimaTis firmaniT oficialurad gamocxadda
qveynis proevropuli kursi. modernizaciasTan dakavSirebuli
procesi, romelic sazogadobrivi cxovrebis TiTqmis yvela
sferos exeboda, imave sazogadoebis dualizmis mizezi gaxda.
literaturaSi modernizacia rogorc Janrobrivi, ise Tematur-esTetikuri kuTxiT gamovlinda. fsevdomodernizaciis
sakiTxs TanzimaTis periodis mwerlebis SemoqmedebaSi mniSvnelovan adgili eTmoba.
modernizaciasTan dakavSirebuli sirTuleebi ufro
TvalsaCino respublikis periodis Turqul literaturaSi
xdeba. aRniSnuli sirTule Tavs iCens aramxolod, sazogadoebis, aramed konkretuli indvidis doneze. yuradRebis centri
inacvlebs iseT sakiTxze, rogoricaa erovnuli identoba. aRniSnuli sakiTxi ahmed hamdi Tanfinaris Semoqmedebis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani sakiTxTagania. mwerlis SemoqmedebaSi aSkarad igrZnoba sazogadoebis dualisturi ganwyoba, romelic
erovnuli da evropuli Rirebulebebis konfliqtis Sedegia.
saanalizod SerCeuli romanebi, erTmaneTTan garkveuli
saxis msgavsebas amJRavneben. orive romanSi xazgasmulia „axali
drois“, „axali ideologiis“ niadagze identobis dakargvis
safrTxe. safrTxe ki eris warsuli gamocdilebis sruli uaryofis da evropuli Rirebulebebis brmad gaziarebis Sedegia.
romanis protagonistebi, asakobrivi sxvaobis miuxedavad, tem-
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poralur triadas _ warsuli, awymo, momavali _ uwyvet jaWvad
aRiqvamen. orive romanSi arseboben personaJebi, romlebic
warsulis saukeTeso gamocdilebis, tradiciebis, Rirebulebebis magaliTs warmoadgenen. mwerali garemos aRweriT, dangreuli, dacarielebuli Senobebis, ferwasuli da avadmyofi adamianebis daxatviT sazogadoebaSi arsebul realobas usvams
xazs. unda aRiniSnos, rom es realoba cnobierebis „avadmyofoba“ ufroa, vidre fizikuri. romanis, „simSvide“, mTavari gmiri
axalgazrda, evropaSi ganaTlebamiRebuli adamiania, romelic
garesamyaroze ufro metad sakuTar, Sinagan samyaroze koncentrirdeba. igi „damnaSaves“ evropaSi ar eZebs, sazogadoebis
arajansaR cnobierebaSi xedavs problemas. romanis „drois maregulirebeli instituti“ protagonisti, hairi irdali, „axali drois“ ideebiT mxolod imitom aris moxibluli, rom materialuri keTildReoba aqvs. romanebSi mkafiod aris gatarebuli azri, rom modernizacias sazogadoebis mzadyofna sWirdeba, winaaRmdeg SemTxvevaSi regresi gardaualia.

salome gegeWkori
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

termini ,,gamocana~ qarTulsa da megrulSi: struqtura da
semantika1
gamocana aris zepirsityvierebis Janri, romelic sagans
an movlenas poeturad, narTaulad axasiaTebs, TviT am obieqtis dausaxeleblad gamocnobis mizniT. Tavisi specifikiT, mizandasaxulebiTa da gaCenis qronologiiT gamocana
erT-erTia zepirsityvierebis Janrebs Soris, romlis sawyisebi ukavSirdeba adamianis cnobierebaSi garesamyaros aRqmas da am mimarTulebiT azrovnebis dawyebas. qarTulsa da
megrulSi gamocanis Janris aRsaniSnavad sxvadasxva termini
gamoiyeneba. unda aRiniSnos, rom qarTuli, Zveli qarTuli
1

„kvleva ganxorcielda SoTa rusTavelis saqarTvelos erovnuli samecniero fondis finansuri mxardaWeriT [sagranto proeqti MR-18-3142]“ .
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enis monacemebis gaTvaliswinebiT, mravalferovnebiT gamoirCeva. qarTuli masala struqturulad SeiZleba iyos:
• erTsityviani
(1) „gamocana“, (2) „axsna“, (3) „igavi“, (4) „gamocaneba“, (5)
„amicana“
• orsityviani (Seistyveba)
(6) „asaxsneli sityva“, (7) „qceuli sityva“, (8) „dafaruli sityvaჲ“, (9) „sacnauri sityvaჲ“, (10) „Zniad-sacnobeli
sityvaჲ“, (11) „aRჴsaxneli sityvaჲ“, (12) „gasaჴsneli sityvaჲ“, (13) „saTargmanebeli sityvaჲ“.
• samsityviani (mxolod erTi terminia)
(14) „asaxsnelni leqs-rkveulni sityvani“.
rac Seexeba megruls, gamocanis aRsaniSnavad fraziT
gadmocemul erT termins iyenebs: „emoore – moore“ (< „e mu
ore, mu ore“, rac qarTulad niSnavs: „es ra aris, ra aris“).
miuxedavad struqturuli modelebisa sxvaobisa, gamocanis
aRmniSvnel qarTul da megrul terminebSi kargad Cans Tavad
gamocanis daniSnuleba, funqciuri Rirebuleba.
moxsenebaSi dasmuli sakiTxi aqtualuria imdenad, ramdenadac terminebis analizs mivyavarT Janris periodizaciis sakiTxamdec, rac warmoaCens mis siZvelesa da mniSvnelobas.
masalis analizisas vxelmZRvanelobT aRweriT-statistikuri da SedarebiT-kontrastuli meTodebiT.

sofiko geliaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

identobis problema juna barnsis romanSi
„qalTa almanaxi“
identobis Ziebis problema me-20 saukunis modernistul
literaturaSi erT-erT wamyvan Temas warmoadgens. am TvalsazrisiT gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa amerikeli mwerlis,
juna barnsis romani „qalTa almanaxi“. 1928 wels, safrangeT-
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Si gamoqveynebuli teqsti aRwers natali kliford barnis
parizul salonSi arsebul situacias, atmosferosa da masSi
Tavmoyril elitis warmomadgenel qalbatonebs. restavraciis epoqis eniT moTxrobili „almanaxi“, tradiciuli almanaxis parodirebaa. „almanaxSi“ naCvenebi 20-iani wlebis bohemuri istoriebi Seexeba seqsualuri umciresobebis warmomadgenelTa, kerZod lesboselTa problemebs. moxsenebaSi
ganxilulia nawarmoebSi naCveneb qalTa identobis Zieba, rac
cdeba mxolod seqsualur orientacias da mimarTulia pirovnebis arsis Ziebisaken. identobis Ziebis procesSi did
rols TamaSobs gaoreba, aracnobieris motivebi da Sinagani
brZola orsqesovnebasTan, rac tiresiasis miTis aluzias iwvevs. modernistuli teqnikis saSualebiT ki rac cnobierebis
nakadis teqnikis gamoyenebas gulisxmobs, uaryofilia tradiciuli, sworxazovani Txroba adamianis cxovrebisa da wina
planze wamoweulia personaJTa Sinagani gancdebi.
sakvlevi Temis aqtualurobas ganapirobebs araerTi
mkvlevaris mosazreba, romelTa mixedviTac teqsti ekuTvnis
lesbosur literaturas. Cemi azriT ki nawarmoebis calsaxad am kuTxiT ganxilva dauSvebelia, radgan igi modernistuli literaturis erTi-erTi urTulesi teqstia _ rogorc struqturulad ise Sinaarsobrivad. kvlevis meTodebis kuTxiT, aRsaniSnavia dekonstruqciis da e.w. „qlouz ridingis“ meTodi (close reading), romelTa gamoyeneba pirdapir
kavSirSia modernistuli samwerlo teqnikis gaanalizebasTan. sakvlevi masalis mopoveba-damuSaveba ki moicavs rogorc sxvadasxva mkvlevaris statiebis gacnobas, romelTa
Sorisaa zigmund froidisa da havlok elisis naSromebi seqsualobaze, ise parizuli 20-iani wlebis amsaxveli istoriuli qronikebis Seswavlas.
warmodgenili kvlevis SedegebSi asaxulia is faqtorebi,
ramac gaamwvava gaucxoebisa da gaorebis SegrZneba adamianebSi da gamoiwvia identobis rRveva: pirvel rigSi, es iyo
pirveli msoflio omis Semdgomi imedgacrueba, ramac safuZveli Cauyara unayofo urTierTobebis Camoyalibebas; aseve,
am procesSi didi roli iTamaSes me-20 saukuneSi Camoyalibebulma fsiqologiurma Teoriebma da modernist mweralTa
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mcdelobam, rom arqetipTa saSualebiT personaJebSi gaeRviZebinaT uZvelesi droidan arsebuli da miviwyebuli SegrZnebebi Tu instinqtebi. kvleva aCvenebs, rom juna barnsi
identobis problemis warmoWriT upirispirdeba adamianTa
erT konkretul CarCoSi moqcevas da mxolod erTi seqsualuri identobis arsebobas, rasac gamoxatavs parodirebisa
da mravalferovani modernistuli diskursis saSualebiT.

liliana gogiCaiSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

jon donis satrfialo lirika – tradicia da xatovaneba
metafizikuri poeziis mTavari warmomadgenlis _ jon
donis da misi Tanamoazreebis Semoqmedeba meCvidmete saukunis Semdeg TiTqmis samasi wlis ganmavlobaSi ugulebelyofili da miviwyebuli iyo. maT mimarT interesi 1910-iani wlebidan, herbert grirsonis mier donis leqsebis krebulis oqsfordSi gamoqveynebis Semdeg ganaxlda. adamianuri arsebobisa da mdgomareobis paradoqsebi, romelTa gadaWras doni
Tavisi poeziiT cdilobda, didad ar gansxvavdeboda im sirTuleebisgan, romelTa winaSe or msoflio oms Soris gazrdili Taoba idga. meoce saukunis pirveli naxevridan jon
doni, rogorc poeti, xelaxla daibada, misi poeziiT gamowveuli cxoveli ineteresi ki dRemde ar ganelebula.
jon donis Semoqmedebaze saubrisas Cvens yuradRebas,
pirvel rigSi, misTvis damaxasiaTebeli gansakuTrebuli xatovaneba da poetika ipyrobs. naSromSi gaanalizebulia donis satrfialo lirikaSi warmodgenili ZiriTadi mxatvruli
xerxebi da maTi gamoyenebis gzebi. sxvadasxva leqsis analizis safuZvelze naCvenebia metafizikuri maxvilgonierebisa
da konsitis roli donis satrfialo lirikaSi. gaanalizebulia barokos, manierizmisa da renesansis epoqebisTvis damaxasiaTebeli is niSan-Tvisebebi, romelTac gansazRvres donis xelwera. warmodgenilia ovidiusisa da petrarkas tradiciis roli donis satrfialo poeziaSi. jon donis satrfi-
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alo poeziis xatovanebisa da tradiciis ganxilvis safuZvelze naCvenebia donis, rogorc erT-erTi wamyvani inglisurenovani poetis roli metafizikuri poeziis ganviTarebaSi.
am metafizikosi avtoris erT-erTi upiratesoba misi inteleqtualuri da daxvewili xelweraa. urTierTgamomricxavi cnebebis gaerTianebiT igi universalur WeSmaritebebs
aRwers da ganixilavs. donis poeziaSi wamoWrili adamianuri
arsebobis surTuleebi da paradoqsebi ki Tanamedrove epoqis adamianisTvisac gamocanad rCeba. yovelive zemoTqmulidan gamomdinare mimaCnia, rom qarTulma akademiurma sivrcem meti yuradReba unda dauTmos inglisurenovani metafizikosi avtorebis da am SemTxvevaSi, kerZod, jon donis Semoqmedebis Seswavlas.
naSromi efuZneba sxvadasxva literaturul kvlevas
(Andreasen-John Donne. Conservative Revolutionary, Guss- Donne:
Petrarchist—Italiante Conceits and Love Theory in The Songs and
Sonets, Leishman- The Monarch of Wit: An Analytical and Comparative
Study of the Poetry of John Donne…) da warmoaCens jon donis,
rogorc mTavari metafizikosi poetis rols inglisurenovan literaturaSi.

rusudan gogoxia
evropis universiteti

socialuri mediis roli ucxouri enis aTvisebisas
socialuri media enis SeswavlaSi aris saswavlo midgoma,
romelic iTvaliswinebs interaqtiuli socialuri mediis
dakavSirebas enis SemswavlelebTan. kvlevebis mixedviT, enis
swavleba aris socialuri da interaqtiuli, ase rom, es meTodi xels uwyobs swavlas. socialuri media studentebTan
erTad mSobliur enaze mosaubreebTan interaqciis saSualebasac iZleva. video, sainformacio gamoSvebebi da saubrebi
jgufebSi xels uwyobs ucxo qveynis kulturuli aspeqtebis
gacnobas. formaluri da araformaluri swavlebis integracia formaluri enis Seswavlis gaZlierebis gzaa. aseve, socialuri media SemswavlelTa TviTregulirebadi swavlis
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mxardasaWerad perspeqtiuli midgoma aRmoCnda. is xels uwyobs komunikacias da momxmareblebs Soris swrafi urTierTobis damyarebas, aseve informaciis gaziarebas. Semswavlelebs saSualeba aqvT erTmaneTs gauziaron nebismieri saxis
informacia Tu davaleba. ucxouri enis swavlebisas socialuri mediis gamoyeneba wlebis ganmavlobaSi viTardeboda.
cnobilia, rom YouTube, blogebi, forumebi da vikipedia
farTod gamoiyeneba ucxouri enis swavlebis dros. isini ZiriTadad gamoiyeneba weris procesis xelSesawyobad. socialuri qselebi, sxvadasxva blogi da vikipedia mniSvnelovan
resurss warmoadgens ucxouri enis Seswavlis procesSi.
Facebook gamoiyeneba rogorc weris unaris ganviTarebisTvis,
aseve onlain diskusiisTvis. umravlesoba YouTube-s iyenebs
yoveldRiurad, xolo vikipedias yovelkvireulad. rogorc
araoficialuri swavlebis instrumentebi, Facebook, YouTube
da WhatsApp SesaZloa aRiarebul iqnes ucxouri enis swavlebis upirates instrumentebad. yvelaze xSirad gamoyenebuli
aqtivobebi CamoTvlili socialuri mediis saSualebiT aris
moTxovnadi. es platformebi ufro Semswavlelebs akavSirebs erTmaneTTan, vidre studentsa da maswavlebels, ra
gziTac isini uziareben codnasa da gamocdilebas erTmaneTs. studentebis mxridan masalebis mopoveba da erTmaneTSi gaziareba metyvelebs maT maRal kavSirze socialuri aqtivobebis gacvlis kuTxiT. isini cvlian informacias da sasargeblo masalebs, iyeneben kritikul azrovnebas, cdiloben swavlisTvis aucilebeli da saWiro kursebis moZiebas,
iZenen saWiro unar-Cvevebs da uziareben erTmaneTs codnas.
pedagogebma xeli unda Seuwyon studentebis informirebulobis gazrdas, codnis gaziarebas erToblivi swavlis
TvalsazrisiT. socialuri mediis gavlena inglisurenovan
swavlebaSi aRar unda iyos ugulebelyofili.
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TamTa grigolia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

keneT vaiTis geopoetika da „vefxistyaosani“
dasavlur azrovnebaSi, filosofiaSi, litmcodneobasa
da kulturologiaSi daaxloebiT 1960-iani wlebidan dominirebs refleqsiebi sivrcis, rogorc kategoriis Sesaxeb. es
mimarTuleba xSirad warmodgenilia spatial turn-is saxeliT
(Semobruneba, Semotrialeba), rac aerTianebs sivrcesTan dakavSirebul uamrav mosazrebas. am Teoriebis mixedviT, mTavari, riTac teqstis formireba, Camoyalibeba xdeba, aris
sivrce _ is gansazRvravs Sinaarsobriv mxares, metaforebs,
personaJTa xasiaTebs da a.S.
sivrcis Seswavlis Tanamedrove humanitarul konceptTagan CemTvis erT-erTi saintereso da mniSvnelovani aris
geopoetika da geopoetikis konteqstSi vefxistyaosniseuli sivrcis ganxilva.
geopoetika ikvlevs kulturis da pirvel rigSi, SemoqmedebiTi procesebis zemoqmedebas adamianuri samyaros
struqturizaciaze. geopoetikis idea da koncepti ekuTvnis
Sotlandiel mweralsa da mkvlevars keneT vaiTs. vaiTma 1989
wels geopoetikis saerTaSoriso institutic ki daaarsa, raTa xeli Seewyo mravalkulturuli da transdisciplinuri
kvlevebisaTvis, razec wina aTwleulis ganmavlobaSi muSaobda. vaiTis mixedviT, geopoetika iwyeba iq, roca raRacis SesaZleblobas vuSvebT. misgan gansxvavebiT, geopolitika
aris realuri sivrce, is rac rukazea. ufro zustad rom
vTqvaT, geopoetika aris realuri sivrcis „axlidan dawera“.
teqsti am SemTxvevaSi SesaZlebelia ganvixiloT, rogorc
samyaros alternatiuli ruka, vgulisxmob, mwerlis mier
teqstis farglebSi Seqmnil e.w. teqstualur sivrceebs, sivrce-teqstebs. ufro zustad rom vTqvaT, geopoetika aris
poeturi geografia. adgils/sivrces am SemTxvevaSi aqvs Tavisi identoba, Sinaarsi, mexsiereba. es ukanaskneli SeiZleba
iyos individualuri an koleqtiuri.
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teqstis geopoetikur WrilSi ganxilvisas amosavali
wertili aris sivrce, is aris umTavresi kategoria. teqstualuri sivrce SesaZloa iyos realuri (anu realurad arsebuli), gamogonili (e.w. fantaziuri, zRapruli, utopiuri) an
realuri, magram am konkretuli adgilisaTvis aradamaxasiaTebeli StrixebiT, gadamuSavebuli saxeebiT, rac aRar aris
realuris identuri. geopoetikis erT-erTi gamoxatulebaa
teritoriebis kulturuli TviTdamkvidreba, rasac e.w. „geopoezisis“ saxeliT moixsenieben xolme. amis gamoxatulebaa
mwerlis mier qalaqebis, sxvadasxva adgilis sasurvel teritoriaze Seqmna teqstis farglebSi, anu mwerlis mier iqmneba
e.w. teqstualuri sivrceebi.
Tanamedrove humanitarul mecnierebebSi Zalian aqtualuria Zveli teqstebis kvleva teqstis analizis Tanamedrove meTodebiT, rac, xSir SemTxvevaSi, mkvlevrebisTvis saintereso Sedegebis mimcemia. am kuTxiT, vfiqrob, mniSvnelovania vefxistyaosnis teqsti, romelsac sivrculi mravalferovneba axasiaTebs. rogorc aRvniSneT, geopoetikuri sivrceebisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli Tavisebureba aris identoba,
mexsiereba da Sinaarsi. am konteqstSi poemidan mniSvnelovnad sainteresod mimaCnia ori sivrce _ qajeTis cixe da devTa gamoqvabuli. gamomdinare iqidan, rom boroteba da sikeTec, romelTa monacvleoba da brZola qmnis poemis srulyofil siuJets, identobis erTgvari gamoxatulebaa, sainteresoa am adgilebis, rogorc sikeTisa da borotebis sivrceebad gaazreba. devebis gamoqvabuli, romelic, tradiciuli
aRqmiT, Tu folklorSi damkvidrebuli warmodgeniT borotebis savane unda iyos, iqceva megobrobisa da sikeTis sivrced (irRveva sivrcis gaazrebis tradiciuli aRqma), swored iq aRmoCenili „sami tani abjari“ daexmareba gmirebs poemis borotebis sivrcis _ qajeTis cixis damxobaSi.
vfiqrob, poemis gaazreba aRniSnuli konceptis diskursSi iqneba mniSvnelovnad axleburi xedva ara marto poemis
kvlevis istoriaSi, aramed, zogadad, qarTul literaturaTmcodneobaSi da kidev erTi win gadadgmuli da mniSvnelovani nabiji, Tanamedrove msoflioSi vefxistyaosnis
Rirseuli adgilis dasamkvidreblad.
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mariam gurgeniZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

qristianobis gavrceleba daniasa da SvedeTSi
ansgaris moRvaweobis aRweris analizis safuZvelze

wminda

kvleva ukavSirdeba skandinaviur sazogadoebas, Sua saukuneebis, ufro konkretulad, vikingebis epoqaSi (VIII-XI ss).
mocemul SemTxvevaSi ganvixilav skandinaviis teritoriaze
qristianobis gavrcelebisa da misionerTa moRvaweobis sakiTxebs.
Tanamedrove epoqaSi skandinaviis qveynebisadmi mzardi
interesi sul ufro aqtualuri xdeba. aRniSnuli qveynebi
dRes ganviTarebis models qmnian Tanamedrove saxelmwifoebisaTvis, maT Soris saqarTvelosaTvis.
skandinaviis qveynebi socialur-ekonomikuri da politikuri TvalsazrisiT, mowinave qveynebis siis saTaveSi dganan:
ekonomikuri zrdis maCvenebliT, socialuri miRwevebiT, ganaTlebis maRali xarisxiT da a.S.
bunebrivia, aRniSnuli procesebis dasawyisi jer kidev
Sua saukuneebSi ganviTarebuli istoriuli movlenebis wiaRSi unda veZeboT, rodesac yalibdeba samefoebi skandinaviis
teritoriaze, vrceldeba qristianoba, ramac mniSvnelovani
biZgi misca aRniSnuli samefoebis civilizebul samyarosTan
komunikacias.
amdenad, Sua saukuneebis epoqaSi ganviTarebuli procesebis Seswavlis gareSe rTulia zemoxsenebuli mniSvnelovani sakiTxebis kvleva da, Sesabamisad, misi mniSvneloba udavod didia.
kvlevis mizania Sua saukuneebis evropis istoriis, konkretulad, skandinaviur samefoebSi qristianobis gavrcelebis sakiTxebis Seswavla dasavleT evropel mematianeTa,
mogzaurTa naSromebis ganxilvisa da analizis safuZvelze.
aRniSnuli sakiTxebi naklebadaa Seswavlili qarTul samecniero sivrceSi da mis mimarT interesi savsebiT logikuria.
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mocemul SemTxvevaSi kvlevis procesSi gamoyenebulia
Semdegi meTodebis erToblioba: empiriuli masalis struqturireba, dakvirveba, aRwera da SedarebiTi analizi.
Sua saukuneebis gamoCenili moRvawis, sasuliero piris,
hamburg-bremenis episkoposis (IX s.), qristianuli eklesiis
mier wmindanad wodebuli rimbertis nawarmoebi „ansgaris
cxovreba“ aRniSnuli epoqis SeswavlisaTvis erT-erT umniSnelovanes wyaros warmoadgens. episkopos ansgaris moRvaweoba pirdapiraa dakavSirebuli CrdiloeTis qveynebSi frankTa samefos diplomatiur politikasTan. wmindanis moRvaweobis aRweris fonze nawarmoebSi gvxvdeba mniSvnelovani informacia skandinaviis mosaxleobis yofiTi, kulturuli da
socialur-politikuri cxovrebis Sesaxeb.
sayuradReboa is faqti, rom rimberti iyo ansgaris mowafe, misi TanaSemwe da CrdiloeTSi qristianuli misiis aqtiuri monawile. Sesabamisad, nawarmoebSi aRwerili movlenebis
uSualo monawile. cxadia, am garemoebebma didwilad gansazRvra wyaros sandooba da misi mniSvneloba.
avtori damajereblad asabuTebs skandinaviuri sazogadoebis warmarTul rwmenasTan, maT adaT-wesebTan SedarebiT
qristianuli religiis upiratesobas. Sesabamisad, frankTa
imperatoris, lui RvTismosavis diplomatiuri politikisa
da warmarTTa gaqristianebis ideis keTilSobilebas.

naTia zoiZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

drois sakiTxi virjinia vulfis romanSi ,,talRebi~
virjinia vulfis yvela romanSi eqsperimentuli droa gamosaxuli. albaT marTebuli iqneba Tu vityviT, rom „talRebi“
misi yvelaze eqsperimentuli romania, romelSic dro xdeba ara
marto modernistuli cxovrebis gadmocemis iaraRi, aramed
Tavad formac. vulfi gvTavazobs gansxvavebuli „droebis“ saxeebs, romlebsac romanSi sxvadasxva gmiri atarebs. miuxedavad
imisa, rom maTi cxovreba sworxazovani perspeqtivis CarCoTia
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gadmocemuli, maTi realobis Sinagani aRqma ar emorCileba garegani (obieqturi) samyaros riTms. mkiTxveli xdeba moqmedi
gmirebis gansxvavebuli droebisa da perspeqtivebis Tanamgzavri. imisaTvis, rom vulfma SeinarCunos garegani da Sinagani realobis dayofa, gamudmebiT afxizlebs mkiTxvels sityva „axlas“ mravaljeradi gamoyenebiT, rac winaaRmdegobrivia, radgan sityvebi „axla“, „aq“ mwvave filosofiuri debatebis obieqtia. vulfis mTeli romani SeiZleba warmovidginoT, rogorc
pasuxis Ziebis mcdeloba.
romanis struqturuli siaxle gamoixateba imaSic, rom
cnobierebis nakadis teqnikis miRma vulfi gvTavazobs romanis samnawilian dayofas. sami nawili Seesabameba dRis sam monakveTs.
moxsenebaSi ganxilulia TiToeuli gmiris dro da gadmocemulia maTi damokidebuleba drois sakiTxis mimarT, xolo
Semdeg es midgomebi Sedarebulia subieqturi drois TeoriebTan. magaliTad, anri bergsonis „xanierebasa“ da valter
beniaminis „erTgvarovani drois“ ideebTan. daskvnis saxiT
Sejamebuli da dadasturebulia zemoxsenebuli ideebis gamoyenebis SemTxvevebi virjinia vulfis romanebSi.
moxsenebaSi ganxiluli problema im sadoqtoro naSromis
nawilia, romelic ikvlevs „drois problemas vulfis SemoqmedebaSi“.
TinaTin TvalWreliZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

jemal qarCxaZis roman „mdgmuris“ hermenevtikuli
wakiTxvisaTvis
modernistuli mwerlobis erT-erTi umTavresi damaxasiaTebeli niSania realobasa da warmosaxvas Soris waSlili
zRvari. „SeiZleba kacis cxovreba cxovreba ki araa, mijnaa,
amitomac axlavs amdeni tkivili“. kavSiri miRmier samyarosTan umTavresad warmosaxviTia, magram STambeWdavi. es wamieri „mixvedra“, „miaxloeba“ erTgvari gagebisa da gaazrebis
esTetikur iluzias qmnis egzistencialuri SiSis sawinaaR-
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mdegod. jemal qarCxaZis Semoqmedeba umetesad fragmentulad aris Seswavlili. gvxvdeba misi teqstebis bibliuri konceptebiTa da istorizmis principiT kvleva. aseve sainteresoa igavis, rogorc mikrosqemis, mxatvruli transformaciis Zieba qarCxaZis SemoqmedebaSi. mwerlis filosofiur-esTetikuri xedvis ganxilvisas kritikosTa mier metadaa moxmobili bibliuri aspeqtebi.
Cveni kvlevis mizani ki modernistuli markerebis amocnoba
da hermenevtikuli sainterpretacio modeliT teqstebis Sinagani da garegani logosis Ziebaa. filosofiur-egzistencialuri wakiTxviT mxatvruli teqstis empiriul masalas warmoadgens roman „mdgmuris“ pirvelsazrisis wvdoma. yovel xerxsa da
saSualebas, magaliTad, saxismetyvelebiT azrovnebas, simboloebs, Tavad avtoriseul komentarebsa da mosazrebebs teqstTan dakavSirebiT, mxatvrul enas, esTetikur-ideologiur
da ontologiur zednaSens gamoviyenebT, raTa davadginoT
teqstis pirvelsazrisi, ganvsazRvroT „mTeli“, amasTan, mTelisa da nawilis mudmivi urTierTmimarTeba.
roman „mdgmurSi“ gvxvdeba modernistuli prozis sammagi krizisis maxasiaTeblebi: Semecnebis, subieqturobisa da
enis krizisi. mdgmurs uWirs arsebul realobasTan racionaluri Tanaarseboba. romanis pirvelive Tavia „metamorfoza“. gmiris anTropologiur arsSi dominirebs aracnobieri
fsiqika („mravlobiToba“, nicSe). gmiri xan sizmriT, xan ocnebiT, zogjer warmosaxviT, inacvlebs sxva samyaroSi, magaliTad, nilosis sanapiroze. aseve, mwerlis ena, romelic
arasodros aris TviTkmari mocemuloba, personaJis organuli aRwerisTvis damaxasiaTebelia Sinagani monologi da gancdili metyveleba.
migvaCnia, rom „mdgmuri“ es aris modernistuli teqsti.
misi pirvelsazrisia modernizmis epoqis adamianis egzistencialuri Ziebis, gamouvalobis, daeWvebis Cveneba. igavuri
eniT arsebuli msoflmxedvelobrivi orientirebis rRveva,
iracionaluri anTropologiuri arsiT sakuTar TavTan da
samyarosTan mudmivad gaucxoeba, amasTan, sakuTari absoluturi nebis realizeba, erTgvari pirovnuli dezorientireba
da sulieri kaTarzisi.
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naTia iakobiZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

profesiuli Jargonis sakiTxi qarTul enaSi
profesiuli Jargoni ama Tu im profesiul jgufSi gamoiyeneba da am jgufisadmi mikuTvnebulobas gamoxatavs. masSi asaxulia saerTo interesebi, miswrafebebi, Taviseburebani.
profesiuli Jargonis ganviTarebas xels uwyobs teqnologiis ganviTareba, axali dargebis Seqmna. Jargonizmebis didi nawili miiReba sesxebiT an mniSvnelobis gardaqmnis gziT – mniSvnelobis cvliT, metaforizaciiT.
moxsenebis mizans warmoadgens saqarTveloSi SedarebiT
axal mimarTulebaSi, Sromis usafrTxoebisa da garemos dacvis
sferoSi, damkvidrebuli leqsikuri erTeulebis analizi.
bolo periodSi, rodesac gaxSirda interdisciplinuri
kvlevebi, profesiuli Jargonis aRwera enaSi did datvirTvas
iZens. es ara mxolod imitomaa mniSvnelovani, rom erTi profesiis mkvlevarma SeZlos meore profesiis mkvlevris naSromis
Sinaarsis srulyofili gageba, aramed aucilebelia sistematizebuli iyos da dakanonebuli saxe mieces im leqsikas, romelic
enaSi gamoiyeneba.
rTuli dasadgenia sad gadis zRvari profesiul Jargonsa
da barbarizms Soris. Tu profesiuli Jargonis ganviTareba
enas amdidrebs, barbarizmi enis danagvianebas uwyobs xels. amitom, axali terminis damkvidrebisas didi sifrTxilea saWiro.
magaliTad, bolo periodSi qarTulSi gvxvdeba iseTi sityvebi,
rogorebicaa narCenebis separacia/narCenebis separireba. separacia/separireba momdinareobs inglisuri sityvisagan separation, rac niSnavs gamoyofas, gancalkevebas, ganSorebas, gayras.
inglisurSi waste separation-is gverdiT gvxvdeba agreTve termini waste sorting. orive maTgani qarTulad aRniSnavs „narCenebis
daxarisxebas“. aseve, termini „narCenebis insineracia“, romelic momdinareobs inglisuri sityvisgan incineration (niSnavs ganadgurebas dawviT, kremacias). narCenebis insineracia aris
narCenebis dawva.
Jargonis Seqmnaze moqmedebs teqnologiebis ganviTareba,
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rac Semoklebisadmi midrekilebaSic gamoixateba, xolo amis
Sedegad damkvidrda bevri abreviatura.
yvela dargs sakuTari terminologia gaaCnia, magram rodesac profesiuli Jargoni akademiur teqstebSi gamoiyeneba, igi
aucileblad unda ganimartos. akademiur naSromebSi profesiuli Jargonis gamoyeneba ganmartebis gareSe: 1) SesaZlebelia
gaxdes Sinaarsis bundovanebis mizezi; 2) ama Tu im naSromis Sedegebis gamoyenebas aferxebs interdisciplinur kvlevebSi.
profesiuli Jargonis gamoyeneba akademiur teqstebSi, erTi mxriv, enis gamdidrebis saSualebaa, radgan amiT enaSi axali
leqsikuri erTeulebi mkvidrdeba, xolo, meore mxriv, warmoadgens enis danagvianebis safrTxesac. amitom, enaSi axali leqsikuri erTeulis damkvidrebisas udidesi sifrTxilea saWiro.

naTia kenWiaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Targmanebi qarTul mWevrmetyvelebaSi
winamdebare kvlevis mizania warmoaCinos qarTul mWevrmetyvelebaSi arsebuli Targmanebi, Seafasos im kuTxiT, Tu romel
dargebSi mogvepoveba amgvari nimuSebi, romel enebzea isini Semonaxuli, ra mizezebi ganapirobebdnen mWevrmetyvelebis Zeglebis Targmnas, anda, piriqiT, sxva enaze maT Caweras.
zogadad, qarTuli mWevrmetyvelebiTi teqstebis daxarisxeba SegviZlia rogorc pirveladi, ise meoreuli wyarodan
momdinare resursebad, romlebic, Tavis mxriv, ara qarTul,
aramed sxvadasxva ucxo enaze (ZvelberZnul, laTinur, frangul, rusul da sxva enebze) daweril teqstebadaa Semonaxuli.
cnobilia, rom qarTuli mWevrmetyveleba icnobs rogorc
originalur nimuSebs, ise Targmanebs. yvelaze meti Targmnili
nimuSebi mogvepoveba samqadageblo mWevrmetyvelebis, igive
homiletikis dargSi, Tumca, miuxedavad amisa, is aris qarTuli
mWevrmetyvelebis organuli Semadgeneli nawili.
qarTuli mWevrmetyvelebis Targmanebis kvlevas arcTu
didi adgili ukavia qarTul samecniero sivrceSi. sakiTxis
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Seswavlis istoriis mxriv, qarTuli mWevrmetyvelebis teqstebi araa intensiurad ganxiluli da gaanalizebuli qarTul mecnierebaSi.
dasasrul, rom SevajamoT kvlevis Sedegebi, aRmoCndeba,
rom qarTuli mWevrmetyveleba mdidaria Targmnili mWevrmetyvelebis nimuSebiT, rasac sxvadasxva subieqturi Tu obieqturi mizezi ganapirobebda.
maia kvirkvelia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

tropuli metyveleba meoce saukunis 70-iani wlebis poeziaSi
meoce saukunis 70-iani wlebi qarTuli literaturis istoriis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani periodia. es etapi dakavSirebulia poetebis im TaobasTan, romelmac garkveulwilad
gansazRvra Tanamedrove poeziis ZiriTadi xazi, upirvelesad – formis TvalsazrisiT. lia sturuas, besik xaranaulis,
mamuka wiklauris, vaxtang javaxaZis, guram petriaSvilis,
iza orjonikiZisa da sxvaTa Semoqmedeba poeturi Tu kritikuli teqstebis saxiT dResac gansazRvravs literaturul
process. sakiTxis kvleva aqtualuria im mizeziTac, rom safuZvliani naSromi am periodis Sesaxeb SedarebiT-SepirispirebiTi meTodiT ar gvaqvs. mxolod calkeuli avtorebis Semoqmedebis ganxilva erTiani suraTis dasaxatad metad rTulia. garda amisa, verlibris, rogorc am periodis poeturi
gamoxatvis mTavari formis, Casaxvisa da Camoyalibebis mizezebi qarTul samecniero literaturaSi saTanadod ar Seswavlila da gamokvleula. sakiTxis Seswavla-gaanalizeba
uSualod teqstebze dayrdnobiT, ara mxolod erTi poetis,
aramed am periodis mTavar warmomadgenelTa Semoqmedebis
Sedareba-analizis gziT iqneba Cveni kvlevis mTavari siaxle.
kvlevis Sedegebi ki saSualebas mogvcems naTlad gamoikveTos is Taviseburebebi, romlebic 70-ianelTa Taobam moitana, rogorc tropuli metyvelebis (metafora, Sedareba, epiTeti da a.S) formis, ise Tematikisa da Teoriuli naazrevis
saxiT.
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Tanamedrove amerikuli Tu evropuli poeziis erT-erTi
ZiriTadi saleqso forma verlibria, aseve Zalian aqtualuria genderuli (qalTa da kacTa) poeturi metyvelebis kvleva poeziaSi; Temis farglebSi swored am Tematikaze gavamaxvilebT yuradRebas, kvlevis Sedegebi ki mniSvnelovani iqneba rogorc qarTul, ise saerTaSoriso samecniero kvlevaSi
sakiTxis popularizaciis TvalsazrisiT.

mariam kilanava, lolita Sengelia
evropis universiteti /
ilias saxelmwifo universiteti

cxovrebiseul aspeqtTa integrireba ucxo enis swavlebisas
problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodis saSualebiT
ucxo enis swavlebis sferoSi arsebul tendenciaTa gaTvaliswinebiT, Tanamedrove meTodebis integrirebis ZiriTad mizezs samizne jgufebSi arsebul konkretul problemaTa gadaWra warmoadgens. problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodi, romelic erT-erT popularul midgomadaa miCneuli, Tavisi ZiriTadi maxasiaTeblebiT, mWidrod ukavSirdeba konstruqtivizmis Teoriul safuZvlebs (Piaje: 1990, Vigotski: 1978) da
orientirebulia Semswavlelis mxridan codnis praqtikuli
gziT miRebaze. gamomdinare iqidan, rom aRniSnuli meTodi Semswavlels aZlevs saSualebas miRebuli Teoriuli codna realur, cxovrebiseul problemebs daukavSiros, xSirad is gamocdilebiT swavlis cnebasTanac asocirdeba (Dewy: 1897).
aRniSnul sferoSi arsebul kvlevebze dayrdnobiT (Leong,
Patrick: 2009, Jaramillo: 2016, Larsson: 2001) problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodi saSualebas iZleva realuri cxovrebiseuli aspeqtebis gamoyenebiT moxdes studentTa Sinagani Tu garegani motivaciis amaRleba ucxo enis gakveTilze. es ki, Tavis
mxriv, zrdis maT aqtiur CarTulobas samuSao procesSi da, Sesabamisad, SesaZlebeli xdeba ukve identificirebuli problemis alternatiuli gzebiT gadaWra.
moxsenebaSi warmovadgenT im kvlevis Sedegebs, romelic evropis universitetSi 2019 wlis gazafxulis semestrSi ingli-
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suri enis swavlebis procesSi ganxorcielda. problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodi gamoyenebul iqna inglisuri enis
b1 donis jgufTan, romelic dakompleqtebuli iyo 52 studentiT, erT jgufSi 25 da meore jgufSi 27 studenti. aRniSnuli
kvlevis sagans warmoadgenda samizne jgufSi inglisuri enis
sasaubro unarebis interaqciul/produqciul formaTa gaumjobeseba realur cxovrebiseul aspeqtTa integrirebis saSualebiT. swavlebis aRniSnuli midgomis ZiriTad maxasiaTebelTa
Sefaseba, konkretul SemTxvevaSi, dakvirvebis meTodisa da
studentebTan interviuebis saSualebiT gaxda SesaZlebeli,
rac kvlevis Sedegebis faqtobriv monacemebSi aisaxa. Sesabamisad, naSromi warmoadgens rogorc raodenobrivi, aseve Tvisebrivi kvlevis magaliTs.
moxseneba miznad isaxavs problemaze dafuZebuli swavlebis meTodis danergvis upiratesobaTa xazgasmas ucxo enis
swavlebisas sasaubro unar-CvevaTa gaumjobesebis kuTxiT.
kvlevis Sedegebi mniSvnelovnad waadgeba rogorc am sakiTxiT
dainteresebul mecniers, maswavlebels, aseve zogadad, swavlebis im sferos, sadac yuradReba gamaxvilebulia ucxo enaze
saubris unar-CvevaTa swavlebis problemebze da maTi gadaWris
saSualebebze.

luka kuWuxiZe
ilias saxelmwifo universiteti

bunebis bifurkaciis problema alfred norT uaithedis
filosofiaSi
moxsenebaSi ganxilulia meoce saukunis dasawyisSi moRvawe
gamoCenili ingliseli filosofosisa da maTematikosis alfred norT uaithedis procesualuri filosofiis saazrovno
qvakuTxedi, romelsac Seadgens bunebis problema. bunebis Temas filosofiuri Tvalsawieridan uaithedi pirvelad 1920
wels uaxlovdeba traqtatSi „bunebis cneba“. igi erT-erTi
pirvelia, vinc yuradRebas amaxvilebs im faqtze, rom rogorc
azrovnebis procesi SeiZleba iyos gacnobierebuli (me vacnobiereb im faqts, rom vazrovneb), aseve Tavad STabeWdilebebsac
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(grZnobad mocemulobebs) aRqmis procesSi dahyvebaT unikaluri saxis cnobiereba (awareness). ara kognitiuri, aramed grZnobadi. swored grZnobadi cnobiereba iwvevs CvenSi bunebis
srulyofili movlenadobis gancdas. sabunebismetyvelo mecnierebebs, Tavisi interesebis gaTvaliswinebiT, grZnobadi
cnobierebis obieqti ainteresebT, magram ara Tavad grZnobadi
cnobiereba. ukve am formiT dasmuli sakiTxi, uaithedis mixedviT, bunebis orad gaxleCvis safrTxis winaSe gvayenebs: bunebad, romelic wvdomilia cnobierebis mier, da bunebad, romelic cnobierebis gamomwvevi mizezia. am filosofiur fiqcias
uaithedi „bunebis bifurkaciis“ Teoriad naTlavs, romlis arsSic ganTavsebulia doqtrina pirveladi da meoreuli Tvisebebis Sesaxeb. bunebis or radikalurad gamijnul sivrced, subieqturad da obieqturad moazrebul sistemebad dayofis paradigma. bifurkaciis fundamenturi problema gansakuTrebulad mniSvnelovani Tanamedrove samyaros ekologiuri krizisis gamoisobiT xdeba. Cveni dro sulis kriziss, uwinaresad,
swored ekologiuri katastrofizmis formiT avlens. imeds vitoveb, rom es konkretuli kvleva xels Seuwyobs ekologiuri
problemebis ufro farTo WrilSi ganxilvis process. uaithedis filosofiis perspeqtividan am Temis daviwyeba Tavad dasavluri azrovnebis imanenturi maxasiaTebelia. misi istoriis
warmodgena ki SeuZlebeli xdeba am uaryofis gaTvaliswinebis
gareSe. moazrovne gviCvenebs, rom gamijvna xelovnuri xasiaTisaa da ara bunebiTi formis. igi modernuli gamogonebaa. imis
Tqmac ar iqneba gadametebuli, rom yoveli konkretuli azrobrivi operaciis Sesrulebisas, rodesac Cven vfiqrobT, rom
samyaro orad iyofa da gardaiqmneba radikalurad gamijnul,
konceptualur naxevarsferoebad, (erTi maTgani samyaros Zireuli da fundamenturi kanonebiTaa aRWurvili. mas aseTad
mxolod mecniereba icnobs. meore maTgani ki warmogvidgeba
rogorc faseulobaTa kriteriumiT aRvsili sinamdvile, an,
sxvagvarad Tu vityviT, gonis sauflo, konceptualurad damuxtuli sivrce), Tavad viRebT Tanamonawileobas bunebis gaxleCvaSi. Cven Tavad movuwodebT mas bifurkaciisaken.
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TinaTin lekiaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Suasaukuneobrivi azrovnebis erTiani struqtura da movlenaTa hiperbolizacia qarTul saero literaturaSi
Suasaukuneebis sasuliero literaturaSi uxvad moipoveba saswaulis magaliTebi, romlebic uflis ZaliT aResruleba. agiografiul ZeglebSi wmindani udides sulier safexurze warmogvidgeba. mas iseve xelewifeba saswaulTa aRsruleba, rogorc Tavad ufals, radgan yoveli wmindani Tavisi RvawliT imeorebs gzas macxovrisas, romlisaganac eniWeba es saswaulTmoqmedebis Zala.
saero literaturaSi saswauli, rogorc RmerTis qmedeba,
iSviaTad Cans, magram saswaulebrivia personaJTa gmiruli qceva Tavisi hiperboluri xasiaTiT. ase rom, amgvari hiperbolizacia nawilobriv safuZvels iRebs adrindeli literaturuli
tradiciidan, sasuliero mwerlobis saswaulebidan.
qarTuli klasikuri periodis mwerloba sami nawarmoebiTaa cnobili: „visramiani“, „amirandarejaniani“ da „vefxistyaosani“, romlebSic saswauli gansxvavebuli saxiT Semodis. saero mwerlobis ganviTarebis kvaldakval es axali tipis saswauli, anu personaJis hiperboluri qmedeba, TandaTan realurobisaken miiswrafvis, gonivruli, racionaluri
dasabuTebis elementebiT Seivseba. amitom, saero mwerlobis
personaJTa mier aRsrulebul saswaulebSi mTavari adgili
maT pirovnul Zalas eniWeba. am mxriv CvenTvis gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa „vefxistyaosani“. rusTvelis poema SeiZleba CaiTvalos im tipis nawarmoebad, romelic realisturi
xedvis mxatvruli gamoxatvis mxriv aSkarad win uswrebs amave periodis dasavlur nawarmoebebs.
rogorc kvlevam aCvena, gansxvavebiT agiografiuli nawarmoebebis saswaulebisagan, saero mwerlobis nimuSebSi,
konkretulad ki – „vefxistyaosanSi“, saswauls gmiri aRasrulebs ara locviTa da marxviT, aramed sakuTari, adamianuri ZaliT, magram „amirandarejanianisagan“ gansxvavebiT,
aris cda am adamianuri Zalis motivirebisa, imis axsnisa, Tu
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rogor sZlia am adamianurma Zalam mters. poemaSi axsnilia,
Tu rogor xdeba esa Tu is saswauli.
dasasrul, SegviZlia davaskvnaT, rom „vefxistyaosanSi“
Cans Suasaukuneobrivi azrovnebis erTiani struqtura, rac
gamoixateba movlenaTa hiperbolizaciiT. saswaulebi, romlebic gvxvdeba poemaSi, aResruleba didi rwmeniT da, amasTanave, gonivruli gansjiTa da aqtiuri qmedebiT, magram es
yvelaferi hiperbolizirebulia, rac gvaZlevs saSualebas
davaskvnaT, rom „vefxistyaosanSi“ mocemuli gvaqvs agiografiuli saswaulebis Taviseburi transformireba.

ekaterine maisuraZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

qarTuli ena, rogorc baTumis olqis qarTveli muslimebis
identobis SenarCunebis mTavari markeri
osmalTa mier samxreT-dasavleT saqarTvelos mitaceba
didi tragedia iyo sruliad saqarTvelosTvis. samSoblos
moswyda Tavisi teritoriisa da mosaxleobis erTi mesamedi.
dapyrobil teritoriaze osmalebi cdilobdnen aRmoefxvraT xalxSi mSobliuri ena, qristianuli religia, zne-Cveulebani. qarTvelebis gaTurqebisaTvis osmalebi yovelgvar
saSualebas iyenebdnen.
entonis smitis ,,nacionaluri identobis“ mixedviT, eTnikuri jgufi kulturuli erTobliobis is saxeobaa, romelic xazs usvams warmomavlobis Sesaxeb miTebisa da istoriuli mexsierebis rols da romelic erTi an ramdenime ganmasxvavebeli niSniT amoicnoba. aseTi niSnebi SeiZleba iyos religia, wes-Cveulebebi, ena an instituciebi. aseTi koleqtivebi ormagad ,,istoriulni“ arian. istoriuli mexsiereba maTi arsebobis gagrZelebis mTavari pirobaa.
enisa da damwerlobis garkveuli Rirebulebebis gaazrebis TvalsazrisiT, moxerxda qarTuli identobisa da eTnikurobis saerTo gancdis SenarCuneba aWaris muslim qarTvelebSi. qarTuli identobis es mtkice markeri, deda ena, iqca
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swored qarTuli identobis ganmsazRvrel mniSvnelovan indikatorad qarTvel muslimebSi. aq mcxovrebi qarTvelebisadmi ganxorcielebulma Zaladobrivma aqtebma ki ar gaaqro
saerTo eTnikuri cnobiereba, piriqiT, gaamyara erTsulovneba da xeli Seuwyo cnobierebis kristalizacias. miuxedavad imisa, rom osmalebma SeZles islamis gavrceleba am regionSi, Tavis mizans ver miaRwies, mosaxleobis gaTurqeba ver
SeZles.
Cemi moxsenebis mizans warmoadgens swored im sakiTxis
gaSuqeba, Tu rogor SeZlo aWaris mosaxleobam mSobliuri
qarTuli enis SenarCuneba maSin, rodesac osmalo dampyroblebi cecxliTa da maxviliT cdilobdnen aq islamis gavrcelebas da mosaxleobis mTlianad gaTurqebas. moxsenebaSi
ganvixilav im adamianebis Rvawls, romlebmac didi roli Seasrules am udides erovnul saqmeSi. es adamianebi iyvnen adgilobrivi gamuslimebuli qarTvelebi, zogjer xojebic ki.
amas adasturebs qarTuli asoebiT Turqulad dawerili dokumentebi, aseve xojebis didi ZalisxmeviT qarTulad Sedgenili yuranis saxelmZRvanelo im motiviT, rom mSobliur
enaze ukeT iswavlidnen.
aWaris regionSi qarTuli enis SenarCunebis sakiTxs ganixilaven pavle ingoroyva, zaqaria WiWinaZe, xariton axvlediani da sxva istorikosebi TavianT naSromebSi. am faqtsve
adastureben Tedo saxokia, giorgi yazbegi TavianTi mogzaurobis aRwerisas. qarTuli enis Semdgomi SenarCuneba-ganmtkicebis saqmeSi fasdaudebeli wvlili Seitanes memed abaSiZem, aseve Tavad qarTvelma sazogado moRvaweebma, romlebic xels uwyobdnen aWaris regionSi qarTuli skolebis gaxsnas.
moxsenebis dawerisas gamoviyene am sakiTxis irgvliv arsebuli samecnieri literatura, saarqivo masala, mogonebebi, agreTve periodikaSi dabeWdili statiebi.
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ani maRlakeliZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

„giorgobisTve“ _ mxatvris minimalisturi xedva
(mxatvari dimitri erisTavi)
kinomxatvris funqciis, misi Sinaarsobrivi da formiseuli Ziebebis warmosaCenad qarTuli kinos gardatexis periodis mravali nimuSi xdeba kvlevis sagani, Tumca minimalizmidan mdidar pirobiT sivrcemde arsebul gzaze erT-erTi yvelaze gamorCeuli xelovani dimitri erisTavia.
dimitri erisTavis namuSevari filmSi ,,giorgobisTve“
Tematuri da dramaturgiuli formis mZafri individualizmiT gamoirCeva. eskizebSi gamokveTili xedva saSualebas
gvaZlevs, amovicnoT konceptualuri gaazrebac da sruli
qmediTi sivrcec, Tavisi rakursiT da perspeqtivis SegrZnebiT. dimitri erisTavis kinomxatvroba TavisTavad ipyrobs
yuradRebas saavtoro midgomiT, erTgvar plastikas eZebs da
qmnis iq, sadac garemo sruliad bunebrivia. miniSneba da minimalizmi Tavad mxatvrisa da reJisoris mxatvruli pirobaa.
moxsenebaSi magaliTebad ganixileba direqtoris kabinetis,
nikos saxlis didi oTaxis eskizebi, aseve epizodebi. mxatvris mier interierSi TiTqos ubralod ,,aRmoCenili“ detalebi araviTari ZaldatanebiTi aqcentiT ar gamoirCeva.
,,giorgobisTve“, rogorc minimalisturi mxatvruli saxviTi gadawyvetis matarebeli filmi, dRemde rCeba kinomxatvris realizmisadmi damokidebulebis magaliTad. am filmSi
mxatvris namuSevari erTdroulad minimalisturi da, amasTanave, Zalian metyvelia sinamdvilis mxatvruli interpretirebis mimarTulebiT, rac filmis irgvliv arsebul kvlevebsa da dRevandel midgomebSi kinomxatvris funqciisadmi
mniSvnelovan rols asrulebs.
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nino mesxi
saqarTvelos sapatriarqos wminda andria pirvelwodebulis
saxelobis qarTuli universiteti

dostoevskis «Сон смешного человека» qarTul enaze
qarTul enaze gvaqvs dostoevskis nawarmoebis _ «Сон
смешного человека» sami gansxvavebuli Targmani: 1. „sasacilo
kacis sizmari“ (fantastikuri moTxroba) _ Targmna givi cqitiSvilma (J. „saunje“, 1981, №2); 2. „sasacilo kacis sizmari“
(fantastikuri moTxroba) _ Targmna zaza burWulaZem
(J. „axali Targmanebi“, 2005, №5); 3. „sasacilo adamianis sizmari“ (fantastikuri moTxroba) _ Targmna irakli Toriam
(internetresursi, Posted: 21/12/2013 in Tedore dostoevski).
naSromSi dedanTan mimarTebaSia ganxiluli samive Targmani.
kvleva efuZneba dostoevskis Semoqmedebis uaxles gamokvlevebs da Targmanis Teoriis Tanamedrove principebs. dostoevskis es nawarmoebi exmaureba dRevandelobas da sakmaod
aqtualuria.
samive mTargmnelTan dostoevskis saxeli JRers sxvadasxvanairad: givi cqitiSvilTan _ fiodor dostoevski; zaza
burWulaZesTan _ Teodor dostoevski; irakli ToriasTanTedore dostoevski. qarTul sabWoTa enciklopediaSi (Tb.,
1978, t. 3) weria _ Tedore dostoevski; saqarTvelos eklesiis kalendarSi (Tb., 1975) anbanis rigze qarTuli TargmaniT
CamoTvlil wmidaTa saxelebSi weria: Teodore _ niWi RvTisa; v.Tofuriasa da iv. gigineiSvilis avtorobiT gamocemul
qarTuli enis orTografiul leqsikonSi (Tb., 1968) mocemulia am saxelis paraleluri formebi: Tedore/Tevdore. yovelive es safuZvels gvaZlevs vimsjeloT sakuTari saxelebis qarTul enaze Targmnis problemebze da gamovxatoT Cveni pozicia.
dostoevskis es nawarmoebi gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa
fsiqologiuri TvalsazrisiT. misi sxva nawarmoebebisagan
ganxvavebiT igi ar aris mdidari personaJebiTa da dialogebiT. aq aris mTavari gmiris monologi, romelSic misi fsiqologiuri gardasaxva da mrwamsia gamoxatuli. qarTuli Targmanebis am TvalsazrisiT ganxilvisas veyrdnobiT Targmanis
fsiqologias da gamovxatavT Cvens Tvalsazriss.
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dostoevskis nawarmoebTa da kerZod am nawarmoebis Targmnac leqsikuri TvalsazrisiT mraval sirTulesTan aris
dakavSirebuli. mwerali Tavisi epoqis, Tavisi eris warmomadgenelia, rac mis leqsikaSi aisaxeba xSirad cocxali metyvelebis saxiT da sulac ar aris advili gadasatani sxva enaze.
mTargmnelma unda gaigos da Targmnos is, rac xSirad Tanamedrove rusi mkiTxvelisTvisac ar aris bolomde gasagebi. am
TvalsazrisiTac sainteresoa qarTuli Targmanebis ganxilva.

sofio modebaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

musika da adornos „negatiuri dialeqtika“
moxsenebis mizania adornos „negatiuri dialeqtikis“ ganxilva, kerZod, is, Tu ratom uwoda adornom axal musikas uarmyofeli musika da rogor gansazRvravs igi axali musikis arssa
da daniSnulebas samyarosTan mimarTebiT.
pirvel rigSi, ganxilulia adornos „negatiuri dialeqtikis“ gnoseologiuri da meTodologiuri aspeqtebi, romlis safuZvelzec ganvixilavT adornos mixedviT axali musikis filosofiur interpretacias.
Tema aqtualuria, radgan musikis filosofiuri arsis
kvleva aris is safuZveli, romelzec dgas musikaluri azrovneba.
rogorc cnobilia, adorno sinamdviles ganixilavs ara
myar mocemulobad, dasrulebul sistemad, mTlianobad, aramed negaciis, destruqciulis Semcvelad. imisaTvis, rom gamoaaSkaraos Tanamedrove samyaros disharmoniuli da SeuTanxmebeli winaaRmdegobebi, gansakuTrebul mniSvnelobas aniWebs negatiur dialeqtikas im azriT, rom am ukanasknels yovel pozitiurSi „yalbi WeSmaritebis“ aRmoCenis roli ekisreba. misTvis
filosofiuri azrovneba, xelovneba, kultura, socialuris
yovelgvari pozitiuroba Sefasebulia „moCvenebiT dadebiTad“, romlis negacia aucilebeli xdeba. ase iZens negatiuri
dialeqtika wamyvan universalur mniSvnelobas.
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adorno gansakuTrebul yuradRebas amaxvilebs xelovnebaze, kerZod, klasikur musikaSi negaciis ganwyobilebis danergvaze. igi axals uwodebs uarmyofel musikas da aRniSnavs, rom
uaryofiTma Taviseburebebma Zirs dasca da regresis gziT warmarTa „musikaluri Semoqmedeba“ da musikis mosmenis kultura
daiyvana dialeqtikis absolutizaciis da yvelgan azrovnebaSi
da socialur yofaSic uaryofis, negaciis warmmarTveli roli
daefiqsirebina.
amrigad, msjelobs ra axali musikis filosofiis sakiTxebze, adorno svams sakiTxs musikaSi „damkvidrebisa“ da
„uaryofis“ axleburi dialeqtikis Sesaxeb. adornosaTvis
damkvidreba damaxasiaTebelia im musikisTvis, romelic harmoniis, rwmenis, maradiuli Rirebulebebis matarebelia, xolo axals uwodebs uarmyofel musikas. misi azriT, „axali
musikis“ cnebasTan SeuTavsebelia pozitiuri toni – arsebulis damkvidreba sakuTar mocemulobaSi. axali musika, romelSic upiratesoba eniWeba disonanss, aRiqmeba bgerebis
uwesrigo mozRvavebad, rogorc Seukavebeli qaosis gamoxatuleba. amiT axali musika gamoxatavs Tanamedrove samyaros
disharmoniulobasa da fragmentulobas. adorno miiCnevs,
rom musikis msgavsad filosofiam, Tuki mas marTlac drois
fexdafex surs siaruli, sakuTar warsulTan kavSiri unda
gawyvitos imisaTvis, rom gamoaaSkaraos samyaros disharmoniuli da SeuTanxmebeli winaaRmdegobebi.

ivane mWedelaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

literaturuli procesis komunikaciuri konteqstebi: Zveli
qarTuli mwerlobis recefcia ukrainul orientalistikaSi
Tanamedrove literaturuli komparativistikis kvlevaTa interdisciplinur speqtrSi mniSvnelovan adgils ikavebs
gansxvavebul kulturaTa komunikaciis istoria da Teoria.
kulturaTa urTierTqmedebis mravalmxrivi procesi ayalibebs warmodgenas ucxo/sxvisi eTnokulturuli saxis Sesa-
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xeb, romelic gardaiqmneba stereotipebad Tu miTebad. aRiarebulia, rom literaturuli masala erT-erTi mniSvnelovania ucxos saxis aRqmis TvalsazrisiT.
moxsenebaSi ganvixilav Zveli qarTuli mwerlobis recefciis paradigmebs me-19 saukunis dasasrulisa da me-20 saukunis dasawyisis ukrainul orientalistikaSi.
miuxedavad imisa, rom mravali naSromi mieZRvna qarTulukrainul literaturul urTierTobaTa kvlevas, Cven mier
SerCeuli problema jer kidev ar aris saTanadod Seswavlili.
mizezi aq sxvadasxvaa: ukrainel mecnierTa naSromebSi qarTuli
mwerlobis recefciis sakiTxebi gaSuqebulia ukrainuli masalebisa da ukrainuli literaturis poziciebidan. saqarTveloSi Seqmnil kvlevebSic dominanturia mxolod empiriuli masala. mecnieruli analizisaTvis mniSvnelovania Tanamedrove
Teoriul-meTodologiuri koncefciebis misadagebac.
1980-iani wlebidan ukanasknel periodamde dargis avtoritetuli mkvlevrebis – o. baqaniZis, al. muSkudianis, l. gricikis mier Seqmnilma naSromebma didi daxmareba gamiwia sakiTxis
farTo komparativistul da kulturologiur WrilSi gasaanalizeblad. am avtorebis TiToeul naSromSi fragmentuli saxiT moZiebulma masalam saSualeba momca problema damejgufebina erTi sakiTxis garSemo da gameanalizebina mxolod Zveli
qarTuli mwerlobis aRqmis sakvanZo sakiTxebi ukrainul literaturul procesSi. dasaxelebul avtorTa naSromebSi mxolod empiriul masalaze dayrdnobiT ganxilulia qarTuli literaturis recefciis metad farTo speqtri.
literaturaTa urTierTobis Teoriis semiotikur aspeqtebSi mecnierebi (i. lotmani da sxv.) yuradRebas amaxvileben
Tu ratom da rogor xdeba kulturul viTarebaSi ucxo teqsti
aucilebeli. Sesabamisad, moxsenebaSi gavaanalizeb Zveli qarTuli mwerlobis funqcionirebis kulturologiur da meTodologiur problemebs ukrainul orientalistur kvlevebSi.
qarTuli literaturis mkvlevrebad gvevlinebian aRiarebuli ukraineli mecnierebi. jer kidev me-19 s.-is dasasruls, m. dragomanovs ekuTvnis pirveli kvleva „sibrZne-sicruisas“ Sesaxeb. qarTuli mwerlobis Seswavlis TvalsazrisiT, metad sainteresoa 1893 wels i. frankos venaSi daculi
disertacia „varlaami da ioasafi, Zveli qristianuli romani
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da misi literaturuli istoria“. i. frankos naSromSi Cans,
rom mecnieri araerTgzis mimarTavs qarTul wyaroebsa da
samecniero literaturas.
sakvlevma masalam aCvena, rom Zveli qarTuli mwerlobis
aRqmis TvalsazrisiT gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovania cnobili aRmosavleTmcodnis, agaTangel krimskis, naSromebi da
misi mdidari arqivi. a. krimski Seiwavlis qarTul saistorio
mwerlobas, hagiografias, saqarTvelos istoriis aRmosavlur wyaroebs da a.S. moxsenebisTvis davamuSave mis arqivSi
daculi gamouqveynebeli xelnawerebi, epistoluri masala
(qarTveli mecnierebis werilebi da a.S.). erT-erT siaxles
warmoadgens aseve a. krimskis fundamentur gamokvlevaSi
„nizami da misi Tanamedroveni“ qarTuli masalis kvlevis meTodologiuri problemebis ganxilva.
sakiTxis Teoriuli analizisaTvis aseve viyeneb kulturis kvlevaTa iseT cnebebs, rogorebicaa – identoba, nacionaluri literaturuli kanoni, orientalizmi, dasavleTi/aRmosavleTi.

Tamar namglaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

sabWoTa identobis politika da sabavSvo mxatvruli literatura (l. laginis „moxuci xotabiCis“ magaliTze)
identobis politikis Seswavla, zogadad, mniSvnelovani
da sayuradRebo sakiTxia. is gansakuTrebul aqtualurobas
iZens, rodesac saqme exeba identobis mizanmimarTul Camoyalibebas garkveuli ideologiebis zegavleniT. sabWoTa kavSiris identobis politikis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani sazrunavi Tvisobrivad axali adamianis – homosovietikusis Camoyalibeba iyo. am kuTxiT zemoqmedebisTvis gansakuTrebul
samizne jgufs bavSvebi warmoadgenen. Sesabamisad, SemuSavebuli unda yofiliyo am konkretul jgufze zegavlenisa da
identobis formirebis efeqturi meTodebi. am mxriv sainteresoa sabWoTa kavSiris mier gatarebuli identobis politi-
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kis Seswavla sabavSvo mxatvruli nawarmoebebis safuZvelze
– zegavlenisTvis mniSvnelovani sakiTxebis gamoyofa da im
meTodebis gamokveTa, romlebic zemoqmedebis mizniT gamoiyeneba. gansakuTrebiT mravalferovani informaciis Semcvelia erTi da imave nawarmoebis ramdenime redaqciis Sedareba.
mocemul kvlevaSi Seswavlilia l. laginis „moxuci xotabiCis“ ori redaqcia. gamokveTilia zemoqmedebis kuTxiT
mniSvnelovani sakiTxebi da zegavlenis meTodebi. xazgasmulia gansxvavebebi original da redaqtirebul teqstebs Soris. kvlevis Teoriul CarCos warmoadgens struqturalizmi, xolo meTods – narativis analizi. kvlevis aqtualurobas gansazRvravs is faqti, rom momavali Taobis identobis
formireba yoveli sazogadoebisTvis gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovani sakiTxia.

TaTia obolaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

arqetipuli kritika: tradiciuli da Tanamedrove midgomebi
arqetipuli kritika, rogorc mxatvruli teqstis kvlevis meTodi, pirvelad gamoiyena britanelma literaturaTmcodnem, emi maod bodkinma Tavis fundamentur naSromSi
„arqetipuli modelebi poeziaSi: warmosaxvis fsiqologiuri
kvleva“ (1934). gasuli saukunis 40-50-ian wlebSi ki kanadeli
mecnieris, norTrop frais „kritikis anatomiis“ gamoqveynebis Semdeg arqetipuli kritika literaturis kvlevis erTerT ZiriTad meTodad iqca. samecniero literaturaSi arqetipuli kritika xSirad miTologiuri kritikis sinonimad ixmareba da dRemde aqtiurad gamoiyeneba mxatvruli teqstis
analizisas (arqetipuli kritika samarTlianad iTvleba „vizionaluri“1 tipis teqstebis kvlevis universalur meTo1

karl gustav iungis termini. vizionaluri (visionary) teqstis saukeTeso magaliTad asaxelebs goeTes „fausti“-s meore nawils (Modern
Man in Search of a Soul. Routledge Classics. 2001, p. 160)
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dad). sakmarisia davasaxeloT franguli skola – pier brunelisa (Mythocritique 1992; Mythopoetique des genres, 2002) da veronik Jelis naSromebi (Mythes et recits poetique? 1998).
arqetipuli kritika daefuZna socialuri anTropologiisa (kembrijis skola – jeims freizeri) da fsiqoanalizis
(karlg gustav iungi) uaxlesi kvlevebis Sedegebs, igulisxmeba kembrijis skolis warmomadgenlis jeims freizeris
Teoria gansxvavebul kulturebSi msgavsi miTebisa da ritualebis arsebobis Sesaxeb (sikvdilisa da xelaxali dabadebis
miTi) da karl gustav iungis mier koleqtiuri aracnobieris,
arqetipebis kvlevas.
universaluri saxe-xatebi gansazRvraven literaturuli
nawarmoebis formasa da funqcias, maTSi ikveTeba teqstis
arsi. Sesabamisad, mxatvrul teqstSi ganmeorebadi arqetipebis, arqetipuli motivebis kvleva saSualebas gvaZlevs, universaluri saxe-xatebis identificirebisa da analizis safuZvelze SeviswavloT da erT sibrtyeze movaTavsoT gansxvavebul politikur, socialur, kulturul Tu msoflmxedvelobriv konteqstSi Seqmnili teqstebi da davadginoT maTi urTierTmimarTebis sakiTxi.
Cveni moxsenebis mizania, ganvixiloT arqetipis emociuri, eTikuri da sociokulturuli raoba da SevadaroT arqetipuli kritikis tradiciuli (emi maod bodkini da norTrop frai) da Tanamedrove (franguli skola – pier brunelisa da veronik Jelis) Teoriebi. dasaxelebul mecnierTa
fundamenturi naSromebis, maTi Teoriebis, postulatebis
gaTvaliswinebiT davadginoT, erTi mxriv, arqetipuli kritikis ganviTarebis xazi, meore mxriv ki ganvsazRvroT, ra
faqtorebi ganapirobebs Teoriis sicocxlisunarianobas da
ra roli da funqcia ekisreba mas Tanamedrove literaturaTmcodneobiT kvlevebSi.
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eka oragveliZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

siyvaruli daviT guramiSvilis „daviTianis“ mixedviT
siyvaruli daviT guramiSvilis SemoqmedebaSi aRiqmeba, rogorc ara mxolod adamianuri ltolva, aramed, upirvelesad,
RmerTTan miaxloebis gza. amdenad, poetisTvis igi universaluri fenomenia. am TvalsazrisiT sainteresoa antikuri, qristianuli da renesansuli Sexedulebebi mijnurobis Sesaxeb da
daviT guramiSvilis msoflmxedvelobis maTTan mimarTeba.
mijnuroba „daviTianSi“ warmoCenilia, rogorc saRvTo
trfobis gamoxatuleba. Sesabamisad, siyvarulis obieqti, qali,
daviT guramiSvilis SemoqmedebaSi orgvarad aris moazrebuli:
qali, _ Suamavali, mediatori kacsa da RmerTs Soris da qali,
_ gansaxiereba RvTaebisa. aRniSnuli ori Tvalsazrisi dafuZnebulia antikur da qristianul Sexedulebebze; agreTve
msgavsi konceptebi mocemulia Suasaukuneebis, renesansisa da
barokos epoqaTa literaturul nimuSebSi. ganxiluli magaliTebis safuZvelze sainteresod ikveTeba poetis msoflmxedvelobis maTTan tipologiuri mimarTebis motivebi. „zubovkis“
analizma cxadyo, rom satrfoSi alegoriulad agreTve igulisxmeba qriste da gamoxatulia lirikuli gmiris RvTaebriv
siyvarulTan Tanaziarebis survili.
avtorisTvis saRvTo mijnuroba metaforulad „naTlisadmi trfialiTaa“ gamoxatuli: „naTlisa gavxde mijnuri“... _
wers poeti. aq saubaria uSualod uflisadmi siyvarulis Sesaxeb, romelic daviT gurmiSvilTan „mzeTa-mzisadmi“ ltolvad
aRiqmeba. lirikuli gmiris „mzis motrfialeoba“ amyarebs gamoTqmul Sexedulebas imis Sesaxeb, rom „zubovkaSi“ gadmocemuli ambavi ara mxolod satrfialo urTierTobis amsaxveli
scenaa, igi, upirvelesad, kacisa da RmerTis siyvarulis himnad
iTvleba.
siyvarulis gvirgvinad daviT guramiSvili qorwinebas moiazrebs. es idea poetis igavur-alegoriuli poeziis principebzea damyarebuli. „daviTianis“ finalur nawilSi mocemuli poema „mxiaruli zafxuli“ qadagebs qalvaJuri urTierTobis
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jvrisweriT dagvirgvinebas, agreTve poema saRvTo qorwinebis
himnad moiazreba. poemis saTauri kacis RmerTTan Serigebis sixarulsa da sulier ganaxlebas gulisxmobs; sainteresoa agreTve nawarmoebis pirobiTi saxeldebac („qacvia mwyemsi“). poemis mixedviT, qacvi, ekali, sakralur mniSvnelobas iZens da
saRvTo nebis aRsrulebis simbolod iqceva.
poemis mTavari ideali _ qalvaJuri ltolvis qorwinebiT
dagvirgvineba _ aRiqmeba, rogorc codvebisgan ganwmendili
adamianis siyvarulis gziT RvTis saufloSi dabrunebis alegoria. am TvalsazrisiT mniSvnelovania poetis lirikuli gmiris personaJTa saxeebSi Canacvlebis magaliTebi, rac avtoris
TviTSemecnebis da pirovnuli „mes“ damkvidrebis surviliTaa
nakarnaxevi.
„daviTianSi“ warmodgenilia RvTaebrivi wesrigiT aRdgenili samyaros daviT guramiSviliseuli modeli, romelic absoluturad emyareba qristianul moZRvrebas „axali aRTqmis
adamianis“ _ RmerTTan siyvaruliT Serigebuli kacis _ Sesaxeb da paralels poulobs rogorc winamorbedis (rusTaveli),
ise poeturi memkvidris (vaJa-fSavela) SemoqmedebaSi.

nino popiaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

qarTul-osuri literaturuli, lingvisturi da saganmanaTleblo urTierTobebi XVIII-XIX saukuneebSi
qarTul-osuri urTierTobebis ganviTareba, romelic,
savaraudod, Zv. w. aR. me-4 saukunidan iwyeba, moicavs mraval
epoqas.
meTvramete-mecxramete saukuneebSi gansakuTrebulad
aqtualuri gaxda qarTul-osuri literaturuli, lingvisturi da saganmanaTleblo urTierTobebi. am kuTxiT aRsaniSnavia Semdegi aspeqtebi:
1. osuri anbanis Seqmnisa da ganviTarebis tendenciebi;
2. ioane ialRuziZe da misi wvlili qarTul-osur literaturul da lingvistur urTierTobebSi;
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3. ilia WavWavaZis gazeTi „iveria“ da qarTul-osuri
literaturuli urTierTobebi;
4. kosta xeTagurovi da qarTuli skolis daarseba vladikavkazSi da sxv.
aRsaniSnavia is mravalmxrivi saganmanaTleblo saqmianobebi, romelic mimdinareobda qarTvelTa Soris wera-kiTxvis
gamavrcelebeli sazogadoebis, mTielTa Soris wera-kiTxvis
gamavrcelebeli sazogadoebis mier. mecxramete saukunidan
saqarTveloSi daiwyo samrevlo skolebis, saganmanaTleblo
dawesebulebebis dafuZneba, xolo mecxramete saukunis meore naxevridan skolebis ricxvi kidev ufro gaizarda. swavlebis ena iyo rusuli da qarTuli, Tumca mecxramete saukunis meore naxevridan, afxazebiTa da osebiT dasaxlebul adgilebSi iswavleboda afxazuri da osuri enebic.
moxsenebaSi visaubrebT im literaturul, saganmanaTleblo da lingvistur sakiTxebze, rac aRniSnul periodSi
qarTul-osur urTierTobebSi dasturdeba.
nino Jvania
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

jemal qarCxaZis roman „mdgmuris“ Targmnisas
warmoCenili sirTuleebi
cnobili qarTveli mwerlis, jemal qarCxaZis romani
„mdgmuri“, romelic ekuTvnis magiur realizms, iTargmneba
pragmatuli, adekvaturi, arasruli TargmaniT, rac imas niSnavs, rom Targmani Seesabameba originals da gamoxatavs imave
komunikaciur mizandasaxulobebs, rasac originali, da aseve
imasac, rom Targmani gadmoscems originalis azrobriv Sinaarss Tavisi gamotovebebiTa da SekvecebiT.
mTargmnelis mTavari mizani da survili iyo gaecno rusulenovani mkiTxvelisTvis mwerlis nawarmoebi, SeZlebisdagvarad, eCvenebina misTvis qarTuli enis mTeli koloriti,
qarTuli realoba. moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba Targmanis
is sirTuleebi, romlebic Sexvda mTargmnels da am mimarTulebiT warmoqmnili problemebis gadaWris gzebi.
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iseve rogorc nebismieri sxva enidan Targmnis dros, yvelaze rTuli aRmoCnda frazeologiuri konstruqciebis, anu
im myari gamoTqmebis Targmna, romlebsac mTargmneli CixSi
Sehyavs: an gadaTargmnos originalTan yvelaze metad miaxloebuli sityvebiT, an sityvebiT, romlebic yvelaze metad
gadmoscemen ama Tu im gamoTqmis azrs. magaliTad, ironiulad naTqvami frazisTvis – „Tqvenc ar momikvdeT!“ – met-naklebad Sesatyvisi Targmanis SerCevas sakmaod didi xani movundiT. sabolood, rusul enaSi aRmoCnda fraza „Ишь-ты!“,
romelic gamoiyeneba raimesadmi SewinaaRmdegebis, raimesadmi dauTanxmeblobis, Sedavebis, uaris Tqmis mnSvnelobiT:
Как же!, Как бы не так!
garda amisa, didi sirTuleebis winaSe aRmoCnda mTargmneli originalSi mravalricxovani ganmeorebis gadmotanis drosac. amgvar SemTxvevebSi mTargmnels uxdeboda imis
gadawyveta, emsxverpla Tu ara stilis silamaziT da gadaeTargmna yvela ganmeorebuli sityva, romelic originalSi
mxolod aZlierebda gamoTqmuli azris efeqts da arafriT
amcirebda teqstis silamazes, magram Targmanisas kargavda
pirvelsac da meoresac; an mTargmnels uxdeboda Seekveca es
mravaljer ganmeorebuli sityvebi, an gamoeyenebina maTi sinonimebi.

nikoloz JRenti
k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos
xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

mTis wm. giorgis monastris saeklesio siZveleebi
mTis wm. giorgis monastris istoriis kvlevisas gamoikveTa monastris kuTvnili, Zalze saintereso saeklesio-ritualuri daniSnulebis siZveleebi, romelTa saerTo raodenoba 13-mdea. dReisaTvis maTi umravlesoba dakargulad iTvleba. es siZveleebi mniSvnelovani Zeglebi aRmoCnda rogorc uSualod monastris, aseve qarTuli xelovnebisa da
Sua saukuneebis saqarTvelos politikuri da saeklesio istoriisaTvis. moxsenebaSi ganvixilav TiToeul maTgans, xo-
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lo meti TvalsaCinoebisTvis, qvemoT gamovyof gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovan siZveleebs. esenia:
1. „mTis mTavarmowame“ – wm. giorgis xati, monastris mTavari siwminde. xati monastris daarsebis Tanadroulia. ganaxlebuli unda iyos XV s-Si bagrat VI-is mier. ixsenieba saistorio sabuTebSi XIX s-mde. dReisaTvis dakargulia.
2. „Zmuisis naTlismcemlis „oqros“ jvari“ – mooqruli
vercxliT naWedi Zvirfasi jvari, damzadebuli „glaxaki arsenis“ (arsen II kaTalikosis ?) brZanebiT, bagrat III kurapalatisa
da kaxaber da miqel raWis erisTavebis dros (X-XI saukuneTa
mijna). XIX s-Si monastris gauqmebis Semdeg inaxeboda monastris kuTvnil sof. Zmuisis wm. giorgis eklesiaSi. ganadgurda
1920-iani wlebis antireligiuri moZraobis dros.
3. „agaris wm. giorgis xati“ – XI s-is (?) xati, romelic,
gadmocemis mixedviT, jer samegrelos sof. xorgaSi esvena, Semdeg mTis wm. giorgis monasterSi gadmousvenebiaT, xolo 1688
wlisaTvis monastris kuTvnil raWis sof. agaris axladaSenebul eklesiaSi gadmousvenebia merab wulukiZes. 1926 wels dazianda antireligiuri moZraobis fanatikosebis xeliT. dRes
restavrirebuli xati inaxeba quTaisis saxelmwifo istoriul
muzeumSi (№3160/g. 577).
4. „Zmuisis wm. giorgis xati“ – mooqrul vercxlze naWedi
xati, savaraudod, jvris erT-erT nawils warmoadgenda. dReisaTvis es siZvele dakargulad iTvleba. Semonaxulia xatis gamosaxulebisa (wm. giorgi qisas aZlevs glaxakebs, eSmakebi cdiloben xelis SeSlas) da warweris g. boWoriZiseuli aRweriloba. warweraSi ixsenieba melqisedek iSxneli. Cvens xelT arsebuli mocemulobiT, es piri SeiZleba gaigivdes XI s-is melqisedek iSxnel episkoposTan, an XVI s-is gaenaTel da Semdeg nikorwmindel episkopos melqisedek sayvareliZesTan.
5. „wynoris wm. giorgis xati“ – mooqruli vercxlze naWedi wm. giorgis xati, savaraudod, XVI-XVII saukuneebs ekuTvnis.
dReisaTvis inaxeba quTaisis saxelmwifo istoriul muzeumSi
(№144). xati unikaluria gveleSapisa da diokletianes saerTo
gamosaxulebiT (gveleSapis qercli qmnis adamianis saxis profils).
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irine saganeliZe
saqarTvelos ganaTlebis, mecnierebis,
kulturisa da sportis saministro

mravaleTnosuri Tbilisis multikulturuli tradiciebi
(kulturuli movlenebi, istoriuli procesebi, sazogado
moRvaweebi)
moxseneba miznad isaxavs e.w. Tbilisuri kulturisa da
misi xelovnebis kvlevas sxvadasxva sanimuSo magaliTis safuZvelze. Tbilisuri kultura mniSvnelovania, rogorc saqarTvelos mravalferovani kulturuli sivrcis organuli
da TviTmyofadi nawili, rasac mravalmxriv ganapirobebda
da ganapirobebs aziisa da evropis gzagasayarze mdebare qalaqis mravaleTnosuroba, gansxvavebuli tradiciebisa da
kulturaTa Tanaarsebobis kvaldakval. kulturaTa am Taviseburma dialogma Camoayaliba da ganaviTara Tbilisur kulturad saxeldebuli multikulturuli fenomeni, ramac didad gansazRvra TbiliselTa yofiTi cxovreba, qalaqis kolorituli iersaxe, kulturuli atmosfero da, rac CvenTvis amjerad sainteresoa, XIX-XX saukuneebis sxvadasxva
erovnebis Tbilisel artistTa _ mxatvarTa, Teatrisa da kinos moRvaweTa, literatorTa, arqiteqtorTa Semoqmedebis
Tematika Tu stili.
aRniSnuli moxseneba warmoadgens eTnikur umciresobebTan dakavSirebuli kulturis kvlevis nawils da asaxavs
eTnikuri umciresobebis warmomadgenelTa mier Tbilisis
profesiuli kulturisa da kulturaTaSoris dialogis
ganviTarebis gzas. Tbilisis multikulturuli xasiaTis Sesacnobad gamoyenebulia mravali mniSvnelovani wyaro, Tanamedrove publikaciebi da a.S., romlebSic farTod aris asaxuli XIX-XX saukuneebSi TbilisSi mcxovreb eTnosTa tradiciebis Taviseburebani, qalaqis kulturul-literaturuli atmosfero. amasTanave, aRniSnuli moxseneba warmoadgens
erT mcire nawils naSromisa eTnikur umciresobaTa kulturis mxardaWerisa da saxelmwifo midgomebis (2009-2019 wlebi) Sesaxeb, romelic miznad isaxavs saxelmwifo politikis
kvlevasa da ganxilvas eTnikur umciresobebTan mimarTebiT.
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masSi aseve ganxilulia eTnikur umciresobaTa profesiuli
kulturis ganviTarebis safuZvlebi. maT Soris, eTnikur umciresobaTa nacionalur-kulturulma kerebma, Teatrisa Tu
sxva saganmanaTleblo-kulturuli organizaciebis saxiT,
didi roli iTamaSes Tbilisuri kulturaTaSorisi dialogis ganviTarebaSi. sagulisxmoa saxelmwifos politika da
gamowvevebi am mimarTulebiT.
Tbilisis unikaluri multikulturuli garemos kvlevis
am etapze warmovadgineT mravaleTnosuri Tbilisis cxovrebisa da kulturuli ganviTarebis Taviseburebebi, konkretuli istoriuli procesi da kulturuli movlena, aseve mimovixileT saxelovnebo sferos im warmomadgenelTa cxovreba da moRvaweoba, romelTac gamorCeuli wvlili Seitanes
sakuTari _ qarTuli kulturis ganviTarebaSi, qarTvelebTan erTad gaafarToves qarTuli kulturis diapazoni da
ganapirobes qalaquri, Tbilisuri multikulturis unikaluroba. Semdgomi etapis kvleva miznad isaxavs eTnikur umciresobaTa kulturis mxardaWerisa da saxelmwifo midgomebis ganxilvas uaxlesi istoriidan.

TinaTin soziaSvili
damoukidebeli mkvlevari

laiTuris Tanamedrove yofa: Cais adgili mexsierebasa da
yoveldRiurobaSi
laiTuri sabWoTa meurneobis subtropikuli kulturebis
mamulad Camoyalibebas, saqarTvelSi Cais kulturis aRorZinebas ukavSirdeba. Cais kultura iqca laiTurSi dasaxlebuli
adamianebis ZiriTad saarsebo wyarod da maTi yoveldRiurobis ganuyofel nawilad. laiTuris sabWoTa meurneobas safuZveli 1930 wlis ianvarSi Caeyara. marTalia 20-iani wlebidan daiwyo laiTuris sabWoTa meurneobis teritoriis sameurneo saWiroebisaTvis aTvisebis RonisZiebani, magram 30-ian
wlebamde igi dausaxlebeli da gaudaburebuli iyo. am adgilze xalxis momravleba uSualod ukavSirdeba sabWoTa meurneobis Seqmnas. axladwarmoqmnili dasaxlebis ganaSenianebis
process Tan uamravi problema da sirTule axlda, magali-
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Tad: arasaxarbielo sacxovrebeli pirobebi, antisanitaria,
muSaTa kadrebis nakleboba, sasmeli wylis arqona da a.S. sabWoTa propaganda cdilobda muSa-mosamsaxureebisTvis momavlis perspeqtivebiTa da sidiadiT savse sasurveli garemo daexata, ramac sabolood ganapiroba rogorc mosaxleobis
zrda, ise sazogadoebrivi kvebis, sacalo vaWrobis, saxalxo
ganaTlebis, janmrTelobis, kulturul-saganmanaTleblo da
momsaxurebis dawesebulebaTa qselebis Seqmna. propagandis
nawili iyo Zmuri, internacionaluri sazogadoebis Camoyalibeba, romelic dasaxlebis prestiJulobas unda momsaxureboda. laiTuri sxvadasxva erovnebis moqalaqeTa megobrobis,
mSvidobiani Tanacxovrebis, SromiTi saqmianobisa da yofacxovrebis simbolod unda qceuliyo.
Catarebuli eTnografiuli kvlevis safuZvelze moxsenebaSi ganvixilav daba laiTurelTa dRevandelobas, maxsovrobas industriuli sabWoTa warsulis Sesaxeb. yuradRebas
gavamaxvileb laiTuris mosaxleobis koleqtiur narativebze (sagulisxmoa, Tu ras da rogor ixsneben), Sesabamisad,
ganvixilav Tu rogor axdenen laiTurelebi Tanamedroveobis konstruirebas. sayuradRebo sakiTxia isic, Tu ra roli
eWira Cais kulturas maT cxovrebaSi, rogori iyo da aris
sabWoTa kavSiri maT mexsierebaSi SemorCenili, ra narativebia gavrcelebuli mosaxleobaSi laiTuris daarsebis Sesaxeb. aseve sainteresoa, ra saxiT inarCuneben saerTo koleqtiur identobas dRemde, rogor gamoixateba nostalgia warsulis mimarT da rogor cdiloben mis SenarCunebas „mexsierebiis areebis/xatebis“ SeqmniT.
moxsenebis daskvniT nawilSi Sevajameb laiTuris Tanamedrove viTarebas – ra saxiT SemorCa dRes Cais kultura
maT yovedRiurobaSi da ra gavlenas axdens maT cxovrebaze
Cai, ra Seicvala maT yoveldRiur saqmianobaSi da ra kavSiri
aqvs dRevandel laiTurs internacionalur warsulTan.
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nino falavandiSvili
saqarTvelos sapatriarqos wmida andria
pirvelwodebulis saxelobis qarTuli universiteti

semiotikaze orientirebuli metaforizebuli teqstebis
Targmnis problemebi (giunter grasis qarTulad Targmnili
teqstebis mixedviT)
imisaTvis, rom CavwvdeT mTargmnelis enobriv SesaZleblobebs, unda ganvixiloT TargmanSi SerCeuli metaforebis kreatiulobis magaliTebi. metafora aris movlena, rodesac romeliRac klasis niSan-Tvisebebi gadatanilia meore klasis sagnebsa da movlenebze; rodesac mxatvruli Sedareba miuTiTebs
erTi obieqtis msgavsebaze meoresTan, ganavrcobs mas da iyenebs kavSrebs, Tandebulebsa da predikatebs. metafora lakoniuria, gamoxatavs mTavar msgavsebas da amoklebs metyvelebas.
metaforizebuli mxatvruli teqstebis Targmna da interpretacia yovelTvis SesaZlebelia maTi sazrisis ,,hermenevtikul wreSi“ CarTviT, rodesac ,,gagebis“ kategoria mudmiv moZraobas ganicdis mTelidan nawilze da nawilidan mTelze. am
dros, ragind rTulic ar unda iyos metaforizebuli teqstis
sazrisis siRrmiseuli struqtura, mTlianisa da nawilebis urTierTmimarTeba mTargmnels yovelTvis aZlevs signals, rom
,,gageba“ Sedga. metaforizebuli mxatvruli teqstebis Targmnisas mizanSewonilia, rom metaforis Teoriebs Soris gamovyoT p. rikioris ,,paradoqsis Teoria“ da r. mak-kormakis „kogniciis Teoria“.
paradoqsis TeoriaSi metaforas ufro farTo ganzomileba gaaCnia. is moicavs diskurss, teqstsa da hermenevtikas, Sesabamisad, interpretacias. rikioris Tanaxmad, metaforis Teoriebs wriuli xasiaTi aqvT, amitom saWiroa gaviziaroT hermenevtikuli rCeva, romlis Tanaxmadac, isini droulad da
sworad unda CavrToT hermenevtikul wreSi. p. rikiori aRwers metaforas, rogorc paradoqss, romelSic gansxvavebuli
cnebebi msgavsebis safuZvelze uaxlovdebian da erwymian erTmaneTs. rikioris azriT, metafora mxatvruli teqstis paradigmisa da interpretaciis doneze misi sazrisis gagebis gasaRebs warmoadgens. struqturebiT, semantikuri kodebiTa da
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„samyaroseuli suraTebiT“ iseTi gansxvavebuli enebi, rogorebicaa germanuli da qarTuli, sxvadasxva alternatiul suraTs gansakuTrebiT metaforuli azrovnebis sferoSi qmnian.
magram am enebze Seqmnili mxatvruli teqstebis Targmna sruliad SesaZlebelia, Tu wyaro-teqstis „SesaZlebel samyaroSi“ mTargmneli gamonaxavs iseT realur sinamdviles, romelic mizan-teqstis enis universaluri kanonebiT gadmocemas
daeqvemdebareba. mag., g. grasis romanSi „dedali virTagva“
fiqtiuri sinamdvilea Seqmnili, romelsac mTargmneli am samyaroSi gadahyavs. irealuri samyaro mTargmnelisTvis iqceva
im did metaforad, romelic man mizan-enis mataforizaciis
saSualebiT unda warmoaCinos.

naTia furcelaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo

grigol robaqiZis ucnobi saarqivo masalebi ienaSi
1928 wlis Semodgomaze germaniaSi, ienaSi, diderixsis gamomcemlobaSi daibeWda grigol robaqiZis „gvelis perangi“
Stefan cvaigis winasityvaobiT.
romanis gamocema sakmaod rTuli aRmoCnda grigol robaqiZisTvis. mas bevri winaaRmdegobisa da dabrkolebis gadalaxva dasWirda miznis misaRwevad.
am sakiTxis kvlevisas davamuSave 1995 wels Jurnal ,,georgikaSi“ gamoqveynebuli Stefi xotivari-iungeris werili
– ,,axali cnobebi grigol robaqiZis „gvelis perangi“ germaniaSi gamocemis Sesaxeb“, romelSic germaneli qarTvelologi axsenebda grigol robaqiZisa da diderixsis gamomcemlobis mimoweras. kvlevis procesSi davukavSirdi statiis avtors, romelmac eleqtronuli fostis saSualebiT Sematyobina, rom es epistoluri masalebi firze Cawerili hqonda
wlebis win da im droisTvis isini inaxeboda ienis universitetis biblioTekaSi.
ienaSi samecniero mivlinebisas daviwye zemoaRniSnuli saarqivo masalebis Zieba, Tumca ramdenimedRiani mcdelobis Sem-
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deg arqivis TanamSromlebi mpasuxobdnen, rom es werilebi maTTan ar inaxeboda. sabolood, mivakvlieT erT saqaRaldes, romelSic swored grigol robaqiZis xelnawerebi iyo daculi.
arqivi Sedgeba 21 germanulenovani werilisgan. aqedan 19
werili gagzavnilia saqarTvelodan germaniaSi, grigol robaqiZe swers gamomcemlobis redaqtors – kornelius bergmans (mimowera iwyeba 1927 wlis 30 seqtembers da sruldeba
1928 wlis 21 dekembers), xolo 2 – germaniidan saqarTveloSi.
arqivSi daculia grigol robaqiZesa da diderixsis gamomcemlobas Soris gaformebuli xelSekruleba, romelSic ganxilulia „gvelis perangis“ germanulad gamocemasTan dakavSirebuli sakiTxebi.
moxsenebisas visaubreb ienis universitetis biblioTekaSi daculi grigol robaqiZis ucnobi germanulenovani werilebis Sesaxeb, romlebic Tavad vTargmne qarTulad. es epistoluri masala uaRresad mniSvnelovania da axal cnobebs
gvawvdis ara marto „gvelis perangis“ germaniaSi gamocemis
Sesaxeb, aramed kidev erTxel warmoaCens grigol robaqiZis
adgils evropul literaturul samyaroSi.

Tea qamuSaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

sakraluri adgilebi iZulebiT gadaadgilebul pirTa mexsierebaSi: gamocdileba, identoba da gamowvevebi
moxsenebaSi saubari iqneba Tu ra adgili ukavia sakralur adgilebs afxazeTidan devnili mosaxleobis mexsierebaSi. ra gamocdilebas efuZneba masTan asocirebuli identobebi da ra gamowvevebs qmnis arsebuli de faqto sazRvari.
saqarTvelos sxva mxareebis msgavsad, afxazeTi mdidaria
sakraluri adgilebiTa da salocavebiT, romlebTan dakavSirebuli religiuri praqtikebi mniSvnelovan rols TamaSobda da TamaSobs sazogadoebrivi jgufebis identobaTa formirebaSi. afxazeTis teritoriaze arsebuli sakraluri Zeglebidan gamorCeuli adgili iloris wminda giorgis salo-
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cavs uWiravs. wminda giorgis saxelobis eklesia XI saukunes
miekuTvneba da oCamCiris raionSi, zRvasTan axlos, SemaRlebul adgilze mdebareobs. mcire moculobis miuxedavad, saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi mas ar aklda yuradReba arc Semwirvelebisa da arc dampyroblebis mxridan, rac aseve mis sruliad gansakuTrebulobasa da siZliereze SeiZleba miuTiTebdes. misi roli da saxeli scdeba lokaluri TemisaTvis
salocavi adgilis mniSvnelobas. iloris salocavma afxazeTisa da danarCeni saqarTvelosaTvis kidev ufro meti datvirTva 90-iani wlebis konfliqtis Semdgom SeiZina. amis magaliTad gamodgeba iZulebiT gadaadgilebul pirTa mexsierebaSi damkvidrebuli narativebi, romlebic drois cvlilebisa da religiuri praqtikis SezRudvis miuxedavad isev cocxlobs da iloris mniSvnelobas kidev ufro aZlierebs.
moxsenebaSi warmodgenili iqneba msjeloba imaze, Tu ra
ganapirobebs iZulebiT gadaadgilebul pirTa mexsierebaSi
iloris Sesaxeb mdgrad mexsierebasa da ra gamowvevebs qmnis
arsebuli de faqto sazRvari. iloris wminda giorgis saxelobis eklesiis mniSvnelobas afxazebisa da qarTvelebisaTvis taZris e.w. restavraciis konteqstSi ganvixilav, romelmac misi avTenturobis rRveva gamoiwvia. taZarTan dakavSirebul konfliqtamde gamocdilebas ki, qarTuli da afxazuri sazogadoebisaTvis SesaZlo maintegrirebel saSualebad
ganvixilav.
warmodgenili moxseneba efuZneba afxazeTidan iZulebiT
gadaadgilebul pirebTan Catarebul gamokiTxvasa da iloris wminda giorgis salocavTan dakavSirebul samecniero da
popularuli eTnografiuli literaturis meoreul analizs. moxsenebis daskvniT nawilSi warmodenili iqneba kvlevis Sedegebi, romelic warmoaCens sakraluri adgilebis
mniSvnelobas identobaTa formirebaSi, arsebul gamowvevebs
de faqto sazRvris pirobebSi da salocav adgils, rogorc
saerTo gzebis Ziebis SesaZleblobas konfliqtis pirobebSi.
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mixeil qarTveliSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Jurnali «Наука и религия» („mecniereba da religia“) da misi
adgili sabWoTa antireligiur politikaSi 1959-1964 wlebSi
miuxedavad imisa, rom sabWoTa kavSiris daSlidan ukve
meoTxed saukuneze meti gavida, samecniero wreebSi dRemde
ar wydeba sabWoTa kavSiris mecnieruli Seswavlis interesi.
metic, sruliad aSkaraa, rom aRniSnul kvlevebs ganviTarebis kidev ufro didi perspeqtiva gaaCnia.
am TvalsazrisiT, gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovani adgili
uWiravs sabWoTa xelisuflebis damokidebulebas religiisadmi da misi asaxvis Taviseburebebis maqsimaluri sizustiT
garkvevas.
nikita xruSCovis xelisuflebaSi mosvlis Semdeg aTeisturi politika axal masStabebs iZens, gansakuTrebiT im
fonze, rom igi pirdapir daukavSirda destalinizaciis politikas. saqme isaa, rom stalinis moRvaweobis bolo wlebSi
saxelmwifosa da eklesiis urTierToba mniSvnelovnad liberaluri gaxda.
sayuradRebo faqtia isic, rom xelisuflebam imTaviTve
aqcenti mecnierul aTeizmze aiRo, ramac saTanado gamovlineba pova 1959 wels mTavrobis mier miRebul sagangebo dadgenilebaSi, romlis mixedviTac daarsda Jurnali „Наука и
религия“ („mecniereba da religia“).
am Jurnalma, miuxedavad imisa, rom igi oficialurad sazogadoeba „Знание“-s („codna“) mier daarsda, zustad gansazRvra da gamoxata xelisuflebis mier gatarebuli politika religiisadmi.
qronologiuri TvalsazrisiT moxseneba moicavs 19591964 wlebs da miznad isaxavs SeviswavloT, Tu ra adgili ekava da ra roli ekisreboda Jurnals nikita xruSCovis xelisuflebis mier warmoebul politikaSi; rogori iyo misi ZiriTadadi maxasiaTeblebi, mimarTulebebi; ramdenad axerxebda Jurnali sazogadoebis farTo fenebamde mietana xelisuflebis saTqmeli. radgan Jurnali daarsebis dRidan zed-
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miwevniT zustad axerxebda xelisuflebis politikis agitacia-propagandas, erT-erTi mTavar niSani, rac am Jurnals
sxva analogiuri antireligiuri gamocemebisgan ganasxvavebda, is iyo, rom igi yovelTvis cdilobda akademiuri done SeenarCunebina. JurnalSi naklebad vxvdebiT iseT masalas, romelsac SeiZleba mosaxleobis gansakuTrebuli gaRizianeba
gamoewvia, rac agreTve zedmiwevniT zustad asaxavda xelisuflebis politikas.
aRniSnuli Jurnali samecniero literaturaSi mxolod
fragmentulad aris Seswavlili da sagangebo mecnieruli
kvlevis obieqti jerjerobiT ar gamxdara. imis gamo, rom
JurnalSi kargad Cans, Tu rogor icvleba saxelisuflebo
prioritetebi, mimarTulebebi da interesebi, misi kvleva metad saintereso da perspeqtiulia.

TamTa RonRaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo

ilia WavWavaZisa da vaJa-fSavelas prozis urTierTmimarTebisaTvs
vaJa-fSavelas proza mravalferovania. mis moTxrobebSi,
garda bunebis gasulierebisa, romelsac yvelaze xSirad ganixilaven xolme, saintereso da mniSvnelovania sxva motivebic. aRniSnul Txzulebebze dakvirveba gviCvenebs, rom maTSi gamoiyofa ori ideuri mimarTuleba: erTi, romelSic didia TergdaleulTa gavlena da riTac vaJa maTi gzis gamgrZelelad gvevlineba da meore, mwerlis individualuri
ideuri xazi, romelSic avtoris msoflmxedvelobis sruliad axali da gansxvavebuli mxarea warmoCenili.
Cems moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba TergdaleulTa erTerTi yvelaze mniSvnelovani warmomadgenlis – ilia WavWavaZis prozauli Txzulebebis rogorc ideuri, aseve mxatvruli gavlena vaJa-fSavelas moTxrobebze. am TvalsazrisiT
ganvixilav iseT nawarmoebebs, rogorebicaa „wisqvili“, „mu-
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cela“, „darejani“, „erem-serem-suremiani“, „Cemi mogzauroba
erem-serem-suremianeTSi“ da sxv.
ilia WavWavaZisa da vaJa-fSavelas moTxrobebis komparativistuli analizi gviCvenebs, rom es ukanaskneli iyenebs
personaJis xatvis iliaseul xerxebs. magaliTad, moTxrobaSi „mucela“ mTavari personaJi rogorc fizikuri daxasiaTebisas, aseve misi cxovrebisadmi damokidebulebiT, mkiTxvels
luarsab TaTqariZes axsenebs moTxrobidan „kacia-adamiani?!“ am TxzulebaSi gvxvdeba satiris elementebic, romlebzec aSkaraa ilia WavWavaZis mwerluri maneris gavlena. aRniSnul nawarmoebebSi avtorTa mTavari saTqmeli Zalian axlosaa erTmaneTTan, Tumca identuri mainc araa da vaJa
axerxebs sakuTari individualizmis warmoCenas.
moTxrobebi „erem-serem-suramiani“ da „Cemi mogzauroba
erem-serem-suremianeTSi“ asaxavs avtoris xedvas meTvramete
da mecxramete saukuneebSi saqarTveloSi mimdinare politikur-socialur movlenebze. maTi ZiriTadi idea eTanxmeba
ilia WavWavaZis Sexedulebebs, romlebic warmodgenili arian rogorc „mgzavris werilebSi“, aseve publicistur werilebSi.
vaJa-fSavelas moTxroba „wisqvili“ gansxvavebulia manamde arsebuli qarTuli prozisgan Tavisi siuJetiTa da mxatvruli xerxebiT, Tumca mwerlis saTqmeli amjeradac axlos
dgas ilia WavWavaZis SexedulebebTan sazogadoebrivi moRvaweobis Sesaxeb. sainteresoa moTxroba „darejani“, romlis
mTavari peronaJis prototips, Cemi azriT, oTaraanT qvrivi
warmoadgens. vaJa-fSavelas Semoqmedebis kvlevisas, ra Tqma
unda, yvelaze mTavari misi individualizmi da novatorobaa,
Tumca imisaTvis, rom sruli warmodgena gvqondes mwerlis
ideur da mxatvrul ganviTarebaze, aucilebelia SeviswavloT gavlenebi da urTierTmimarTebebic im avtorebTan, romelTa moRvaweobac droSi uswrebda an emTxveoda vaJa-fSavelas moRvaweobas.
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Tamar RuRuniSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

omi pirovnuli da kulturuli travmis konteqstSi
(qarTveli da iraneli mwerlebis moTxrobebis mixedviT)
moxseneba exeba saqarTvelosa da iranSi bolo periodebSi warmoebuli omebis literaturul WrilSi ganxilvas da
mis warmodgenas pirovnuli da kulturuli travmis konteqstSi. moxsenebaSi aqcenti gakeTebulia, Tu rogor aisaxa literaturaSi 2008 wlis ruseT-saqarTvelosa da 1980-1988
wlebis iran-erayis omi. gakeTebulia SedarebiTi analizi da
saubaria kvlevis safuZvelze miRebul Sedegebze.
zemoxsenebul omebs ukavSirdeba araerTi samecniero
kvleva, Tumca arsebobs rigi sakiTxisa, romelic jer kidev
ar aris saTanadod Seswavlili. amasTan, ar aris gakeTebuli
SedarebiTi analizi ori sruliad gansxvavebuli kulturisa
da mentalobis mqone qveynebis – saqarTvelosa da iranis magaliTze, rac metyvelebs sakiTxis aqtualurobaze.
moxsenebis Teoriul CarCod ZiriTadad gamoyenebulia j.
aleqsanderisa da p. Stompkas naSromebi travmasa da mis maxasiaTeblebze. individi Tu adamianTa erToba travmas sxvadasxvagvarad aRiqvams. travmis racionaluri gaazreba iZleva saSualebas damangreveli movlenac ki iqces axal SesaZleblobad sasikeTo cvlilebebisTvis. amavdroulad, SesaZloa travmam adamiani ise daTrgunos, rom ver SeZlos am saSinel movlenasTan gamklaveba.
sxvadasxva drois mniSvnelovani movlenebis gaanalizebasa da marTebulad gaazrebaSi did rols TamaSobs literatura, radgan es ukanaskneli yvelaze mkafiod aSuqebs adamianebisa da sazogadoebis damokidebulebas/ganwyobas ama Tu
im movlenisadmi. naSromisTvis sakvlev masalad SeirCa Tamar
fxakaZis, ana korZaia-samadaSvilis, biJan najdisa da jamSid
xanianis nawarmoebebi, romelTa mTavar siuJetsac omi da misi damangreveli Sedegebi warmoadgens.
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lika Sonia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

sabWoTa periodis megruli sityvierebis poeturi nimuSebi:
saTauris struqtura da semantika
xalxuri zepirsityvieri masalis kvleva mniSvnelovani da
sainteresoa aramxolod enaTmecnieruli, aramed folkloruli, eTnografiuli, sociolingvisturi... TvalsazrisiTac.
xalxuri Semoqmedebis nimuSebi kargad asaxavs sociumis yofas, saqmianobas, istorias, interesebs, problemebs, miznebs,
miswrafebebs, politikur garemos... sabWoTa periodis megruli sityvierebis poeturi nimuSebi SemTxveviT ar aris SerCeuli. masSi igrZnoba sabWoTa ideologiis gavlena, Tumca sulier Rirebulebebzec aris yuradReba gamaxvilebuli.
cnobilia, rom leqsis idea yvelaze kargad saTaurSi
Cans, radgan igi erTgvar miniSnebas akeTebs ZiriTad Temaze
da aseve warmoaCens avtoris pozicias. mkiTxvelic nawarmoebis gacnobas saTauriT iwyebs.
saanalizo empiriuli masala megruli poeziis nimuSebia
togo gudavas mier Sedgenili qarTuli sityvierebis I tomidan (Tb. 1975), kerZod, erT-erTi qveTavidan, saxelwodebiT
„Tanamedrove“. masSi mocemuli leqsebis saTauris struqtura mravalferovania; warmodgenilia:
• erTsityviani leqsemebi (ZiriTadad, toponimebi): saqorTuo „saqarTvelo“, jixaSkari „jixaSkari“ da sxva.
• orsityviani Sesityvebebi (umetesad substantiurmsazRvreliani formebi): CaiS mawilarens „Cais mkrefavebs“,
rkinaS xoji „rkinis xari“, koleqtiviS muxudo „koleqtivis
muxudo“ da sxva.
• dasawyisi frazebi: Cqimi nina qorTuli „Cemi ena qarTuli“, golefs nirsi mobu do „mTebs nisli ekida da“.
moxsenebaSi dawvrilebiT ganvixilavT TiToeuli struqturuli modelis magaliTebs da maT funqciur daniSnulebas.
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Tamar Canqseliani
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

moqmedebis SesaZleblobis uaryofis gamomxatveli nawilakebis SedarebiT-SepirispirebiTi analizi qarTvelur enebSi
moxsenebaSi ganxilulia moqmedebis SesaZleblobis uaryofis gamomxatvel nawilakTa semantikuri Sesabamisobis sakiTxi qarTvelur enebSi. ganxilulia am tipis nawilakebi aRniSnul enebSi erTmaneTTan Sedareba-Sepirispirebis gziT da
gamovlenilia saerTo da gansxvavebuli semantika da funqciuri daniSnuleba.
moqmedebis SesaZleblobis SezRudvas qarTulSi gamoxatavs uaryofiTi nawilaki „ver“, megrulsa da lazurSi „var“,
svanurSi ki am nawilakis ramdenime varianti dasturdeba rogorc erTsa da imave dialeqtSi, aseve sxvadasxva kiloSi:
deS, doS (bz., qsv.), mა̈dS-mა̈C/maC, mა̈dC/mა̈TS, mაჲ
̈ C/mა̈iC, mა̈CS
(lnt.), deSsa, deSma, meSmam (lSx.), aRniSnuli nawilakebi erTmaneTis alomorfebia mciredi niuansuri sxvaobiT, maT Soris ZiriTadi da svanuri enis oTxive dialeqtSi gavrcelebuli nawilakia deS. garda CamoTvlili nawilakebisa, svanurSi aris nawilaki moS, romelic damoukideblad semantikisgan
daclilia da, Sesabamisad, arc qarTuli Sesatyvisi eZebneba,
Tumca misi funqcia sxvadasxva enobriv erTeulze darTvisas
swored moqmedebis SesaZleblobis SezRudvis gamoxatvaa.
Cveni mizania ganvsazRvroT moqmedebis SesaZleblobis
uaryofis gamoxatvis saSualebebi qarTvelur enebSi, davadginoT, ra ganapirobebs qarTuli „ver“ da megruli da lazuri „var“ nawilakebis Sesabamis nawilakTa mravalferovnebas
svanurSi.
miuxedavad imisa, rom sxvadasxva dros araerTi mecnieri
Seexo moqmedebis SesaZleblobis uaryofis gamomxatvel nawilakebs cal-calke qarTvelur enebSi da uZRvna gamokvlevebi, Cveni sakvlevi Tema aqtualuria, radganac igi miznad
isaxavs kompleqsur midgomas _ qarTveluri enebis monacemebis Sedareba-Sepirispirebas. amgvari midgomis safuZvelze
warmoCndeba, ra damatebiTi semantikuri niuansebi Semoaqvs
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svanurSi dadasturebuli nawilakebis raodenobriv sxvaobas. am tipis kvlevebi mniSvnelovania rogorc tipologiuri
TvalsazrisiT, aseve Targmnis dros sxvadasxva stiluri
xarvezis Tavidan asacileblad.
naSromis Teoriuli nawili eyrdnoba sxvadasxva dros am
Temaze gamoqveynebul qarTul da ucxour samecniero statiebs; damuSavebulia didZali empiriuli masala nabeWdi da
eleqtronuli wyaroebisa da 2018-2019 wlebSi svaneTsa da samegreloSi savele samuSaoebis Sedegad mopovebuli masalebis mixedviT.

sofio CxataraSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

nacionalizmisa da erovnuli identobis problema XX saukunis 60-iani wlebis ukrainul literaturul diskursSi
XX saukunis ukraina literaturul-kulturuli procesebis TvalsazrisiT mravalferovan panoramas gvTavazobs
da Tanabrad imsaxurebs rogorc filologebis, ise istorikosebis yuradRebas. gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa misi II naxevari. samwerlo asparezze Cndeba „samocianelebis“ saxeliT
cnobili Taoba, romelsac literaturaSi Semoaqvs axalgazrduli Zala, energia, siaxleebiTa da eqsperimentebiT aRsavse proza da poezia. maTi moRvaweoba e.w. „daTbobis“ periods
emTxveva. es aris epoqa, romelSic wina planze aRmoCnda (sabWoTa sivrceSi) erovnuli identobisa da kulturuli TviTmyofadobis sakiTxi literaturasa da xelovnebaSi; sabWoTa
hibriduli kulturuli identobis bundovani sazRvrebi
(„Cemi misamarTia sabWoTa kavSiri...“), ufro metad xdida aucilebels, adamians hqonoda pasuxi kiTxvebze: vin aris, saidan modis da ras warmoadgens („yvelafris arCeva SeiZleba
samSoblos garda“ v. simonenko. „ukraina hqvia yvelafers:
univermaRs, restorans, qarxanas...“ l. kostenko; „literatura erovnuli saqmis, erovnuli ideis msaxurebaa“ b. antonenko-davidoviCi“); erovnuli kulturebis Seviwroveba, Ta-
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visdauneburad, maTi gadarCenis provocirebasac axdenda.
samocianelTa Taobis axalgazrda mwerlebs am TvalsazrisiT umniSvnelovanesi misia daekisraT.
dmitro pavliCko, lina kostenko, ivan draCi, mikola vingranovski da sxvani niWisa da novatorobis wyalobiT qmnian
brwyinvale nawarmoebebs, romlebic aqtualurobas ar kargavs
dResac. Sexvedrebi ivan svitliCnis saxlSi; boris antonenkodavidoviCis kvlevebi ukrainuli enis Sesaxeb; ivan Ziubas monografia „internacionalizmi Tu rusifikacia“; vasil simonenkos dRiurebi; lina kostenkos samizdaturi Semoqmedeba;
ala horskas mxatvroba, rogorc performansi „rkinis fardis“
winaaRmdeg, arasruli CamonaTvalia faqtebisa da movlenebisa,
romlebmac sabolood Seqmna fenomeni „samocianeloba“.
rac ufro metad cdilobda sabWoTa xelisufleba ukraineli xalxis rusifikacias, miT ufro Zlierdeboda nacionaluri TviTmyofadobisken ltolva, ikveTeboda individis
problema. xalxis cneba samocianelTa msoflmxedvelobaSi
pirovnebis Rirebulebebis erTobliobasTan asocirdeba da
ara raodenobasTan. nacionaluri niSnavs individualursa
da sakuTars, sakuTari ki – nacionalurs utoldeba, es aris
„samocianelTa“ Semoqmedebis erTgvari lozungic, romelic, rasakvirvelia, cenzuras ar gamohparvia.
„samocianelma“ mwerlebma sakuTar movaleobad miiCnies
„dacxriluli aRorZinebis“ mwerlebis tradiciebis gagrZeleba literaturaSi. socialisturi realizmis ideologiiT gamsWvalul saukuneSi da met-naklebad moTvinierebul mwerlobaSi „samocianelTa“ Semoqmedeba erTgvari Jangbadis funqcias
asrulebda mkiTxvelisaTvis. Tumca, sazRauri gansxvavebuli
azrisa da sityvisaTvis arc ise saxarbielo iyo, radganac
erovnuli identobis gamomxatveli literaturuli diskursi
TavisTavad disidentur qmedebad an moZraobad aRiqmeboda.
nacionalizmisa da erovnuli identobis sakiTxi ukrainul literaturaSi ukavSirdeba „daTbobis periods“ da „samocianelTa“ Semoqmedebas. folkloruli da eTno-kulturuli motivebi sruliad bunebrivia devnisa da socialuri
Cagvris periodSi moRvawe mweralTa SemoqmedebisaTvis.
maia cercvaZe
saqarTvelos teqnikuri universiteti
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babo SarvaSiZis memuarebi – nonfiqSenis sayuradRebo nimuSi
literaturaTmcodneTa marTebuli dakvirvebiT, Cvens
droSi dokumenturi prozis, e. w. „nonfiqSenisadmi“ (ing. Nonfiction) gansakuTrebuli interesi SeiniSneba. es aris namdvil da
ara gamogonil ambebze dafuZnebuli teqstebi – dRiurebi,
epistoleebi, memuarebi, Canawerebi... gamonakliss ar warmoadgens arc qarTuli saliteraturo sivrce. is dRiTi dRe nonfiqSenis rogorc originaluri, aseve naTargmni nimuSebiT
mdidrdeba.
erTi aseTi nimuSTagania afxazeTis ukanaskneli mTavris.
mixeil SarvaSiZis (1806-1866) umcrosi qaliSvilis. barbare
(babo) SarvaSiZis (1859-1946) inglisurenovani, sabeWd manqanaze akrefili mogonebebi. es fotoebiTa da CanaxatebiT gaformebuli rveuli dRiuris tipis CanawerebiT memuaristis STamomavlebis saojaxo koleqciaSi inaxeboda. mimdinare wels aRniSnuli memuarebis qarTuli Targmani wignad gamosca gamomcemloba „artanujma“ (mTargmneli da sacnobaro aparatis avtori, istoriis doqtori maia cercvaZe), rac, vfiqrobT, sagulisxmo literaturuli faqtia.
babo SarvaSiZe afxazeTSi, lixniSi, daibada. 1907 wels is
peterburgSi colad gahyva cnobil politikur moRvawes, iurists, ruseTis saTaTbiros Tavmjdomaris moadgiles, estonel barons aleqsandr meiendorfs (1869-1964). ruseTis 1917
wlis oqtombris gadatrialebis Semdeg wyvili sazRvargareT
gaemgzavra da sikvdilamde iq cxovrobda. babo SarvaSiZe gardaicvala inglisSi. swored emigraciaSi yofnisas dawera da
dautova man meuRles zemoxsenebuli Canawerebi.
babo SarvaSiZe gamoirCeoda politikur-sazogadoebrivi
aqtiurobiT, metad daaxloebuli gaxldaT ruseTis saimperatoro karTan, iyo imperatricas freilina, monawileobda saqvelmoqmedo RonisZiebebSi.
memuaristi Tavis dramatul cxovrebasa da sakuTari ojaxis Tavgadasavals epoqaluri movlenebis fonze mogviTxrobs.
igi igonebs afxazeTis samTavros bolo dReebsa da mis gauqmebas, mamis gasaxlebas afxazeTidan ruseTis imperiis mier, afxazur-qarTul urTierTobebs, ruseTis saimperatoro karis da
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sxva ambebs, romelTa uSualo momswre da TviTmxilvelic Tavad iyo. qarTveli mkiTxvelis gansakuTrebul interess iwvevs
uaRresad rTuli da saintereso epoqis – XIX-XX saukuneebis
mijnis saqarTvelos sazogadoebrivi cxovrebis epizodebisa
da maTi personaJebis gacocxleba da yofiTi da kulturuli
realiebis warmoCena. magaliTisTvis dimitri yifianis dakrZalvasTan dakavSirebuli ambebic ikmarebda.
warmodgenili moxseneba babo SarvaSiZis memuarebis, rogorc nonfiqSenis sayuradRebo nimuSis, warmoCenasa da qarTul saliteraturo sivrceSi misi adgilis gansazRvras eZRvneba.

qeTevan cimintia, ioseb Sengelia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo
universiteti / soxumis saxelmwifo universiteti

sazedaSe qvevrebi samegrelos Zvel da Tanamedrove
eTnografiul yofaSi
religiur simboloebs gansakuTrebul yuradRebas aqceven eTnologia/anTropologiis mimarTulebis mkvlvrebi,
radgan maTSi, uZveles sarwmunoebriv SexedulebebTan erTad, vlindeba yofis mravali aspeqti. adamiani gare samyarosTan urTierTobisas yovelTvs gansakuTrebul adgils
uTmobda uzenaess/Semoqmeds. adamiansa da RmerTs Soris kavSiri ritualebis gziT myardeboda. es kargad Cans xalxur
dReobebsa da SesawiravebSi, sadac gansakuTrebuli adgili
zedaSesa da sazedaSe qvevrebs uWiravT. simboloTa farTo
speqtrSi sxvadasxva saxis sagnebTan erTad wminda Rvino da
sakvebic Sedis. werilobiT wyaroebSi is „sawirvelis“ saxeliT aris cnobili. raWaSi sawirvels „salocvels“, samegreloSi – „oxvamers“, afxazeTSi – „amaWars“, svaneTSi, qarTlsa
da kaxeTSi ki „zedaSes“ uwodeben.
sulxan-saba orbeliani zedaSes ase ganmartavs: „zedaSe
anu Sesawiri Rvino“. yofaSi am terminis qveS, Rvinis garda,
sxva saxis „sawirvelic“ moiazreba: Tafli, erbo, arayi, ludi, bambis narTi da sxv. moxsenebaSi yuradReba gamaxvildeba
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samegreloSi sxvadasxva saxis dReobebisas gamoyenebul Sesawiravze – zedaSeze da salocav qvevrze („oxvamer lagvani“),
mis daniSnulebasa da rolze rogorc istoriul, ise Tanamedrove viTarebaSi. aseve, samegreloSi (walenjixa, martvili) saojaxo da sagvareulo locvebis masStabebze, romelTac „xvamas“/locvas eZaxian.
saqarTvelos erT-erT istoriul-eTnografiul mxareSi,
samegreloSi asrulebdnen ori saxis „xvamas“/locvas. megrelebs hqondaT „oxvameri“/salocavi da „dunapiri“/danapiri.
locvis dros iyenebdnen Sesawiravebs – zedaSes. yvela ojaxs
hqonda salocavi qvevri („oxvamer lagvani“), romelsac im
konkretuli dReobis Tu locvis saxeli erqva, romel dReobazec Seiwireboda. ojaxSi ramdenime „oxvameri lagvani“ anu
salocavi qvevri iyo. sakiTxi aqtualuria imdenad, ramdenadac tradiciuli dReobebi gaqrobis pirasaa. eTnografiul
velze Segrovebuli masalis saSualebiT ki warmoCindeba Tanamedrove mdgomareoba or sakvlev regionSi. kvleva ganxorcielda eTnografiul velze, mTis samegreloSi (walenjixa,
martvili), ori Tvis ganmavlobaSi. kvlevisas gamoviyeneT
eTnografiuli monacemebi. vixelmZRvaneleT rogorc empiriuli da Teoriuli, ise interdisciplinuri da viwro dargobrivi meTodebiT. kvlevis ZiriTadi Sedegia sakiTxis eTnologiuri Seswavla da, Sesabamisad, miRebuli daskvnebi
warmoadgens siaxles.

giorgi comaia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

sasamarTlo procesi sabWoTa kavSirSi general andrei
vlasovisa da rga-s xelmZRvanelebis winaaRmdeg
sabWoTa da rusul istoriografiaSi gabatonebulia mosazreba, rom andrei vlasovi da misi Tanamoazreebi moRalateebi iyvnen. swored amitom, isini ibrZodnen sabWoTa kavSiris winaaRmdeg meore msoflio omis dros. rodesac vlasovs
dakiTxvis dros hkiTxes, Tu ratom gadavida is germanelebis
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mxares, pasuxi aseTi iyo: „me sulmokleoba gamoviCine“. moxsenebaSi gaanalizebulia is, Tu ramdenad Seesabameba es mosazreba realobas.
sakiTxze muSaobisas gamoyenebulia gamoqveynebuli saarqivo masalebi, samecniero naSromebi da monografiebi (kiril aleqsandrovis, aleqsandr kolesnikis, Simon datneris
da a.S.), romlebic gviCveneben, Tu vin iyo is xalxi, romlebic
gadavidnen mesame raixis mxares. aseve aRwerilia is, Tu ra
viTarebaSi gadavidnen andrei vlasovi da misi Tanamoazreebi
germanelebis mxares meore msoflio omis dros; mizezebi,
Tu ratom gadadges sergei buniaCenkom, fiodor truxinma,
viqtor malcevma da sxvebma aseTi nabiji; xazgasmulia is, Tu
ra Tanamdebobebs ikavebdnen vlasovi, truxini, buniaCenko,
malcevi da sxvebi sabWoTa SeiaraRebul ZalebSi. garda amisa,
vimsjelebT TviTon andrei vlasovis germanelebis mxareze
gadasvlis faqtze: ratom miiRo gadawyvetileba germanelebTan TanamSromlobis Sesaxeb? iyo es piradi usafrTxoebis
gamo, Tu vlasovs didi xania hqonda antisabWoTa ganwyobebi?
aseve yuradReba iqneba gamaxviluli im faqtze, rom sasamarTlo procesi vlasovis da rga-s xelmZRvanelebis winaaRmdeg mimdinareobda daxurul reJimSi da isic mxolod sami
dRis ganmavlobaSi.
moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba mizezebi, Tu ratom iyo miRebuli gadawyvetileba faruli procesis Catarebis Sesaxeb
da ra safrTxes Seicavda sabWoTa xelisuflebisaTvis Ria
procesis Catareba. daskvnaSi mocemulia pasuxi, Tu ratom
gadavidnen generali vlasovi da misi Tanamoazreebi mesame
raixis mxares da uaryofilia is gabatonebuli, mcdari mosazreba, TiTqos vlasovi, malcevi, buniaCenko, truxini da
sxvebi moRalateebi iyvnen imis gamo, rom kritikul momentSi
„sulmokleoba gamoiCines“.
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marika WiTanava
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

wm. markoz maxareblis liturgia
moxseneba exeba wmida mociqulisa da maxareblis, markozis mier daarsebul saRmrTo liturgias, romelic aRmosavleTis eklesiis erT-erTi uZvelesi tradiciuli msaxurebaa.
igi miCneulia sazogado RmrTismsaxurebis erT-erT adgilobriv tradiciul saxed. liturgia, saxelwodebidan gamomdinare, uSualod petre mociqulis mowafis mieraa Seqmnili da dRemde aResruleba, rogorc aleqsandriisa da
sruliad afrikis sapatriarqoSi, aseve saberZneTisa da amerikis rusuli diasporis eklesiebSi wminda maxareblis xsenebis dRes, 25/8 aprils, zatikis periodSi.
markozis liturgiis Sesaxeb uZvelesi werilobiTi dadastureba meoTxe saukunis papiruszea, romelic 1928 wels
aRmoaCines, Tumca unda CamovTvaloT qristianuli eklesiis
is burjebi, romlebic xsenebuli msaxurebis aRsrulebas
adastureben sakuTar SromebSi: wm. aTanase didi, kirile
aleqsandrieli, ioane mowyale da sxvebi. aseve yuradRebis
Rirsia is faqtic, rom 1585 wels meleti aleqsandrielma da
1890 wels neqtarios pentapolelma gadaweres dasaxelebuli
wirvis yvelaze gviandeli xelnaweri. es ukanaskneli gamoica
meoce saukunis Sua periodSi jer saberZneTSi (1955 w.), xolo
Semdeg ki – egvipteSi (1960 w.).
sagulisxmoa, rom aleqsandriaSi RmrTismsaxureba aResruleboda berZnul enaze. es is periodia, rodesac berZnul
enas jer kidev farTo gamoyeneba hqonda egvipteSi da romlis
saSualebiTac moaxerxa qristianulma kulturam aRmosavleTis am uZveles saxelwifoSi SeRweva, sadac mas daxvda adgilobrivi elinisturi tradicia. orives Serwymam ki ganapiroba
lokaluri RmrTismsaxurebis formacia, rac TvalnaTliv gamovlinda wm. petre mociqulis mowafis mier daarsebul srul
liturgiaSi, romelmac adgilobriv berZnulenovan mosaxleobas mSobliur enaze Seudgina RmrTismsaxurebis wesi.
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Tavad msaxurebis struqtura bevr iseT TvalsaCino elements Seicavs, romlebic saSualebas iZleva warmovidginoT,
Tu rogor loculobdnen pirveli qristianebi. xazgasasmelia is faqti, rom am adgilobriv tradiciul liturgias,
sxvebisgan gansxvavebiT, didi cvlilebebi ar ganucdia da
Tavisi pirvandeli forma da mniSvneloba Semoinaxa.
sainteresoa, rom qarTul enaze arcerTi xelnaweri ar
moipoveba, SesaZloa arc arasodes Sesrulebula misi qarTuli Targmani...
SeiZleba iTqvas, rom markoz maxareblis wirvis safuZvliani Seswavla da misi saRmrTismetyvelo Tu terminologiuri
kvleva gaaRrmavebs pirvelsaukuneebis qristianTa locvisa
da msaxurebis Sesaxeb codnas da daexmareba rogorc liturgiisa da, zogadad, momijnave dargebis specialistebs, aseve am
sakiTxiT dainteresebul nebismier mkiTxvels.

ana xvedeliani
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

skolis reorganizacia, rogorc nacionaluri identobis formirebis safuZveli (1918-1921)
Tanamedrove humanitarul da socialur mecnierebebSi
kvlav aqtualuria nacionalizmisa da nacionaluri identobis formirebasTan dakavSirebuli kvlevis sakiTxebi. nacionaluri identobis formireba mravalxmrivi da mravalganzomilebiani procesia da sxvadasxva samecniero dargis interesis sferoSi xvdeba. moxsenebis mizania, ganvixiloT saqarTvelos demokratiuli respublikis mier 1918-1921 wlebSi
gatarebuli ganaTlebis reforma qarTuli nacionaluri
identobis formirebis TvalsazrisiT.
1918 wels, damoukideblobis gamocxadebis Semdeg, saqarTvelos demokratiulma mTavrobam gaatara mniSvnelovani
reformebi ganaTlebis sistemaSi. mTavrobam ganaTlebis saministrosTan erTad SeimuSava gaerovnebis politika, rac
gamoixata qveynis administraciuli da kulturuli dawese-
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bulebebis gaqarTulebaSi/gaerovnulebaSi, erovnuli mimarTulebebis danergvaSi qveynis politikuri, ekonomikuri da
kulturuli cxovrebis sxvadasxva sferoSi. magaliTad, saswavlo dawesebulebebis gaerovnebis politika warmoadgenda
qarTuli enis ganviTarebis axal, farTo saxelmwifo programas. savaldebulo gaxda qarTuli enis swavleba maTTvis,
vinc am enas ar flobda. aseve, savaldebulod gamocxadda saqarTvelos istoriisa da saqarTvelos geografiis swavla.
swavlebis nacionalizaciam da qarTuli enis politikis SemuSavebam dRis wesrigSi daayena erovnuli umciresobebis sakiTxic saganmanaTleblo da kulturul dawesebulebebSi.
sakanonmdeblo doneze SemuSavda mTeli rigi debuleba, romlic gamoirCeoda erovnuli umciresobebisadmi demokratiuli midgomebiTa da maTTvis swavlebis xelSewyobiT. aseve,
saqarTvelos demokratiuli respublikis saganmanaTleblo
politikis mniSvnelovan gamowvevas warmoadgens ganaTlebis
mdgomareobis sakiTxis dasma afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis
regionebSi. saqarTvelos demokratiuli respublikis saganmanaTleblo politikam zogadad gansazRvra qarTuli politikuri da nacionaluri proeqtis ZiriTadi struqturebi,
rac gamoixata ganaTlebis sferoSi gatarebuli reformebiT. Sesabamisad, Cven davinaxavT, rom:
1. qarTuli saxelmwifo erTaderTi misaRebi politikuri
formaa qarTveli eris ganviTarebisaTvis, rogorc eri – saxelmwifos ganviTarebisaTvis.
2. dasavleTi qarTuli demokratiuli saxelmwifos ganviTarebis modelia.
3. saqarTvelo tolerantuli qveyanaa, romelic Tavis
teritoriaze aRiarebs kulturulad gamorCeul eTnikur
umciresobebs, Tumca maTgan qarTuli erovnuli proeqtisadmi loialobas moiTxovs.
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nino xidiSeli
marTvisa da komunikaciis saerTaSoriso
saswavlo universiteti

qarTuli damwerlobis roli da mniSvneloba krebulis
„qarTuli anbani _ 33 emocia“ kvaldakval
Cveni anbanis, enisa da damwerlobis unikalurobaze, gansakuTrebulobasa da siZveleze mravali welia naSromebs
qmnian ara mxolod qarTveli mecnierebi, aramed ucxoeli
mklevrebic.
erovnul simdidres, romelic Tavis TavSi qarTul azrovnebasac moicavs, sxvadasxva dros araerTma mweralma Tu
poetma miuZRvna rogorc mxatvruli nawarmoebebi, aseve publicisturi werilebi da narkvevebi. Tamamad SeiZleba iTqvas,
TiTqmis ar darCenila mwerali, poeti, mecnieri, romelic
Tavis SemoqmedebaSi, naazrevSi aRniSnul sakiTxs Tundac
mcire doziT mainc ar Sexeboda.
qarTuli anbanis mniSvnelobaze msjeloba, kvlevebi aqtualurobas arasodes kargavs. amis dadasturebaa Tundac
bolodroindeli ramdenime sagulisxmo faqti. 2014 wels
cnobili gaxda, rom Cveni anbani msoflios xuT lamaz damwerlobas Soris mesame adgilzea, xolo iuneskom 2016 wels
„qarTuli anbanis sami saxeobis cocxali kultura“ aramaterialuri kulturuli memkvidreobis warmomadgenelobiT
nusxaSi Seitana. qarTuli anbanis ganviTarebis istoriaSi
masStaburi, STambeWdavi movlena gaxldaT 2018 wels gamarTuli frankfurtis wignis bazroba, sadac saqarTvelo sapatio stumris statusiT moevlina msoflio sazogadoebas.
qarTulma mxarem waradgina anbanTqeba da wigni „qarTuli anbani 33 emocia“, romlebiTac Cvens sityvakazmul mwerlobas,
keTilxmovan enas farTo sazogadoebac gaecno.
Cveni moxsenebis Tema swored aRniSnul krebuls exmianeba.
misi mizania SeviswavloT qarTul anbanze 33 Tanamedrove qarTveli mwerlisa Tu poetis mier gansxvavebuli mwerluri ostatobiT, xelweriT Seqmnili teqstebi da gamovkveToT, raze
akeTeben isini aqcents Cveni TviTmyofadobisa da identobis
ganmsazRvrel ZiriTad niSaze werisas. amasTanave, SedarebiTi
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analizis safuZelze warmovaCenT maTi winamorbedebis, klasikosi Semoqmedebis naazrevs qarTuli samyaros Semmecnebelze.
kvlevis amgvarad warmarTva saSualebas mogvcems gavaanalizoT sxvadasxva Taobis qarTveli Semoqmedis gansxvavebuli formiT Tu stiliT, damokidebulebiTa da emociiT gamoxatuli naazrevi qarTul enaze, qarTul damwerlobaze,
„adamianad yofnis niSanze“; siRrmiseulad SeviswavloT sakvlevi Tema da warmovadginoT Cveni daskvnebi.

Tamar jafoSvili
saqarTvelos sapatriarqos wmida andria
pirvelwodebulis saxelobis qarTuli universiteti

arqauli leqsika originalsa da TargmanSi
(romanebis ,,azazelisa da ,,pikis valetis“ magaliTze)
boris akuninis originaluri teqstebisa da maTi qarTuli Targmanebis SepirispirebiTi analizi mowmobs imas, rom
Targmanis procesSi transformirdeba originalis vertikaluri konteqsti, rac arTulebs interteqstualuri elementebis gamovlenasa da dekodirebas. miuxedavad amisa, Tanamedrove kvlevebi gvaZlevs saSualebas axleburad mivudgeT
postmodernistul nawarmoebTa Targmnis problemas.
arqauli leqsikis stilisturi funqciebis Seswavla boris akuninis nawarmoebebSi gvaZlevs saSualebas, gavigoT avtoris ideuri Canafiqri da srulyofilad aRviqvaT mis mier
aRwerili movlenebi. boris akuninis nawarmoebebSi arqauli
leqsika gamoiyeneba rogorc stilizaciis saSualeba da rogorc teqstis qronotopis organizaciis xerxi.
boris akuninis deteqtivSi moqmedeba xdeba mecxramete
saukunis ruseTSi. amitom gasakviri arc aris, rom avtori
xSirad mimarTavs arqaizmebs. ra Tqma unda, uamravi nawarmoebia iseTi, romelSic Semoqmedi sxvadasxva epoqas aRwers,
magram ar iyenebs arqaizmebs. boris akunini is mweralia, romelsac swored arqauli leqsika gamoarCevs.
samwuxarod, aris iseTi SemTxvevebi, rodesac dednis arqauli leqsika TargmanSi saerTod gamotovebulia. amis gamo
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mkiTxveli mis arsebobasac ver igebs. zogan Targmani interpretirebulia. kerZod, mosuliSvili Targmnisas xandaxan
bevr zedmet sityvas iyenebs. arqaizmTa umetesi nawili gadmotanilia Tanamedrove qarTuli eniT, amitom TargmanSi
dednis arqauli leqsika saerTod ikargeba. arqaizmi gvxvdeba, magaliTad, beJeckaias saxlis xsenebisas. mas akunini uwodebs ,,чертог“. rusuli enis leqsikonebis mixedviT, ,,чертог“
moZvelebuli sityvaa da niSnavs brwyinvale Senobas, sasaxles. samwuxarod, qarTul TargmanSi es arqaizmi saerTod gamotovebulia. mTargmnelis mier arqauli leqsikis gamoyenebisasac vxvdebiT uzustobebs, magaliTad, ,,boqouli“ – nacvlad ,,boqauli“, ,,mowma“ – nacvlad ,,mowme“. mTargmneli iyenebs zmnebs mkiTxvelisTvis gaugebari formiT: ,,SeirbineviT“, ,,daswereviT“, daasruleviT“, ,,vifiqrevi“ da sxva.
mTargmnelobiTi Secdomebis klasifikaciisa da sistematizaciis aqtualuroba ganpirobebulia imiT, rom Tanamedrove globalur samyaroSi sul ufro da ufro izrdeba moTxovna mTargmnelobiTi saqmianobisadmi, sadac kulturaTaSorisi komunikacia warmoadgens urTierTobis normasa da
socialur urTierTqmedebas.

giorgi jRarkava
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

piris deiqsisiT gamoxatuli referenciuloba qarTvelur
enaTa andazebSi
andazis, rogorc interdisciplinuri kvlevis obieqtis,
Seswavla sakuTriv lingvisturi TvalsazrisiT aqtualuri
da gadaudebeli saqmea, radgan cnobilia, rom paremiul fondSi kargad Cans eris kultura da azrovnebis Tavisebureba.
amasTan, andazebSi aisaxeba mocemuli enis imanenturi buneba
da sityvaTqmnadobis SesaZleblobebi. andaza iqmneba erTi piris mier, romelic xan konkretulia, xanac – ganzogadebuli;
amitom, pirTa ganawilebisa da urTierTmimarTebis TvalsazrisiT andaza saintereso da Tavisebur suraTs warmoaCens. an-
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dazis enisTvis damaxasiaTebel Taviseburebebs Soris yuradRebas iqcevs piris deiqsisi da masTan dakavSirebuli pragmatikuli aspeqtebi. moxseneba exeba qarTul, megrul, lazur da
svanur andazebSi referenciulobis kategoriisa da I da II
pirTa funqciuri ganawilebis principebis asaxvas.
andazuri fondi referenciis TvalsazrisiT gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa, vinaidan andaza zogadreferentuli erTeulia da igi Seicavs raime ganzogadebul daskvnas, sibrZnes, romlis mniSvnelobac minimalurad aris damokidebuli
arsebul konteqstze, masSi monawile obieqtebze. aRweriTstatistikuri, istoriul-SedarebiTi da substituciis meTodebis gamoyenebiT saTanado empiriuli masalis analizi
aCvenebs, rom calkeul SemTxvevebSi qarTvelur enaTa andazebSi III piris nacvlad I an II piria gamoyenebuli. gramatikuli deiqsisis amgvari referencialurad neitralizebuli
gansxvaveba andazebSi dakavSirebulia garkveul pragmatul
konteqstebTan. kerZod:
i. molaparake piris gageba andazaSi ganzogadebulia orive ricxvis ‒ mxolobiTisa da mravlobiTis ‒ SemTxvevaSi. paremiebSi I piris pragmatuli Sinaarsi ver Tavsdeba gramatikuli I piris, anu realurad mosaubre piris, semantikaSi.
ii. molaparake piris gageba andazaSi imdenad ganzogadebulia, rom igi gamoiyeneba ara erTi konkretuli, aramed nebismieri adamianis Sinagani gancdebis, gamocdilebisa da
emociebis gamosaxatavad, ris gamoc, I pirs andazaSi gansakuTrebuli datvirTva eZleva – met damajereblobas sZens
andazis Sinaarss. mosaubre msjelobs sakuTari gamocdilebidan gamomdinare, iZleva garkveul rCeva-darigebebs da
amiT uSualo kavSirsac amyarebs msmenelTan;
iii. andazebSi II piric xSirad ganzogadebulia da moklebulia konkretizacias. Sen formiT warmodgenili mimarTvis
obieqti aris ara romelime konkretuli piri, aramed zogadad xalxi. amasTan, es ukanaskneli, I pirTan SedarebiT, gacilebiT produqtiulia, risi mizezic is aris, rom andazaSi II
piri msmenelisadmi mimarTvis uSualo obieqtia.
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Lela Abdushelishvili

International Black Sea University

Developing intercultural competence in the process of developing
mediation skills while teaching business communication
The business world today is facing a lot of challenges. To be more
specific, corporate models and technologies are permanently developing
with the view of meeting the requirements of customers in the most
efficient manner, there is much focus on increased customer satisfaction
and the growing demand for working under changing circumstances.
Another challenge is internationalization of business and related
demands. All this creates the need for having special skills and strategies
to be able to handle the tasks and responsibilities effectively and
communicate with confidence and a team approach which should lead to
win-win solutions. From this perspective, in the process of teaching
business communication it is crucial to develop intercultural competence
and at the same time enhance mediation skills for getting to win-win
solutions which yields numerous benefits provided that mediation skills
assist the parties work together with the view of developing their own
agreement and move forward.
Two methods of research were used in the process: observation and
in-depth interview by means of which it was determined that to get the
desired results and ensure satisfaction of both parties, it is essential for
the participants in the communication process to use mediation skills,
competence of establishing positive communication with the opponent,
create respective impression about cultural peculiarities of the opponent
and express maximum effort to achieve the final outcome.
Sara Ahmadova

National Museum of History of Azerbaijan

The role of Mountain Jews in the Development of Jewellery Art of
Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan is a country with a rich cultural and spiritual heritage
and traditions of tolerance. Azerbaijan, located at the crossroads of
various civilizations for many centuries has become famous as a country
where the atmosphere of national cultural diversity was formed.
The population of Azerbaijan, including Baku, increased as a result
of the development of the oil industry in the 19th century. Ethnic map of
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Azerbaijan changed by the coming of foreigners from all over the world.
At the same time, it paved the way for the increase in different kinds of
art in Azerbaijan cities. One of the types of art was jewellery. There
were members of Mountain Jews among the jewellers of Azerbaijan. In
the following period, they became famous not only in Azerbaijan but
also in all South Caucasus.
Mountain Jews compactly live in Red Sloboda of Guba, the region
of Azerbaijan, separately in Oghuz, Gabala and Baku cities. The term
“Mountain Jews” was firstly mentioned by Russian researchers in the
19th century. Mountain Jews from the settlement in Azerbaijan territory
began to actively take part in the socio-political life of Azerbaijan. There
were various opinions about Azerbaijan Jews in history. One group of
historians claims that they were migrated, others state that they were one
of the parts of “tat” (one of the Iranian ethnic group) ethnic group and
later adopted Judaism.
There have been no ethnic and religious conflict between
Azerbaijanis and Jewish people from ancient periods till today. The
Mountain Jews in Azerbaijan do not have any problems in maintaining
their national and religious traditions and ethnicity in general.
Eter Bokelavadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

International Recognition of the Autocephaly of the Orthodox
Church of Georgia and Attitude of the Orthodox Church of
Alexandria (The 80s of XX Century)
For Georgian Apostolic Orthodox Church the 80s of 20th century
was a period of significant events. The relevance of the era has been
determined by both the religious policy of the Soviet authorities of that
period and the processes that used to take place in international political
and ecclesiastical circles, which had an impact on the activities of the
Georgian Orthodox Church.
The object of our research is one of the most urgent problems of the
80s of the last century _ the international recognition of the
Autocephaly of Georgian Orthodox Church and patriarchal title and an
attitude of the ancient Patriarchate of Alexandria.
It is well known that in the second half of the 20th century, the
Patriarchates of Georgia and Constantinople were intensively working
on the recognition of the historical autocephaly of the Georgian
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Apostolic Church; though the World Patriarchate had the ambiguous
attitude towards this issue. Besides, in the official epistles or Greek
ecclesiastical calendars sent from the World Patriarchate of
Constantinople to Georgia, the Church of Georgia was always
mentioned as an autonomous church, with its Patriarch mentioned as
archbishop. Despite repeated statements of Georgian Patriarchate
regarding falsification of its status, the attitude of the Greek side on this
issue has not changed for a long time. The dialogue between the two
patriarchates had been going on for years, which obviously put the
Georgian Church in a difficult position. In the given situation, the
support of the ecclesiastical circles of the world, especially the support
of the ancient Orthodox patriarchates, was of great importance for
Georgian Patriarchate.
The ancient Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria, which in that
period used to have a tradition of centuries-old relations and close
ecclesiastical and diplomatic cooperation with Georgian church, played
an important role in this regard.
The work reflects the main trends of relations between the
Patriarchates of Georgia and Alexandria in the 80s of 20th century; The
struggle of Georgian Church for international recognition of its
historical rights and the attitude of the Orthodox Church of Alexandria,
which contributed significantly to the resolution of the issue in favour of
the Georgian Church.
Nino Bokelavadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Biblical Bases of Pshav-Khevsurian Customs and Traditions
It is well known that religion plays an important role in shaping the
culture of any nation. In many cases, exactly religious dogmas form the
basis for different kinds of customs or traditions. However, the nation's
mentality and attitude of the society towards the perceptions of religious
dogmas must also be considered. When the belief of the society is
merged with common sense, then tradition is conceived in its essence
and is not solely based on the behavioural heritage of ancestors. But if
society is focused only on the precise performance of the cult rituals of
its ancestors and does not try to understand its content, then this path,
over time, will undoubtedly lead to the distortion of various dogmas,
and as a result, the tradition will lose its original, true roots. Within the
scope of this work, our goal is to provide a comprehensive study of the
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customs and traditions of Georgian mountaineers, and in particular their
religious bases. Old Testament law and parallels with Pshav-Khevsurian
traditions such as marriage, host and guest, the redemption of sin from
“Khati” (holy religious place), blood feuding (revenge), the Sabbath of
Rest etc. We also find interesting the similarities between the PshavKhevsurian and the old-testament laws, in particular, the rules of the
outcast and corporal punishment (stoning). The study is based on both
biblical texts and Pshav-Khevsurian traditions and writings, as well as
the works of various scholars.
We can conclude that the bases of most rules and traditions existing
in mountain people, lay in old-testimonial religion. Highlanders'
commitment to these traditions was so strong, that even after the born of
Savior, in spite of the changing of a number of ancient dogmas, some
people from Eastern mountain regions of Georgia still continued to
follow these traditions in the 19th century as well.
In many cases, it was a lack of moral judgment and a blind
realization of the behavioural heritage of ancestors, what in some cases
estranges mentality of the mountaineers from Christian ideology, what
in its very essence is based on humanitarian principles. Thus, the above
is a reason that many traditions have been influenced by various, local
religious factors.
Mzisa Buskivadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Modernization Process and Problem of Identity in Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpinar’s Works (Novels: A Mind at Peace and The Time
Regulation Institute)
The modernization process in Turkish literature is directly related to
the processes that have historically unfolded in the country. Embracing
the western orientation by the Ottoman Empire in the 19th century
stemmed from the reality that could be identified as a regression of
thought. The very regression was related to the depletion of available
intellectual or physical resources. In 1839, the country’s pro-European
course was officially declared by Tanzimât Fermâni (i.e. the Tanzimât
Edict). The modernization-related process which affected almost every
area of public life caused dualism of the same society. Modernization in
literature manifested itself in terms of both genre and subject matter as
well as esthetics. The issue of pseudo-modernization occupies an
important place in the works of writers of the Tanzimât period. The
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modernization-related difficulties have become even more evident in the
Turkish literature of the Republican period. The aforementioned
difficulty proves itself not only at the social but also on the individual
level. The focus shifts to the national identity.
The very topic represents one of the vital themes in Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpinar’sworks. His writings clearly reveal the dualistic sentiments of
the society that result from the conflict between national and European
values. The novels that have been selected for further analysis, reveal
certain similarities. Both novels underline the risk of identity loss due to
“new age”, “new ideology”. The threat itself is a result of the complete
denial of the nation’s past experiences and blind acceptance of the
European values. Despite the age difference, the novel’s protagonists
perceive the temporal triad of past, present and future as an unbroken
chain. There are characters in both novels who provide an example of
best experiences, traditions and values of the past. Through the
description of the environment, and depiction of ruined and empty
buildings as well as pale-faced and unhealthy men, the author
emphasizes the actual reality that the society is facing. It is noteworthy
that the given reality is more of a “pathology” of consciousness, rather
than the physical reality.
The main character of the novel entitled A Mind at Peace is a young
man educated in Europe who is focused more on his inner rather than
the outer world. He does not believe that Europe is to be blamed, but
rather identifies unhealthy consciousness of the society as a problem.
Hayri Irdal, the main character of the novel entitled The Time
Regulation Institute is fascinated by the “new age” ideas only because
he enjoys material well-being.
The novels have an underlying idea that willingness of the society is
essential for modernization since regression is otherwise inescapable.
Tamar Chankseliani

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Comparative-Controversial Analysis of Particles Expressing the
Denial of the Possibility of an Action in Kartvelian Languages
The present paper deals with the structural-semantic analysis of
particles that express the denial of the possibility of an action in
Kartvelian languages. It aims to study the particles of this type in these
languages using the comparative method in order to reveal common and
different linguistic characteristics.
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As known, in the Georgian language, the denial of possibility is
expressed by the negative particles ver “cannot” that has a number of
equivalents in Svan, unlike Megrelian-Laz. The main part of them is deš
“cannot”, It is widespread in all four dialects of Svan. Except for the
listed particles, There is a particle in the Svanur language moš “cannot”,
which independently has no semantics. The forms with the particle moš
“cannot” in the construction denote not only the restriction of ability, but
also possession or lack of the ability, or, to be more precise, its
dubitability.
This difference in number conditioned the creation of this work.
Since the structural-semantic analysis of negative particles based on the
empirical material of Kartvelian languages is a complex issue, we have
decided to study only those particles that express the denial of the
possibility of an action in Kartvelian languages in terms of contrast and
comparison.
Although at different times a number of scholars have worked on
the issue of particles expressing the denial of the possibility of an action
and published their papers, our research topic is relevant because it can
fill the gap that is specifically related to the semantic equivalence of the
forms of the particle ver “cannot” in Kartvelian languages. The issues
analyzed in the work are important in terms of the comparative
morphology of Kartvelian languages, as well as to find the difficulties
caused by different stylistic peculiarities during the process of
translation.
The work consists of the introduction, the main parts of the text and
the conclusion. It is accompanied by the table of contents, the list of the
used literature and references. The introduction gives information about
the goals of the research, the used methods and the history of studying
the issue. It tells about the topicality of the research and the tasks to
achieve the desired results.
The theoretical part of the work is based on Georgian and foreign
scientific papers concerning the issue published at different times. The
abundant empirical material based on a) published texts, b) electronic
sources and c) the material obtained during the field works in Svaneti
and Samegrelo in 2018-2019 has been processed.
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Sophio Chkhatarashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Problem of Nationalism and National Identity In Ukrainian
Literary Discourse in the 60s of the 20th Century
Twentieth-century Ukraine offers a variety of panoramas in terms of
literary processes, literary life, and deserves the attention of both
philologists and historians alike. Its second half is particularly
interesting, as the transition phase of each century. The writers famous
with the name of “Sixties” started to appear in the 60s of the XX
century. They bring youth, poetry filled with novelty and experiments.
Their activity is called Coincides with the period of "Thaw". This is the
era when the question of national identity and cultural identity in
literature and art come to the forefront (in the Soviet space). The blurred
boundaries of Soviet hybrid and its cultural identity ("My Address is the
Soviet Union") made it more necessary for people to answer the
questions: who they are, where they come from and what they represent
("Everything can be chosen except for the homeland." V. Simonenko;
"The Ukraine is called everything: a factory, a department store, a shop
..." L. Kostenko; " Literature is to serve the National Case, National
Idea" B. Antonenko-Davidovich"); Consequently, the young writers
were assigned an important mission in this regard.
Dmitro Pavlychko, Lina Kostenko, Ivan Drach, Mykola
Vigranovsky and others have created brilliant works that do not lose
their relevance today due to their talent and innovation. Meetings at Ivan
Svitlichny's House; Boris Antonenko-Davidovich's Studies about the
Ukrainian Language; Ivan Dziuba's monograph "Internationalism or
Russification"; Vasil Simonenko's diaries; Samizdats by Lina Kostenko;
Alla Horska's painting as a performance against the Iron Curtain- this is
an incomplete list of facts and events that eventually created the
phenomenon of "sixties."
The more the Soviet authorities sought to rationalize the Ukrainian
people, the stronger the longing for national identity became, the more
the problem of the individual emerged. National means individual and
on the contrary, own equals to national; This is a slogan of the Sixties,
that was not censored. The literary discourse expressing national identity
was perceived in itself as a dissident act or movement.
The Sixties writers considered as their duty to continue the tradition
of "Executed Renaissance" writers in literature and create a new culture.
In the century imbued with the ideology of socialist realism and in the
more or less modernized writings, the work of the 'Sixties' served the
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function of oxygen for the reader. However, the price was not very
favourable for dissent opinions and speech.
The question of nationalism and national identity in Ukrainian
literature is related to the period of "Thaw" and the work of the
"Sixties". Folk and ethnocultural motives are quite organic for writers
working in a period of persecution and social oppression.
Omiko Ejibia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Al-Idrisi about Georgia
The thesis discusses the knowledge of Al-Idris about Georgia. AlIdrisi was one of the most famous Arab-Muslim geographers from the
middle ages (12th century). The paper starts with an overview of AlIdrisi’s work in general and its publications and translations in the 19th21st centuries. The goal is to show information that was given by AlIdrisi comparing to some other Arab-Muslim geographers’ works from
the medieval times (such as Ibn Khurdadbeh from 10th century).
Herewith, there is a short definition of Al-Idris's work “The Book of
Rojer’’ it’s creation, structure, and survey of the chapters where
information about Georgia can be found. The most important part of the
thesis focuses on maps created by Al-Idrisi (two maps in the case of the
thesis) contrast to the 19th-century scholar K. Miller's (one section from
the world map) re-created world map and toponyms indicated on it
which are connected to the research.
In addition, one of the most specific parts is a distance in between
Tbilisi and towns of Asia Minor (For example the way from Malatya to
Tbilisi). Such kind of information given by Arab-Muslim historians or
geographers from the middle ages is very rare. On the other hand, there
is a traditional description of routes and destinations in the regional level
(in between towns of Armenia, Ar-Ran, and Azarbaijan) given by AlIdrisi which can be found with other Arab-Muslim geographers’ works.
The thesis will be interesting for scholars who are interested in the
history and historical-geography of Georgia and medieval Arabic sources.
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Linda Eltermane
University of Latvia

The Center of Intercultural Dialogue of Academic Library of
University of Latvia as a tool for developing Latvian-Georgian
relations
The research is devoted to the analysis of the activities of the Center
of Intercultural Dialogue of Academic Library of University of Latvia
and its role in the development of Latvian-Georgian relations in the field
of science, education, culture and art. Even though Academic Library of
University of Latvia (founded in 1524) is one of the oldest libraries in
Europe and a centre of culture and knowledge of national importance, it
successfully combines the classical values of the library, the latest
technologies and a very active intercultural dialogue. The Center of
Intercultural Dialogue, which includes a number of countries, incl.
Georgian information centres, cooperates with foreign libraries,
educational and cultural institutions, embassies, students, researchers,
national communities, and also organize cultural and educational events,
exhibitions and conferences, thus actively participating in the work of
the library and its promotion. The research, on the example of the
Georgian information centre (founded in 2014), shows how the opening
and activities of such a structure influence the exchange of information
between Latvia and Georgia, the popularization and promotion of
Georgia and it’s culture, science, art and traditions in the Latvian space.
Erdoğan Bada, Yonca Özkan

Hakkari University/Çukurova University

English Language Teachers’ views on Nativeness
and Non-nativeness of English Teachers
The debate of world Englishes hasintroduced some novelties to
teaching English within a lingua franca perspective that isrelevant to the
current position of English.Based on the current status of English,
communication with only native groups of people does not seem
realistic for English language learners. Thus, it hardly is applicable to
present one single standardized model of English to English language
learners. Instead, it becomes rather significant to offer them a nonstandardized English language by introducing world Englishes from
different cultural and linguistic backgrounds since the knowledge of
English canno longer be constrained to one single variety. This study
tries to figure out native and nonnative English speaking teachers’
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differences in a teaching context from a nonnative English speaking
teachers’ perspective. Collecting data from an open-ended questionnaire
and semi-structured interviews, the study aims to draw a clear picture of
what nonnative English speaking teachers think about themselves and
their counterparts, native English-speaking teachers, at their institution.
The study has some significant implications regarding English language
teaching, attitude towards native and nonnative speaking teachers.
Aslan Allahshukur Gasimov

ANAS National Museum of History of Azerbaijan

Nakhchivan Archaeological Culture (Based on pottery collection
of National Museum of History of Azerbaijan)
As a part of the South, Caucasus Azerbaijan has a great history and a
rich culture. Findings unearthed during archaeological excavations are the
pieces of evidence of that. Nakhchivan Archaeological culture appeared in
the Middle Bronze Age. During the Bronze era, five cultures were formed
in Azerbaijan territories. Nakhchivan culture differed from the others for
its potteries. Potteries found during archaeological excavations mostly
were polychrome painted. So, in archaeological literature, this culture is
largely called Painted Pottery culture.
Most settlements of Nakhchivan culture were found in the territory of
Nakhchivan and Urmia region of Iran. Firstly, the Gizilburun settlement
was excavated by the researchers in the early 20th century. Some
monuments have thick layers of this culture while the others are
represented with the materials above the settlement. The second types
were semi-nomadic habitations for Middle Bronze age people. Kultepe I,
Kultepe II, Shahtakhti, Shortepe, Goytepe, Haftavantepe, Dinkatepe are
the main monuments of Painted Pottery culture.
During archaeological excavations, potteries – jars, bowls, jugs, etc.
were unearthed from the Painted Pottery layer of monuments.
Predominantly polychrome painted ceramics were decorated with
geometric ornaments. But we come across anthropomorphic, zoomorphic
and plant drawings on potteries, too. These decorations allow us to
understand the mental outlook of the Middle Bronze age human and to
learn ideas of that society. Furthermore, we observe astral symbols on
potteries. It can be related to religious beliefs of humans.
National Museum of History of Azerbaijan has a sizable collection of
artefacts related to mentioned culture. I will speak of the potteries and
ornaments on those potteries of Nakhchivan culture and try to share my
point of view about the problem.
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Salome Gegetchkori

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Term gamotsana “Riddle” in Georgian and Megrelian:
Structure and Semantics1
A riddle is a genre of oracy that describes a subject or an event in
equivoques not mentioning them. It is framed so as to exercise one’s
ingenuity in answering it or discovering its meaning. By its specificity,
purpose and the chronology of its creation, a riddle is one of the genres
of oracy the origin of which is related to the perception of the world in
the human consciousness and to starting thinking in this direction. In
Georgian and Megrelian different terms are used to denote this genre. It
should be noted that the Georgian language is distinguished by the
diversity considering the data of Old Georgian. The Georgian material
can be structurally divided as follows:
• One-word
• „gamocana“, (2) „axsna“, (3) „igavi“, (4) „gamocaneba“, (5)
“amicana”
• Two-word(syntagm)
(6) „asaxsneli sitq̇ va“, (7) „kceuli sitq̇ va“, (8) „dafaruli sitq̇ vaj“, (9)
„sacnauri sitq̇ vaj“, (10) „ʒniad-sacnobeli sitq̇ vaj“, (11) „aġqsaxsneli
sitq̇ vaj“, (12) „gasaqsneli sitq̇ vaj“, (13) „satargmanebeli sitq̇ vaj“.
• Three-word (just one term)
(14) „asaxsnelni leqs-rḳveulni sitq̇ vani“.
As for Megrelian, it uses one term (a phrase) to denote a riddle:
„emoore–moore“ (< „e mu ore, mu ore“ that says “what is this? what
is this?”). Despite the difference in structural models, in the Georgian
and Megrelian terms, the purpose and functional value of a riddle are
clearly seen.
The topic of the paper is relevant because the analysis of the terms
leads us to the issue of periodization of this genre which shows its long
history and importance.
We have used descriptive-statistical and comparative-contrastive
methods when analyzing the material.

1

The research has been financed by Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation
of Georgia [Grant Project MR-18-3142].
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Sophiko Geliashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Problem of Identity in Djuna Barnes’ “Ladies Almanack”
The search for identity was an imperative in modernist literature of
the 1920s, culminating in the cult classic works of American writer
Djuna Barnes. “Ladies Almanack” (1928) describes the life of elite
women and lesbian atmosphere in Natalie C. Barney's salon in Paris. In
“Almanack” Barnes imitates writings of English literature of Restoration
period and it is a parody of the traditional almanack form. In the article,
I discuss the reinventing of womanhood and quest for female identity.
Barnes’ characters’ search for identity goes far beyond the sexual
orientation and results in search of the core essence of the personality.
Identity bifurcation, the subconscious and internal conflict with two
distinct sexes play a significant role in the quest for female identity and
leads us to allusions to mythic Tiresias.
Paper puts forth the somewhat controversial position that
“Almanack” can be described as lesbian
literature. From my point of view, it is inadmissible to analyze this
novel from only a lesbian perspective.
“Almanack” is not just a lesbian-themed novel but is famous for its
difficult content and structure. Research methods include deconstruction
and close reading.
Research showed factors that led Barnes’s characters to identity
bifurcation, human alienation and resulted in collapse of the identity:
The great disappointment, emotional devastation caused by the World
War I that led to meaningless relationships; the major theories of
psychology and attempt of modernist writers which were using
archetypes in order to wake up the forgotten inborn feelings and
instincts from the depths of human existence.
Research led me to the conclusion that the way Barnes arises identity
problem, using parody and multiform modernist discourse, assumes a
certain view of personal identity. In particular, we cannot put people in one
specific identity frame and as there is no one sexual identity.
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Maguli Ghambashidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Modal Verb „khel-tsipheba“ in Georgian Literary Language1
At first in Georgian literary language different kinds of modal
semantics were expressed by analytical forms. On the one hand, internal or
acquired ability and knowledge (“Subject oriented” dynamic modality) and
opportunity, determined by situation (“Neutral” dynamic modality), on the
other hand, command, prohibition, permission, to have a right/not to have a
right, incitement, dare (Deontic modality) were expressed by „kheltsipheba“ analytical form in Old and Middle Georgian literary language.
Except from „khel-tsipheba“ analytical form we have one more
analytical dynamic and deontic modal “dzal-uts“ and its analytical and
synthetic variants in the Georgian language. Consequently, it appears that
the Georgian language, as well as many other languages, is characterized by
the expression of different modal semantics with one form. Which, in the
case of complex verbs, should be conditioned by the semantics of their
constituent noun components.
The verb „khel-tsipheba“ has got not only interesting semantic, it also
has an interesting form as well. „Tsipheba“ form uses both objective and
subjective forms for creating the analytical form. We can rarely see the
subjective forms of the verb „tsipheba“ in Old and Middle Georgian
language. The verb „khel-vitsiphe“ contextually expresses deontic
modality and both types of dynamic modality, “Subject oriented” and
“Neutral” dynamic modality.
As for the objective forms of „khel-tsipheba“, they were frequently
used in Old and Middle Georgian language in the contexts of deontic and
dynamic modalities.
The empirical material shows, that both subjective and objective forms
of the verb „khel-tsipheba“ create infinitive construction when they
express different modal semantics. As a rule, we have preposition of
subjective and objective forms of „khel-tsipheba“ and infinitive in
Adverbial or in Nominative cases, for instance: „Vergha ukue khelvitsiphe
ganrinebad“ [Mgz., G. Aval., 96:22, Titus] (I could not let him go);
„Vervis Kheletsiphebis monebai orta uphaltai“ [Dzv. Kart. Ag. Dzeg. I,
274:18, Titus] (No one can be slave of two gods).
The semantic equivalent of the verb „khel-tsipheba“ in expressing
deontic and dynamic modality in Old and Middle Georgian language is the
1

This work was supported by Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation
(SRNSF), 218000 “The Category of Modality in the Georgian Language”.
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analytical verb „dzal-uts“. Though the comparison of the editions of Georgian Gospel expresses us that the mentioned analytical verbs do not show
editorial differences (besides the one exception): „ver khel-etsiphebis
motsaphe-khophad chemda” [L. 6:39, CDEFGHIK] (He can’t be my pupil).
Along with the verb, „khel-tsipheba“ other analytical infinitive forms
were also used in Old Georgian language: khelmtsiphebai akus,
khelmtsiphe ars.
Analytical production from the X-XI centuries begins with the transition
to synthetic production (Kavtaradze 1964:162). It is interesting, that even
though for the verb „khel-tsipheba“ a synthetic form expressing both deontic
and dynamic modal semantics is not found, it is true, that in Middle Georgian
texts there is synthetic verb „khelmtsiphobs“ (khel-etsiphebis> khelmtsiphe>
khelmtsiphobs), but this form did not gain the modal semantic.
„Khelmtsiphobs“ means: He is the King, The Lord (KEGL, 1986:578).
Obviously, this verb implies possession and right, but we can’t reckon the
verb „khelmtsiphobs“ as an equivalent of the synthetic verb „sheudzlia“,
which was developed in Old Georgian language as a synonym of the
analytical verb „dzal-uts“ and in Modern Georgian is one of the main means
of expressing dynamic and deontic modal semantics. Apart from this, the
analytical form „kheltsipheba“ is still sporadically used in modern discourse,
apart from the contexts of expressive dynamic modal semantics.
Tamta Ghonghadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Interrelationship between Ilia Chavchavadze’s and VazhaPshavela’s Prose
Vazha-Pshavela’s prose is diverse. In addition to the personification
of nature, which is most frequently discussed, other motives are also
interesting and important in his short stories. By observation of those
short stories, the following two ideological directions are distinguished:
the first direction, in which the influence of Tergdaleulebi is quite big
and with which Vazha continues their path, and the second direction,
which is an individual ideological direction of the writer and which
presents absolutely new and different part of the author’s worldview.
My article reviews the ideological and literary influence of the prosaic
work of Ilia Chavchavadze, one of the most significant representatives
of Tergdaleulebi, on Vazha-Pshavela’s short stories. From this point of
view, I will review the short stories, such as: ‘The Mill’, ‘Mutsela’,
‘Darejani’, ‘Erem-Serem-Suremiani’, ‘My Trip to Erem-Serem-
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Suremiani’, etc. The comparative analysis of Ilia Chavchavadze and
Vazha-Pshavela’s short stories shows that Vazha-Pshavela uses Ilia
Chavchavadze’s techniques of presenting a character. For example, the
main character of a short story ‘Mutsela’, by his physical
characterization and his attitude to life, reminds the readers of Luarsab
Tatkaridze from the story ‘Is He Human This Man?!’. This short story
includes the elements of satire as well, on which the influence of Ilia
Chavchavadze’s writing style is quite obvious. In the above-mentioned
stories, the main messages of the authors are quite close to each other,
however, this interrelation is not ideological and Vazha-Pshavela
manages to show his individualism. Short stories Erem-SeremSuremiani’ and ‘My Trip to Erem-Serem-Suremiani’ convey the
author’s viewpoint on the political and social events happening in
Georgia in the 18th and 19th centuries. The main idea of those short
stories coincides with Ilia Chavchavadze’s viewpoints presented in
‘Letters of a Traveler’ and in his publicist letters. Vazha-Pshavela’s
short story ‘The Mill’ differs from the preexisting Georgian prose by its
plot and literary devices although, even in this case, the author’s
message is close to Ilia Chavchavadze’s viewpoints on social activity. A
short story ‘Darejani’ is also very interesting, the prototype of the main
character of which, in my opinion, is Otaraant Kvrivi (Otar’s widow).
Vazha-Pshavela’s individualism and innovative thinking are, of
course, most important for researching his work, however, in order to
form a complete idea of the author’s ideological and literary
development, it is necessary to research the influences and the
interrelationships with the authors, whose works were ahead of him or
coincided with Vazha-Pshavela’s work.
Tamar Ghughunishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

War within the Context of a Personal and Cultural Trauma (based
on works of Georgian and Iranian Authors)
The given work is focused on analyzing the latest wars in Georgia
and Iran through the prism of literature and seeks their representation
within the context of personal and cultural trauma. This article
emphasizes how 2008 Russo-Georgian- and 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq wars
have been reflected in literary works. It also offers a comparative
analysis and reviews of research outcomes.
Although there are numerous scholarly researches dedicated to the
aforementioned wars, certain issues still remain without a scientific
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spotlight. In addition, current scholarship lacks comparative analysis of
Georgia and Iran – two countries with completely different culture and
mentality – which is also indicative of the relevance of the research topic.
Jeffrey C. Alexander’s and Piotr Sztompka’s works on trauma and
its characteristics serve as a principal theoretical framework of this
article. An individual or groups of humans have different perceptions of
trauma and rational reflection of trauma gives chance to transform even
a devastating event into a new opportunity for positive changes.
Simultaneously, trauma can overwhelm an individual to such an extent
to render him/her incapable to cope with this dreadful event.
Literature plays a huge role in analyzing and properly reflecting upon
the important events of different periods. This is because literature perfectly
highlights humans and society’s attitude/outlook towards any given event.
Tamar Phkhakadze’s, Ana Kordzaia-Samadashvili’s, Bijan Najd’s and
Jamshid Khanian’s works, with their plots revolving around war and its
devastating outcome, have been selected for research purposes.
Zaal Gogenia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

18 July 1936 Coup d'État and the Attempts of Its Legitimization
during the First Period of the Francoist Regime
The legitimization of 18 July 1936 coup d’etat was one of the most
important tasks of Francoist lawyers.
They had to prove that the creation and existence of a Popular Front
government were illegal. They sought to justify the uprising as a legal act of
“resistance” against tyrannical authorities on the basis of various political
and juridical ideas; to argue that based on the principles of administrative
and military law the basic duty of the army was guarding the nation “under
the attack of the government”; within the categories of criminal law, to give
the qualification of “legal defence” (extreme necessity) to the “military
uprising”, which releases from the criminal responsibility.
In 1938 Franco's minister of internal affairs Ramón Serrano Suñer,
signed an order establishing a commission tasked with approving the
illegitimacy of the current Spanish government on July 18, 1936. The 23
members of the commission had to substantiate with “credible
evidence” the thesis that “the rebellion was not an act against the
government or against the law.” The article discusses in detail the
document which was elaborated by the Commission, so-called
“Dictamen,” according to which not only Popular Front’s rise to power,
but also the origins of the republic itself were illegal and the constitution
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was not a “fundamental statute of the country.” There were also listed
“crimes” committed by the government.
The “right of resistance” (ius resistendi) was one of the important
arguments for justifications of the coup. The activities of Sabino
Alvarez Gendin (University of Oviedo) are distinguished in this
direction. His arguments had a specific purpose – to justify the military
uprising by legal and traditional principles, that is, the right of rebellion
as a response on the oppressed by a tyrannical government, is a
universal right and at the same time it is typical of the traditional nature
of Spaniards. Based on various theories, Gendin argued that enslaved
people have the legal right to rebel against the government, but there are
three essential requirements: when all peaceful and legal measures are
exhausted when there is a high probability of success, and when the
uprising is proportional measure. The first two requirements according
to of Gendin were clear, as for to the third, it was less proportional
considering of results, but the victory of Communism in Spain would
have resulted in more terror than in the civil war. Thus, according to
Gendin, the sacrifice was worth it. The statements of Ignacio de
Lojendio (University of Seville) are also noteworthy in regard to the
right of resistance. The difference between Gendin and Lojendio is in
the source of inspiration. Lochendio’s views fit in the frames of the
philosophy of history, while the question of government’s legitimacy
shifts to the background. The right to rebel according to him is not an
ethical and moral obligation, but a natural act of necessity.
Isaiah Sanchez Tejerina (University of Salamanca) is a prominent
author in justifying the uprising in terms of “legal defence.” In his view,
the national uprising was an example of collective execution of legal
defence (though it is an individual act by its nature). According to him,
the uprising was at the same time proportional and necessary measure.
Another aspect of the justification of uprising was the issue of the
army’s duty. According to lawyer Jaime Masaveu, the army should
protect the nation, because it is a “natural social essence”, while the state
is a “political superfetation.” In the case of a dilemma, a soldier defends
the “nation” even if it means going against the state. So this postulate goes
back to the argument of the illegitimacy of the Republican government.
In the field of international law, the positions of Jose de Yanguas
Messia and Pedro Cortina Mauri are interesting.
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Liliana Gogichaishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

John Donne’s Love Poems – Tradition and Figurativeness
The works of the preeminent metaphysical poet John Donne and his
followers were forgotten and rejected almost for three centuries after
their time. At the beginning of the 1900s, the interest in the
metaphysical school became higher. As a poet, John Donne was reborn
from the first half of the 20th century and the vivid interest towards his
poetry is still on its highest point.
While talking about John Donne’s works, first of all, we are
preoccupied with special imagery and poetics typical for this poet. The
paper analyzes the main artistic methods and the ways of their use
resembled in Donne’s love poetry. Due to the discussion of several
poems, there is shown the role of metaphysical wit and conceit in the
poet’s secular verses. The paper also discusses the role of Ovid’s and
Petrarch’s tradition in Donne’s writings. On the other hand, there are
highlighted these main characteristics of Baroque, Mannerism and
Renaissance times that effected Donne’s works of arts.
Deeply intellectual and exquisite manner of writing is Donne’s one
of the biggest advantages. The author describes and discusses universal
truths by unifying contrasting ideas. The difficulties and paradoxes of
human existence presented in his works are still the greatest riddles for
even modern people. Therefore I believe that Georgian academics
should pay much attention to the studies of English Metaphysics and
especially to John Donne’s works.
The paper is based on the different types of literary researches
(Andreasen-John Donne. Conservative Revolutionary, Guss – Donne:
Petrarchist – Italiante Conceits and Love Theory in The Songs and
Sonets, Leishman – The Monarch of Wit: An Analytical and
Comparative Study of the Poetry of John Donne…) and presents John
Donne’s place in English literature.
Rusudan Gogokhia
European University

The role of Social Media in Language Learning
Social Media Language Learning is a learning approach that
concentrates on connecting interactive social media channels with language
learners. Studies indicate that language learning is both social and
interactive so this method facilitates learning. Social Media isn’t just about
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surfing the web, watching videos or clicking interesting links are at least
logical components of the method. The social aspect also allows connecting
to others, including learners yourself as well as native speakers. Using
videos, newscasts and conversations in chat groups to observe the cultural
aspects of a country where a target language is spoken can be a huge
advantage when it comes to learning. The biggest social media is Facebook.
It’s a great place to meet up and interact. There are groups for various and
specific languages and some groups communicate through the target
language so it becomes an immersive social media experience. The idea is
to learn through socializing. There are also tons of blogs about learning
other target languages. These blogs facilitate learning. YouTube is a social
media gold mine for language learners. The findings revealed that YouTube
is the most prominent tool being used both daily and weekly, and Wikis
were mainly used on a weekly basis. As the unofficial learning tools,
Facebook and WhatsApp could possibly reflect students’ preference of
tools for English learning. Those platforms induce more student-student
than student-teacher interactions. The high correlation between students’
sharing with and obtaining materials from each other to complete
assignments explains a high connection of social exchange activities among
students. Educators are advised to promote knowledge sharing of
collaborative learning, to raise students’ awareness of academic integrity
and also provide proper training.
Tamta Grigolia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Kenneth White’s Geopoetics and “The Man in the Panther’s Skin”
Reflections on space as a category have dominated in Western
thought, philosophy, literary studies, and culture since the 1960s. This
direction is often represented by the name of spatial turn (rotation), which
incorporates many space-related considerations. According to these
theories, the main way in which the text is formed, shaped, is space - it
defines the contextual side, the metaphors, the characters, and so on.
From the contemporary humanitarian concepts of space studies, in
this case, we will focus on Geopoetics and on the relation to Rustaveli's
the Man in the Panther’s Skin.
Geopoetics searches the impact of culture and, above all, the
creative processes on the structurization of the human world. The idea
and concept of Geopoetics belongs to Scottish writer and researcher
Kenneth White. K. White founded the International Institute of
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Geopoetics in 1989 to promote multicultural and transdisciplinary
research, on which he worked during the past decade.
According to White, Geopoetics begins when we allow something
to be possible. Unlike it, Geopolitics is a real space, what is on the map.
More precisely, Geopoetics is the "rewrite" of the real space. The text in
this case can be considered as an alternative map of the universe, I
mean, the so-called textual spaces, spatial texts created by the writer
within the text. For more clarity, Geopoetics is poetic geography. In this
case the place/space has its identity, content, memory. The memory
might be individual or collective.
The starting point for discussing the text in a geo-poetic context is
space, it is a major category. The textual space may be real (ie, actually
existing), fictional (so-called fantasy, fabulous, utopian) or real, but with
barcodes that are not specific to that particular place, processed faces
that are no longer identical to the real. One of the expressions of
geopoetics is the cultural self-sustaining of the territories, sometimes
referred to as "Geopoiesis". The expression of this is that within the text
the writer creates the desired territory of cities, different places, that is,
the writer creates so-called textual spaces.
In the modern humanitarian sciences, the study of ancient texts with
modern methods of text analysis is very relevant, which in many cases,
leads researchers to interesting results.
In this regard, I think the text of the Man in the Panther’s skin is
important, which is characterized by spatial diversity. As we have
mentioned, the most significant feature of geopoetic spaces is identity,
memory and content. In this context, I find the two spaces very interesting
from the poem - the Kadjeti fortress and the cave of Devis. Since evil and
goodness, whose alternation and struggle make up the perfect story of the
poem, is a kind of expression of identity, it is interesting to understand
these places as spaces of kind and evil. The cave, which, according to
traditional perception or in folklore, should be an abode of evil, turns into
a space of friendship and kindness (violating the traditional perception of
space), the "three-body armor" found there will help the heroes to
overthrow the poem's evil space - the Kadjeti fortress.
I think the comprehension of the poem in the discourse of the
presented theories will be an important novelty not only in Rustvelian
studies, but in Georgian literature in general, and another essential step
forward in establishing the MPS a worthy place in the modern world.
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Mariam Gurgenidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Spread Of Christianity in Denmark and Sweden
The research is related to the Scandinavian society in the Middle
Ages, more specifically the Viking Age (VIII-XI cc). In this case, I
discuss the issues of the establishment of Kingdoms in the Scandinavian
territory and the spread of Christianity, the activities of missionaries.
In the modern era, increasing interest in Scandinavian countries is
becoming more pressing. Nowadays, these countries create a model of
development for modern states, including Georgia.
It is obvious that the beginnings of these processes should be sought
in the history of the historical processes of the Middle Ages when the
Kingdom of Scandinavia is formed, Christianity has been extended.
The work aims to study the history of medieval European history,
particularly the spreading of Christianity in Scandinavian kingdoms,
based on consideration and analysis of Western European chroniclers,
travellers' works.
These issues are less well studied in Georgian scientific space and
the interest towards it is quite logical.
The work of the Rembert, known as the Saints by the Christian
Church, "The Life of Ansgar" by the Christian Church, the eminent
figure of the medieval emperor, the bishop of Hamburg-Bremen, is one
of the most important sources for the study of this epoch.
The work of the bishop Ansgari is directly related to the diplomatic
policy of the Kingdom of the Franks Kingdom in the North. On the
background of the description of the saint's work, the work contains
significant information about the native, cultural and socio-political life
of the Scandinavian population.
The author confidently testifies to the pagan beliefs of the
Scandinavian society, in contrast to their customs, the Christian
religion's superiority. Consequently, the nobility of the idea of
Christianization of the dictatorship of the Frank Emperor Louis Pius XI
and the Gentiles.
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Sopiko Gvritishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Application of Pragmatics: Presupposition as discourse strategy in
court examinations on the basis of practice in American and
Georgian courts
This paper is to investigate the function of the linguistic
presupposition in a qualitative way. This issue is the part of a large field
that is called Forensic Linguistics. The field has been growing in
prominence in the past couple of decades. From an interdisciplinary
pragmatic perspective, which takes account of linguistic and situational
contexts as well as ideological presuppositions, the topic provides
linguistics features and illuminating insights into the working of the
Georgian and American legal system, with its typical mixture of features
of the law. Forensic Linguistics is one area where linguistic research is
leading to advances that are increasingly used to solve crimes. The
concrete research presents that presuppositions were used in courtroom
inquiry by different participants for different purposes. The lawyer
employs the strategy of presupposition to reveal the factual situation of
the case and try to reveal the presupposition devices in order to avoid
answering the presupposition question. A feature of presupposition is
that it is generally applied research that is used to examine interactional
practices, to understand more about language and its use in the legal
context. The research consists of transcripts of the cases in American
courtrooms and direct observation on the several trials for Civil and
Criminal laws. American transcripts were given by the Department of
Forensic Linguistics at Chicago State University and I personally
attended the trials in Georgia and recorded them in order to explore the
utilization of specific linguistic features. The comparative study of the
trials of the two above-mentioned countries made by prosecutors and
defence counsels was conducted. Presupposition can be regarded as the
relation between the speaker’s intention and the choice of strategies
while conducting a trial inquiry and eventually, it is achieved with the
help of appropriate linguistic units.
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Elnur Latif oglu Hasanov

Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences

Academic Significance of Research of Traditional Carpet
Ornaments of Ganja
Ganja is one of the ancient cities of Azerbaijan and situated in the
western part of the Republic. Weaving was highly developed in Ganja.
Traditional types of fabric were considered for every kind of clothes and
woven in specific quantities. In many cases, the kind of clothes and the
name of the fabric became identical, such as “jejim.” Products known as
“blanket cover,” “mattress cover,” “prayer rug,” “curtain for mattresses,”
“curtain for corners,” and “cover for mutakka” (long and round pillow for
leaning to rest) were woven in the jejim weaving style are artistic examples
where the name of the fabric and product type are the same.
At the end of the nineteenth century, Ganja and its surrounding regions
occupied an important place concerning the abundance of wool in
Azerbaijan. This abundance increased the creation of different types of
wool products. Ganja woman did not do any work in the fields and their
main occupation was weaving nice carpets and carpet items. According to
the information about Ganja, the woman in each village wove carpets, rugs,
horse cloths, sacks, catchalls, and the most delicate and high-quality shawls
called “mahud.” The length of each shawl was seven arsheen (equal to 0.71
m) and the width was four charak (17.75 cm).
In the XIX century, Ganja was one of the places where professional
needlework was centralized. The “gazma” and “doldurma” types of tekelduz
needlework spread widely around Ganja. Rich families residing in this
territory preferred to cover their tents with white-colored felt casts and
therefore, they ordered felt casts made from white wool. Carpet and carpet
items held an essential place in the daily life of the people of the Ganja
region. There were carpets for praying, horse cloths and other weaving
products, in addition to carpets and kilimin different sizes. The rich nature
of Ganja lent special tints to the carpets of this region and endowed various
dyes to the color composition. Colorful dyes are the main feature
distinguishing the carpets of this region.
The most important parts of the dowries given to brides in Ganja
included pile and flat-weave carpets, manually woven catchalls,
saddlebags, kit bags, sacks, salt bags, “mutakka” with carpet covers, and
other woven items.
The main production center of “Old Ganja” carpets is a center of the
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Shamkir region situated north and west of Ganja and its surrounding
villages. This carpet has a specific artistic structure. The strips decorated in
successive and diagonal form along the central field and free “buta”
(paisley) elements inside them are very pleasant. These patterns are
distinguished for their artistic structure and color resolution from “buta”
elements inside in Baku, Shirvan, Karabakh, and Sarab carpets. This carpet
is known by various names: “Ganja,” “Old Ganja,” “Ganja buta,” or “Butali
Ganja.” The “Khantirma” carpet created in Karabakh as a result of the
influence of Ganja carpets is reminiscent of an “Old Ganja” carpet. İt may
be supposed that the “Old Ganja” cheshni was created under the influence
of the design of tirma clothes brought from the East during the commercial
development of Ganja. The sanctuary depiction allows the carpet to be used
again, leading to the name “janamaz.” The patterns of Ganja carpets mainly
consist of geometric decorative elements. None of the elements assumes
visual meaning from appearance.
Elmira Huseynova

Nakhchivan University

Distinctive Properties Between Semantics And Pragmatics
My research work deals with the differences between semantics and
pragmatics. As we know semantics is a branch of linguistics that deals
with the meanings of words within a sentence. In this direction,
pragmatics seems the same with it because it also analyzes the word and
their meanings but the only difference between them is context. In some
definitions of semantics, the context is not taken into consideration and
it’s independent of the context, the meaning of word assemblages and
words they are related to. In these definitions language users, usage
environments, and purposes are not main aspects to take into
consideration. The formation of the mind and an object is an abstract
way of meaning. Pragmatics is either in context or in the sense of use,
and in a context, the meaning of the used language concludes that
semantics focuses on the meaning of an expression. With an example we
can show the difference exactly:
Fatma saw the tear.
Who is crying? Is it crying act? According to semantics, a girl
named Fatma looked at that. But pragmatics takes a deeper look at the
situation around that word. It pays attention to the way it was
pronounced if it is oral, and the context if it is in written form.
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Ali turned his head but Fatma saw the tear.
Ali stood behind the tree but Fatma saw the tear.
Another example may be the pronoun you in English and sie in
German. They show different numbers of people and for making correct
grammatical structure we need to know who is meant and what gender is
addressee in this situation. In order to continue the conversation and
sentence or translate any sentence, it will be necessary to determine the
arisen questions. In some cases, the choice of pronouns affects formality
between the speakers. In this point, pragmatics helps us to determine
them.
In my research work, I have used mainly two methods which are the
comparative and corpus data. As a source to analyze the examples I
have taken the modern fiction works written by different authors.
Natia Iakobidze

Georgian Institute of Public Affairs

The Issue of Professional Jargon in the Georgian Language
Professional jargon is used in any professional group and expresses
belonging to that group. It outlines common interests, aspirations, and
peculiarities.
The development of professional jargon is facilitated by the
development of technology, the creation of new fields. Most of the
jargon is obtained by borrowing or transforming the meaning _ by
changing the meaning, metaphorically.
The purpose of this work is to analyze the vocabulary established in
Georgia in the field of Occupational safety and environmental
protection, which is a relatively new field in Georgia.
Recently, when interdisciplinary research has become more
frequent, the description of professional jargon has become increasingly
important in the language. This is not only important for a researcher in
one profession to have a complete understanding of the content of a
researcher in another profession, but it is also important to systematize
the vocabulary, to give it a legal look at the language used.
It is difficult to determine where the line between professional
jargon and barbarism is. If the development of professional jargon
enriches the language, barbarism promotes language loss. Therefore,
caution should be exercised when establishing a new term. For example,
in Georgian lately, we have words such as narCenebis separacia/separireba, which comes from the English word separation and
means gamoyofa, gancalkeveba, ganSoreba, gayra. In English,
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along with the term waste separation, we also find the term waste
sorting. Both terms in Georgian refer to narCenebis daxarisxeba.
Also, the term narCenebis insineracia, which is derived from the
English word incineration, which means destruction by burning. Waste
incineration is narCenebis dawva.
The creation of jargon is driven by the development of technologies
that tend to be shortened, resulting in many acronyms.
Every field has its terminology. But when professional jargon is
used in academic texts, it must be interpreted. The use of professional
jargon in academic papers without explanation: 1) can cause content
ambiguity; 2) impedes the use of the results of the papers in the
interdisciplinary research.
The use of professional jargon in academic texts is, on the one hand,
a means of enriching the language as new vocabulary units are
introduced into the language, and on the other hand, the threat of
language retardation. Therefore, great caution is needed when
completing a new vocabulary unit in a language.
Sadequle Islam

University of Chittagong

Techno-Aide Google Classroom for Learning English: Prospects &
Challenges
Google Classroom is a technology-aided online learning tool
developed by Google which enables both the teachers and learners to fit
into 'beyond the classroom' learning in an innovative way. This research
paper tries to shed light on the prospects and challenges of using Google
classroom for learning English at the tertiary level education in
Bangladesh. For finding out the prospects and challenges, both English
language learners ’and teachers ’perception on the ground of the four
language skills- listening, reading, writing and speaking have been
studied. The research has been conducted following the quantitative
method. An electronic survey was distributed among the students and
teachers using Google Form for collecting and comparing responses.
The prospect includes how Bangladeshi University students and teachers
sense and experience this online tool to stay in touch, as well as develop
and manage their work to learn English efficiently. Alongside the
common challenges faced by the users (both learners and teachers) this
research tries to trace out some technical shortcomings of Google
classroom that can be eradicated by Google to turn Google classroom
into a more user-friendly platform for learning.
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Gulom Ismailov

Institute of Uzbek Language, Literature and Folklore under
the Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences

Linguocultural Study of Axiological Aspects of The Turkish
Phraseologisms
Evaluation as ideals and priorities of human activity characterize the
spiritual world of the individual and the uniqueness of the nationalcultural outlook, fixed and reflected in the language. Understanding of
language as a “mirror of the basic system of values” is complemented by
the understanding that language not only reflects but also forms,
influences a person. Based on modern cognitive semantics, one of the
areas of linguistic anthropology has been formed – axiological linguistics,
which illuminates the task of studying values according to language.
Values are an interdisciplinary category, which determines its integrative
nature, the complexity of scientific research and conclusions. Based on
the idea of Wilhelm von Humboldt about the reflection of the “spirit of
the people”, that is, the national identity of the world outlook in language,
axiological linguistics focuses on the study of the peculiarities of the
language conceptualization of reality in general and the reflection in the
language of individual semantic universals (values). Therefore, it can be
argued that modern linguistic studies of the linguistic representations of a
person’s value world fit organically into the anthropological paradigm of
linguistics. The theoretical significance of the article is that it to show and
characterizes the basic ideas of axiological semantics, on this basis a
comparative description of the values presented in Uzbek, Kazakh and
Karakalpak phraseology will be made.
Thus, in the axiological study of the language, man's attitude
towards events in the universe is assessed and evaluated, and it is
reflected in the content of the linguistic units. Therefore, the nationalspiritual paintings found in the essence of the phraseologisms are
formed through archetypes, mythologema, symbols and stereotypes.
For example, when expressing a “strong and energetic person”,
there are different types of various linguistic societies, in Uzbeks DEV
(devdek / devdek baquvvat), in Kazakhs DEV (дəудей / дəудей жігіт) –
Dev (Div) is a fairy giant with one eye on his forehead, in Russians
БЫК (как бык / здоров как бык), in English HOURSE and OX (strong
as a horse / as an ox), in German BÄR (bärenkräfte haben) are serves as
an etalon’s functions in their languages. At first, such phraseologisms do
not have a category of self-evaluation, depending on the context, the
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connotation of these phraseologisms has formed the category of value to
giving the positive or negative attitudes to the event.
Aida Ismailova
National History Museum of Azerbaijan
Glazed Ceramics of the Medieval Cities of Azerbaijan and Eastern
Georgia: Similar and Distinctive Features, Local Traditions
A number of archaeological materials dating back to the Middle Ages
have been discovered since the beginning of the 20th century as a result of
systematic archaeological excavations. Most of them are glazed ceramics. A
large number of samples of glazed ceramics are stored in the
Archaeological Fund of the National Museum of the History of Azerbaijan.
Most of them date back to the beginning of the 9th-13th centuries and are
located in Shamkir, Ganja, Beylagan, Mingachevir, Gabala, Baku,
Bandovan. The report also compares the glazed ceramics of neighboring
Georgian cities with these materials protected at National History Museum
of Azerbaijan. The glazed ceramics of Azerbaijan dating back to the
beginning of the 9th-13th centuries are more similar to the ceramics of
Tbilisi, Rustavi and Dmanisi. In this analogy, of course, in addition to
belonging to the same geographical region, cultural and commercial ties
also influenced. The color and shape of glazed ceramics have much in
common in their decor and décor. This similarity is most evident between
the glazed ceramics of Ganja at the beginning of the 9th-13th centuries in
Azerbaijan and the glazed ceramics in Tbilisi, Rustavi and Dmanisi,
Georgia. The decor of the 12th century Ganja city with beautiful glazed
ceramic patterns is very similar to the decor of Dmanisi. In addition to being
similar to glazed ceramics, local features are also evident. Thus, the
drawings in the drawings of the glazed bowl differ in their motives and
some decor decorations. Of course, there are differences in the composition
of local clay. In this regard, the comparison of glazed ceramics between
Azerbaijan and Georgia, dating back to the beginning of the 9th-13th
centuries, is of great importance in studying the technologies of their
production, artistic processing, visual motifs, cultural and commercial
connections and effects.
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Tamar Japhoshvili
Saint Andrew the First-Called Georgian
University of the Patriarchate of Georgia
Archaic Vocabulary in Original and Translated Texts
(according to B. Akunin’s Romances “Azazel” and “Jack of Spades”)
The comparative analysis of Boris Akunin’s original texts and their
Georgian translations testify that in the translation process the vertical
context of the original is transformed which makes it difficult to reveal
and decode the inter-textual elements, nevertheless, the modern level of
philological culture allows us to use new approaches related to
translating problems of postmodernist works.
Studying the stylistic functions of archaic vocabulary in the works
of Boris Akunin allows us to understand the author's ideal conception
and fully understand the events described by him.
In Boris Akunin's works, archaic vocabulary is used by means of
stylization and as a way of organizing the text's chronotype. Boris
Akunin's detective work takes place in nineteenth-century Russia.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the author often addresses archaisms.
Of course, there are many works in which the writer describes different
eras but does not use archaisms. Boris Akunin is a writer who chooses
exactly archaic vocabulary.
Unfortunately, there are cases when the archaic vocabulary of the
original text is omitted in the translation. Because of this, the reader
cannot understand its existence and symbolism. In some places, the
translation is interpreted. In particular, Mosulishvili sometimes uses
many unnecessary words when translating. Most archaisms are
translated into modern Georgian, so the archaic vocabulary of the
original is lost in translation. Archaism is found, for example, in the
episode of the Bezhetskaia house. This house B. Akunin calls
“Chertog”. According to Russian dictionaries, "Chertog" is an outdated
word and means a magnificent building, a palace. Even when using the
archaic vocabulary by the translator, we have encountered inaccuracies,
for example, „boqouli“ – instead of „boqauli“ – „halberdier“,
„mowma“ instead of „mowme“– „witness“. The translator uses verbs in an
ambiguous form for the reader: „SeirbineviT“, „daswereviT“,
„daasruleviT“, ,,vifiqrevi“ and others.
Unfortunately, archaism has been omitted in Georgian translation.
The relevance of the classification and systematization of translation
errors is due to the increasing demand for translation activities in the
modern global world, where intercultural communication is the norm of
communication and social interaction.
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Reference Expressed by Person Deixis in Kartvelian Proverbs
It is widely known that the paremic fund fully reveals the culture
and mentality of a nation. Therefore, it is a pressing task to carry out a
specifically linguistic study of proverbs as objects of interdisciplinary
research. Besides, proverbs reflect the immanent nature and wordbuilding capacities of a given language. A proverb is created by a single
person, which is sometimes concrete and sometimes general; therefore,
concerning distribution and interrelation of persons, a proverb reveals
interesting and peculiar features. Out of the linguistic peculiarities of
proverbs, mention should be made of person deixis and related
pragmatic aspects. The given paper focuses on the category of reference
and the principles of functional distribution of the first and second
persons in Georgian, Megrelian, Laz and Svan proverbs.
Proverbs are of special interest concerning reference, as they are
general referential units containing a generalized conclusion, wisdom,
which is least based on the context and the objects that form part of it.
The use of the diverse methods of research (historical-comparative,
substitution etc.) and analysis of corresponding empirical material have
proved that, in certain cases, first and second persons are used instead of
the third person in Georgian, Megrelian and Laz proverbs. Such
referentially neutralized difference in the grammatical deixis in proverbs
is related to certain pragmatic contexts, namely:
i. The concept of the speaker is generalized in proverbs in case of
both – singular and plural numbers. The pragmatic content of the first
person in paremic units does not fall within the semantics of the
grammatical I person i.e. the speaker;
ii. The concept of the speaker in proverbs is generalized to such an
extent that it is used to denote the feelings, emotions and experience of
any person and not just the speaker. Therefore, the first person plays a
far more significant role in the proverb, making its content more
convincing. The speaker’s argumentation is based on his/her own
experience, providing advice and thus establishing a direct link with the
hearer;
iii. In the proverbs, the second person is also frequently generalized
and far from being concrete. The addressee, represented by the pronoun
šen (you) is not a concrete person, but people in general. Besides, as
compared to the first person, the second person is far more productive,
because, in proverbs, the II person is the immediate object of address.
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Labour migration in Kyrgyzstan (Socio-economic consequences)
In Kyrgyzstan, migration processes are the result of the political and
socio-economic situation in the country in particular over the past 20
years, since it obtained independence. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that due to the scale of this phenomenon, migration processes, to some
extent, themselves influenced the main events in the socio-economic and
social sphere in the country. According to the State Migration Service
under the Government of Kyrgyzstan, about 700,000 Kyrgyz citizens
work outside the country, with a total population of more than six
million people. Migration experts believe that official figures are
underestimated and that almost 20% of the population of Kyrgyzstan
today is in the position of migrant workers (up to one million people).
According to the Single Migration Report of the Kyrgyz Republic,
women make up about 40% of migrants. In this sense, Kyrgyzstan is an
exception among the countries of departure of Central Asia. In
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, migrants are mainly men, most often leaving
women with children at home. Despite the fact that in Kyrgyzstan,
migration affects both men and women, this phenomenon is not genderneutral. To understand the specific implications of migration for women,
it is necessary to consider the migration of women in terms of the lack
of gender equality, traditional roles of women, the labour market for
men and women, the prevalence of gender-based violence and the
worldwide feminization of poverty and labour migration.
At the same time, country’s preferences are interesting _ the
direction of moving, _ Russia, Kazakhstan, Turkey. An attractive factor
in these countries is not only geographical and cultural proximity, but
also the presence in these countries of formed diasporas from among
compatriots. However, it is worth noting that most migrants are engaged
in low-skilled labour in the country of destination.
The economy in the Kyrgyz Republic remains vulnerable to
external factors due to its dependence on the Kumtor gold mine, as well
as on remittances from migrant workers. Most workers are located in the
Russian Federation and more than 90% of remittances come from this
country.
Last year, $ 2 billion 638.5 million were transferred.
In terms of the share of remittances from migrants, Kyrgyzstan has
already ranked first in the world for the second year. In this ranking, he
overtook Tajikistan and the Polynesian kingdom of Tonga.
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Sacred sights in the memory of internally displaced persons:
experience, identity and challenges
In the presentation it will be discussed the role of sacred sites in the
memory of Internally displaced persons from Apkhazia. What kind of
religious experiences associated with identities can be observed in this
cotext? And what kind of challenges is created by de-facto border?
As like other parts of Georgia, Apkhazia is rich with sacred sights.
Religious practice associated with those places played and still plays an
important role in forming social identities. St. George’s Ilori church can
be distinguish from the sacred sights of Apkhazia for its significant and
importance. St. George church is located in Ochamchire close to black
see, on a small hill and belongs to 11th century. Despite its small size,
Ilori never lacked the attention from believers, donors and enemies,
which is also indicator of its significance in General. The role and
importance of the Ilori shrine goes the beyond of the local communities.
After the 90th conflict, the Ilori church gains even more the special
meaning and attention for Aphkazia and for the rest of Georgia as well.
Prove for the special role and prominence of Ilori can used the memory
narrative of IDP from Apkhazia. Besides time changes and limited
access to the sacred sight, the narratives about religious practice and
religious experience from Ilori still fresh and alive.
In the presentation it will be discussed factors that support stable
memory about Ilori and challenges caused from de-facto border. I will
consider restoration, which demolish the authentic face of the church, in the
context of Georgian-Apkhazian relations. Pre-conflict experience of
religious practice for Georgian and Apkhazian with in the same community
could be seen as integral factor for society divided by de-facto border.
Presentation is based on the research made with IDP form Apkhazia
and the review of scientific and popular literature about Ilori shrine. In
the final part of the presentation, I will discuss the result of research;
how important is sacred sight in forming identity; challenges caused defacto border and potentiality of reunite the conflict society.
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The journal «Наука и религия» (“Science and Religion”) and its
place in Soviet Anti-religious Policy 1959-1964
Although more than a quarter of a century has passed since the
collapse of the Soviet Union, interest in scientific research in the Soviet
Union has not ceased to exist.
In this respect, the attitude of the Soviet authorities towards religion
and the features of its reflection with the utmost precision are of
particular importance.
After Nikita Khrushchev's coming to power, atheist politics have
taken on new proportions, especially given that it has been directly
linked to the policy of distalization, which is that in the last years of
Stalin's tenure, the state-church relationship has undergone significant
liberalization.
It is also important that the authorities themselves initially
emphasized scientific atheism, which was reflected in the 1959 special
government decree establishing the journal „Наука и религия“.
This journal, although formally founded by „Знание“
("Knowledge"), has clearly defined and expressed the government's
policy towards religion.
The chronological work covers the period 1959-1964 and aims to
study the place and role of the journal in the policies of Nikita
Khrushchev's government. Since its inception, it has been able to
propagate and promote propaganda policies- one of the important
distinctions that this magazine has, unlike other similarly anti-religious
publications, has always sought to maintain an academic level and to
include less material that may be of particular interest to the population.
It provoked outrage, which was very accurately reflected in the
government policy.
This journal has only been fragmented in the scientific literature and
has not been the subject of scientific research, but it has a very
interesting prospect, as it illustrates how government priorities,
directions and interests are changing.
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Translations of the Georgian Rhetoric
The purpose of the present study is to demonstrate the translations
of the Georgian rhetoric, to evaluate the field in which such patterns
were obtained, the languages in which they were preserved, the reasons
for translating the rhetoric samples, or, conversely, to record them in
another language.
In general, Georgian texts can be sorted as primary and secondary
sources, which are preserved, not in Georgian, but in foreign languages
(ancient Greek, Latin, French, Russian, and other languages).
As we know, Georgian rhetoric is familiar with both original copies
and translations. We have a lot of translated samples in the preaching
rhetoric, which is the same as homiletics. However, it is nonetheless an
organic part of the Georgian preaching tradition.
The study of translations of Georgian rhetoric does not occupy
much place in the Georgian scientific space. In terms of the history of
the study of the subject, the texts of Georgian scholars have not been
extensively discussed and analyzed in Georgian science.
Finally, to summarize the results of the study, it turns out that
Georgian rhetoric is rich in translated samples, and there is a various
subjective or objective reason why they translated the sample.
Ilaha Khantamirova

Akdeniz University Antalya

Development Stages of Azerbaijan Education in the 19th _ Early 20th
Centuries
One of the significant consequences of the collapse of the Russian
Empire was the establishment of independent republics in South
Caucasus. After acquiring their independence, these nations developed
rapidly in education as well as in other areas. Education in the mother
tongue, training of teachers, sending students to various countries, the
foundation of the first universities were just some of them.
For the realisation of all these innovations, the educational system
of South Caucasus passed through great phases. The primitive form of
education was dominating in Azerbaijan in 19th-century. “Mullakhana”
and “medrese” were a primitive type of schools where pupils obtained a
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religious education. The occupation of Azerbaijan by Russian Empire
left deep traces on Azerbaijan educational system. Although the
foundation of new style schools caused some positive consequences, it
reflected some limited features like financial problems, a default of local
teachers, etc. Also, preparation of citizens loyal to the Russian Empire
by the government was one of the problems in Azerbijan educational
system in 19th-century.
The new step in Azerbaijan educational system in 19th-century was
the opening of Jadid _ new type schools and Russian-Tatar schools.
Founded by Habib bay Mahmudbayov, Azerbaijani teacher and Ismail
bay Gasprinski, Crimean public figure, caused the creation of national
consciousness and creation of self-identity.
The development stages of Azerbaijan educational system from the
early 19th-century until the creation of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic are going to be surveyed in this study. At the same time, the
differences and main aim of the creation of those schools, the attitude of
local population and officials to the new types of schools and the
impacts of this educational institution to the social and political life of
Azerbaijan will be analyzed.
Nino Khidisheli

International University of Management
and communication Alterbridge

The Role and Importance of the Georgian Script according to the
Collection “Georgian Alphabet _ 33 Emotions”
About the uniqueness, peculiarity and antiquity of our alphabet,
language and script, not only Georgian scholars have been writing
papers for many years, but foreign researchers as well.
At different times many writers and poets dedicated works of
fiction, as well as publicistic letters and essays to national wealth. It can
be said boldly that there is almost no writer, poet, scientist who has not
addressed the aforementioned matter in his/her works, thoughts at least
to a small degree.
Discussion and studies about the importance of the Georgian
alphabet never lose their relevance. This is confirmed by some recent
noteworthy facts. In 2014, it became known that our alphabet was
ranked third among the world's five most beautiful alphabets, and in
2016 UNESCO inscribed the “living culture of three writing systems of
the Georgian alphabet” in the representative list of the intangible
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cultural heritage. A major, impressive event in the history of the
development of the Georgian alphabet was the 2018 Frankfurt Book
Fair, where Georgia, as a guest of honour, appeared before the world
community and presentation was made about the book versifying
alphabet “Georgian Alphabet _ 33 Emotions”.
The purpose of the research is to study texts about Georgian
alphabet that are created by 33 contemporary Georgian writers or poets
with different writing skills and ways of writing and to emphasize what
they are focusing on when writing about our alphabet. At the same time,
on the basis of comparative analysis, we will present the thought of their
predecessors.
Conducting the research in this way will allow us to analyze the
thoughts of Georgian creators of different generations about the
Georgian language, Georgian alphabet, Georgian script, that are
expressed in different forms, styles; with the different attitudes,
emotions, to study the research topic, present our conclusions.
Ana Khvedeliani

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi state University

Reorganization of School as a Fundament of the Formation of
National Identity (1918-1921)
In modern humanitarian and social sciences, discussions about
nationalism and national identity are still actual. Formation of national
identity is many-sided and is in the field of interests of different
scientific fields. In the frame of the conference, we will analyze the
formation of Georgian National Identity through the educational policy
in the concrete historical context in 1918-1921 years in the Democratic
Republic of Georgia.
After the declaration of Independence in 1918, the government of
the Georgian Democratic Republic has carried out significant
educational reforms. Georgian government together with the Ministry of
Education has developed a policy of nationalization, which was
demonstrated in Georgianizing of administrative and cultural institutions
of the country, implementing national directions in the different fields of
the political, economic and cultural life of the country. The
nationalization policy of educational institutions was a new, great state
program for the development of the Georgian language. The teaching of
Georgian for those who did not know this language became mandatory.
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Also, the study of History and Geography of Georgia became
compulsory. Nationalization of teaching and development of the policy
of the Georgian Language underlined the issue of national minorities in
educational and cultural institutions. A significant challenge to the
educational policy of the Democratic Republic of Georgia is the issue of
education situation in the regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. The
policy of the Democratic Republic has determined the major structures
of Georgian political and national project in general. The most important
part of this project was the educational policy and if analyze it in this
context we will see that:
1. The State of Georgia is only one acceptable political form for the
development of the Georgian nation as a Nation-State.
3. The West is the model of the development of a democratic state
of Georgia.
4. Georgia is a tolerant country which recognized culturally
distinctive ethnic minorities in its territory but required loyalty to the
Georgian National Project by them.
Mariam Kilanava, Lolita Shengelia

European University, Ilia State University

Bringing real-life aspects in EFL class through the Problem Based
Learning
The paper illustrates the results of the study carried out in Georgian
intermediate EFL class with the participation of 52 students of the fifth
semester in two groups. The study is qualitative and quantitative as well
and aims to prove the benefits of the Problem Based Learning approach
in terms of improving speaking skills among the EFL students.
Speaking skills are frequently assessed according to the speaker’s
fluency and accuracy. However, speaking fluently and accurately does
not necessarily mean the learner’s proficiency in reading, listening or
writing skills and vice versa. According to the Common European
Framework of Reference, speaking skills are divided into two forms:
spoken interaction and spoken production. The EFL students with a lack
of motivation, generally, have more problems in productive speaking
skills, rather than in interactive ones. The PBL approach as one of the
most interactive teaching methods was implemented in EFL class to
increase the students’ intrinsic/extrinsic motivation with the means of
bringing real-life aspects into the auditorium. Since the PBL is oriented
on solving open-ended problems, students’ reflection and developing
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life skills, it appeared to be the very one which could encourage the
students to be actively involved in speaking activities and exclusively
use the target language during the class-activities. The topic – Summer
strikes in Tbilisi was chosen as a real-life situation for interactive
speaking activities. Two teachers observed the process and made notes
for the study results. The data were collected through the non-participant
observation method and the interviews. The students were interviewed
before and after the activities. The interviews allowed the teachers to
reveal the significant results in improving speaking skills among the
EFL students.
Michal Kozdra

University of Warsaw

Lexicographic description of lexical parallels in The Learner’s
Thematic Dictionary of Russian-Polish Lexical Parallels
The goal of the paper is to present the main rules of a lexicographic
description of lexical parallels in the innovative Learner’s Thematic
Dictionary of Russian-Polish Lexical Parallels [XXX, Dubichynskyi
2019]: the selection of entries, the arrangement of meanings,
construction of a dictionary entry, definitions and illustrative phrases.
The dictionary contains lexical parallels, i.e. lexical units of the Russian
and Polish languages with similar (graphic and/or phonetic) forms and
full or partial identity/nonidentity of meanings that may evoke similar
associations in the learning process of Russian and Polish as a foreign
languages [Дубичинский, Ройтер 2015; Дубичинский 2017;
Дубичинский, Ройтер 2017; Dubichynskyi, Reuther 2017; XXX 2017;
XXX 2018]. The dictionary is addressed to students, PhD students,
pupils and all who learn Russian and Polish in various educational
institutions, translators of Russian and Polish languages and teachers.
The first part of the dictionary is devoted to the description of culinary
vocabulary. The volume of the dictionary is approx. 350 entries – pairs
of RussianPolish lexical parallels. The dictionary entry includes: the
main lexical unit of the Russian language with its Polish correlates, a
brief grammatical description of the main lexical unit, a simplified
definition of each meaning of the Russian word and its Polish
equivalent, the translation equivalent, stylistic and other lexicographical
marks, as well as illustrative examples of lexico-semantic variants of the
main lexical unit. Definitions and illustrative examples are developed
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with the use of dictionaries and electronic corpora.
Luka Kuchukhidze
Ilia State University

The Problem of the Bifurcation of Nature in Alfred North
Whitehead’s Philosophy
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the main theme in the oeuvre
of the English metaphysician and mathematician Alfred North
Whitehead, namely, The Concept of Nature. Whitehead was one of the
first thinkers, who understood the fact that, just as the cognitive,
thinking process has an awareness (I am aware of the fact that I am
thinking), Sensations, also, in the process of perception, form a certain
kind of, unique awareness, this time not a cognitive, but a sensual one.
Sense-awareness causes us, to experience “the whole occurrence of
nature.” Natural sciences, due to its aims, are only interested in the
object of sense-awareness, not in the sense-awareness itself, but for
Whitehead this kind of positioning of a problem, already involved a
danger of dividing nature into two distinct spheres: in nature which is
apprehended purely by consciousness and in nature, which is the cause
of consciousness. This stance is a philosophical fiction, which is named
by the thinker as “the bifurcation of nature”. At the heart of this doctrine
lies the idea about the primary and secondary qualities, which has a long
philosophical history, as a kind of shadow starting already in Aristotle,
but mainly formulated in the sixteen-seventeen centuries. Whitehead
develops his new understating of nature on the basis of his critique of
bifurcation in two realms, subjective and objective worlds. A
fundamental rethinking of the problem of nature is utterly urgent,
especially in terms of today’s ecological crisis, which at the core is a
philosophical problem and is deeply rooted in the modes of thought,
against which Whitehead’s critique is directed. Philosopher helps us to
understand the conceptual starting points of our modern-day ills.
Nino Kuratishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Irony and sarcasm – restoring the image of Muslim culture in
Western society
The study aims to explore the figurative language Muslim
comedians employ in their discourses to fight Western stereotypes about
the Muslim community. Quantitative and qualitative research outlined
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by pretence theory (Clark and Gerrig, 1984) and echoic mention theory
(Sperber & Wilson, 1981) observes the social and psychological
influences of language in modern societies.
Admitting humour as a strong social and psychological
phenomenon, Muslim comedians use the stand-up stage to raise
awareness about their culture in Western society and separate
themselves from prejudices escalated by Western media, especially
considering the last two decades of American history and most recent
reformation of the US immigration policy.
Observing resources they use for accomplishing their purposes give
us the possibility to verify the validity of the two most discussed aspects
of irony and sarcasm _ rhetoric and persuasion.
40 utterances were chosen from 10 stand-up performances of 7
Muslim comedians. Utterances were in direct relation to research
purposes. They were later analysed through the set of specific criteria
and measured by the instruments elaborated exclusively for research
purposes. Criteria were based on our main questions about figurative
resources used in comedian’s discourses. Specifically, what resources
were employed in their utterances; what was the share of each resource
and which of them were the carriers of most salient and unpleasant
emotions.
Results have shown that ironic and sarcastic utterances were related
to most painful stereotypes about the Muslim community from
comedians' experiences. Accordingly, irony and sarcasm were the major
resources used to confront them.
We can conclude that irony and sarcasm can be effective rhetorical
and persuasive instruments against well-established beliefs. We suggest
that they can be used in other similar situations with similar success.
Maia Kvirkvelia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Tropes in the poetry of the 70s of the twentieth century
The 70s of the 20th century is one of the most important periods
related to the poetic generation which, to some extent, determined the
main direction of modern poetry, firstly, in terms of poetic form. The
poetic works or critiques of Lia Sturua, Besik Kharanauli, Mamuka
Tsiklauri, Vakhtang Javakhadze, Guram Petriashvili, Iza Orjonikidze
etc. determine the literary process today. The study of the subject is very
actual because of not having considerable work about the period
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implying comparative and contrastive methods. It is very difficult to
analyze the work of certain authors to see the whole picture. Despite
that, the reasons for arising and developing of free verse (verslibre) as
the main form of the poetic expression of that period have not been
studied and analyzed properly in Georgian scholarly literature. The
major innovation of our study will be an analysis of the subject based
not only on the texts of one poet but also comparing and analyzing the
works of the main authors of that period. The results of the study will
allow us to emphasize the peculiarities created by the generation of the
70th in the usage of tropes (Metaphors, similes, Epithets, etc. ), terms
of the form, the theme and the theoretical thinking.
One of the main verse forms of modern American or European
poetry is a free verse. In addition, it is very common in poetry to analyze
the poetic speech of gender (about men and women). In terms of our
work, we will pay attention to this issue. The results of the study will be
important for the popularization of the subject in Georgian as well as in
international scholarly studies.
Tinatin Lekiashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The unified structure of medieval thinking and hyperbolization of
facts in Georgian secular literature
Medieval theological literature contains a great number of examples
of the miracle occurred by the Lord’s power. In hagiographical
monuments, the saint is on the highest spiritual level. He can perform
the wonders just similar to the Lord as each of the saints, with his
merits, repeats the Lord’s way and God grants him the wonderworking
power.
In the secular literature rarely can be seen the miracle, as the act of
Lord, but In particular, some way of transformation of the wonder
model characteristic for the hagiographic literature. Such transformation
is expressed through hyperbolizing of the heroic actions of the
characters of secular literature and this could be called wonder
transformation in secular literature. Heroic behaviour of the characters is
miraculous, with its hyperbolic nature. Such hyperbolizing is partly
originated from the earlier literary traditions, miracles of the
hagiographic works.
Georgian literature of the classical period is known with three
pieces of work: “Visramiani”, “Amirandarejaniani” and “The Man in the
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Panther’s Skin”. The wonders are presented in them in a different form.
The new type of miracle so hyperbolizing of the heroic actions gradually
goes to reality and filled with the justification of rational elements In the
footsteps of the development of secular literature, therefore, the personal
power has the main place of the heroic actions of the miracle in the
secular literature. In the case “The Man in the Panther’s Skin” is
especially interesting for us.
As the researches have shown, unlike the wonders of hagiographic
works, in the samples of secular literature and specifically, in “The Man
in the Panther’s Skin”, a person makes the miracle not by praying and
fasting but rather by his own, human power. Though, unlike
“Amirandarejaniani”, there is an attempt to motivate such human power,
to explain how human power could deal with the enemy. The poem
provides explanations of how one or another wonder has occurred.
Finally, we conclude that “The Man in the Panther’s Skin”
demonstrates the structure of medieval thinking, in its entirety, as
expressed by hyperbolizing of the phenomena. All miracles in the poem
result from the great belief and at the same time, with reasonable
judgment and dynamic actions but all these are hyperbolized, offering
the conclusion that “The in the Panther’s Skin” provides original
transformation of the hagiographic miracles.
Ana Maglakelidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

“Giorgobistve” _ A Minimalist View of the Artist (Artist Dimitri
Eristavi)
To demonstrate the function, contextual and formative expressions
of a production designer, quite a few works of the Georgian cinema,
especially the works of the transition period, are being studied.
However, one of the most distinguished artists on the path from the
minimalist to the rich conditional space is Dimitri Eristavi.
Dimitri Eristavi's work in the film “Giorgobistve” is distinguished
by its strong individualism of the thematic and dramaturgical form. The
vision expressed in the sketches allows us to unravel both conceptual
understanding and a fully functioning space, with its sense of angles and
perspective. Dimitri Eristavi's design is captivating in its own right, with
an authorial approach, he looks for art and creates it where the
environment is completely natural. Hint and minimalism are the artistic
terms of the artist and the director himself. The paper discusses the
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examples of the sketches and episodes of the director's office, the large
room of Niko's house and other episodes. The details accidentally
“discovered” by the artist in the interior do not seem to be
overpowering.
“Giorgobistve”, as a film conveying a minimalist artistic solution,
remains as an example of the attitude of the production designer to
realism. In this film, the work of the artist is both minimalistic and at the
same time very artistic in its interpretation of reality, which plays an
important role in the research of a film and today's approaches to the
function of a production designer.
Ekaterine Maisuradze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Georgian Language as the main marker of the identity of
Georgian Muslims in the Batumi District
The conquest of south-west Georgia by the Ottomans was a great
tragedy for Georgia. One-third of its territory and population were
affected. In the occupied territory, the Ottomans tried to eradicate the
native language, Christian religion, and customs of the people. The
Ottomans used every means to carry out the excavations of the
Georgians.
According to Anthony Smith's “National Identity”, ethnicity is a
type of cultural unity that emphasizes the role of myths and historical
memory about origins and is identified by one or more distinctive
features. Such signs may be religion, customs, language, or institutions.
Such collectives are doubly "historical". Historical memory is the key to
their continued existence.
In terms of language and script, by understanding the certain values
it was possible to maintain a common sense of Georgian identity and
ethnicity in the Adjarian Muslim Georgians. This strong marker of
Georgian identity, the mother tongue, has become an important indicator
of Georgian identity in Muslim Georgia. Violent acts against Georgians
have not yet created a common ethnic consciousness; Although the
Ottomans were able to spread Islam in this region, they failed to achieve
their goal, and they were not able to pull the plug.
This report is intended to highlight how the population of Adjara was
able to preserve their native Georgian language while the Ottoman invaders
tried to spread Islam with fire and sword and to exterminate the population
as a whole. This is confirmed by the Turkish-language documents written in
Georgian script. Pavle Ingorokva, Zakaria Chichinadze, Khariton
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Akhvlediani and other historians will discuss the issue.
While developing this report, I used scientific literature on the
subject, archival material, memories, articles in periodical recordings
around the topic.
Ivane Mchedeladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Communicative Contexts of Literary Process: Reception of Old
Georgian Literature in Ukrainian Oriental Studies
The history and theory of communication between different cultures
occupy an important place within an interdisciplinary spectrum of
modern comparative literary studies. The multifaceted process of
interaction between cultures shapes an idea concerning the ethnocultural
image of the stranger / the other that is transformed into stereotypes or
myths encountered in cultural texts. It is recognized that the literary
material provides important data for the perception of an ethnocultural
image of a stranger.
In the proposed paper, I will discuss the paradigms of reception of
the Old Georgian Literature in Ukrainian oriental studies in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Although there have been numerous studies focused on the
investigation of Georgian-Ukrainian literary relations, the proposed
problem has not yet been adequately explored and addressed. Reasons
may vary: works of Ukrainian scholars shed light on the issues of
reception of the Georgian literature from the perspective of the
Ukrainian literature and Ukrainian materials. Exclusively empirical
materials dominate the studies performed in Georgia. For the purposes
of scholarly analysis, compatibility of modern theoretical and
methodological concepts is vital.
The works of O. Bakanidze, Al. Mushkudiani, and L. Hrytsyk,
published by established scholars in the field from the 1980s up until the
recent period provided me with substantial support in analyzing the
issue from a wider comparativist and culturological perspectives.
Exploration of fragmented materials scattered across individual works of
these authors enabled me to cluster the problem around the issue and
further analyze the problem, i.e. key issues of perception of exclusively
Old Georgian Literature within the Ukrainian literary process. The
aforementioned works analyze a rather wider range of issues concerned
with the reception of Georgian literature-based entirely on the empirical
material.
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Among semiotic aspects of the theory of literary relations, scholars
(Y. Lotman and others) put special emphasis on why and how a foreign
text becomes essential under cultural circumstances. Therefore, in the
proposed paper, I will analyze the culturological and methodological
problems of performance of Georgian literature as reflected in Ukrainian
oriental studies.
Well established, leading Ukrainian scholars are among researchers
of Georgian literature. As early as in the late nineteenth century, M.
Dragomanov authored the first study on A Book of Wisdom and Lies in
Ukrainian academia. In terms of the study of Georgian literature, the
doctoral thesis entitled Barlaam and Josaphat, Ancient Christian Novel
and its Literary History defended by I. Franko in Vienna in 1893 is of
special interest. Franco’s work demonstrates that the scholar regularly
refers to Georgian sources and scholarly literature.
The research material illustrates that the works and extensive
archive of Agafangel Krimsky, a famous Semiticist and orientalist are of
particular interest in terms of understanding of Old Georgian Literature.
A. Krimsky examines Georgian historical literature, hagiography,
oriental sources of the history of Georgia and so on. I have explored
unpublished manuscripts and epistolary materials (i.e. letters from
Georgian academics, etc.) preserved in scholar’s archive. Further, the
discussion on theoretical and methodological problems of research of
Georgian material in A. Krimsky’s fundamental work entitled Nizami
and his Contemporaries represents one of the novelties.
For the purposes of theoretical analysis of the issue, I also employ
concepts of cultural studies such as identity, national literary canon,
orientalism, and West/East.
Nino Meskhi

Saint Andres the First-called Georgian
University of the Patriarchate of Georgia

The Dream of a Ridiculous Man by Dostoevsky into the Georgian
language
There are three different translations of Dostoevsky's short story
“The Dream of a Ridiculous Man”. 1. “The Dream of a Ridiculous
Man” (science-fiction short story) – was translated by Givi Tskitishvili
(the journal “Saunje”), 1981, №2); 2. “The Dream of a Ridiculous Man”
(science-fiction short story) – was translated by Zaza Burchuladze (the
journal “New Translations”, 2005, №5); 3. “The Dream of a Ridiculous
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Man” (science-fiction short story) – was translated by Irakli Toria (from
the internet, posted: 21/12/2013 in Tedore Dostoevsky. In the following
paper, I have discussed the above-mentioned translations. The research
is based on modern ideas and views about the works of Dostoevsky; this
is done by following new principles of translations. This short story by
Dostoevsky is very actual for today’s world.
The name of Dostoevsky is translated differently in these, three
cases. Givi Tskitishvili translates it as Fyodor Dostoevsky; Zaza
Burchuladze uses the name Feodor; as for the young translator Irakli
Toria, he uses the name, Tedore Dostoevsky. In the Georgian Soviet
Encyclopedia (Tbilisi, 1978, vol. 3) we read the name Tedore
Dostoevsky; In the Georgian church calendar (Tbilisi, 1975), according
to the alphabet, we see the name Feodore- the talent of God; In the
Orthographic dictionary of the Georgian names by V. Topuria and Iv.
Gigineishvili, (Tbilisi, 1968) we see the parallel forms of this name:
Tedore/Tevdore. These facts are enough to conclude the difficulties of
the translation the proper names into Georgian language and express our
attitude towards this problem.
This short story by Dostoevsky is very interesting from the
psychological perspective. Unlike his other novels and short stories, this
one is not full of characters and dialogues. In this short story, the
monologue of the protagonist is crucial, where the readers understand
his main metamorphosis and essence. When we translate inner
psychological monologues we use the psychology of translation and we
try to express our opinion.
Generally, the translation of Dostoevsky's fiction is not easy from
the perspective of vocabulary, and this short story is not an exception.
The author is the representative of his epoch, era, which is shown in the
dialogues in everyday speech and is very difficult to convey the main
idea onto the paper. The translator should understand and translate the
idea, which in many cases, even for the Russians is not easy. From this
perspective, Georgian translations are even more interesting.
Sophio Modebadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Music and “Negative Dialectic” of Adorno
The aim of our research is to discuss the "negative dialectics" of
Adorno, namely, why Adorno called the new music “the music of
denial” and how he considers the meaning and purpose of the new music
in the universe.
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First of all, the work focuses on the Gnosiological and
methodological aspects, based on which we discuss the philosophical
interpretation of Adorno about new music.
The theme of the given research is relevant because the
philosophical essence of music is the foundation of musical thought.
As it is known, Adorno considers reality not in the hard given,
complete system integrity but negation, destructive insecurity, but to
expose disharmonic and disagreed contradictions of the modern world.
It grants big importance to the negative dialectic in the sense that the
role of negative dialectic is to discover “false truth” in each positive. For
him, the philosophical thinking, art, culture, everyday social positivity,
is assessed as the “positively imaginary”, the negation of which
becomes necessary. In such a way the negative dialectic gains the
leading universal significance.
Adorno specific attention pays to art, namely the introduction of
negative mood in classical music. He calls new to a piece of negative
music and notes that negative characteristics put it down and conduct in
a negative way “musical creativity” and the culture of music hearing to
the dialectic absolutism and everywhere thinking and rejection in social
existence to fix the leading role of negation.
Thus, considering philosophical issues of new music, Adorno puts
the question of new dialect about “establishment” and “rejection” in the
music. For Adorno, the establishment is characterized to the music
which carries harmony, faith and eternal values, but he calls news
denying the music. In his opinion, with the concept of “new music” the
positive tone is incompatible – the establishment of the existence in it is
given. The new music, in which the preference is given to dissonance, is
considered as a disordered flood of the vowel, as an expression of
uncontrolled chaos, by this the new music express disharmony and
fragmentation of the modern universe. Adorno believes that like a piece
of music, philosophy, if it really wants to walk in step with the time, has
to cut off the ties with its past in order to expose the disharmony and
uncoordinated contradictions of the world.
Tamar Namgladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Soviet Identity Politics and Children’s Literature (Based on L.
Lagin’s “Old Man Khottabych”)
Research on identity politics is an important topic. Meaning of such
research increases when identity politics is controlled by specific
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ideologies – Soviet Ideology in this case. Identity politics of the Soviet
Union was aimed at forming and shaping a new type of person – Homo
Sovieticus. The most important group for manipulations were children.
Literature was one of the effective ways of such influence, therefore, the
information given to a child was carefully controlled and defined by
ideology. Studying the children’s books of the Soviet period may give
us a piece of valuable information about the methods and topics of
influence used for forming and shaping Soviet Identity. Comparing the
different editions of the same book gives us the most interesting
information.
In this paper, we are comparing two editions of L. Lagin’s “Old
man Khottabych”. Differences between the original and the edited
version of the text are underlined. The topics and methods of influence
are highlighted. We used narrative analysis as a method of research and
structuralism as a framework. The importance of the study is defined by
the essence of identity politics – forming and shaping identity is a
crucial part of any society, thus studying the methods of influence keeps
its significance nowadays.

Tatia Oboladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Archetypal Criticism: Traditional and Modern Approaches
Archetypal criticism as the literary text research method was first
applied by British literary critic Amy Maud Bodkin in her fundamental
work “Archetypal Patterns in Poetry: Psychological Studies of
Imagination” (1934). And in 40-50s of the past century, after the
publication of “Anatomy of criticism” by Northrop Frye, archetypal
criticism became one of the key methods of literary studies. In the
scientific literature archetypal criticism is frequently used as the
synonym of mythological criticism and it is extensively used in the
analysis of fiction texts (archetypal criticism is reasonably regarded as
the universal method for studying of the “visionary”1 type of texts). It
would be sufficient to mention the French school – works by Pierre
Brunel (Mythocritique 1992; Mythopoetique des genres 2002) and
1

Carl Gustav Jung’s term “visionary” mentions as the best example of the text
second part of Goethe’s “Faust”
(Modern Man in Search of a Soul. Routledge Classics.2001, p.160)
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Veronique Gely (Mythes et recits poetique? 1998). Archetypal criticism
was based on the newest achievements of social anthropology
(Cambridge school – James Frazer) and psychoanalysis (Carl Gustav
Jung), here is implied theory by James Frazer, representative of
Cambridge school about existence of similar myths and rituals in
different cultures (myth of death and re-birth) and Carl Gustav Jung’s
researches of collective subconscious, archetypes.
Universal character-images determine the form and function of the
piece of literature, they show the text substance. Hence, the study of the
repeating archetypes, archetypal motifs in the literary text allow, based
on the identification of universal character-images and their analysis,
studying and placing of the texts created in different political, social,
cultural and worldview in the same plane and clarify the issue of their
interrelations.
The goal of my presentation is to consider the emotional, ethical and
sociocultural substance of the archetype and compare the traditional
theory of archetypal criticism (Amy Maud Bodkin) and the modern one
(French school – Pierre Brunel and Veronique Gely). Regarding the
fundamental works by the mentioned scientists and the postulates of
their theories, identify, on one hand, line of development of the
archetypal criticism and on the other – determine, what are the factors
that condition viability of the theory and what are its role and function in
contemporary literary studies.
Ulisses Tadeu Vaz de Oliveira

Universidade Federal de Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS)

Antisemitism in Galician-Portuguese
anachronisms in medieval discourse

songs:

identities

and

Antisemitism in Galician-Portuguese songs: identities and
anachronisms in medieval discourse The development of critical
thinking has been historically encoded in pages of books throughout the
history of mankind. In this sense, world literature offers an inexhaustible
source of ideology in discourse. The literary text constructs and, at the
same time, becomes shaped by the genius of authors along the centuries.
Hence, when we face ideological dilemmas, such as the emergence,
change, perpetuation and consequences of prejudice and stereotyping in
our society, it is natural questioning the role of the literature in the
creation and re-creation of foundational ideological paradigms. More
often than not, ideological stances in discourses of violence against
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minority groups involve implicit attitudinal meanings. In other words,
when ideology is sensitive and reflects what is at stake socially, such
issues usually trigger under-the-radar attitudinal assessment to attend
parameters of evaluative variability in context. In this sense, this
presentation aims to present a case study focused on antisemitism in
Galician-Portuguese songs. Through the application of the
methodological approach of Resonance, we were able to identify
implicit ideological meanings that revealed a portrayal of prejudice and
stereotyping against Jews in that context.
Eka Oragvelidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Love according to David Guramishvili’s “Davitiani”
In David Guramishvili’s work love is considered not only as a
human passion but mainly as a way to get closer to God. Therefore, it is
a special phenomenon for the poet. In this respect, the comparison
between the Antique, Christian, and Renaissance views of love and
David Guramishvili's standpoint are highly interesting.
Love in “Davitiani” is shown, as the expression of divine affection.
Therefore the object of love _ a woman _ is shown in two different
ways – a woman _ as a mediator between man and God and a woman
as an expression of a deity. These two ideas stand on an antique and
orthodox viewpoint. Also, similar concepts are shown in the literature of
middle ages, renaissance and baroque. These examples show interesting
similarities of poet’s worldview to them. Analysis of “Zubovka” make it
clear, that meeting with loved one allegorically means Christ and
expresses lyrical hero’s wish to unite with divine love.
For the author divine love is expressed metaphorically by “being in
love with the light. “To become a lover of the light”…- writes poet.
Here he means directly the love of God, which is considered love
towards “sun’s sun”. Lyrical hero’s “love towards the sun” strengthens
the idea, that story in “Zubovka” is not only depicting loving
relationship but firstly it is considered hymn of the love of man and god.
David Guramishvili considers marriage as the pinnacle of love.
This idea is based on the poet’s parable-allegorical writing principles.
The poem “happy summer” in the final part of “Davitiani” preaches
finishing boy-girl love relationship with marriage, the poem is also
considered the hymn of divine marriage. The title of the poem means
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happiness and renewal of reconciliation of man with God; the
conditional title of the poem is also interesting (Thorned shepherd).
According to the poem, a thorn is a symbol of the fulfilment of the
divine will.
The main idea of the poem – finalization of boy-girl love with
marriage, is perceived as an allegory of a sanctified man returning to
god with the way of love. In this regard changing the faces of lyrical
characters and understanding of their thoughts are very important, which
is dictated by the author’s self-reflection and establishment of personal
“me”.
In “Davitiani” is shown the world model by David Guramishvili,
that is rebuilt by divine order. This is completely founded on “new
testament”- Christian preachment – reconciled man with God by the
power of love and draws a similarity with the works of the predecessor
(Rustaveli) and heir (Vazha-Pshavela) alike.
Nino Phalavandishvili

Saint Andres the First-called Georgian
University of the Patriarchate of Georgia

Problems in Translating Semiotics-oriented Metaphorical Texts
We compared translations with the original texts and with the help
of contrast method observed how the text is delivered/ shown in the
translation, how adequate is the expression of semantic-syntactic
structures of source-text at the level of convergent-severable
characteristics in target-text. We have used a contrasting method based
on the study of two languages _ German and Georgian this method has
shown the translation or the text-adequate quality of the text compared
to the translated text. In the process of analyzing, we studied the
vocabulary of texts, word connotative values which are done by the
translator on the level of associations, based on the understanding of the
denominational meanings of the words. It is also interesting for us to
observe the process of translating language (linguistic) components in
the exact translation, which allows the translator to transmit all the
components of the source-text proposal correctly. Comparison of texts
was made step-by-step according to selected passages, which provided
establishing how the translator maintains the coherence of extensive
sections of the Georgian text and protect cohesion between syntactic
structures in its separated sentences. Comparison of Georgian
translations with original texts according to the "hermeneutic circle", the
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main essence of which is to comprehend the individual parts of the
whole text, as well as the perception of the text through separate parts.
We have tried to find out whether the translator’s orientation is based on
the connotation of the words and whether these seven words have been
translated into the "hermeneutic circle" of the translated language and
through, the process of switching from one language code to the second
language code was implemented.
Maurizio Petrocchi

University Of Macerata

From the tupamaros to the red brigades, common tactics and
strategies of urban guerrilla
Latin America has been the extreme place of injustice and colonial
oppression, so it is a candidate for being the privileged place for
legitimizing revolutionary violence.
It will be precisely the "Che" Guevara warrior who with his words,
will emphasize in an evocative way the need to build "a new man" to
make the communism, indicating in the struggle the only one direction
against the imperialism, wherever it is. It is on the sentence of "Che" to
create "two, three, many Vietnam" that had been constituted the
statement for necessary violence, which should have taken the guerrilla
forms.
The cultural revolutions of '68, they have been unleashed all over
the world, from Maoist China to the India of the peasant struggles. In
some cases as in Europe, where the revolution was only latent, took to
example, those countries in which the revolution was already taking
place, among them, Latin America was one of the central inspiring
countries of the revolt. The leader of the South American revolutionary
movements, "Che" Guevara became the symbol of the revolution it was
much admired, with him also the liberation movements as the
Tupamaros in Uruguay and Brazil with Carlos Marighella. Both have
influenced, with their ideas, their actions, and their publications most of
the extremist and terrorist groups of Central Europe such the IRA in
Ireland, the Greek N17 in Greece, the ETA in Spain, the RAF in
Germany, the Red Brigades in Italy and Action Direct in France.
In this work, I will try to investigate and reconstruct the tactics and
techniques of urban guerrilla warfare used by revolutionary movements
in Latin America, such the Tupamaros which inspired and influenced
the revolutionary left movements and the terrorist groups in Central
Europe in '68, especially Red Brigades in Italy.
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Nino Popiashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Georgian-Ossetian Literary, Linguistic and Educational
Relations in the XVIII-XIX Centuries
The development of the Georgian-Ossetian relations, which
presumably has begun since the 4th century BC, includes many epochs.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Georgian-Ossetian literary,
linguistic, and educational relations became particularly relevant. From
this point of view, the following aspects should be noted: trends in the
creation and development of the Ossetian alphabet; Ioane Ialghuzidze
and his contribution to the Georgian-Ossetian literary and linguistic
relations; Ilia Chavchavadze’s newspaper Iveria and the GeorgianOssetian literary relations; Kosta Khetagurov and the establishment of
the Georgian school in Vladikavkaz, etc.
It is important to emphasize those multilateral educational
activities that were carried out by the society spreading the literacy
among the Georgians and by the society spreading the literacy among
the mountain dwellers. The establishment of parish schools and
educational institutions has begun in Georgia since the nineteenth
century, and so the number of schools has increased in the second half
of the nineteenth century. The language of education was Russian and
Georgian, but since the second half of the XIX century, the Abkhaz and
Ossetian languages have also been taught in the Abkhaz and Ossetian
settlements.
In the report, we will talk about the literary, educational and
linguistic issues that are confirmed in the Georgian-Ossetian relations
during this period.
Natia Purtseladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Grigol Robakidze’s unknown archive materials in Jena
In the autumn of 1928, Diederichs Publishing in Jena, Germany
published Grigol Robakidze's "Snake Shirt" with the preface by Stefan
Zweig.
It was quite difficult for him to publish the novel, as he faced many
challenges and had to overcome many obstacles to achieve his goal.
During my research, I worked on Steffi Khotivari Junger’s letter
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"New Information on the Release of Grigol Robakidze's “Snake Shirt”
in Germany " published in “Georgica” magazine in 1995, where the
German Kartvelologist mentioned Grigol Robakidze’s correspondence
with Dieterich Publishing. During the research process, I contacted the
author of the article who informed me by e-mail that she had seen those
tape-recorded epistolary materials years ago and they had been kept in
the Jena University Library by that time.
While being on a scientific trip to Jena, I began searching for the
above mentioned archival materials, but after several days of trying, the
archive staff replied that these letters were not kept there. Finally, we
found a folder containing Grigol Robakidze's manuscripts.
The archive consists of 21 letters written in German. 19 of these
letters were sent from Georgia to Germany – Grigol Robakidze wrote
them to the editor of the publishing house _ Cornelius Bergman
(correspondence started September 30, 1927, and ended December 21,
1928), and 2 letters _ from Germany to Georgia.
The archive contains an agreement signed between Grigol
Robakidze and Diderich Publishing, which discusses issues related to
the German edition of the “Snake Shirt”.
During my presentation, I will talk about Grigol Robakidze’s
unknown German letters, kept in the library of Jena University, which I
have translated into Georgian. This epistolary material is extremely
important and provides new information not only about the publication
of the "Snake Shirt" in Germany but once again demonstrates Grigol
Robakidze's position in the European world of Literature.
Natia Putkaradze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Towards some issues of the classification of the secondary adverbs
in Georgian
The goal of the presented paper analyzes the issues of the
integration of the secondary adverbs into the text corpus – particularly
the adverbs formed by the adverbial case markers, that should be
classified within the boundary of the project “A Part-of-Speech Tagger
and Lemmatizer for the Georgian Language” financed by the Shota
Rustaveli National Foundation of Georgia.
According to the traditional grammar, the derivation of the
secondary adverbs is based on the nouns and verbal nouns; the
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following case forms can have the understanding of the potential
adverbs: Dative, Genitive, instrumental and adverbial. The classification
is quite clear according to the grammar, but it turns out complicated
while in the process of computational processing.
In order to reach our goal, we have studied all the adverbs extracted
from the balanced texts (from corpora, like, scientific and research text,
fiction, didactic texts, etc.); each unit is marked-up with the particular
tag of adverb or noun in adverbial case until integrating in corpus, that
often leads us to the disambiguation.
In my presentation, I’d like to consider the analyzed issues –
representative data of the secondary adverbs and the practical solutions
on how to cope with the disambiguation and avoid errors.
Shukrije Rama

European Center for Peace and Development

Students ’Attitudes Toward Higher Education
It is generally accepted that more than half of all students entering
universities are academically unprepared for studies. They usually fail to
do well for a variety of reasons; such as social, psychological, financial
etc. Often, first-year students have difficulty managing their time, lack
motivation, are unskilled at higher-level thinking, lack background
knowledge, have little experience in the subject they expect to study,
etc. Students are usually uninformed at the outset of the new academic
year. Though they enrolled in university for education and to prepare for
their future careers, they approach their studies with a lack of
seriousness from the very beginning. They are timid, scared, and
inexperienced with university environments, especially due to the lack
of guidance or counselling. This research paper aims to discover
students concerns about the studies. In order to achieve these results, the
parameters of conducted interviews and literature review were chosen to
best determine the students ’attitudes toward higher education.
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Giorgi Rikadze
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Influence of Russia on the Processes Going on in the Middle East:
Syrian War
The Middle East is quite a distinguished region in terms of religion,
culture, politics, economics and traditions. The processes going on in the
Middle East are currently in the spotlight of the world. The Syrian War
is especially noteworthy, which has been going on for several years.
Everything started with the protest demonstrations held in 2011, during
which the population demanded the resignation of Bashar Al-Assad.
However, when the scale of the demonstrations increased, the
government used force, as a result of which 10 demonstrators were
killed. Soon the opposition established the Free Syrian Army and the
conflict turned into a civilian conflict. The civil war reached even larger
scales with many state and military groupings involved, who had their
own interests. Russia is noteworthy among them, which is actively
engaged in the Syrian War and supports the government army. In
addition, the United States of America, Turkey, Iran and other states
defend their own interests in the region. Therefore, this issue is quite
topical and, at present, many leading researchers and experts are
interested in it.
Russia has always had its own interests in the Middle East. In this
particular case, the focus will be on the role of Russia in the processes
going on in Syria. The international community unanimously agrees that
Russia has played a big role in the Syrian Civil War. Thus, it is
interesting to research the scales of the role played by Russia in the
above-mentioned processes. This paper will describe those processes
chronologically and will evaluate the level of influence of Russia on the
Syrian Civil War from 2011 up to now. In 2011, Russia was refraining
from actions and kept a distance. During that period Russia supplied
Syria with weapons and ammunition. While in autumn of 2015, after the
formal request of Bashar Al-Assad’s government in Damascus, Russia
intervened in Syria in order to support the allied regime, which was at
the edge of collapse. Since 2018, Moscow has been reducing the scales
of its intervention and has been trying to less strain the relations with the
United States of America.
The goal of the active involvement of Russia in the processes going
on in Syria is to strengthen its global status. Such policy also serves for
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balancing the influence of the United States of America in the region,
undermining Washington’s image and reducing its dominant position in
international relations.
The present research involves the content analysis of the reference
literature and materials. The next step will be to formulate the processed
materials in the research.

Aigun Rustemova
Nachkhevan University

Psychological Characteristics of Adaptation of Junior
Schoolchildren to Training Activity
Adaptation of junior schoolchildren to training activity is of great
importance for behavior model of children, the formation of attitude
towards himself and others, appropriate to various social demands and
roles. Adaptation to training activity is accepted as a difficult period for
junior schoolchildren. Because important changes take place in their life
in terms of activity, communication, relationship with other people. In the
process of adaptation to training process, first of all, the full development
of junior schoolchildren – to protect and strengthen psychological and
physical health, simultaneously to provide believe in the world of adults,
development of individual characteristics come to the front. It’s
impossible to solve this problem without the creation of modern education
or developing atmosphere. In the research work was used books and
articles such as “Psychology of schoolchildren” by Alizada A.A., Azimov
G.E., Guliyev E., “Main methods of correction of problem in behavior”
by Bayukova N.O., “Child psychology of junior schoolchildren” by
Vigotskiy L.S., “Is it good for your child at school?” by Venger A.L.,
simultaneously results of observation, query and experiments conducted at
schools named after Heydar Aliyev and No.11 in Nakhchivan city.
On basis of our observations, we can say that vast majority of
junior schoolchildren (50-60%) adapt to training activity in initial 2-3
months, 30% of them need more time to adapt to conditions of the new
atmosphere. So, they want to play at school till the first half of the year,
do not implement the demands of the teacher immediately, they are
hyperactive or they become calm and shy. In some of them, the absence
of appetite or insomnia is observed. Changes in lifestyle of junior
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schoolchildren, an increase of demands from them cause internal
tiredness in children.
In the research work conducted by us we can individualize typical
characteristics of children adapting to training activity successfully:
• They do not have difficulty in communication with classmates or
teachers;
• They participate actively in classes;
• They access themselves adequately;
• They comply with disciplines of class.
Irine Saganelidze
Ministry of Georgian Education, Science, Culture and Sport

Multicultural Traditions of Multiethnic Tbilisi
(Cultural Events, Historical Processes, Public Figures)
The science-related work aims to study the so-called Tbilisi culture
and art by various examples. The Tbilisi culture, an organic and original
space of varied Georgian culture, was stipulated by multiethnic nature of
Tbilisi, its location on the junction roads of Asia and Europe, the
coexistence of different traditions and cultures. The intercultural
dialogue developed the Tbilisi culture – a multicultural phenomenon,
which defined citizens' lifestyle, cultural atmosphere of Tbilisi, creative
themes and style of original works of the 19th – 20th cc. artists, painters,
journalists, architects and persons in charge of theatres and movies.
The designated work is a part of the research connected with
cultures of ethnic minorities, residents of Tbilisi. The monograph
demonstrates the way of development of various professional cultures
and dialogues among them led by representatives of national minorities.
Numerous important sources, contemporary publications, etc. were used
by us. That material widely illustrates peculiarities of traditions of
different ethnic residents of the 19th – 20th centuries Tbilisi, its culturalliterary atmosphere. This work is a little part of the work which deals
with supporting of cultures of ethnic minorities and an attitude of public
policy (2009-2019) towards it, which lays down a plan of research of the
state policy and reviewing in point of ethnic minorities. It also discusses
the bases of development of professional cultures of minorities.
Theatres, other educational-cultural structures played a major part in the
development of Tbilisi culture.
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At this phase of research work, we introduced peculiarities of the
multiethnic mode of life and cultural development of Tbilisi. We
overviewed the life and efforts of those representatives of the art field,
who made a distinguished contribution into the development of their
own Georgian culture, stipulated uniqueness of the urban Tbilisi.
Lika Shonia
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Poetic Patterns of Megrelian Verbalism in the Soviet Period:
Structure and Semantic of the Title
The study of folk Verbalisms is important and interesting not only
in terms of linguistics but also in terms of folklore, ethnography,
sociolinguistics. Patterns of folk creativity represent well in society, its
activities, history, interests, problems, goals, aspirations, political
environment. The poetical patterns of Megrelian verbalism in the Soviet
period are not randomly selected. It has the effect of Soviet ideology,
but it also focuses on spiritual values.
It is well known that the idea of the poem is best illustrated in the
title, as it points at the main theme and also represents the position of the
author. Readers are also introduced to the work by title.
The empirical analysis material is a sample of Megrelian poetry,
taken from the first volume of Georgian Verbalism, written by Togo
Gudava (Tbilissi, 1975), in particular, one of the subheadings called
“Modern”.
The title structure of the poems is varied. Represented:
• One-word lexemes (mostly toponyms): Sakartvelo, Jikhashkari,
etc.
• Two-word adjectives (mostly sub-genitive forms): “Tea pickers”,
“the iron bull”, “collective chickpea”, etc.
• The beginning phrases: “my language is Georgian”, “the
mountains are foggy and”.
In the report, we will discuss in detail the examples of each
structural model and its functional purpose.
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Cross-cultural Pragmatics in the Course of Russian as a Foreign
Language for Turkmen Students
When considering cross-cultural communication during the process
of second language acquisition by Turkmen students, one would first
pay attention to cultural differences and misunderstandings that occur
during this process. In this article, we don’t consider this process as a
collision of “Oriental” and “Western” cultures, we rather regard it as a
normal process where the emphasis should be made on cultural models,
formulaic language, and pragmatic competence.
In this work, two important sides of second language acquisition are
covered. First, the role of preferred common phrases and expressions in
day-to-day communication is highlighted. The second important aspect
is the adoption of the Russian language grammar rules and stylistics.
Turkmen students arriving in Russia for studies are to some extent
familiar with the Russian language and usually have a considerable
passive “luggage” of words and formulas that permit them to understand
the general meaning. Moreover, they often have a common ground with
Russian students based on some vestiges of the Soviet past. On the one
hand, it facilitates their integration, but on the other hand, it gives them
an illusion that their second language acquisition will be easy and rapid.
The findings presented in this article are based on “Russian as a
Foreign Language” courses at the Volga State University of
Technology. Based on the research of cross-cultural pragmatics,
intercultural communication theories, and sociopragmatics, this study
hopes to contribute to a better understanding of cultural models,
formulaic language, and pragmatic competence, all of which are
important aspects of comprehending a foreign language and producing
speech acts.
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The modern life of Laituri: a place for Tea in Memory and
Everyday Life
The establishment of subtropical Soviet farming in Laituri is
associated with the revival of tea culture in Georgia. Tea culture has
become the main livelihood of people living in Laituri and an integral
part of their daily life. The Soviet farm in Laituri was founded in
January 1930. Although the Soviet Union began to utilize the Soviet
agricultural land in the 1920s, it was uninhabited and desolate until the
1930s. Attracting people to this place is directly connected to the
creation of Soviet farming. The process of developing a newly created
settlement was accompanied by many problems and difficulties, such as
poor living conditions, sanitation, lack of staff, lack of drinking water,
etc. Soviet propaganda tried to create a desirable environment for
workers, with the prospects and greatness of the future that eventually
led to population growth and the creation of networks of public catering,
retail, public education, health, cultural education and services. Part of
the Soviet propaganda was the establishment of a fraternal,
internationalist society that was to serve the prestige of the settlement. It
should have become a symbol of the friendship, peaceful coexistence,
work and life of citizens of different nationalities.
In the paper, I will discuss the present-day Laiturians' remembrance
of the Soviet industrial past, based on ethnographic research. I will focus
on the collective narratives of the Laiturian population, what they are
and how they are remembering and I will discuss how the Laiturians
construct modernity, what the Soviet Union was like and what is in their
memory, what narratives are widespread about the establishment of
Laituri in the population. It is also interesting to see how the collective
identity is preserved to this day, how nostalgia is expressed and how
they seek to preserve it by creating different 'memory areas/icons'.
In conclusion, I will summarize Laturian's modern situation, how
the tea culture has survived today in their everyday life. How does tea
affect their lives? What has changed in their daily activities and what
does today's Laituri have in common with the international soviet past?
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The Uneasy Easiness of Comedy and the Oriental Question in
“A Horse Walks into a Bar”
David Grossman’s ‘A Horse Walks into a Bar ’may have taken a
clichéd bar joke for a title, but it isn’t as comic.
Grossman’s novel is set in Israel, and the protagonist, Dovaleh G is
a stand-up comedian. Spanning a day, the novel allows a peep into the
wounded life of the protagonist as well as all the audience who has
turned up for his show, expecting a night of laughter for that is what a
comedian professes to do. However, the jokes interspersed with a
personal narrative of a ‘shared history ’prove too much for the audience
who begin to leave one by one, unable to bear the assault of the
comedian anymore.
The aim of this paper is to engage with the Israeli text and enquire
into the nature of stand-up comedy in a zone of conflict, how comedy
evokes laughter and unease, how in this ‘New Age of Offence’- comedy
cannot be taken at face value for it stems from and for a ‘shared history ’
of an entangled history between the Arabs and the Jews, and how it
seeks to define as well as disintegrate the already precarious existence of
the consumers by engaging with the theories of Freud, Russell, Kant,
Ricouer, and Said.
The theoretical approach studies and applies the works of Kant,
Freud, Russell, Said, and Ricouer to unwrap the political nature of
stand-up comedy in the novel.
The paper interrogates the nature of political comedy and how it
affects people who share the bonds of a ‘shared history’, for the personal
is as much political as the political is personal.
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The Role of Fairy Tales in the Development of Gendered
Stereotypes among Children
The fairy tale has always been and still remains to be one of the
most important sociolinguistic phenomena, which dates back to
thousands of years. The main themes of the fairy tales included the
problems that troubled society the most. Therefore, we can envisage the
fairy tale as a tool that shares experience and knowledge of certain
social contexts (Zipes, 2012). The importance of fairy tales in the
cognitive development of a child is paramount. Through fairy tales
young readers have access to the social information will that be
stereotypes, gender roles or the cultural values of their country
(Bettelheim, 1962).
This paper highlights the growing importance of gender issues as
reflected in fairy tales in the 21st century. Specifically, it follows two
fairy tales – Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty and their different versions
throughout history and different cultures. The data are collected with the
help of qualitative and quantitative analysis. Moreover, the theoretical
framework includes “Text and Corpus Analysis” by Stubbs (1996),
Halliday’s “Systemic Functional Grammar” (1985) and Van Leeuwen’s
“Representation of Social Actors” (1995). The aforementioned fairy
tales are analysed from the linguistic angle, more precisely, the paper
studies which lexical units surface the most in the texts and which
adjectives the authors use to describe the main characters. As well as
this, the text also examines the verbs employed in the texts and whether
they show the tendency of passive verbs being used more with females
and active verbs with male characters.
The study has revealed that the fairy tales indeed employ gendered
discourse, more precisely, the unequal treatment of women and men and
stereotypical attitude towards women is especially evident. The chosen
fairy tales associate women with household chores, they pinpoint their
passivity and the importance of physical beauty, which was and still
remains to be crucial in today’s society. Moreover, the lives of the
female characters of the chosen fairy tales are extremely dull, very
inactive and sometimes even unbearable, until a prince charming comes
along and saves his damsel in distress.
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Babo Sharvashidze's Memories – A notable specimen of Non-fiction
As observed rightly by literary critics, in our time the so-called
“non-fiction” prose attracts a lot of attention. The Georgian literary
space is not an exception. It is enriched with both original and translated
samples of non-fiction.
One of these examples is the memoirs written in English by Barbara
(Babo) Sharvashidze (1859-1946), the youngest daughter of Mikheil
Sharvashidze (1806-1866), the last ruler of Abkhazia. It was kept in the
family collection of the descendants of the author of the memoirs. This
year the Georgian publishing house “Artanuji” has published the
Georgian translation of the memoirs (translated and equipped with the
reference apparatus by Maia Tsertsvadze).
Babo Sharvasvadze was born in Likhni, Abkhazia. In 1907 she
married a well-known political figure, lawyer, deputy chairman of the
Russian Duma, Aleksander Meiandorf (1869-1964). After the revolution
of Russia in October 1917, the couple went abroad and lived there until
their deaths. Babo Sharvashvadze died in England.
Babo Sharvashvadze led a politically and socially active life, was
close to the Russian Imperial Court, was a lady-in-waiting to the
Russian Empress and participated in charity events.
The memoirs tell us about the dramatic life and the adventures of the
family of the author against the background of fundamental events of the
epoch. The author retells the reader about the last days of the Abkhazian
principality and the banishment of her father from Abkhazia by the
Russian Empire. She also discusses Abkhazian-Georgian relations, the
Russian Imperial Court and other events directly witnessed by her.
The paper is dedicated to the presentation of Babo Shavashvadze's
memoirs as a distinguished example of the genre of non-fiction, as well
as the determination of their place in Georgian literary space.
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Sacramental Kvevri in old and modern life in Samegrelo
Dealing with the outside world, the Supreme Being had a special
place for a man. Relationship between God and Man was made by the
way of rituals. It seems obvious in folk holidays and sacrifices of God,
where the main place has contributed Sacramental Wine (Zedashe) and
earthenware vessels (Sacramental Kvevri), where Sacramental Wine is
infused. A wide range of symbols, along with various items, include
sacramental wine and food. They are called “Satsirveli”. In Georgia,
every historical-ethnographical region sacramental wine and food are
known with different names, as “Salocveli” in Racha, “Okhvameri” in
Samegrelo, “Zedashe” in Kakheti, Kartli and Svaneti. Apart from wine,
under the term “Zedashe” (Sacramental Wine) people betoken about
honey, boiled butter, vodka, beer, cotton yarn. The topic of the present
paper deals with donations of God (Zedashe and Sacramental Kvevri for
prayer) which are used for folk holidays, their roles in historical and
modern life. The scales of ancestral and family prayers in Samegrelo
(Tsalenjikha and Martvili region), which are called “Khvama” as well.
There are two major types of “khvama” (practices connected with faith
and belief) in Samegrelo. Megrelians had “Okhvameri” (annually
celebrated ritual) and “Dunafiri” (ritual conducted just once). “Zedashe”
was used for these practices and people had some Sacramental kvevri
for Sacramental wine. Every family had Sacramental Kvevri which had
their specific names. The topic is urgent because traditional holidays are
verge on disappearing as Sacramental Kvevri, accordingly Sacramental
Wine. The materials collected in an ethnographic field show state of
affairs. The study carried out in two regions (Tsalenjikha and Martvili)
in mountainous Samegrelo. It is used both empiric and theoretic and also
interdisciplinary and specific field methods. The main result of our
research is the ethnologic study of the issue and, respectively, the result
and conclusions are a novelty for the field.
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The trial of General Andrei Vlasov and other leaders of the RLA
Soviet and Russian historiography holds that Andrei Vlasov and his
associates were traitors, precisely because they fought against the Soviet
Union during World War II. When Vlasov was asked why he had
moved to the germans during interrogation, the answer was: "I have
shown some cowardice." The report attempts to determine whether this
assumption is true. The report uses published archival materials,
scientific papers, and monographs (by Cyril Alexandrov, Alexander
Kolesnik, Shimon Dattner, etc.) to show who were the people who
switched to the side of the Third Reich. It also describes the situation of
Andrei Vlasov and his companions on the side of the Germans during
World War II, the reasons why Sergei Bunyachenko, Fyodor Truchin,
Viktor Maltsev and others took such a step. It will outline the positions
of Vlasov, Trukhin, Bunyachenko, Maltsev and others in the Soviet
armed forces. In addition, we discuss the fact of Andrei Vlasov's
transition to the germans: Why did he decide to cooperate with the
germans? Was it because of personal security or did Vlasov have antisoviet sentiments? It will also focus on the fact that the trial against
Vlasov and RGA leaders was closed for only three days. The report will
discuss the reasons for the decision to conduct a covert process and the
dangers of having an open process for the soviet authorities. The report
answers why general Vlasov and his associates moved to the Third
Reich and dismiss the prevailing, erroneous notion that Vlasov, Maltsev,
Bunyachenko, Trukhin, and others were traitors for being "shameless" at
a critical moment.
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Jemal Karchkhadze's novel "Resident" (Hermeneutical
Interpretation)
“Everywhere, where the world is experienced by us, where the
alienation is removed, everywhere the hermeneutical process of
gathering of the world in word and in consciousness in general is
completed” (H. Gadamer). Understanding of a fiction text, its correct
interpretation, unification of synchronous and diachronic angles, reader
and theoretician, author and historic context, inner and external logos,
lingual and genre model – this is the scarce list from literature theory
issues, which a reader must be aware of for the deconstruction and
further correct reconstruction of a text. Research of fiction texts by the
hermeneutical method is very acute and interesting. It is the
philosophical-existential reading, based on the hermeneutical method
that allows more or less perfect interpretation of the in-depth idea. In
hermeneutical interpretation the main goal is not only the reconstruction
of a literary text; the main goal of interpretation is the extension of the
knowledge of a reader and their better understanding of themselves. The
work of Jemal Karchkhadze is mostly fragmented. There is a study of
his texts with biblical conceptions and with the principle of historicism.
The purpose of our research is to identify modernist markers and to
search for internal and external logos using the hermeneutic interpreter
model. We use every way and means, for example, verbal thinking,
characters, authorial comments and opinions about the text, artistic
language, aesthetic-ideological and ontological overtones. The novel
"Resident" features the triple crisis of modernist prose: the crisis of
cognition, subjectivity and language. In conclusion, we think that
"Resident" is a modernist text. His first point of view is to show the
existential search for, the inevitability, of doubt in the modernist era.
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Liturgy of Saint Mark the Evangelist
This report concerns the Divine Liturgy, founded by Saint Mark the
Evangelist, as one of the most ancient worships of the eastern
community. It is one of the local traditional kinds of generating, which
is founded by the disciple of St. Peter the Apostle and has been
celebrating till nowadays as in the Patriarchate of Alexandria and all
Africa as in Greece and in Russian Orthodox Church outside Russia, in
New-York, on St. Mark’s feast (April 25 or May 8), while Paschal
beginning.
We have information about this liturgy by the papyrus from the
fourth century. Also, we should call the names of great hierarchs of the
Christian church, who mentioned this kind of worship in their works.
Among them are St. Athanasius the Great, Curili of Alexandria, John the
Almsgiver and others. But it is important to know that the latest
historical manuscript of the Liturgy of St. Mark was copied by Patriarch
Meletios Pegas of Alexandria in 1585 and again in 1890 by St.
Nectarios of Pentapolis. This version of the liturgical text was published
in the middle years of the last century, for the first time in Greece
(1955), and after that in Egypt (1960).
It is considered that in Alexandria the Divine Liturgy was celebrated
in Greek, which was a useful tool for Christian culture. The mixture of
the Christian and Hellenistic traditions made the local worship form,
which was crystallized in the Liturgy of St. Mark.
We should note that no one can find Georgian translations, perhaps
because of the fact that the work has never been carried out.
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Self-Fashioning and Recuperation: Meaning-Making in Amitav
Ghosh's The Shadow Lines
The first-person narrative form of Amitav Ghosh’s The Shadow
Lines operates much on the level of mediation, which negotiates with
the multiple “stories” that emerge throughout the text. These “stories”
tend to become almost a formulaic principle for constituting identity,
wherein each story becomes a marker of a memory that has chiseled
away the congruence that lies between the characters. Hence, memory
and its recuperation become a passage for understanding not only “the
mystery of difference” between the characters that affirms their
heterogeneity, but towards accessing that imaginative sensibility which
enables one to look across these differences. The Shadow Lines, in
doing so, gives precedence to the realm of memory in the context of
events which lie outside the boundaries of nationalist history.
The Partition of the Indian subcontinent, with its brutally violent
history, which, as Suvir Kaul puts it, “freezes fear into silence” is
relegated to this sphere of memory which lies outside the bounds of
mainstream national historiography. Hence, it is concerning the political
realities of post-Partition India, that Ghosh gives creative expression to
his central idea of the “shadow lines” which blur the difference between
nations and people. This paper will attempt to explore how Ghosh
privileges the domain of memory and imagination to transcend labels
that occupy a central position in a postcolonial context. In doing so, he
not only attempts to explore the way orientalism merges with the
political realities of post-colonial post-Partition India, but also stresses
upon an imaginative sensibility to look beyond these colonial markers of
identity. It is this imagination which aids in viewing of that “final
redemptive mystery” at the end of the novel, a mystery which perhaps
signals to a possibility of equality between the narrator and May Price
beyond the labels they occupy as the figures of the colonized and the
colonizer.
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Emotive implicatures in the rhetoric of Muslim women
The aim of the research is to study and determine emotive
implicatures in the speeches of Muslim women on Ted/TedX platform.
Overall five speeches of total duration of 75.68 minutes were
analysedutilising framing theory (Minsky 1974) and the theory of
implicature (Grice 1967). Methodologically the article also uses
approaches, such as anthropological tradition that focuses on cultural
practice and critical discourse analyses that views language as the social
practice (Fairclough 2001).
In the process of research specific phrases, words and episodes that
evoked certain emotions were marked in the speeches and were
analysedaccording to framing theory focusing on the essence of the
utterance and its emotiveimplicature. Also each speech was studied
through the perspective of cultural and social practice that made possible
to distinguish not only emotive implicatures but the elements that cause
the emotional reaction and therefore implications.
Speeches used in the article are available online on Ted.com
platform and YouTube with full transcriptions. Reason for choosing
these specific speeches was influenced by the problem of stereotyping
Muslims with violence and terrorism in the western society. Therefore,
the subject-matter is very sensitive for both cultures. Consequently, it
was interesting to investigate how women address these issues in their
speeches and how they create desired emotive implicatures. The article
concentrates especially on the women because they are often targeted as
the victims of stereotyping because of their headdress.
The research showed that speakers used cultural frames to elucidate
main values of the society. By emphasising how these moral values
were mistreated by stereotypical judgements the speakers managed to
create emotive implicatures of sadness, anger, protest and empathy.
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Mtis St. George Monastery Ecclesiastical Artifacts
The working process of the history of Mtis St. George Monastery,
revealed 13 artifacts of ecclesiastical-ritualistic characteristics, which
belonged to the Monastery. Nowadays, most of them are lost. These
artifacts appeared to be the important historic sources as for the history of
the Monastery itself, but also for the different issues of the political and
ecclesiastical history and art history of medieval Georgia. In my speech, I
will discuss each of them.
To demonstrate the importance of these relicts, below is a list and the
brief descriptions of the most important samples.
1. “The Icon of the Arch-Martyr of Mta (Mountain)” – The main relict
of the Monastery. Should be dated with the same period as the Monastery
itself (the edge of 9th-10th cc.). The icon is mentioned in the historic
sources till 19th c. Nowadays it is lost.
2. “The “Golden” Cross of John the Baptist of Dzmuisi” – The wooden
cross embossed with gold and silver, was made by the order of Catholicos
Arsen II, during the reign of King Bagrat III Kourapalates (on the edge of
9th-10th cc.). This outstanding sample of medieval Georgian art was
destroyed within the anti-religious movements of 1920-es.
3. “St. George Icon of Agara” – The icon is dated with 11th c.
According to the historic sources, it was carried to Mtis St. George
Monastery from the village Khorga in Samegrelo. In 1688, it was moved to
the newly built church of village Agara in Racha. The icon is preserved in
the Museum of Kutaisi (№3160/გ. 577).
4. “St. George Icon of Tsknori” – The Icon made of gold and silver is
supposedly dated with 16th-17th cc. (Kutaisi Museum, №144). The Icon is
unique with its iconography, as there is a profiled image of Caesar
Diocletianus on the dragon’s scale.
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Translating difficulties of the novel “The Tenant” by Jemal
Karchkhadze
“The Tenant” a novel of a famous Georgian writer Jemal Karchkhadze,
which was written in magical realism genre, is being translated with
pragmatic adequate, incomplete translation, which means, that translation
matches the original and expresses the same communicative goals, as the
original itself, and also shows the meaningful plot of the original version
with its omissions and shortenings.
The translator’s main goal and wish was to show the mentioned
work to Russian readers. Also, show them the whole nature of Georgian
language and Georgian reality, as realistically as possible. This research
discusses the difficulties of the translation that the translator faced
during translating the text and how they were problems were solved.
As in any other language during translation, the most difficult parts
were phraseological constructions or the fixed expressions that usually
make the translators’ job very challenging, therefore, the translators
have to decide to either translate the words closest to the original, or
substitute them with the words which express the meaning the best. The
phrases with no direct equivalents in Russian are abundant in the
Georgian language. For example: “God protect you’’ which is said
ironically and it also expresses surprise. It took some time to find its
relevant translation. The phrase turned out to be in Russian “Ишь-ты!”,
which is used when one does not agree, oppose, argue or deny:: Как
же!, Как бы не так!
Besides, the translator had obstacles with numerous repeated examples.
In such cases, the translator had to decide whether to sacrifice stylistic
beauty and translate all repeated words, which only highlighted expressions
in original and did not make the text look less appealing, but while
translating it was losing both- the style and the beauty; or the translator had
to shorten these numerous repeated words or use their synonyms.
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The Issue of Time in Virginia Woolf’s “Waves’’
Virginia Woolf in all of her novels experiments with time, she plays
with the notion of time. “Waves” is rightly her most experimental novel,
where time becomes one of the tools of modernistic realization of life
and the form for the novel. In other words, Woolf offers the image of
different times that are carried by different characters. Although their
life is described under the framework of linear perspective, the
reflection of their life and their inner feeling of reality does not follow
the outer world’s pace. The reader becomes the traveller at different
times and perspectives of the characters. To remain the feeling of the
present time and for the division of internal and external realities, Woolf
constantly drifts her readers on the shores of the novel by repeating the
word “now”, which is controversial, as what do the words “now”, “here”
mean? It is an acute and philosophical question and indeed the whole
novel can be regarded as an answer to this question. Another way in
which “Waves” expresses its novelty is its structure, beyond the tool of
a stream of consciousness technique, the three-part division is
introduced, which present different times of the day and human life is
compared to these parts.
The article I examine each character’s reflection of the time and
compare their understanding of it, to the various theories on the issue of
subjective time. Namely, to Henry Bergson and his “Duree” and to
Walter Benjamin and his “Homogeneous Time”. It is assumed that
Virginia Woolf realizes the modernistic perception of time in her novels.
This article is the part of my doctoral research that is dedicated to
the exploration of the issue of time in Virginia Woolf’s novels.
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eTer bokelavaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis
saxelmwifo universiteti

saqarTvelos marTlmadidebeli eklesiis avtokefaliis saerTaSoriso aRiarebis sakiTxi da aleqsandriis marTlmadidebeli eklesiis pozicia (XX saukunis 80-ian wlebSi)
XX saukunis 80-iani wlebi mniSvnelovani movlenebiT aRiniSna saqarTvelos samociqulo marTlmadidebeli eklesiis istoriaSi. epoqis aqtualurobas gansazRvravs rogorc mocemuli periodis sabWoTa xelisuflebis religiuri politika, ise
saerTaSoriso politikur da saeklesio wreebSi mimdinare
procesebi, romlebmac Tavisi gavlena iqonies saqarTvelos
marTlmadidebeli eklesiis moRvaweobaze.
Cveni kvlevis obieqts warmoadgens gasuli saukunis 80-iani
wlebis erT-erTi yvelaze aqtualuri problema – saqarTvelos
marTlmadidebeli eklesiis avtokefaliisa da sapatriarqo
Rirsebis (titulis) saerTaSoriso aRiareba da aleqsandriis
uZvelesi sapatriarqos pozicia.
cnobilia, rom XX saukunis meore naxevarSi saqarTvelosa
da konstantinepolis sapatriarqoebs Soris intensiurad mimdinareobda muSaoba saqarTvelos samociqulo eklesiis istoriuli avtokefaliis aRiarebis sakiTxze, rasTan dakavSirebiTac msoflio sapatriarqos orazrovani pozicia hqonda. aRniSnulma yvelaze TvalsaCinod iCina Tavi gasuli saukunis 60ian wlebSi, rodesac eklesiaTa msoflio sabWos egidiT gamarTul saerTaSoriso marTlmadideblur forumze saqarTvelos
eklesia axalgazrda, avtonomiur eklesiad iqna wardgenili.
garda amisa, konstantinepolis msoflio sapatriarqodan saqarTveloSi gamogzavnil oficialur epistoleebsa Tu berZnulenovan saeklesio kalendrebSi saqarTvelos eklesia mudmivad avtonomiur eklesiad fiqsirdeboda, misi mwyemsmTavari
ki mTavarepiskoposad ixsenieboda. miuxedavad qarTuli sapatriarqos mxridan Tavisi statusis falsificirebaze mravalgzis miTiTebisa, berZnuli mxaris pozicia am sakiTxTan dakavSirebiT didxans ar Secvlila. dialogi or sapatriarqos Soris wlebis ganmavlobaSi gagrZelda, rac, bunebrivia, rTul
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mdgomareobaSi ayenebda saqarTvelos samociqulo eklesias.
Seqmnil viTarebaSi saqarTvelos sapatriarqosTvis uaRresad
didi mniSvneloba hqonda msoflios saeklesio wreebis mxardaWeras, gansakuTrebiT ki uZveles marTlmadideblur sapatriarqoTa Tanadgomas.
am kuTxiT mniSvnelovani roli aleqsandriis uZvelesma
marTlmadideblurma sapatriarqom Seasrula, romelTanac saqarTvelos eklesias mravalsaukunovani urTierTobebis tradicia da mocemuli periodisaTvis mWidro saeklesio da diplomatiuri TanamSromloba hqonda.
moxsenebaSi ganxiluli gvaqvs XX saukunis 80-ian wlebSi saqarTvelosa da aleqsandriis sapatriarqoTa Soris arsebuli
urTierTobebis ZiriTadi tendenciebi; saqarTvelos eklesiis
brZola istoriuli uflebebis saerTaSoriso aRiarebisTvis
da aleqsandriis marTlmadidebeli eklesiis pozicia, romelmac mniSvnelovani wvlili Seitana sakiTxis qarTuli eklesiis
sasargeblod gadawyvetaSi.

nino bokelavaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

fSav-xevsurTa adaT-wesebisa da tradiciebis bibliuri
safuZvlebi
cnobilia, rom nebismieri eris kulturis CamoyalibebaSi
mniSvnelovan rols asrulebs sarwmunoeba. xSir SemTxvevaSi,
swored sarwmunoebrivi dogmatebi qmnian sxvadasxva saxis yofiTi Cveulebisa Tu tradiciis safuZvels. Tumca gasaTvaliswinebelia eris mentaloba da sazogadoebis damokidebuleba
sarwmunoebrivi dogmebis aRqmisadmi. rodesac sazogadoebaSi
mrwamsi Sesisxlxorcebulia jansaR gansjasTan, maSin tradicia gaTviTcnobierebulia Tavisi arsiT da ar eyrdnoba mxolod winaparTa qceviT memkvidreobas, magram Tu sazogadoeba
mxolod winaparTa sakulto ritualebis zedmiwevniT zust
Sesrulebazea orientirebuli da ar gansjis mis Sinaarss, maSin
am gzas, droTa ganmavlobaSi, is uTuod mihyavs sxvadasxva dog-
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matis miseul interpretaciamde. yovelive es, saboloo jamSi,
iwvevs tradiciis daSorebas mis sawyis, namdvil safuZvlebTan.
moxsenebis mizans warmoadgens qarTvel mTielTa yofiTi
Cveulebebisa da tradiciebis bazisuri kvleva, kerZod, maTi
sarwmunoebrivi safuZvlebi; „Zveli aRTqmis“ rjuli da paralelebi fSav-xevsurTa iseT tradiciebTan, rogorebicaa: ojaxis Seqmnis, „xeli-mxaris ganaTvlis“, xatisagan codvis „gamosyidvis“, stumar-maspinZlobis, sisxlis aRebis, SabaTi dRis uqmed dacvis tradiciebi da sxva. agreTve, sainteresod migvaCnia
msgavsebebi fSav-xevsurebTa da ZvelaRTqmiseul samarTals
Soris, kerZod, damnaSavis sazogadoebisgan mokveTisa da fizikuri dasjis (Caqolvis) wesebi. gamokvleva eyrdnoba rogorc
bibliur teqstebs, fSav-xevsurebis tradiciebis amsaxvel
Txzulebebsa da publicistur werilebs, ise sxvadasxva
mkvlevris naSromebs.
Cveni daskvniT, mTis xalxis yofaSi arsebuli wesebisa Tu
tradiciebis did nawils safuZveli swored ZvelaRTqmiseuli
sarwmunoebidan aqvs. mtkicea da uryevi mTielTa erTguleba am
tradiciebisadmi, imdenad, rom macxovris gankacebis Semdeg,
mTeli rigi ZvelaRTqmiseuli dogmebis Secvlis miuxedavad,
saqarTvelos aRmosavleT mTianeTis mcxovrebni me-19 saukuneSic agrZeleben maT dacvas. xSir SemTxvevaSi igi moraluri gansjis gareSe winaparTa qceviTi memkvidreobis realizebas gulisxmobs, rac mTielTa msoflmxedvelobas, zog SemTxvevaSi,
aSorebs qristianul azrovnebasTan. es ukanaskneli, Tavis
mxriv, mTeli Tavisi arsiT, humanur principebzea agebuli. swored aRniSnulis Sedegia mravali tradiciis adgilobrivi,
sxvadasxva religiuri faqtoris gaTvaliswinebiT miRebuli interpretacia.
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mzisa buskivaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

modernizaciis procesi da identobis problema ahmed
hamdi Tanfinaris SemoqmedebaSi (romanebi „simSvide“ da
„drois maregulirebeli instituti“)
Turqul literaturaSi modernizaciis procesi uSualod
ukavSirdeba qveyanaSi istoriulad ganviTarebul procesebs.
me-19 saukuneSi osmaleTis imperiis mier davsaleTisaken kursis aReba im realobiT iyo ganpirobebuli, romelsac azrovnebis regresi SeiZleba vuwodoT. aRniSnuli regresi ki, arsebuli inteleqtualuri Tu fizikuri resursebis amowurvas ukavSirdeboda.
1839 wels TanzimaTis firmaniT oficialurad gamocxadda
qveynis proevropuli kursi. modernizaciasTan dakavSirebuli
procesi, romelic sazogadobrivi cxovrebis TiTqmis yvela
sferos exeboda, imave sazogadoebis dualizmis mizezi gaxda.
literaturaSi modernizacia rogorc Janrobrivi, ise Tematur-esTetikuri kuTxiT gamovlinda. fsevdomodernizaciis
sakiTxs TanzimaTis periodis mwerlebis SemoqmedebaSi mniSvnelovan adgili eTmoba.
modernizaciasTan dakavSirebuli sirTuleebi ufro
TvalsaCino respublikis periodis Turqul literaturaSi
xdeba. aRniSnuli sirTule Tavs iCens aramxolod, sazogadoebis, aramed konkretuli indvidis doneze. yuradRebis centri
inacvlebs iseT sakiTxze, rogoricaa erovnuli identoba. aRniSnuli sakiTxi ahmed hamdi Tanfinaris Semoqmedebis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani sakiTxTagania. mwerlis SemoqmedebaSi aSkarad igrZnoba sazogadoebis dualisturi ganwyoba, romelic
erovnuli da evropuli Rirebulebebis konfliqtis Sedegia.
saanalizod SerCeuli romanebi, erTmaneTTan garkveuli
saxis msgavsebas amJRavneben. orive romanSi xazgasmulia „axali
drois“, „axali ideologiis“ niadagze identobis dakargvis
safrTxe. safrTxe ki eris warsuli gamocdilebis sruli uaryofis da evropuli Rirebulebebis brmad gaziarebis Sedegia.
romanis protagonistebi, asakobrivi sxvaobis miuxedavad, tem-
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poralur triadas _ warsuli, awymo, momavali _ uwyvet jaWvad
aRiqvamen. orive romanSi arseboben personaJebi, romlebic
warsulis saukeTeso gamocdilebis, tradiciebis, Rirebulebebis magaliTs warmoadgenen. mwerali garemos aRweriT, dangreuli, dacarielebuli Senobebis, ferwasuli da avadmyofi adamianebis daxatviT sazogadoebaSi arsebul realobas usvams
xazs. unda aRiniSnos, rom es realoba cnobierebis „avadmyofoba“ ufroa, vidre fizikuri. romanis, „simSvide“, mTavari gmiri
axalgazrda, evropaSi ganaTlebamiRebuli adamiania, romelic
garesamyaroze ufro metad sakuTar, Sinagan samyaroze koncentrirdeba. igi „damnaSaves“ evropaSi ar eZebs, sazogadoebis
arajansaR cnobierebaSi xedavs problemas. romanis „drois maregulirebeli instituti“ protagonisti, hairi irdali, „axali drois“ ideebiT mxolod imitom aris moxibluli, rom materialuri keTildReoba aqvs. romanebSi mkafiod aris gatarebuli azri, rom modernizacias sazogadoebis mzadyofna sWirdeba, winaaRmdeg SemTxvevaSi regresi gardaualia.

salome gegeWkori
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

termini ,,gamocana~ qarTulsa da megrulSi: struqtura da
semantika1
gamocana aris zepirsityvierebis Janri, romelic sagans
an movlenas poeturad, narTaulad axasiaTebs, TviT am obieqtis dausaxeleblad gamocnobis mizniT. Tavisi specifikiT, mizandasaxulebiTa da gaCenis qronologiiT gamocana
erT-erTia zepirsityvierebis Janrebs Soris, romlis sawyisebi ukavSirdeba adamianis cnobierebaSi garesamyaros aRqmas da am mimarTulebiT azrovnebis dawyebas. qarTulsa da
megrulSi gamocanis Janris aRsaniSnavad sxvadasxva termini
gamoiyeneba. unda aRiniSnos, rom qarTuli, Zveli qarTuli
1

„kvleva ganxorcielda SoTa rusTavelis saqarTvelos erovnuli samecniero fondis finansuri mxardaWeriT [sagranto proeqti MR-18-3142]“ .
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enis monacemebis gaTvaliswinebiT, mravalferovnebiT gamoirCeva. qarTuli masala struqturulad SeiZleba iyos:
• erTsityviani
(1) „gamocana“, (2) „axsna“, (3) „igavi“, (4) „gamocaneba“, (5)
„amicana“
• orsityviani (Seistyveba)
(6) „asaxsneli sityva“, (7) „qceuli sityva“, (8) „dafaruli sityvaჲ“, (9) „sacnauri sityvaჲ“, (10) „Zniad-sacnobeli
sityvaჲ“, (11) „aRჴsaxneli sityvaჲ“, (12) „gasaჴsneli sityvaჲ“, (13) „saTargmanebeli sityvaჲ“.
• samsityviani (mxolod erTi terminia)
(14) „asaxsnelni leqs-rkveulni sityvani“.
rac Seexeba megruls, gamocanis aRsaniSnavad fraziT
gadmocemul erT termins iyenebs: „emoore – moore“ (< „e mu
ore, mu ore“, rac qarTulad niSnavs: „es ra aris, ra aris“).
miuxedavad struqturuli modelebisa sxvaobisa, gamocanis
aRmniSvnel qarTul da megrul terminebSi kargad Cans Tavad
gamocanis daniSnuleba, funqciuri Rirebuleba.
moxsenebaSi dasmuli sakiTxi aqtualuria imdenad, ramdenadac terminebis analizs mivyavarT Janris periodizaciis sakiTxamdec, rac warmoaCens mis siZvelesa da mniSvnelobas.
masalis analizisas vxelmZRvanelobT aRweriT-statistikuri da SedarebiT-kontrastuli meTodebiT.

sofiko geliaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

identobis problema juna barnsis romanSi
„qalTa almanaxi“
identobis Ziebis problema me-20 saukunis modernistul
literaturaSi erT-erT wamyvan Temas warmoadgens. am TvalsazrisiT gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa amerikeli mwerlis,
juna barnsis romani „qalTa almanaxi“. 1928 wels, safrangeT-
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Si gamoqveynebuli teqsti aRwers natali kliford barnis
parizul salonSi arsebul situacias, atmosferosa da masSi
Tavmoyril elitis warmomadgenel qalbatonebs. restavraciis epoqis eniT moTxrobili „almanaxi“, tradiciuli almanaxis parodirebaa. „almanaxSi“ naCvenebi 20-iani wlebis bohemuri istoriebi Seexeba seqsualuri umciresobebis warmomadgenelTa, kerZod lesboselTa problemebs. moxsenebaSi
ganxilulia nawarmoebSi naCveneb qalTa identobis Zieba, rac
cdeba mxolod seqsualur orientacias da mimarTulia pirovnebis arsis Ziebisaken. identobis Ziebis procesSi did
rols TamaSobs gaoreba, aracnobieris motivebi da Sinagani
brZola orsqesovnebasTan, rac tiresiasis miTis aluzias iwvevs. modernistuli teqnikis saSualebiT ki rac cnobierebis
nakadis teqnikis gamoyenebas gulisxmobs, uaryofilia tradiciuli, sworxazovani Txroba adamianis cxovrebisa da wina
planze wamoweulia personaJTa Sinagani gancdebi.
sakvlevi Temis aqtualurobas ganapirobebs araerTi
mkvlevaris mosazreba, romelTa mixedviTac teqsti ekuTvnis
lesbosur literaturas. Cemi azriT ki nawarmoebis calsaxad am kuTxiT ganxilva dauSvebelia, radgan igi modernistuli literaturis erTi-erTi urTulesi teqstia _ rogorc struqturulad ise Sinaarsobrivad. kvlevis meTodebis kuTxiT, aRsaniSnavia dekonstruqciis da e.w. „qlouz ridingis“ meTodi (close reading), romelTa gamoyeneba pirdapir
kavSirSia modernistuli samwerlo teqnikis gaanalizebasTan. sakvlevi masalis mopoveba-damuSaveba ki moicavs rogorc sxvadasxva mkvlevaris statiebis gacnobas, romelTa
Sorisaa zigmund froidisa da havlok elisis naSromebi seqsualobaze, ise parizuli 20-iani wlebis amsaxveli istoriuli qronikebis Seswavlas.
warmodgenili kvlevis SedegebSi asaxulia is faqtorebi,
ramac gaamwvava gaucxoebisa da gaorebis SegrZneba adamianebSi da gamoiwvia identobis rRveva: pirvel rigSi, es iyo
pirveli msoflio omis Semdgomi imedgacrueba, ramac safuZveli Cauyara unayofo urTierTobebis Camoyalibebas; aseve,
am procesSi didi roli iTamaSes me-20 saukuneSi Camoyalibebulma fsiqologiurma Teoriebma da modernist mweralTa
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mcdelobam, rom arqetipTa saSualebiT personaJebSi gaeRviZebinaT uZvelesi droidan arsebuli da miviwyebuli SegrZnebebi Tu instinqtebi. kvleva aCvenebs, rom juna barnsi
identobis problemis warmoWriT upirispirdeba adamianTa
erT konkretul CarCoSi moqcevas da mxolod erTi seqsualuri identobis arsebobas, rasac gamoxatavs parodirebisa
da mravalferovani modernistuli diskursis saSualebiT.

liliana gogiCaiSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

jon donis satrfialo lirika – tradicia da xatovaneba
metafizikuri poeziis mTavari warmomadgenlis _ jon
donis da misi Tanamoazreebis Semoqmedeba meCvidmete saukunis Semdeg TiTqmis samasi wlis ganmavlobaSi ugulebelyofili da miviwyebuli iyo. maT mimarT interesi 1910-iani wlebidan, herbert grirsonis mier donis leqsebis krebulis oqsfordSi gamoqveynebis Semdeg ganaxlda. adamianuri arsebobisa da mdgomareobis paradoqsebi, romelTa gadaWras doni
Tavisi poeziiT cdilobda, didad ar gansxvavdeboda im sirTuleebisgan, romelTa winaSe or msoflio oms Soris gazrdili Taoba idga. meoce saukunis pirveli naxevridan jon
doni, rogorc poeti, xelaxla daibada, misi poeziiT gamowveuli cxoveli ineteresi ki dRemde ar ganelebula.
jon donis Semoqmedebaze saubrisas Cvens yuradRebas,
pirvel rigSi, misTvis damaxasiaTebeli gansakuTrebuli xatovaneba da poetika ipyrobs. naSromSi gaanalizebulia donis satrfialo lirikaSi warmodgenili ZiriTadi mxatvruli
xerxebi da maTi gamoyenebis gzebi. sxvadasxva leqsis analizis safuZvelze naCvenebia metafizikuri maxvilgonierebisa
da konsitis roli donis satrfialo lirikaSi. gaanalizebulia barokos, manierizmisa da renesansis epoqebisTvis damaxasiaTebeli is niSan-Tvisebebi, romelTac gansazRvres donis xelwera. warmodgenilia ovidiusisa da petrarkas tradiciis roli donis satrfialo poeziaSi. jon donis satrfi-
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alo poeziis xatovanebisa da tradiciis ganxilvis safuZvelze naCvenebia donis, rogorc erT-erTi wamyvani inglisurenovani poetis roli metafizikuri poeziis ganviTarebaSi.
am metafizikosi avtoris erT-erTi upiratesoba misi inteleqtualuri da daxvewili xelweraa. urTierTgamomricxavi cnebebis gaerTianebiT igi universalur WeSmaritebebs
aRwers da ganixilavs. donis poeziaSi wamoWrili adamianuri
arsebobis surTuleebi da paradoqsebi ki Tanamedrove epoqis adamianisTvisac gamocanad rCeba. yovelive zemoTqmulidan gamomdinare mimaCnia, rom qarTulma akademiurma sivrcem meti yuradReba unda dauTmos inglisurenovani metafizikosi avtorebis da am SemTxvevaSi, kerZod, jon donis Semoqmedebis Seswavlas.
naSromi efuZneba sxvadasxva literaturul kvlevas
(Andreasen-John Donne. Conservative Revolutionary, Guss- Donne:
Petrarchist—Italiante Conceits and Love Theory in The Songs and
Sonets, Leishman- The Monarch of Wit: An Analytical and Comparative
Study of the Poetry of John Donne…) da warmoaCens jon donis,
rogorc mTavari metafizikosi poetis rols inglisurenovan literaturaSi.

rusudan gogoxia
evropis universiteti

socialuri mediis roli ucxouri enis aTvisebisas
socialuri media enis SeswavlaSi aris saswavlo midgoma,
romelic iTvaliswinebs interaqtiuli socialuri mediis
dakavSirebas enis SemswavlelebTan. kvlevebis mixedviT, enis
swavleba aris socialuri da interaqtiuli, ase rom, es meTodi xels uwyobs swavlas. socialuri media studentebTan
erTad mSobliur enaze mosaubreebTan interaqciis saSualebasac iZleva. video, sainformacio gamoSvebebi da saubrebi
jgufebSi xels uwyobs ucxo qveynis kulturuli aspeqtebis
gacnobas. formaluri da araformaluri swavlebis integracia formaluri enis Seswavlis gaZlierebis gzaa. aseve, socialuri media SemswavlelTa TviTregulirebadi swavlis
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mxardasaWerad perspeqtiuli midgoma aRmoCnda. is xels uwyobs komunikacias da momxmareblebs Soris swrafi urTierTobis damyarebas, aseve informaciis gaziarebas. Semswavlelebs saSualeba aqvT erTmaneTs gauziaron nebismieri saxis
informacia Tu davaleba. ucxouri enis swavlebisas socialuri mediis gamoyeneba wlebis ganmavlobaSi viTardeboda.
cnobilia, rom YouTube, blogebi, forumebi da vikipedia
farTod gamoiyeneba ucxouri enis swavlebis dros. isini ZiriTadad gamoiyeneba weris procesis xelSesawyobad. socialuri qselebi, sxvadasxva blogi da vikipedia mniSvnelovan
resurss warmoadgens ucxouri enis Seswavlis procesSi.
Facebook gamoiyeneba rogorc weris unaris ganviTarebisTvis,
aseve onlain diskusiisTvis. umravlesoba YouTube-s iyenebs
yoveldRiurad, xolo vikipedias yovelkvireulad. rogorc
araoficialuri swavlebis instrumentebi, Facebook, YouTube
da WhatsApp SesaZloa aRiarebul iqnes ucxouri enis swavlebis upirates instrumentebad. yvelaze xSirad gamoyenebuli
aqtivobebi CamoTvlili socialuri mediis saSualebiT aris
moTxovnadi. es platformebi ufro Semswavlelebs akavSirebs erTmaneTTan, vidre studentsa da maswavlebels, ra
gziTac isini uziareben codnasa da gamocdilebas erTmaneTs. studentebis mxridan masalebis mopoveba da erTmaneTSi gaziareba metyvelebs maT maRal kavSirze socialuri aqtivobebis gacvlis kuTxiT. isini cvlian informacias da sasargeblo masalebs, iyeneben kritikul azrovnebas, cdiloben swavlisTvis aucilebeli da saWiro kursebis moZiebas,
iZenen saWiro unar-Cvevebs da uziareben erTmaneTs codnas.
pedagogebma xeli unda Seuwyon studentebis informirebulobis gazrdas, codnis gaziarebas erToblivi swavlis
TvalsazrisiT. socialuri mediis gavlena inglisurenovan
swavlebaSi aRar unda iyos ugulebelyofili.
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TamTa grigolia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

keneT vaiTis geopoetika da „vefxistyaosani“
dasavlur azrovnebaSi, filosofiaSi, litmcodneobasa
da kulturologiaSi daaxloebiT 1960-iani wlebidan dominirebs refleqsiebi sivrcis, rogorc kategoriis Sesaxeb. es
mimarTuleba xSirad warmodgenilia spatial turn-is saxeliT
(Semobruneba, Semotrialeba), rac aerTianebs sivrcesTan dakavSirebul uamrav mosazrebas. am Teoriebis mixedviT, mTavari, riTac teqstis formireba, Camoyalibeba xdeba, aris
sivrce _ is gansazRvravs Sinaarsobriv mxares, metaforebs,
personaJTa xasiaTebs da a.S.
sivrcis Seswavlis Tanamedrove humanitarul konceptTagan CemTvis erT-erTi saintereso da mniSvnelovani aris
geopoetika da geopoetikis konteqstSi vefxistyaosniseuli sivrcis ganxilva.
geopoetika ikvlevs kulturis da pirvel rigSi, SemoqmedebiTi procesebis zemoqmedebas adamianuri samyaros
struqturizaciaze. geopoetikis idea da koncepti ekuTvnis
Sotlandiel mweralsa da mkvlevars keneT vaiTs. vaiTma 1989
wels geopoetikis saerTaSoriso institutic ki daaarsa, raTa xeli Seewyo mravalkulturuli da transdisciplinuri
kvlevebisaTvis, razec wina aTwleulis ganmavlobaSi muSaobda. vaiTis mixedviT, geopoetika iwyeba iq, roca raRacis SesaZleblobas vuSvebT. misgan gansxvavebiT, geopolitika
aris realuri sivrce, is rac rukazea. ufro zustad rom
vTqvaT, geopoetika aris realuri sivrcis „axlidan dawera“.
teqsti am SemTxvevaSi SesaZlebelia ganvixiloT, rogorc
samyaros alternatiuli ruka, vgulisxmob, mwerlis mier
teqstis farglebSi Seqmnil e.w. teqstualur sivrceebs, sivrce-teqstebs. ufro zustad rom vTqvaT, geopoetika aris
poeturi geografia. adgils/sivrces am SemTxvevaSi aqvs Tavisi identoba, Sinaarsi, mexsiereba. es ukanaskneli SeiZleba
iyos individualuri an koleqtiuri.
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teqstis geopoetikur WrilSi ganxilvisas amosavali
wertili aris sivrce, is aris umTavresi kategoria. teqstualuri sivrce SesaZloa iyos realuri (anu realurad arsebuli), gamogonili (e.w. fantaziuri, zRapruli, utopiuri) an
realuri, magram am konkretuli adgilisaTvis aradamaxasiaTebeli StrixebiT, gadamuSavebuli saxeebiT, rac aRar aris
realuris identuri. geopoetikis erT-erTi gamoxatulebaa
teritoriebis kulturuli TviTdamkvidreba, rasac e.w. „geopoezisis“ saxeliT moixsenieben xolme. amis gamoxatulebaa
mwerlis mier qalaqebis, sxvadasxva adgilis sasurvel teritoriaze Seqmna teqstis farglebSi, anu mwerlis mier iqmneba
e.w. teqstualuri sivrceebi.
Tanamedrove humanitarul mecnierebebSi Zalian aqtualuria Zveli teqstebis kvleva teqstis analizis Tanamedrove meTodebiT, rac, xSir SemTxvevaSi, mkvlevrebisTvis saintereso Sedegebis mimcemia. am kuTxiT, vfiqrob, mniSvnelovania vefxistyaosnis teqsti, romelsac sivrculi mravalferovneba axasiaTebs. rogorc aRvniSneT, geopoetikuri sivrceebisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli Tavisebureba aris identoba,
mexsiereba da Sinaarsi. am konteqstSi poemidan mniSvnelovnad sainteresod mimaCnia ori sivrce _ qajeTis cixe da devTa gamoqvabuli. gamomdinare iqidan, rom boroteba da sikeTec, romelTa monacvleoba da brZola qmnis poemis srulyofil siuJets, identobis erTgvari gamoxatulebaa, sainteresoa am adgilebis, rogorc sikeTisa da borotebis sivrceebad gaazreba. devebis gamoqvabuli, romelic, tradiciuli
aRqmiT, Tu folklorSi damkvidrebuli warmodgeniT borotebis savane unda iyos, iqceva megobrobisa da sikeTis sivrced (irRveva sivrcis gaazrebis tradiciuli aRqma), swored iq aRmoCenili „sami tani abjari“ daexmareba gmirebs poemis borotebis sivrcis _ qajeTis cixis damxobaSi.
vfiqrob, poemis gaazreba aRniSnuli konceptis diskursSi iqneba mniSvnelovnad axleburi xedva ara marto poemis
kvlevis istoriaSi, aramed, zogadad, qarTul literaturaTmcodneobaSi da kidev erTi win gadadgmuli da mniSvnelovani nabiji, Tanamedrove msoflioSi vefxistyaosnis
Rirseuli adgilis dasamkvidreblad.
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mariam gurgeniZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

qristianobis gavrceleba daniasa da SvedeTSi
ansgaris moRvaweobis aRweris analizis safuZvelze

wminda

kvleva ukavSirdeba skandinaviur sazogadoebas, Sua saukuneebis, ufro konkretulad, vikingebis epoqaSi (VIII-XI ss).
mocemul SemTxvevaSi ganvixilav skandinaviis teritoriaze
qristianobis gavrcelebisa da misionerTa moRvaweobis sakiTxebs.
Tanamedrove epoqaSi skandinaviis qveynebisadmi mzardi
interesi sul ufro aqtualuri xdeba. aRniSnuli qveynebi
dRes ganviTarebis models qmnian Tanamedrove saxelmwifoebisaTvis, maT Soris saqarTvelosaTvis.
skandinaviis qveynebi socialur-ekonomikuri da politikuri TvalsazrisiT, mowinave qveynebis siis saTaveSi dganan:
ekonomikuri zrdis maCvenebliT, socialuri miRwevebiT, ganaTlebis maRali xarisxiT da a.S.
bunebrivia, aRniSnuli procesebis dasawyisi jer kidev
Sua saukuneebSi ganviTarebuli istoriuli movlenebis wiaRSi unda veZeboT, rodesac yalibdeba samefoebi skandinaviis
teritoriaze, vrceldeba qristianoba, ramac mniSvnelovani
biZgi misca aRniSnuli samefoebis civilizebul samyarosTan
komunikacias.
amdenad, Sua saukuneebis epoqaSi ganviTarebuli procesebis Seswavlis gareSe rTulia zemoxsenebuli mniSvnelovani sakiTxebis kvleva da, Sesabamisad, misi mniSvneloba udavod didia.
kvlevis mizania Sua saukuneebis evropis istoriis, konkretulad, skandinaviur samefoebSi qristianobis gavrcelebis sakiTxebis Seswavla dasavleT evropel mematianeTa,
mogzaurTa naSromebis ganxilvisa da analizis safuZvelze.
aRniSnuli sakiTxebi naklebadaa Seswavlili qarTul samecniero sivrceSi da mis mimarT interesi savsebiT logikuria.
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mocemul SemTxvevaSi kvlevis procesSi gamoyenebulia
Semdegi meTodebis erToblioba: empiriuli masalis struqturireba, dakvirveba, aRwera da SedarebiTi analizi.
Sua saukuneebis gamoCenili moRvawis, sasuliero piris,
hamburg-bremenis episkoposis (IX s.), qristianuli eklesiis
mier wmindanad wodebuli rimbertis nawarmoebi „ansgaris
cxovreba“ aRniSnuli epoqis SeswavlisaTvis erT-erT umniSnelovanes wyaros warmoadgens. episkopos ansgaris moRvaweoba pirdapiraa dakavSirebuli CrdiloeTis qveynebSi frankTa samefos diplomatiur politikasTan. wmindanis moRvaweobis aRweris fonze nawarmoebSi gvxvdeba mniSvnelovani informacia skandinaviis mosaxleobis yofiTi, kulturuli da
socialur-politikuri cxovrebis Sesaxeb.
sayuradReboa is faqti, rom rimberti iyo ansgaris mowafe, misi TanaSemwe da CrdiloeTSi qristianuli misiis aqtiuri monawile. Sesabamisad, nawarmoebSi aRwerili movlenebis
uSualo monawile. cxadia, am garemoebebma didwilad gansazRvra wyaros sandooba da misi mniSvneloba.
avtori damajereblad asabuTebs skandinaviuri sazogadoebis warmarTul rwmenasTan, maT adaT-wesebTan SedarebiT
qristianuli religiis upiratesobas. Sesabamisad, frankTa
imperatoris, lui RvTismosavis diplomatiuri politikisa
da warmarTTa gaqristianebis ideis keTilSobilebas.

naTia zoiZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

drois sakiTxi virjinia vulfis romanSi ,,talRebi~
virjinia vulfis yvela romanSi eqsperimentuli droa gamosaxuli. albaT marTebuli iqneba Tu vityviT, rom „talRebi“
misi yvelaze eqsperimentuli romania, romelSic dro xdeba ara
marto modernistuli cxovrebis gadmocemis iaraRi, aramed
Tavad formac. vulfi gvTavazobs gansxvavebuli „droebis“ saxeebs, romlebsac romanSi sxvadasxva gmiri atarebs. miuxedavad
imisa, rom maTi cxovreba sworxazovani perspeqtivis CarCoTia
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gadmocemuli, maTi realobis Sinagani aRqma ar emorCileba garegani (obieqturi) samyaros riTms. mkiTxveli xdeba moqmedi
gmirebis gansxvavebuli droebisa da perspeqtivebis Tanamgzavri. imisaTvis, rom vulfma SeinarCunos garegani da Sinagani realobis dayofa, gamudmebiT afxizlebs mkiTxvels sityva „axlas“ mravaljeradi gamoyenebiT, rac winaaRmdegobrivia, radgan sityvebi „axla“, „aq“ mwvave filosofiuri debatebis obieqtia. vulfis mTeli romani SeiZleba warmovidginoT, rogorc
pasuxis Ziebis mcdeloba.
romanis struqturuli siaxle gamoixateba imaSic, rom
cnobierebis nakadis teqnikis miRma vulfi gvTavazobs romanis samnawilian dayofas. sami nawili Seesabameba dRis sam monakveTs.
moxsenebaSi ganxilulia TiToeuli gmiris dro da gadmocemulia maTi damokidebuleba drois sakiTxis mimarT, xolo
Semdeg es midgomebi Sedarebulia subieqturi drois TeoriebTan. magaliTad, anri bergsonis „xanierebasa“ da valter
beniaminis „erTgvarovani drois“ ideebTan. daskvnis saxiT
Sejamebuli da dadasturebulia zemoxsenebuli ideebis gamoyenebis SemTxvevebi virjinia vulfis romanebSi.
moxsenebaSi ganxiluli problema im sadoqtoro naSromis
nawilia, romelic ikvlevs „drois problemas vulfis SemoqmedebaSi“.
TinaTin TvalWreliZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

jemal qarCxaZis roman „mdgmuris“ hermenevtikuli
wakiTxvisaTvis
modernistuli mwerlobis erT-erTi umTavresi damaxasiaTebeli niSania realobasa da warmosaxvas Soris waSlili
zRvari. „SeiZleba kacis cxovreba cxovreba ki araa, mijnaa,
amitomac axlavs amdeni tkivili“. kavSiri miRmier samyarosTan umTavresad warmosaxviTia, magram STambeWdavi. es wamieri „mixvedra“, „miaxloeba“ erTgvari gagebisa da gaazrebis
esTetikur iluzias qmnis egzistencialuri SiSis sawinaaR-
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mdegod. jemal qarCxaZis Semoqmedeba umetesad fragmentulad aris Seswavlili. gvxvdeba misi teqstebis bibliuri konceptebiTa da istorizmis principiT kvleva. aseve sainteresoa igavis, rogorc mikrosqemis, mxatvruli transformaciis Zieba qarCxaZis SemoqmedebaSi. mwerlis filosofiur-esTetikuri xedvis ganxilvisas kritikosTa mier metadaa moxmobili bibliuri aspeqtebi.
Cveni kvlevis mizani ki modernistuli markerebis amocnoba
da hermenevtikuli sainterpretacio modeliT teqstebis Sinagani da garegani logosis Ziebaa. filosofiur-egzistencialuri wakiTxviT mxatvruli teqstis empiriul masalas warmoadgens roman „mdgmuris“ pirvelsazrisis wvdoma. yovel xerxsa da
saSualebas, magaliTad, saxismetyvelebiT azrovnebas, simboloebs, Tavad avtoriseul komentarebsa da mosazrebebs teqstTan dakavSirebiT, mxatvrul enas, esTetikur-ideologiur
da ontologiur zednaSens gamoviyenebT, raTa davadginoT
teqstis pirvelsazrisi, ganvsazRvroT „mTeli“, amasTan, mTelisa da nawilis mudmivi urTierTmimarTeba.
roman „mdgmurSi“ gvxvdeba modernistuli prozis sammagi krizisis maxasiaTeblebi: Semecnebis, subieqturobisa da
enis krizisi. mdgmurs uWirs arsebul realobasTan racionaluri Tanaarseboba. romanis pirvelive Tavia „metamorfoza“. gmiris anTropologiur arsSi dominirebs aracnobieri
fsiqika („mravlobiToba“, nicSe). gmiri xan sizmriT, xan ocnebiT, zogjer warmosaxviT, inacvlebs sxva samyaroSi, magaliTad, nilosis sanapiroze. aseve, mwerlis ena, romelic
arasodros aris TviTkmari mocemuloba, personaJis organuli aRwerisTvis damaxasiaTebelia Sinagani monologi da gancdili metyveleba.
migvaCnia, rom „mdgmuri“ es aris modernistuli teqsti.
misi pirvelsazrisia modernizmis epoqis adamianis egzistencialuri Ziebis, gamouvalobis, daeWvebis Cveneba. igavuri
eniT arsebuli msoflmxedvelobrivi orientirebis rRveva,
iracionaluri anTropologiuri arsiT sakuTar TavTan da
samyarosTan mudmivad gaucxoeba, amasTan, sakuTari absoluturi nebis realizeba, erTgvari pirovnuli dezorientireba
da sulieri kaTarzisi.
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naTia iakobiZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

profesiuli Jargonis sakiTxi qarTul enaSi
profesiuli Jargoni ama Tu im profesiul jgufSi gamoiyeneba da am jgufisadmi mikuTvnebulobas gamoxatavs. masSi asaxulia saerTo interesebi, miswrafebebi, Taviseburebani.
profesiuli Jargonis ganviTarebas xels uwyobs teqnologiis ganviTareba, axali dargebis Seqmna. Jargonizmebis didi nawili miiReba sesxebiT an mniSvnelobis gardaqmnis gziT – mniSvnelobis cvliT, metaforizaciiT.
moxsenebis mizans warmoadgens saqarTveloSi SedarebiT
axal mimarTulebaSi, Sromis usafrTxoebisa da garemos dacvis
sferoSi, damkvidrebuli leqsikuri erTeulebis analizi.
bolo periodSi, rodesac gaxSirda interdisciplinuri
kvlevebi, profesiuli Jargonis aRwera enaSi did datvirTvas
iZens. es ara mxolod imitomaa mniSvnelovani, rom erTi profesiis mkvlevarma SeZlos meore profesiis mkvlevris naSromis
Sinaarsis srulyofili gageba, aramed aucilebelia sistematizebuli iyos da dakanonebuli saxe mieces im leqsikas, romelic
enaSi gamoiyeneba.
rTuli dasadgenia sad gadis zRvari profesiul Jargonsa
da barbarizms Soris. Tu profesiuli Jargonis ganviTareba
enas amdidrebs, barbarizmi enis danagvianebas uwyobs xels. amitom, axali terminis damkvidrebisas didi sifrTxilea saWiro.
magaliTad, bolo periodSi qarTulSi gvxvdeba iseTi sityvebi,
rogorebicaa narCenebis separacia/narCenebis separireba. separacia/separireba momdinareobs inglisuri sityvisagan separation, rac niSnavs gamoyofas, gancalkevebas, ganSorebas, gayras.
inglisurSi waste separation-is gverdiT gvxvdeba agreTve termini waste sorting. orive maTgani qarTulad aRniSnavs „narCenebis
daxarisxebas“. aseve, termini „narCenebis insineracia“, romelic momdinareobs inglisuri sityvisgan incineration (niSnavs ganadgurebas dawviT, kremacias). narCenebis insineracia aris
narCenebis dawva.
Jargonis Seqmnaze moqmedebs teqnologiebis ganviTareba,
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rac Semoklebisadmi midrekilebaSic gamoixateba, xolo amis
Sedegad damkvidrda bevri abreviatura.
yvela dargs sakuTari terminologia gaaCnia, magram rodesac profesiuli Jargoni akademiur teqstebSi gamoiyeneba, igi
aucileblad unda ganimartos. akademiur naSromebSi profesiuli Jargonis gamoyeneba ganmartebis gareSe: 1) SesaZlebelia
gaxdes Sinaarsis bundovanebis mizezi; 2) ama Tu im naSromis Sedegebis gamoyenebas aferxebs interdisciplinur kvlevebSi.
profesiuli Jargonis gamoyeneba akademiur teqstebSi, erTi mxriv, enis gamdidrebis saSualebaa, radgan amiT enaSi axali
leqsikuri erTeulebi mkvidrdeba, xolo, meore mxriv, warmoadgens enis danagvianebis safrTxesac. amitom, enaSi axali leqsikuri erTeulis damkvidrebisas udidesi sifrTxilea saWiro.

naTia kenWiaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Targmanebi qarTul mWevrmetyvelebaSi
winamdebare kvlevis mizania warmoaCinos qarTul mWevrmetyvelebaSi arsebuli Targmanebi, Seafasos im kuTxiT, Tu romel
dargebSi mogvepoveba amgvari nimuSebi, romel enebzea isini Semonaxuli, ra mizezebi ganapirobebdnen mWevrmetyvelebis Zeglebis Targmnas, anda, piriqiT, sxva enaze maT Caweras.
zogadad, qarTuli mWevrmetyvelebiTi teqstebis daxarisxeba SegviZlia rogorc pirveladi, ise meoreuli wyarodan
momdinare resursebad, romlebic, Tavis mxriv, ara qarTul,
aramed sxvadasxva ucxo enaze (ZvelberZnul, laTinur, frangul, rusul da sxva enebze) daweril teqstebadaa Semonaxuli.
cnobilia, rom qarTuli mWevrmetyveleba icnobs rogorc
originalur nimuSebs, ise Targmanebs. yvelaze meti Targmnili
nimuSebi mogvepoveba samqadageblo mWevrmetyvelebis, igive
homiletikis dargSi, Tumca, miuxedavad amisa, is aris qarTuli
mWevrmetyvelebis organuli Semadgeneli nawili.
qarTuli mWevrmetyvelebis Targmanebis kvlevas arcTu
didi adgili ukavia qarTul samecniero sivrceSi. sakiTxis
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Seswavlis istoriis mxriv, qarTuli mWevrmetyvelebis teqstebi araa intensiurad ganxiluli da gaanalizebuli qarTul mecnierebaSi.
dasasrul, rom SevajamoT kvlevis Sedegebi, aRmoCndeba,
rom qarTuli mWevrmetyveleba mdidaria Targmnili mWevrmetyvelebis nimuSebiT, rasac sxvadasxva subieqturi Tu obieqturi mizezi ganapirobebda.
maia kvirkvelia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

tropuli metyveleba meoce saukunis 70-iani wlebis poeziaSi
meoce saukunis 70-iani wlebi qarTuli literaturis istoriis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani periodia. es etapi dakavSirebulia poetebis im TaobasTan, romelmac garkveulwilad
gansazRvra Tanamedrove poeziis ZiriTadi xazi, upirvelesad – formis TvalsazrisiT. lia sturuas, besik xaranaulis,
mamuka wiklauris, vaxtang javaxaZis, guram petriaSvilis,
iza orjonikiZisa da sxvaTa Semoqmedeba poeturi Tu kritikuli teqstebis saxiT dResac gansazRvravs literaturul
process. sakiTxis kvleva aqtualuria im mizeziTac, rom safuZvliani naSromi am periodis Sesaxeb SedarebiT-SepirispirebiTi meTodiT ar gvaqvs. mxolod calkeuli avtorebis Semoqmedebis ganxilva erTiani suraTis dasaxatad metad rTulia. garda amisa, verlibris, rogorc am periodis poeturi
gamoxatvis mTavari formis, Casaxvisa da Camoyalibebis mizezebi qarTul samecniero literaturaSi saTanadod ar Seswavlila da gamokvleula. sakiTxis Seswavla-gaanalizeba
uSualod teqstebze dayrdnobiT, ara mxolod erTi poetis,
aramed am periodis mTavar warmomadgenelTa Semoqmedebis
Sedareba-analizis gziT iqneba Cveni kvlevis mTavari siaxle.
kvlevis Sedegebi ki saSualebas mogvcems naTlad gamoikveTos is Taviseburebebi, romlebic 70-ianelTa Taobam moitana, rogorc tropuli metyvelebis (metafora, Sedareba, epiTeti da a.S) formis, ise Tematikisa da Teoriuli naazrevis
saxiT.
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Tanamedrove amerikuli Tu evropuli poeziis erT-erTi
ZiriTadi saleqso forma verlibria, aseve Zalian aqtualuria genderuli (qalTa da kacTa) poeturi metyvelebis kvleva poeziaSi; Temis farglebSi swored am Tematikaze gavamaxvilebT yuradRebas, kvlevis Sedegebi ki mniSvnelovani iqneba rogorc qarTul, ise saerTaSoriso samecniero kvlevaSi
sakiTxis popularizaciis TvalsazrisiT.

mariam kilanava, lolita Sengelia
evropis universiteti /
ilias saxelmwifo universiteti

cxovrebiseul aspeqtTa integrireba ucxo enis swavlebisas
problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodis saSualebiT
ucxo enis swavlebis sferoSi arsebul tendenciaTa gaTvaliswinebiT, Tanamedrove meTodebis integrirebis ZiriTad mizezs samizne jgufebSi arsebul konkretul problemaTa gadaWra warmoadgens. problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodi, romelic erT-erT popularul midgomadaa miCneuli, Tavisi ZiriTadi maxasiaTeblebiT, mWidrod ukavSirdeba konstruqtivizmis Teoriul safuZvlebs (Piaje: 1990, Vigotski: 1978) da
orientirebulia Semswavlelis mxridan codnis praqtikuli
gziT miRebaze. gamomdinare iqidan, rom aRniSnuli meTodi Semswavlels aZlevs saSualebas miRebuli Teoriuli codna realur, cxovrebiseul problemebs daukavSiros, xSirad is gamocdilebiT swavlis cnebasTanac asocirdeba (Dewy: 1897).
aRniSnul sferoSi arsebul kvlevebze dayrdnobiT (Leong,
Patrick: 2009, Jaramillo: 2016, Larsson: 2001) problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodi saSualebas iZleva realuri cxovrebiseuli aspeqtebis gamoyenebiT moxdes studentTa Sinagani Tu garegani motivaciis amaRleba ucxo enis gakveTilze. es ki, Tavis
mxriv, zrdis maT aqtiur CarTulobas samuSao procesSi da, Sesabamisad, SesaZlebeli xdeba ukve identificirebuli problemis alternatiuli gzebiT gadaWra.
moxsenebaSi warmovadgenT im kvlevis Sedegebs, romelic evropis universitetSi 2019 wlis gazafxulis semestrSi ingli-
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suri enis swavlebis procesSi ganxorcielda. problemaze dafuZnebuli swavlebis meTodi gamoyenebul iqna inglisuri enis
b1 donis jgufTan, romelic dakompleqtebuli iyo 52 studentiT, erT jgufSi 25 da meore jgufSi 27 studenti. aRniSnuli
kvlevis sagans warmoadgenda samizne jgufSi inglisuri enis
sasaubro unarebis interaqciul/produqciul formaTa gaumjobeseba realur cxovrebiseul aspeqtTa integrirebis saSualebiT. swavlebis aRniSnuli midgomis ZiriTad maxasiaTebelTa
Sefaseba, konkretul SemTxvevaSi, dakvirvebis meTodisa da
studentebTan interviuebis saSualebiT gaxda SesaZlebeli,
rac kvlevis Sedegebis faqtobriv monacemebSi aisaxa. Sesabamisad, naSromi warmoadgens rogorc raodenobrivi, aseve Tvisebrivi kvlevis magaliTs.
moxseneba miznad isaxavs problemaze dafuZebuli swavlebis meTodis danergvis upiratesobaTa xazgasmas ucxo enis
swavlebisas sasaubro unar-CvevaTa gaumjobesebis kuTxiT.
kvlevis Sedegebi mniSvnelovnad waadgeba rogorc am sakiTxiT
dainteresebul mecniers, maswavlebels, aseve zogadad, swavlebis im sferos, sadac yuradReba gamaxvilebulia ucxo enaze
saubris unar-CvevaTa swavlebis problemebze da maTi gadaWris
saSualebebze.

luka kuWuxiZe
ilias saxelmwifo universiteti

bunebis bifurkaciis problema alfred norT uaithedis
filosofiaSi
moxsenebaSi ganxilulia meoce saukunis dasawyisSi moRvawe
gamoCenili ingliseli filosofosisa da maTematikosis alfred norT uaithedis procesualuri filosofiis saazrovno
qvakuTxedi, romelsac Seadgens bunebis problema. bunebis Temas filosofiuri Tvalsawieridan uaithedi pirvelad 1920
wels uaxlovdeba traqtatSi „bunebis cneba“. igi erT-erTi
pirvelia, vinc yuradRebas amaxvilebs im faqtze, rom rogorc
azrovnebis procesi SeiZleba iyos gacnobierebuli (me vacnobiereb im faqts, rom vazrovneb), aseve Tavad STabeWdilebebsac
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(grZnobad mocemulobebs) aRqmis procesSi dahyvebaT unikaluri saxis cnobiereba (awareness). ara kognitiuri, aramed grZnobadi. swored grZnobadi cnobiereba iwvevs CvenSi bunebis
srulyofili movlenadobis gancdas. sabunebismetyvelo mecnierebebs, Tavisi interesebis gaTvaliswinebiT, grZnobadi
cnobierebis obieqti ainteresebT, magram ara Tavad grZnobadi
cnobiereba. ukve am formiT dasmuli sakiTxi, uaithedis mixedviT, bunebis orad gaxleCvis safrTxis winaSe gvayenebs: bunebad, romelic wvdomilia cnobierebis mier, da bunebad, romelic cnobierebis gamomwvevi mizezia. am filosofiur fiqcias
uaithedi „bunebis bifurkaciis“ Teoriad naTlavs, romlis arsSic ganTavsebulia doqtrina pirveladi da meoreuli Tvisebebis Sesaxeb. bunebis or radikalurad gamijnul sivrced, subieqturad da obieqturad moazrebul sistemebad dayofis paradigma. bifurkaciis fundamenturi problema gansakuTrebulad mniSvnelovani Tanamedrove samyaros ekologiuri krizisis gamoisobiT xdeba. Cveni dro sulis kriziss, uwinaresad,
swored ekologiuri katastrofizmis formiT avlens. imeds vitoveb, rom es konkretuli kvleva xels Seuwyobs ekologiuri
problemebis ufro farTo WrilSi ganxilvis process. uaithedis filosofiis perspeqtividan am Temis daviwyeba Tavad dasavluri azrovnebis imanenturi maxasiaTebelia. misi istoriis
warmodgena ki SeuZlebeli xdeba am uaryofis gaTvaliswinebis
gareSe. moazrovne gviCvenebs, rom gamijvna xelovnuri xasiaTisaa da ara bunebiTi formis. igi modernuli gamogonebaa. imis
Tqmac ar iqneba gadametebuli, rom yoveli konkretuli azrobrivi operaciis Sesrulebisas, rodesac Cven vfiqrobT, rom
samyaro orad iyofa da gardaiqmneba radikalurad gamijnul,
konceptualur naxevarsferoebad, (erTi maTgani samyaros Zireuli da fundamenturi kanonebiTaa aRWurvili. mas aseTad
mxolod mecniereba icnobs. meore maTgani ki warmogvidgeba
rogorc faseulobaTa kriteriumiT aRvsili sinamdvile, an,
sxvagvarad Tu vityviT, gonis sauflo, konceptualurad damuxtuli sivrce), Tavad viRebT Tanamonawileobas bunebis gaxleCvaSi. Cven Tavad movuwodebT mas bifurkaciisaken.
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TinaTin lekiaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Suasaukuneobrivi azrovnebis erTiani struqtura da movlenaTa hiperbolizacia qarTul saero literaturaSi
Suasaukuneebis sasuliero literaturaSi uxvad moipoveba saswaulis magaliTebi, romlebic uflis ZaliT aResruleba. agiografiul ZeglebSi wmindani udides sulier safexurze warmogvidgeba. mas iseve xelewifeba saswaulTa aRsruleba, rogorc Tavad ufals, radgan yoveli wmindani Tavisi RvawliT imeorebs gzas macxovrisas, romlisaganac eniWeba es saswaulTmoqmedebis Zala.
saero literaturaSi saswauli, rogorc RmerTis qmedeba,
iSviaTad Cans, magram saswaulebrivia personaJTa gmiruli qceva Tavisi hiperboluri xasiaTiT. ase rom, amgvari hiperbolizacia nawilobriv safuZvels iRebs adrindeli literaturuli
tradiciidan, sasuliero mwerlobis saswaulebidan.
qarTuli klasikuri periodis mwerloba sami nawarmoebiTaa cnobili: „visramiani“, „amirandarejaniani“ da „vefxistyaosani“, romlebSic saswauli gansxvavebuli saxiT Semodis. saero mwerlobis ganviTarebis kvaldakval es axali tipis saswauli, anu personaJis hiperboluri qmedeba, TandaTan realurobisaken miiswrafvis, gonivruli, racionaluri
dasabuTebis elementebiT Seivseba. amitom, saero mwerlobis
personaJTa mier aRsrulebul saswaulebSi mTavari adgili
maT pirovnul Zalas eniWeba. am mxriv CvenTvis gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa „vefxistyaosani“. rusTvelis poema SeiZleba CaiTvalos im tipis nawarmoebad, romelic realisturi
xedvis mxatvruli gamoxatvis mxriv aSkarad win uswrebs amave periodis dasavlur nawarmoebebs.
rogorc kvlevam aCvena, gansxvavebiT agiografiuli nawarmoebebis saswaulebisagan, saero mwerlobis nimuSebSi,
konkretulad ki – „vefxistyaosanSi“, saswauls gmiri aRasrulebs ara locviTa da marxviT, aramed sakuTari, adamianuri ZaliT, magram „amirandarejanianisagan“ gansxvavebiT,
aris cda am adamianuri Zalis motivirebisa, imis axsnisa, Tu
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rogor sZlia am adamianurma Zalam mters. poemaSi axsnilia,
Tu rogor xdeba esa Tu is saswauli.
dasasrul, SegviZlia davaskvnaT, rom „vefxistyaosanSi“
Cans Suasaukuneobrivi azrovnebis erTiani struqtura, rac
gamoixateba movlenaTa hiperbolizaciiT. saswaulebi, romlebic gvxvdeba poemaSi, aResruleba didi rwmeniT da, amasTanave, gonivruli gansjiTa da aqtiuri qmedebiT, magram es
yvelaferi hiperbolizirebulia, rac gvaZlevs saSualebas
davaskvnaT, rom „vefxistyaosanSi“ mocemuli gvaqvs agiografiuli saswaulebis Taviseburi transformireba.

ekaterine maisuraZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

qarTuli ena, rogorc baTumis olqis qarTveli muslimebis
identobis SenarCunebis mTavari markeri
osmalTa mier samxreT-dasavleT saqarTvelos mitaceba
didi tragedia iyo sruliad saqarTvelosTvis. samSoblos
moswyda Tavisi teritoriisa da mosaxleobis erTi mesamedi.
dapyrobil teritoriaze osmalebi cdilobdnen aRmoefxvraT xalxSi mSobliuri ena, qristianuli religia, zne-Cveulebani. qarTvelebis gaTurqebisaTvis osmalebi yovelgvar
saSualebas iyenebdnen.
entonis smitis ,,nacionaluri identobis“ mixedviT, eTnikuri jgufi kulturuli erTobliobis is saxeobaa, romelic xazs usvams warmomavlobis Sesaxeb miTebisa da istoriuli mexsierebis rols da romelic erTi an ramdenime ganmasxvavebeli niSniT amoicnoba. aseTi niSnebi SeiZleba iyos religia, wes-Cveulebebi, ena an instituciebi. aseTi koleqtivebi ormagad ,,istoriulni“ arian. istoriuli mexsiereba maTi arsebobis gagrZelebis mTavari pirobaa.
enisa da damwerlobis garkveuli Rirebulebebis gaazrebis TvalsazrisiT, moxerxda qarTuli identobisa da eTnikurobis saerTo gancdis SenarCuneba aWaris muslim qarTvelebSi. qarTuli identobis es mtkice markeri, deda ena, iqca
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swored qarTuli identobis ganmsazRvrel mniSvnelovan indikatorad qarTvel muslimebSi. aq mcxovrebi qarTvelebisadmi ganxorcielebulma Zaladobrivma aqtebma ki ar gaaqro
saerTo eTnikuri cnobiereba, piriqiT, gaamyara erTsulovneba da xeli Seuwyo cnobierebis kristalizacias. miuxedavad imisa, rom osmalebma SeZles islamis gavrceleba am regionSi, Tavis mizans ver miaRwies, mosaxleobis gaTurqeba ver
SeZles.
Cemi moxsenebis mizans warmoadgens swored im sakiTxis
gaSuqeba, Tu rogor SeZlo aWaris mosaxleobam mSobliuri
qarTuli enis SenarCuneba maSin, rodesac osmalo dampyroblebi cecxliTa da maxviliT cdilobdnen aq islamis gavrcelebas da mosaxleobis mTlianad gaTurqebas. moxsenebaSi
ganvixilav im adamianebis Rvawls, romlebmac didi roli Seasrules am udides erovnul saqmeSi. es adamianebi iyvnen adgilobrivi gamuslimebuli qarTvelebi, zogjer xojebic ki.
amas adasturebs qarTuli asoebiT Turqulad dawerili dokumentebi, aseve xojebis didi ZalisxmeviT qarTulad Sedgenili yuranis saxelmZRvanelo im motiviT, rom mSobliur
enaze ukeT iswavlidnen.
aWaris regionSi qarTuli enis SenarCunebis sakiTxs ganixilaven pavle ingoroyva, zaqaria WiWinaZe, xariton axvlediani da sxva istorikosebi TavianT naSromebSi. am faqtsve
adastureben Tedo saxokia, giorgi yazbegi TavianTi mogzaurobis aRwerisas. qarTuli enis Semdgomi SenarCuneba-ganmtkicebis saqmeSi fasdaudebeli wvlili Seitanes memed abaSiZem, aseve Tavad qarTvelma sazogado moRvaweebma, romlebic xels uwyobdnen aWaris regionSi qarTuli skolebis gaxsnas.
moxsenebis dawerisas gamoviyene am sakiTxis irgvliv arsebuli samecnieri literatura, saarqivo masala, mogonebebi, agreTve periodikaSi dabeWdili statiebi.
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ani maRlakeliZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

„giorgobisTve“ _ mxatvris minimalisturi xedva
(mxatvari dimitri erisTavi)
kinomxatvris funqciis, misi Sinaarsobrivi da formiseuli Ziebebis warmosaCenad qarTuli kinos gardatexis periodis mravali nimuSi xdeba kvlevis sagani, Tumca minimalizmidan mdidar pirobiT sivrcemde arsebul gzaze erT-erTi yvelaze gamorCeuli xelovani dimitri erisTavia.
dimitri erisTavis namuSevari filmSi ,,giorgobisTve“
Tematuri da dramaturgiuli formis mZafri individualizmiT gamoirCeva. eskizebSi gamokveTili xedva saSualebas
gvaZlevs, amovicnoT konceptualuri gaazrebac da sruli
qmediTi sivrcec, Tavisi rakursiT da perspeqtivis SegrZnebiT. dimitri erisTavis kinomxatvroba TavisTavad ipyrobs
yuradRebas saavtoro midgomiT, erTgvar plastikas eZebs da
qmnis iq, sadac garemo sruliad bunebrivia. miniSneba da minimalizmi Tavad mxatvrisa da reJisoris mxatvruli pirobaa.
moxsenebaSi magaliTebad ganixileba direqtoris kabinetis,
nikos saxlis didi oTaxis eskizebi, aseve epizodebi. mxatvris mier interierSi TiTqos ubralod ,,aRmoCenili“ detalebi araviTari ZaldatanebiTi aqcentiT ar gamoirCeva.
,,giorgobisTve“, rogorc minimalisturi mxatvruli saxviTi gadawyvetis matarebeli filmi, dRemde rCeba kinomxatvris realizmisadmi damokidebulebis magaliTad. am filmSi
mxatvris namuSevari erTdroulad minimalisturi da, amasTanave, Zalian metyvelia sinamdvilis mxatvruli interpretirebis mimarTulebiT, rac filmis irgvliv arsebul kvlevebsa da dRevandel midgomebSi kinomxatvris funqciisadmi
mniSvnelovan rols asrulebs.
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nino mesxi
saqarTvelos sapatriarqos wminda andria pirvelwodebulis
saxelobis qarTuli universiteti

dostoevskis «Сон смешного человека» qarTul enaze
qarTul enaze gvaqvs dostoevskis nawarmoebis _ «Сон
смешного человека» sami gansxvavebuli Targmani: 1. „sasacilo
kacis sizmari“ (fantastikuri moTxroba) _ Targmna givi cqitiSvilma (J. „saunje“, 1981, №2); 2. „sasacilo kacis sizmari“
(fantastikuri moTxroba) _ Targmna zaza burWulaZem
(J. „axali Targmanebi“, 2005, №5); 3. „sasacilo adamianis sizmari“ (fantastikuri moTxroba) _ Targmna irakli Toriam
(internetresursi, Posted: 21/12/2013 in Tedore dostoevski).
naSromSi dedanTan mimarTebaSia ganxiluli samive Targmani.
kvleva efuZneba dostoevskis Semoqmedebis uaxles gamokvlevebs da Targmanis Teoriis Tanamedrove principebs. dostoevskis es nawarmoebi exmaureba dRevandelobas da sakmaod
aqtualuria.
samive mTargmnelTan dostoevskis saxeli JRers sxvadasxvanairad: givi cqitiSvilTan _ fiodor dostoevski; zaza
burWulaZesTan _ Teodor dostoevski; irakli ToriasTanTedore dostoevski. qarTul sabWoTa enciklopediaSi (Tb.,
1978, t. 3) weria _ Tedore dostoevski; saqarTvelos eklesiis kalendarSi (Tb., 1975) anbanis rigze qarTuli TargmaniT
CamoTvlil wmidaTa saxelebSi weria: Teodore _ niWi RvTisa; v.Tofuriasa da iv. gigineiSvilis avtorobiT gamocemul
qarTuli enis orTografiul leqsikonSi (Tb., 1968) mocemulia am saxelis paraleluri formebi: Tedore/Tevdore. yovelive es safuZvels gvaZlevs vimsjeloT sakuTari saxelebis qarTul enaze Targmnis problemebze da gamovxatoT Cveni pozicia.
dostoevskis es nawarmoebi gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa
fsiqologiuri TvalsazrisiT. misi sxva nawarmoebebisagan
ganxvavebiT igi ar aris mdidari personaJebiTa da dialogebiT. aq aris mTavari gmiris monologi, romelSic misi fsiqologiuri gardasaxva da mrwamsia gamoxatuli. qarTuli Targmanebis am TvalsazrisiT ganxilvisas veyrdnobiT Targmanis
fsiqologias da gamovxatavT Cvens Tvalsazriss.
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dostoevskis nawarmoebTa da kerZod am nawarmoebis Targmnac leqsikuri TvalsazrisiT mraval sirTulesTan aris
dakavSirebuli. mwerali Tavisi epoqis, Tavisi eris warmomadgenelia, rac mis leqsikaSi aisaxeba xSirad cocxali metyvelebis saxiT da sulac ar aris advili gadasatani sxva enaze.
mTargmnelma unda gaigos da Targmnos is, rac xSirad Tanamedrove rusi mkiTxvelisTvisac ar aris bolomde gasagebi. am
TvalsazrisiTac sainteresoa qarTuli Targmanebis ganxilva.

sofio modebaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

musika da adornos „negatiuri dialeqtika“
moxsenebis mizania adornos „negatiuri dialeqtikis“ ganxilva, kerZod, is, Tu ratom uwoda adornom axal musikas uarmyofeli musika da rogor gansazRvravs igi axali musikis arssa
da daniSnulebas samyarosTan mimarTebiT.
pirvel rigSi, ganxilulia adornos „negatiuri dialeqtikis“ gnoseologiuri da meTodologiuri aspeqtebi, romlis safuZvelzec ganvixilavT adornos mixedviT axali musikis filosofiur interpretacias.
Tema aqtualuria, radgan musikis filosofiuri arsis
kvleva aris is safuZveli, romelzec dgas musikaluri azrovneba.
rogorc cnobilia, adorno sinamdviles ganixilavs ara
myar mocemulobad, dasrulebul sistemad, mTlianobad, aramed negaciis, destruqciulis Semcvelad. imisaTvis, rom gamoaaSkaraos Tanamedrove samyaros disharmoniuli da SeuTanxmebeli winaaRmdegobebi, gansakuTrebul mniSvnelobas aniWebs negatiur dialeqtikas im azriT, rom am ukanasknels yovel pozitiurSi „yalbi WeSmaritebis“ aRmoCenis roli ekisreba. misTvis
filosofiuri azrovneba, xelovneba, kultura, socialuris
yovelgvari pozitiuroba Sefasebulia „moCvenebiT dadebiTad“, romlis negacia aucilebeli xdeba. ase iZens negatiuri
dialeqtika wamyvan universalur mniSvnelobas.
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adorno gansakuTrebul yuradRebas amaxvilebs xelovnebaze, kerZod, klasikur musikaSi negaciis ganwyobilebis danergvaze. igi axals uwodebs uarmyofel musikas da aRniSnavs, rom
uaryofiTma Taviseburebebma Zirs dasca da regresis gziT warmarTa „musikaluri Semoqmedeba“ da musikis mosmenis kultura
daiyvana dialeqtikis absolutizaciis da yvelgan azrovnebaSi
da socialur yofaSic uaryofis, negaciis warmmarTveli roli
daefiqsirebina.
amrigad, msjelobs ra axali musikis filosofiis sakiTxebze, adorno svams sakiTxs musikaSi „damkvidrebisa“ da
„uaryofis“ axleburi dialeqtikis Sesaxeb. adornosaTvis
damkvidreba damaxasiaTebelia im musikisTvis, romelic harmoniis, rwmenis, maradiuli Rirebulebebis matarebelia, xolo axals uwodebs uarmyofel musikas. misi azriT, „axali
musikis“ cnebasTan SeuTavsebelia pozitiuri toni – arsebulis damkvidreba sakuTar mocemulobaSi. axali musika, romelSic upiratesoba eniWeba disonanss, aRiqmeba bgerebis
uwesrigo mozRvavebad, rogorc Seukavebeli qaosis gamoxatuleba. amiT axali musika gamoxatavs Tanamedrove samyaros
disharmoniulobasa da fragmentulobas. adorno miiCnevs,
rom musikis msgavsad filosofiam, Tuki mas marTlac drois
fexdafex surs siaruli, sakuTar warsulTan kavSiri unda
gawyvitos imisaTvis, rom gamoaaSkaraos samyaros disharmoniuli da SeuTanxmebeli winaaRmdegobebi.

ivane mWedelaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

literaturuli procesis komunikaciuri konteqstebi: Zveli
qarTuli mwerlobis recefcia ukrainul orientalistikaSi
Tanamedrove literaturuli komparativistikis kvlevaTa interdisciplinur speqtrSi mniSvnelovan adgils ikavebs
gansxvavebul kulturaTa komunikaciis istoria da Teoria.
kulturaTa urTierTqmedebis mravalmxrivi procesi ayalibebs warmodgenas ucxo/sxvisi eTnokulturuli saxis Sesa-
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xeb, romelic gardaiqmneba stereotipebad Tu miTebad. aRiarebulia, rom literaturuli masala erT-erTi mniSvnelovania ucxos saxis aRqmis TvalsazrisiT.
moxsenebaSi ganvixilav Zveli qarTuli mwerlobis recefciis paradigmebs me-19 saukunis dasasrulisa da me-20 saukunis dasawyisis ukrainul orientalistikaSi.
miuxedavad imisa, rom mravali naSromi mieZRvna qarTulukrainul literaturul urTierTobaTa kvlevas, Cven mier
SerCeuli problema jer kidev ar aris saTanadod Seswavlili.
mizezi aq sxvadasxvaa: ukrainel mecnierTa naSromebSi qarTuli
mwerlobis recefciis sakiTxebi gaSuqebulia ukrainuli masalebisa da ukrainuli literaturis poziciebidan. saqarTveloSi Seqmnil kvlevebSic dominanturia mxolod empiriuli masala. mecnieruli analizisaTvis mniSvnelovania Tanamedrove
Teoriul-meTodologiuri koncefciebis misadagebac.
1980-iani wlebidan ukanasknel periodamde dargis avtoritetuli mkvlevrebis – o. baqaniZis, al. muSkudianis, l. gricikis mier Seqmnilma naSromebma didi daxmareba gamiwia sakiTxis
farTo komparativistul da kulturologiur WrilSi gasaanalizeblad. am avtorebis TiToeul naSromSi fragmentuli saxiT moZiebulma masalam saSualeba momca problema damejgufebina erTi sakiTxis garSemo da gameanalizebina mxolod Zveli
qarTuli mwerlobis aRqmis sakvanZo sakiTxebi ukrainul literaturul procesSi. dasaxelebul avtorTa naSromebSi mxolod empiriul masalaze dayrdnobiT ganxilulia qarTuli literaturis recefciis metad farTo speqtri.
literaturaTa urTierTobis Teoriis semiotikur aspeqtebSi mecnierebi (i. lotmani da sxv.) yuradRebas amaxvileben
Tu ratom da rogor xdeba kulturul viTarebaSi ucxo teqsti
aucilebeli. Sesabamisad, moxsenebaSi gavaanalizeb Zveli qarTuli mwerlobis funqcionirebis kulturologiur da meTodologiur problemebs ukrainul orientalistur kvlevebSi.
qarTuli literaturis mkvlevrebad gvevlinebian aRiarebuli ukraineli mecnierebi. jer kidev me-19 s.-is dasasruls, m. dragomanovs ekuTvnis pirveli kvleva „sibrZne-sicruisas“ Sesaxeb. qarTuli mwerlobis Seswavlis TvalsazrisiT, metad sainteresoa 1893 wels i. frankos venaSi daculi
disertacia „varlaami da ioasafi, Zveli qristianuli romani
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da misi literaturuli istoria“. i. frankos naSromSi Cans,
rom mecnieri araerTgzis mimarTavs qarTul wyaroebsa da
samecniero literaturas.
sakvlevma masalam aCvena, rom Zveli qarTuli mwerlobis
aRqmis TvalsazrisiT gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovania cnobili aRmosavleTmcodnis, agaTangel krimskis, naSromebi da
misi mdidari arqivi. a. krimski Seiwavlis qarTul saistorio
mwerlobas, hagiografias, saqarTvelos istoriis aRmosavlur wyaroebs da a.S. moxsenebisTvis davamuSave mis arqivSi
daculi gamouqveynebeli xelnawerebi, epistoluri masala
(qarTveli mecnierebis werilebi da a.S.). erT-erT siaxles
warmoadgens aseve a. krimskis fundamentur gamokvlevaSi
„nizami da misi Tanamedroveni“ qarTuli masalis kvlevis meTodologiuri problemebis ganxilva.
sakiTxis Teoriuli analizisaTvis aseve viyeneb kulturis kvlevaTa iseT cnebebs, rogorebicaa – identoba, nacionaluri literaturuli kanoni, orientalizmi, dasavleTi/aRmosavleTi.

Tamar namglaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

sabWoTa identobis politika da sabavSvo mxatvruli literatura (l. laginis „moxuci xotabiCis“ magaliTze)
identobis politikis Seswavla, zogadad, mniSvnelovani
da sayuradRebo sakiTxia. is gansakuTrebul aqtualurobas
iZens, rodesac saqme exeba identobis mizanmimarTul Camoyalibebas garkveuli ideologiebis zegavleniT. sabWoTa kavSiris identobis politikis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani sazrunavi Tvisobrivad axali adamianis – homosovietikusis Camoyalibeba iyo. am kuTxiT zemoqmedebisTvis gansakuTrebul
samizne jgufs bavSvebi warmoadgenen. Sesabamisad, SemuSavebuli unda yofiliyo am konkretul jgufze zegavlenisa da
identobis formirebis efeqturi meTodebi. am mxriv sainteresoa sabWoTa kavSiris mier gatarebuli identobis politi-
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kis Seswavla sabavSvo mxatvruli nawarmoebebis safuZvelze
– zegavlenisTvis mniSvnelovani sakiTxebis gamoyofa da im
meTodebis gamokveTa, romlebic zemoqmedebis mizniT gamoiyeneba. gansakuTrebiT mravalferovani informaciis Semcvelia erTi da imave nawarmoebis ramdenime redaqciis Sedareba.
mocemul kvlevaSi Seswavlilia l. laginis „moxuci xotabiCis“ ori redaqcia. gamokveTilia zemoqmedebis kuTxiT
mniSvnelovani sakiTxebi da zegavlenis meTodebi. xazgasmulia gansxvavebebi original da redaqtirebul teqstebs Soris. kvlevis Teoriul CarCos warmoadgens struqturalizmi, xolo meTods – narativis analizi. kvlevis aqtualurobas gansazRvravs is faqti, rom momavali Taobis identobis
formireba yoveli sazogadoebisTvis gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovani sakiTxia.

TaTia obolaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

arqetipuli kritika: tradiciuli da Tanamedrove midgomebi
arqetipuli kritika, rogorc mxatvruli teqstis kvlevis meTodi, pirvelad gamoiyena britanelma literaturaTmcodnem, emi maod bodkinma Tavis fundamentur naSromSi
„arqetipuli modelebi poeziaSi: warmosaxvis fsiqologiuri
kvleva“ (1934). gasuli saukunis 40-50-ian wlebSi ki kanadeli
mecnieris, norTrop frais „kritikis anatomiis“ gamoqveynebis Semdeg arqetipuli kritika literaturis kvlevis erTerT ZiriTad meTodad iqca. samecniero literaturaSi arqetipuli kritika xSirad miTologiuri kritikis sinonimad ixmareba da dRemde aqtiurad gamoiyeneba mxatvruli teqstis
analizisas (arqetipuli kritika samarTlianad iTvleba „vizionaluri“1 tipis teqstebis kvlevis universalur meTo1

karl gustav iungis termini. vizionaluri (visionary) teqstis saukeTeso magaliTad asaxelebs goeTes „fausti“-s meore nawils (Modern
Man in Search of a Soul. Routledge Classics. 2001, p. 160)
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dad). sakmarisia davasaxeloT franguli skola – pier brunelisa (Mythocritique 1992; Mythopoetique des genres, 2002) da veronik Jelis naSromebi (Mythes et recits poetique? 1998).
arqetipuli kritika daefuZna socialuri anTropologiisa (kembrijis skola – jeims freizeri) da fsiqoanalizis
(karlg gustav iungi) uaxlesi kvlevebis Sedegebs, igulisxmeba kembrijis skolis warmomadgenlis jeims freizeris
Teoria gansxvavebul kulturebSi msgavsi miTebisa da ritualebis arsebobis Sesaxeb (sikvdilisa da xelaxali dabadebis
miTi) da karl gustav iungis mier koleqtiuri aracnobieris,
arqetipebis kvlevas.
universaluri saxe-xatebi gansazRvraven literaturuli
nawarmoebis formasa da funqcias, maTSi ikveTeba teqstis
arsi. Sesabamisad, mxatvrul teqstSi ganmeorebadi arqetipebis, arqetipuli motivebis kvleva saSualebas gvaZlevs, universaluri saxe-xatebis identificirebisa da analizis safuZvelze SeviswavloT da erT sibrtyeze movaTavsoT gansxvavebul politikur, socialur, kulturul Tu msoflmxedvelobriv konteqstSi Seqmnili teqstebi da davadginoT maTi urTierTmimarTebis sakiTxi.
Cveni moxsenebis mizania, ganvixiloT arqetipis emociuri, eTikuri da sociokulturuli raoba da SevadaroT arqetipuli kritikis tradiciuli (emi maod bodkini da norTrop frai) da Tanamedrove (franguli skola – pier brunelisa da veronik Jelis) Teoriebi. dasaxelebul mecnierTa
fundamenturi naSromebis, maTi Teoriebis, postulatebis
gaTvaliswinebiT davadginoT, erTi mxriv, arqetipuli kritikis ganviTarebis xazi, meore mxriv ki ganvsazRvroT, ra
faqtorebi ganapirobebs Teoriis sicocxlisunarianobas da
ra roli da funqcia ekisreba mas Tanamedrove literaturaTmcodneobiT kvlevebSi.
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eka oragveliZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

siyvaruli daviT guramiSvilis „daviTianis“ mixedviT
siyvaruli daviT guramiSvilis SemoqmedebaSi aRiqmeba, rogorc ara mxolod adamianuri ltolva, aramed, upirvelesad,
RmerTTan miaxloebis gza. amdenad, poetisTvis igi universaluri fenomenia. am TvalsazrisiT sainteresoa antikuri, qristianuli da renesansuli Sexedulebebi mijnurobis Sesaxeb da
daviT guramiSvilis msoflmxedvelobis maTTan mimarTeba.
mijnuroba „daviTianSi“ warmoCenilia, rogorc saRvTo
trfobis gamoxatuleba. Sesabamisad, siyvarulis obieqti, qali,
daviT guramiSvilis SemoqmedebaSi orgvarad aris moazrebuli:
qali, _ Suamavali, mediatori kacsa da RmerTs Soris da qali,
_ gansaxiereba RvTaebisa. aRniSnuli ori Tvalsazrisi dafuZnebulia antikur da qristianul Sexedulebebze; agreTve
msgavsi konceptebi mocemulia Suasaukuneebis, renesansisa da
barokos epoqaTa literaturul nimuSebSi. ganxiluli magaliTebis safuZvelze sainteresod ikveTeba poetis msoflmxedvelobis maTTan tipologiuri mimarTebis motivebi. „zubovkis“
analizma cxadyo, rom satrfoSi alegoriulad agreTve igulisxmeba qriste da gamoxatulia lirikuli gmiris RvTaebriv
siyvarulTan Tanaziarebis survili.
avtorisTvis saRvTo mijnuroba metaforulad „naTlisadmi trfialiTaa“ gamoxatuli: „naTlisa gavxde mijnuri“... _
wers poeti. aq saubaria uSualod uflisadmi siyvarulis Sesaxeb, romelic daviT gurmiSvilTan „mzeTa-mzisadmi“ ltolvad
aRiqmeba. lirikuli gmiris „mzis motrfialeoba“ amyarebs gamoTqmul Sexedulebas imis Sesaxeb, rom „zubovkaSi“ gadmocemuli ambavi ara mxolod satrfialo urTierTobis amsaxveli
scenaa, igi, upirvelesad, kacisa da RmerTis siyvarulis himnad
iTvleba.
siyvarulis gvirgvinad daviT guramiSvili qorwinebas moiazrebs. es idea poetis igavur-alegoriuli poeziis principebzea damyarebuli. „daviTianis“ finalur nawilSi mocemuli poema „mxiaruli zafxuli“ qadagebs qalvaJuri urTierTobis
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jvrisweriT dagvirgvinebas, agreTve poema saRvTo qorwinebis
himnad moiazreba. poemis saTauri kacis RmerTTan Serigebis sixarulsa da sulier ganaxlebas gulisxmobs; sainteresoa agreTve nawarmoebis pirobiTi saxeldebac („qacvia mwyemsi“). poemis mixedviT, qacvi, ekali, sakralur mniSvnelobas iZens da
saRvTo nebis aRsrulebis simbolod iqceva.
poemis mTavari ideali _ qalvaJuri ltolvis qorwinebiT
dagvirgvineba _ aRiqmeba, rogorc codvebisgan ganwmendili
adamianis siyvarulis gziT RvTis saufloSi dabrunebis alegoria. am TvalsazrisiT mniSvnelovania poetis lirikuli gmiris personaJTa saxeebSi Canacvlebis magaliTebi, rac avtoris
TviTSemecnebis da pirovnuli „mes“ damkvidrebis surviliTaa
nakarnaxevi.
„daviTianSi“ warmodgenilia RvTaebrivi wesrigiT aRdgenili samyaros daviT guramiSviliseuli modeli, romelic absoluturad emyareba qristianul moZRvrebas „axali aRTqmis
adamianis“ _ RmerTTan siyvaruliT Serigebuli kacis _ Sesaxeb da paralels poulobs rogorc winamorbedis (rusTaveli),
ise poeturi memkvidris (vaJa-fSavela) SemoqmedebaSi.

nino popiaSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

qarTul-osuri literaturuli, lingvisturi da saganmanaTleblo urTierTobebi XVIII-XIX saukuneebSi
qarTul-osuri urTierTobebis ganviTareba, romelic,
savaraudod, Zv. w. aR. me-4 saukunidan iwyeba, moicavs mraval
epoqas.
meTvramete-mecxramete saukuneebSi gansakuTrebulad
aqtualuri gaxda qarTul-osuri literaturuli, lingvisturi da saganmanaTleblo urTierTobebi. am kuTxiT aRsaniSnavia Semdegi aspeqtebi:
1. osuri anbanis Seqmnisa da ganviTarebis tendenciebi;
2. ioane ialRuziZe da misi wvlili qarTul-osur literaturul da lingvistur urTierTobebSi;
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3. ilia WavWavaZis gazeTi „iveria“ da qarTul-osuri
literaturuli urTierTobebi;
4. kosta xeTagurovi da qarTuli skolis daarseba vladikavkazSi da sxv.
aRsaniSnavia is mravalmxrivi saganmanaTleblo saqmianobebi, romelic mimdinareobda qarTvelTa Soris wera-kiTxvis
gamavrcelebeli sazogadoebis, mTielTa Soris wera-kiTxvis
gamavrcelebeli sazogadoebis mier. mecxramete saukunidan
saqarTveloSi daiwyo samrevlo skolebis, saganmanaTleblo
dawesebulebebis dafuZneba, xolo mecxramete saukunis meore naxevridan skolebis ricxvi kidev ufro gaizarda. swavlebis ena iyo rusuli da qarTuli, Tumca mecxramete saukunis meore naxevridan, afxazebiTa da osebiT dasaxlebul adgilebSi iswavleboda afxazuri da osuri enebic.
moxsenebaSi visaubrebT im literaturul, saganmanaTleblo da lingvistur sakiTxebze, rac aRniSnul periodSi
qarTul-osur urTierTobebSi dasturdeba.
nino Jvania
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

jemal qarCxaZis roman „mdgmuris“ Targmnisas
warmoCenili sirTuleebi
cnobili qarTveli mwerlis, jemal qarCxaZis romani
„mdgmuri“, romelic ekuTvnis magiur realizms, iTargmneba
pragmatuli, adekvaturi, arasruli TargmaniT, rac imas niSnavs, rom Targmani Seesabameba originals da gamoxatavs imave
komunikaciur mizandasaxulobebs, rasac originali, da aseve
imasac, rom Targmani gadmoscems originalis azrobriv Sinaarss Tavisi gamotovebebiTa da SekvecebiT.
mTargmnelis mTavari mizani da survili iyo gaecno rusulenovani mkiTxvelisTvis mwerlis nawarmoebi, SeZlebisdagvarad, eCvenebina misTvis qarTuli enis mTeli koloriti,
qarTuli realoba. moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba Targmanis
is sirTuleebi, romlebic Sexvda mTargmnels da am mimarTulebiT warmoqmnili problemebis gadaWris gzebi.
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iseve rogorc nebismieri sxva enidan Targmnis dros, yvelaze rTuli aRmoCnda frazeologiuri konstruqciebis, anu
im myari gamoTqmebis Targmna, romlebsac mTargmneli CixSi
Sehyavs: an gadaTargmnos originalTan yvelaze metad miaxloebuli sityvebiT, an sityvebiT, romlebic yvelaze metad
gadmoscemen ama Tu im gamoTqmis azrs. magaliTad, ironiulad naTqvami frazisTvis – „Tqvenc ar momikvdeT!“ – met-naklebad Sesatyvisi Targmanis SerCevas sakmaod didi xani movundiT. sabolood, rusul enaSi aRmoCnda fraza „Ишь-ты!“,
romelic gamoiyeneba raimesadmi SewinaaRmdegebis, raimesadmi dauTanxmeblobis, Sedavebis, uaris Tqmis mnSvnelobiT:
Как же!, Как бы не так!
garda amisa, didi sirTuleebis winaSe aRmoCnda mTargmneli originalSi mravalricxovani ganmeorebis gadmotanis drosac. amgvar SemTxvevebSi mTargmnels uxdeboda imis
gadawyveta, emsxverpla Tu ara stilis silamaziT da gadaeTargmna yvela ganmeorebuli sityva, romelic originalSi
mxolod aZlierebda gamoTqmuli azris efeqts da arafriT
amcirebda teqstis silamazes, magram Targmanisas kargavda
pirvelsac da meoresac; an mTargmnels uxdeboda Seekveca es
mravaljer ganmeorebuli sityvebi, an gamoeyenebina maTi sinonimebi.

nikoloz JRenti
k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos
xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

mTis wm. giorgis monastris saeklesio siZveleebi
mTis wm. giorgis monastris istoriis kvlevisas gamoikveTa monastris kuTvnili, Zalze saintereso saeklesio-ritualuri daniSnulebis siZveleebi, romelTa saerTo raodenoba 13-mdea. dReisaTvis maTi umravlesoba dakargulad iTvleba. es siZveleebi mniSvnelovani Zeglebi aRmoCnda rogorc uSualod monastris, aseve qarTuli xelovnebisa da
Sua saukuneebis saqarTvelos politikuri da saeklesio istoriisaTvis. moxsenebaSi ganvixilav TiToeul maTgans, xo-
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lo meti TvalsaCinoebisTvis, qvemoT gamovyof gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovan siZveleebs. esenia:
1. „mTis mTavarmowame“ – wm. giorgis xati, monastris mTavari siwminde. xati monastris daarsebis Tanadroulia. ganaxlebuli unda iyos XV s-Si bagrat VI-is mier. ixsenieba saistorio sabuTebSi XIX s-mde. dReisaTvis dakargulia.
2. „Zmuisis naTlismcemlis „oqros“ jvari“ – mooqruli
vercxliT naWedi Zvirfasi jvari, damzadebuli „glaxaki arsenis“ (arsen II kaTalikosis ?) brZanebiT, bagrat III kurapalatisa
da kaxaber da miqel raWis erisTavebis dros (X-XI saukuneTa
mijna). XIX s-Si monastris gauqmebis Semdeg inaxeboda monastris kuTvnil sof. Zmuisis wm. giorgis eklesiaSi. ganadgurda
1920-iani wlebis antireligiuri moZraobis dros.
3. „agaris wm. giorgis xati“ – XI s-is (?) xati, romelic,
gadmocemis mixedviT, jer samegrelos sof. xorgaSi esvena, Semdeg mTis wm. giorgis monasterSi gadmousvenebiaT, xolo 1688
wlisaTvis monastris kuTvnil raWis sof. agaris axladaSenebul eklesiaSi gadmousvenebia merab wulukiZes. 1926 wels dazianda antireligiuri moZraobis fanatikosebis xeliT. dRes
restavrirebuli xati inaxeba quTaisis saxelmwifo istoriul
muzeumSi (№3160/g. 577).
4. „Zmuisis wm. giorgis xati“ – mooqrul vercxlze naWedi
xati, savaraudod, jvris erT-erT nawils warmoadgenda. dReisaTvis es siZvele dakargulad iTvleba. Semonaxulia xatis gamosaxulebisa (wm. giorgi qisas aZlevs glaxakebs, eSmakebi cdiloben xelis SeSlas) da warweris g. boWoriZiseuli aRweriloba. warweraSi ixsenieba melqisedek iSxneli. Cvens xelT arsebuli mocemulobiT, es piri SeiZleba gaigivdes XI s-is melqisedek iSxnel episkoposTan, an XVI s-is gaenaTel da Semdeg nikorwmindel episkopos melqisedek sayvareliZesTan.
5. „wynoris wm. giorgis xati“ – mooqruli vercxlze naWedi wm. giorgis xati, savaraudod, XVI-XVII saukuneebs ekuTvnis.
dReisaTvis inaxeba quTaisis saxelmwifo istoriul muzeumSi
(№144). xati unikaluria gveleSapisa da diokletianes saerTo
gamosaxulebiT (gveleSapis qercli qmnis adamianis saxis profils).
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irine saganeliZe
saqarTvelos ganaTlebis, mecnierebis,
kulturisa da sportis saministro

mravaleTnosuri Tbilisis multikulturuli tradiciebi
(kulturuli movlenebi, istoriuli procesebi, sazogado
moRvaweebi)
moxseneba miznad isaxavs e.w. Tbilisuri kulturisa da
misi xelovnebis kvlevas sxvadasxva sanimuSo magaliTis safuZvelze. Tbilisuri kultura mniSvnelovania, rogorc saqarTvelos mravalferovani kulturuli sivrcis organuli
da TviTmyofadi nawili, rasac mravalmxriv ganapirobebda
da ganapirobebs aziisa da evropis gzagasayarze mdebare qalaqis mravaleTnosuroba, gansxvavebuli tradiciebisa da
kulturaTa Tanaarsebobis kvaldakval. kulturaTa am Taviseburma dialogma Camoayaliba da ganaviTara Tbilisur kulturad saxeldebuli multikulturuli fenomeni, ramac didad gansazRvra TbiliselTa yofiTi cxovreba, qalaqis kolorituli iersaxe, kulturuli atmosfero da, rac CvenTvis amjerad sainteresoa, XIX-XX saukuneebis sxvadasxva
erovnebis Tbilisel artistTa _ mxatvarTa, Teatrisa da kinos moRvaweTa, literatorTa, arqiteqtorTa Semoqmedebis
Tematika Tu stili.
aRniSnuli moxseneba warmoadgens eTnikur umciresobebTan dakavSirebuli kulturis kvlevis nawils da asaxavs
eTnikuri umciresobebis warmomadgenelTa mier Tbilisis
profesiuli kulturisa da kulturaTaSoris dialogis
ganviTarebis gzas. Tbilisis multikulturuli xasiaTis Sesacnobad gamoyenebulia mravali mniSvnelovani wyaro, Tanamedrove publikaciebi da a.S., romlebSic farTod aris asaxuli XIX-XX saukuneebSi TbilisSi mcxovreb eTnosTa tradiciebis Taviseburebani, qalaqis kulturul-literaturuli atmosfero. amasTanave, aRniSnuli moxseneba warmoadgens
erT mcire nawils naSromisa eTnikur umciresobaTa kulturis mxardaWerisa da saxelmwifo midgomebis (2009-2019 wlebi) Sesaxeb, romelic miznad isaxavs saxelmwifo politikis
kvlevasa da ganxilvas eTnikur umciresobebTan mimarTebiT.
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masSi aseve ganxilulia eTnikur umciresobaTa profesiuli
kulturis ganviTarebis safuZvlebi. maT Soris, eTnikur umciresobaTa nacionalur-kulturulma kerebma, Teatrisa Tu
sxva saganmanaTleblo-kulturuli organizaciebis saxiT,
didi roli iTamaSes Tbilisuri kulturaTaSorisi dialogis ganviTarebaSi. sagulisxmoa saxelmwifos politika da
gamowvevebi am mimarTulebiT.
Tbilisis unikaluri multikulturuli garemos kvlevis
am etapze warmovadgineT mravaleTnosuri Tbilisis cxovrebisa da kulturuli ganviTarebis Taviseburebebi, konkretuli istoriuli procesi da kulturuli movlena, aseve mimovixileT saxelovnebo sferos im warmomadgenelTa cxovreba da moRvaweoba, romelTac gamorCeuli wvlili Seitanes
sakuTari _ qarTuli kulturis ganviTarebaSi, qarTvelebTan erTad gaafarToves qarTuli kulturis diapazoni da
ganapirobes qalaquri, Tbilisuri multikulturis unikaluroba. Semdgomi etapis kvleva miznad isaxavs eTnikur umciresobaTa kulturis mxardaWerisa da saxelmwifo midgomebis ganxilvas uaxlesi istoriidan.

TinaTin soziaSvili
damoukidebeli mkvlevari

laiTuris Tanamedrove yofa: Cais adgili mexsierebasa da
yoveldRiurobaSi
laiTuri sabWoTa meurneobis subtropikuli kulturebis
mamulad Camoyalibebas, saqarTvelSi Cais kulturis aRorZinebas ukavSirdeba. Cais kultura iqca laiTurSi dasaxlebuli
adamianebis ZiriTad saarsebo wyarod da maTi yoveldRiurobis ganuyofel nawilad. laiTuris sabWoTa meurneobas safuZveli 1930 wlis ianvarSi Caeyara. marTalia 20-iani wlebidan daiwyo laiTuris sabWoTa meurneobis teritoriis sameurneo saWiroebisaTvis aTvisebis RonisZiebani, magram 30-ian
wlebamde igi dausaxlebeli da gaudaburebuli iyo. am adgilze xalxis momravleba uSualod ukavSirdeba sabWoTa meurneobis Seqmnas. axladwarmoqmnili dasaxlebis ganaSenianebis
process Tan uamravi problema da sirTule axlda, magali-
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Tad: arasaxarbielo sacxovrebeli pirobebi, antisanitaria,
muSaTa kadrebis nakleboba, sasmeli wylis arqona da a.S. sabWoTa propaganda cdilobda muSa-mosamsaxureebisTvis momavlis perspeqtivebiTa da sidiadiT savse sasurveli garemo daexata, ramac sabolood ganapiroba rogorc mosaxleobis
zrda, ise sazogadoebrivi kvebis, sacalo vaWrobis, saxalxo
ganaTlebis, janmrTelobis, kulturul-saganmanaTleblo da
momsaxurebis dawesebulebaTa qselebis Seqmna. propagandis
nawili iyo Zmuri, internacionaluri sazogadoebis Camoyalibeba, romelic dasaxlebis prestiJulobas unda momsaxureboda. laiTuri sxvadasxva erovnebis moqalaqeTa megobrobis,
mSvidobiani Tanacxovrebis, SromiTi saqmianobisa da yofacxovrebis simbolod unda qceuliyo.
Catarebuli eTnografiuli kvlevis safuZvelze moxsenebaSi ganvixilav daba laiTurelTa dRevandelobas, maxsovrobas industriuli sabWoTa warsulis Sesaxeb. yuradRebas
gavamaxvileb laiTuris mosaxleobis koleqtiur narativebze (sagulisxmoa, Tu ras da rogor ixsneben), Sesabamisad,
ganvixilav Tu rogor axdenen laiTurelebi Tanamedroveobis konstruirebas. sayuradRebo sakiTxia isic, Tu ra roli
eWira Cais kulturas maT cxovrebaSi, rogori iyo da aris
sabWoTa kavSiri maT mexsierebaSi SemorCenili, ra narativebia gavrcelebuli mosaxleobaSi laiTuris daarsebis Sesaxeb. aseve sainteresoa, ra saxiT inarCuneben saerTo koleqtiur identobas dRemde, rogor gamoixateba nostalgia warsulis mimarT da rogor cdiloben mis SenarCunebas „mexsierebiis areebis/xatebis“ SeqmniT.
moxsenebis daskvniT nawilSi Sevajameb laiTuris Tanamedrove viTarebas – ra saxiT SemorCa dRes Cais kultura
maT yovedRiurobaSi da ra gavlenas axdens maT cxovrebaze
Cai, ra Seicvala maT yoveldRiur saqmianobaSi da ra kavSiri
aqvs dRevandel laiTurs internacionalur warsulTan.
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nino falavandiSvili
saqarTvelos sapatriarqos wmida andria
pirvelwodebulis saxelobis qarTuli universiteti

semiotikaze orientirebuli metaforizebuli teqstebis
Targmnis problemebi (giunter grasis qarTulad Targmnili
teqstebis mixedviT)
imisaTvis, rom CavwvdeT mTargmnelis enobriv SesaZleblobebs, unda ganvixiloT TargmanSi SerCeuli metaforebis kreatiulobis magaliTebi. metafora aris movlena, rodesac romeliRac klasis niSan-Tvisebebi gadatanilia meore klasis sagnebsa da movlenebze; rodesac mxatvruli Sedareba miuTiTebs
erTi obieqtis msgavsebaze meoresTan, ganavrcobs mas da iyenebs kavSrebs, Tandebulebsa da predikatebs. metafora lakoniuria, gamoxatavs mTavar msgavsebas da amoklebs metyvelebas.
metaforizebuli mxatvruli teqstebis Targmna da interpretacia yovelTvis SesaZlebelia maTi sazrisis ,,hermenevtikul wreSi“ CarTviT, rodesac ,,gagebis“ kategoria mudmiv moZraobas ganicdis mTelidan nawilze da nawilidan mTelze. am
dros, ragind rTulic ar unda iyos metaforizebuli teqstis
sazrisis siRrmiseuli struqtura, mTlianisa da nawilebis urTierTmimarTeba mTargmnels yovelTvis aZlevs signals, rom
,,gageba“ Sedga. metaforizebuli mxatvruli teqstebis Targmnisas mizanSewonilia, rom metaforis Teoriebs Soris gamovyoT p. rikioris ,,paradoqsis Teoria“ da r. mak-kormakis „kogniciis Teoria“.
paradoqsis TeoriaSi metaforas ufro farTo ganzomileba gaaCnia. is moicavs diskurss, teqstsa da hermenevtikas, Sesabamisad, interpretacias. rikioris Tanaxmad, metaforis Teoriebs wriuli xasiaTi aqvT, amitom saWiroa gaviziaroT hermenevtikuli rCeva, romlis Tanaxmadac, isini droulad da
sworad unda CavrToT hermenevtikul wreSi. p. rikiori aRwers metaforas, rogorc paradoqss, romelSic gansxvavebuli
cnebebi msgavsebis safuZvelze uaxlovdebian da erwymian erTmaneTs. rikioris azriT, metafora mxatvruli teqstis paradigmisa da interpretaciis doneze misi sazrisis gagebis gasaRebs warmoadgens. struqturebiT, semantikuri kodebiTa da
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„samyaroseuli suraTebiT“ iseTi gansxvavebuli enebi, rogorebicaa germanuli da qarTuli, sxvadasxva alternatiul suraTs gansakuTrebiT metaforuli azrovnebis sferoSi qmnian.
magram am enebze Seqmnili mxatvruli teqstebis Targmna sruliad SesaZlebelia, Tu wyaro-teqstis „SesaZlebel samyaroSi“ mTargmneli gamonaxavs iseT realur sinamdviles, romelic mizan-teqstis enis universaluri kanonebiT gadmocemas
daeqvemdebareba. mag., g. grasis romanSi „dedali virTagva“
fiqtiuri sinamdvilea Seqmnili, romelsac mTargmneli am samyaroSi gadahyavs. irealuri samyaro mTargmnelisTvis iqceva
im did metaforad, romelic man mizan-enis mataforizaciis
saSualebiT unda warmoaCinos.

naTia furcelaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo

grigol robaqiZis ucnobi saarqivo masalebi ienaSi
1928 wlis Semodgomaze germaniaSi, ienaSi, diderixsis gamomcemlobaSi daibeWda grigol robaqiZis „gvelis perangi“
Stefan cvaigis winasityvaobiT.
romanis gamocema sakmaod rTuli aRmoCnda grigol robaqiZisTvis. mas bevri winaaRmdegobisa da dabrkolebis gadalaxva dasWirda miznis misaRwevad.
am sakiTxis kvlevisas davamuSave 1995 wels Jurnal ,,georgikaSi“ gamoqveynebuli Stefi xotivari-iungeris werili
– ,,axali cnobebi grigol robaqiZis „gvelis perangi“ germaniaSi gamocemis Sesaxeb“, romelSic germaneli qarTvelologi axsenebda grigol robaqiZisa da diderixsis gamomcemlobis mimoweras. kvlevis procesSi davukavSirdi statiis avtors, romelmac eleqtronuli fostis saSualebiT Sematyobina, rom es epistoluri masalebi firze Cawerili hqonda
wlebis win da im droisTvis isini inaxeboda ienis universitetis biblioTekaSi.
ienaSi samecniero mivlinebisas daviwye zemoaRniSnuli saarqivo masalebis Zieba, Tumca ramdenimedRiani mcdelobis Sem-
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deg arqivis TanamSromlebi mpasuxobdnen, rom es werilebi maTTan ar inaxeboda. sabolood, mivakvlieT erT saqaRaldes, romelSic swored grigol robaqiZis xelnawerebi iyo daculi.
arqivi Sedgeba 21 germanulenovani werilisgan. aqedan 19
werili gagzavnilia saqarTvelodan germaniaSi, grigol robaqiZe swers gamomcemlobis redaqtors – kornelius bergmans (mimowera iwyeba 1927 wlis 30 seqtembers da sruldeba
1928 wlis 21 dekembers), xolo 2 – germaniidan saqarTveloSi.
arqivSi daculia grigol robaqiZesa da diderixsis gamomcemlobas Soris gaformebuli xelSekruleba, romelSic ganxilulia „gvelis perangis“ germanulad gamocemasTan dakavSirebuli sakiTxebi.
moxsenebisas visaubreb ienis universitetis biblioTekaSi daculi grigol robaqiZis ucnobi germanulenovani werilebis Sesaxeb, romlebic Tavad vTargmne qarTulad. es epistoluri masala uaRresad mniSvnelovania da axal cnobebs
gvawvdis ara marto „gvelis perangis“ germaniaSi gamocemis
Sesaxeb, aramed kidev erTxel warmoaCens grigol robaqiZis
adgils evropul literaturul samyaroSi.

Tea qamuSaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

sakraluri adgilebi iZulebiT gadaadgilebul pirTa mexsierebaSi: gamocdileba, identoba da gamowvevebi
moxsenebaSi saubari iqneba Tu ra adgili ukavia sakralur adgilebs afxazeTidan devnili mosaxleobis mexsierebaSi. ra gamocdilebas efuZneba masTan asocirebuli identobebi da ra gamowvevebs qmnis arsebuli de faqto sazRvari.
saqarTvelos sxva mxareebis msgavsad, afxazeTi mdidaria
sakraluri adgilebiTa da salocavebiT, romlebTan dakavSirebuli religiuri praqtikebi mniSvnelovan rols TamaSobda da TamaSobs sazogadoebrivi jgufebis identobaTa formirebaSi. afxazeTis teritoriaze arsebuli sakraluri Zeglebidan gamorCeuli adgili iloris wminda giorgis salo-
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cavs uWiravs. wminda giorgis saxelobis eklesia XI saukunes
miekuTvneba da oCamCiris raionSi, zRvasTan axlos, SemaRlebul adgilze mdebareobs. mcire moculobis miuxedavad, saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi mas ar aklda yuradReba arc Semwirvelebisa da arc dampyroblebis mxridan, rac aseve mis sruliad gansakuTrebulobasa da siZliereze SeiZleba miuTiTebdes. misi roli da saxeli scdeba lokaluri TemisaTvis
salocavi adgilis mniSvnelobas. iloris salocavma afxazeTisa da danarCeni saqarTvelosaTvis kidev ufro meti datvirTva 90-iani wlebis konfliqtis Semdgom SeiZina. amis magaliTad gamodgeba iZulebiT gadaadgilebul pirTa mexsierebaSi damkvidrebuli narativebi, romlebic drois cvlilebisa da religiuri praqtikis SezRudvis miuxedavad isev cocxlobs da iloris mniSvnelobas kidev ufro aZlierebs.
moxsenebaSi warmodgenili iqneba msjeloba imaze, Tu ra
ganapirobebs iZulebiT gadaadgilebul pirTa mexsierebaSi
iloris Sesaxeb mdgrad mexsierebasa da ra gamowvevebs qmnis
arsebuli de faqto sazRvari. iloris wminda giorgis saxelobis eklesiis mniSvnelobas afxazebisa da qarTvelebisaTvis taZris e.w. restavraciis konteqstSi ganvixilav, romelmac misi avTenturobis rRveva gamoiwvia. taZarTan dakavSirebul konfliqtamde gamocdilebas ki, qarTuli da afxazuri sazogadoebisaTvis SesaZlo maintegrirebel saSualebad
ganvixilav.
warmodgenili moxseneba efuZneba afxazeTidan iZulebiT
gadaadgilebul pirebTan Catarebul gamokiTxvasa da iloris wminda giorgis salocavTan dakavSirebul samecniero da
popularuli eTnografiuli literaturis meoreul analizs. moxsenebis daskvniT nawilSi warmodenili iqneba kvlevis Sedegebi, romelic warmoaCens sakraluri adgilebis
mniSvnelobas identobaTa formirebaSi, arsebul gamowvevebs
de faqto sazRvris pirobebSi da salocav adgils, rogorc
saerTo gzebis Ziebis SesaZleblobas konfliqtis pirobebSi.
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mixeil qarTveliSvili
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Jurnali «Наука и религия» („mecniereba da religia“) da misi
adgili sabWoTa antireligiur politikaSi 1959-1964 wlebSi
miuxedavad imisa, rom sabWoTa kavSiris daSlidan ukve
meoTxed saukuneze meti gavida, samecniero wreebSi dRemde
ar wydeba sabWoTa kavSiris mecnieruli Seswavlis interesi.
metic, sruliad aSkaraa, rom aRniSnul kvlevebs ganviTarebis kidev ufro didi perspeqtiva gaaCnia.
am TvalsazrisiT, gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelovani adgili
uWiravs sabWoTa xelisuflebis damokidebulebas religiisadmi da misi asaxvis Taviseburebebis maqsimaluri sizustiT
garkvevas.
nikita xruSCovis xelisuflebaSi mosvlis Semdeg aTeisturi politika axal masStabebs iZens, gansakuTrebiT im
fonze, rom igi pirdapir daukavSirda destalinizaciis politikas. saqme isaa, rom stalinis moRvaweobis bolo wlebSi
saxelmwifosa da eklesiis urTierToba mniSvnelovnad liberaluri gaxda.
sayuradRebo faqtia isic, rom xelisuflebam imTaviTve
aqcenti mecnierul aTeizmze aiRo, ramac saTanado gamovlineba pova 1959 wels mTavrobis mier miRebul sagangebo dadgenilebaSi, romlis mixedviTac daarsda Jurnali „Наука и
религия“ („mecniereba da religia“).
am Jurnalma, miuxedavad imisa, rom igi oficialurad sazogadoeba „Знание“-s („codna“) mier daarsda, zustad gansazRvra da gamoxata xelisuflebis mier gatarebuli politika religiisadmi.
qronologiuri TvalsazrisiT moxseneba moicavs 19591964 wlebs da miznad isaxavs SeviswavloT, Tu ra adgili ekava da ra roli ekisreboda Jurnals nikita xruSCovis xelisuflebis mier warmoebul politikaSi; rogori iyo misi ZiriTadadi maxasiaTeblebi, mimarTulebebi; ramdenad axerxebda Jurnali sazogadoebis farTo fenebamde mietana xelisuflebis saTqmeli. radgan Jurnali daarsebis dRidan zed-
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miwevniT zustad axerxebda xelisuflebis politikis agitacia-propagandas, erT-erTi mTavar niSani, rac am Jurnals
sxva analogiuri antireligiuri gamocemebisgan ganasxvavebda, is iyo, rom igi yovelTvis cdilobda akademiuri done SeenarCunebina. JurnalSi naklebad vxvdebiT iseT masalas, romelsac SeiZleba mosaxleobis gansakuTrebuli gaRizianeba
gamoewvia, rac agreTve zedmiwevniT zustad asaxavda xelisuflebis politikas.
aRniSnuli Jurnali samecniero literaturaSi mxolod
fragmentulad aris Seswavlili da sagangebo mecnieruli
kvlevis obieqti jerjerobiT ar gamxdara. imis gamo, rom
JurnalSi kargad Cans, Tu rogor icvleba saxelisuflebo
prioritetebi, mimarTulebebi da interesebi, misi kvleva metad saintereso da perspeqtiulia.

TamTa RonRaZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo

ilia WavWavaZisa da vaJa-fSavelas prozis urTierTmimarTebisaTvs
vaJa-fSavelas proza mravalferovania. mis moTxrobebSi,
garda bunebis gasulierebisa, romelsac yvelaze xSirad ganixilaven xolme, saintereso da mniSvnelovania sxva motivebic. aRniSnul Txzulebebze dakvirveba gviCvenebs, rom maTSi gamoiyofa ori ideuri mimarTuleba: erTi, romelSic didia TergdaleulTa gavlena da riTac vaJa maTi gzis gamgrZelelad gvevlineba da meore, mwerlis individualuri
ideuri xazi, romelSic avtoris msoflmxedvelobis sruliad axali da gansxvavebuli mxarea warmoCenili.
Cems moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba TergdaleulTa erTerTi yvelaze mniSvnelovani warmomadgenlis – ilia WavWavaZis prozauli Txzulebebis rogorc ideuri, aseve mxatvruli gavlena vaJa-fSavelas moTxrobebze. am TvalsazrisiT
ganvixilav iseT nawarmoebebs, rogorebicaa „wisqvili“, „mu-
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cela“, „darejani“, „erem-serem-suremiani“, „Cemi mogzauroba
erem-serem-suremianeTSi“ da sxv.
ilia WavWavaZisa da vaJa-fSavelas moTxrobebis komparativistuli analizi gviCvenebs, rom es ukanaskneli iyenebs
personaJis xatvis iliaseul xerxebs. magaliTad, moTxrobaSi „mucela“ mTavari personaJi rogorc fizikuri daxasiaTebisas, aseve misi cxovrebisadmi damokidebulebiT, mkiTxvels
luarsab TaTqariZes axsenebs moTxrobidan „kacia-adamiani?!“ am TxzulebaSi gvxvdeba satiris elementebic, romlebzec aSkaraa ilia WavWavaZis mwerluri maneris gavlena. aRniSnul nawarmoebebSi avtorTa mTavari saTqmeli Zalian axlosaa erTmaneTTan, Tumca identuri mainc araa da vaJa
axerxebs sakuTari individualizmis warmoCenas.
moTxrobebi „erem-serem-suramiani“ da „Cemi mogzauroba
erem-serem-suremianeTSi“ asaxavs avtoris xedvas meTvramete
da mecxramete saukuneebSi saqarTveloSi mimdinare politikur-socialur movlenebze. maTi ZiriTadi idea eTanxmeba
ilia WavWavaZis Sexedulebebs, romlebic warmodgenili arian rogorc „mgzavris werilebSi“, aseve publicistur werilebSi.
vaJa-fSavelas moTxroba „wisqvili“ gansxvavebulia manamde arsebuli qarTuli prozisgan Tavisi siuJetiTa da mxatvruli xerxebiT, Tumca mwerlis saTqmeli amjeradac axlos
dgas ilia WavWavaZis SexedulebebTan sazogadoebrivi moRvaweobis Sesaxeb. sainteresoa moTxroba „darejani“, romlis
mTavari peronaJis prototips, Cemi azriT, oTaraanT qvrivi
warmoadgens. vaJa-fSavelas Semoqmedebis kvlevisas, ra Tqma
unda, yvelaze mTavari misi individualizmi da novatorobaa,
Tumca imisaTvis, rom sruli warmodgena gvqondes mwerlis
ideur da mxatvrul ganviTarebaze, aucilebelia SeviswavloT gavlenebi da urTierTmimarTebebic im avtorebTan, romelTa moRvaweobac droSi uswrebda an emTxveoda vaJa-fSavelas moRvaweobas.
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omi pirovnuli da kulturuli travmis konteqstSi
(qarTveli da iraneli mwerlebis moTxrobebis mixedviT)
moxseneba exeba saqarTvelosa da iranSi bolo periodebSi warmoebuli omebis literaturul WrilSi ganxilvas da
mis warmodgenas pirovnuli da kulturuli travmis konteqstSi. moxsenebaSi aqcenti gakeTebulia, Tu rogor aisaxa literaturaSi 2008 wlis ruseT-saqarTvelosa da 1980-1988
wlebis iran-erayis omi. gakeTebulia SedarebiTi analizi da
saubaria kvlevis safuZvelze miRebul Sedegebze.
zemoxsenebul omebs ukavSirdeba araerTi samecniero
kvleva, Tumca arsebobs rigi sakiTxisa, romelic jer kidev
ar aris saTanadod Seswavlili. amasTan, ar aris gakeTebuli
SedarebiTi analizi ori sruliad gansxvavebuli kulturisa
da mentalobis mqone qveynebis – saqarTvelosa da iranis magaliTze, rac metyvelebs sakiTxis aqtualurobaze.
moxsenebis Teoriul CarCod ZiriTadad gamoyenebulia j.
aleqsanderisa da p. Stompkas naSromebi travmasa da mis maxasiaTeblebze. individi Tu adamianTa erToba travmas sxvadasxvagvarad aRiqvams. travmis racionaluri gaazreba iZleva saSualebas damangreveli movlenac ki iqces axal SesaZleblobad sasikeTo cvlilebebisTvis. amavdroulad, SesaZloa travmam adamiani ise daTrgunos, rom ver SeZlos am saSinel movlenasTan gamklaveba.
sxvadasxva drois mniSvnelovani movlenebis gaanalizebasa da marTebulad gaazrebaSi did rols TamaSobs literatura, radgan es ukanaskneli yvelaze mkafiod aSuqebs adamianebisa da sazogadoebis damokidebulebas/ganwyobas ama Tu
im movlenisadmi. naSromisTvis sakvlev masalad SeirCa Tamar
fxakaZis, ana korZaia-samadaSvilis, biJan najdisa da jamSid
xanianis nawarmoebebi, romelTa mTavar siuJetsac omi da misi damangreveli Sedegebi warmoadgens.
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sabWoTa periodis megruli sityvierebis poeturi nimuSebi:
saTauris struqtura da semantika
xalxuri zepirsityvieri masalis kvleva mniSvnelovani da
sainteresoa aramxolod enaTmecnieruli, aramed folkloruli, eTnografiuli, sociolingvisturi... TvalsazrisiTac.
xalxuri Semoqmedebis nimuSebi kargad asaxavs sociumis yofas, saqmianobas, istorias, interesebs, problemebs, miznebs,
miswrafebebs, politikur garemos... sabWoTa periodis megruli sityvierebis poeturi nimuSebi SemTxveviT ar aris SerCeuli. masSi igrZnoba sabWoTa ideologiis gavlena, Tumca sulier Rirebulebebzec aris yuradReba gamaxvilebuli.
cnobilia, rom leqsis idea yvelaze kargad saTaurSi
Cans, radgan igi erTgvar miniSnebas akeTebs ZiriTad Temaze
da aseve warmoaCens avtoris pozicias. mkiTxvelic nawarmoebis gacnobas saTauriT iwyebs.
saanalizo empiriuli masala megruli poeziis nimuSebia
togo gudavas mier Sedgenili qarTuli sityvierebis I tomidan (Tb. 1975), kerZod, erT-erTi qveTavidan, saxelwodebiT
„Tanamedrove“. masSi mocemuli leqsebis saTauris struqtura mravalferovania; warmodgenilia:
• erTsityviani leqsemebi (ZiriTadad, toponimebi): saqorTuo „saqarTvelo“, jixaSkari „jixaSkari“ da sxva.
• orsityviani Sesityvebebi (umetesad substantiurmsazRvreliani formebi): CaiS mawilarens „Cais mkrefavebs“,
rkinaS xoji „rkinis xari“, koleqtiviS muxudo „koleqtivis
muxudo“ da sxva.
• dasawyisi frazebi: Cqimi nina qorTuli „Cemi ena qarTuli“, golefs nirsi mobu do „mTebs nisli ekida da“.
moxsenebaSi dawvrilebiT ganvixilavT TiToeuli struqturuli modelis magaliTebs da maT funqciur daniSnulebas.
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moqmedebis SesaZleblobis uaryofis gamomxatveli nawilakebis SedarebiT-SepirispirebiTi analizi qarTvelur enebSi
moxsenebaSi ganxilulia moqmedebis SesaZleblobis uaryofis gamomxatvel nawilakTa semantikuri Sesabamisobis sakiTxi qarTvelur enebSi. ganxilulia am tipis nawilakebi aRniSnul enebSi erTmaneTTan Sedareba-Sepirispirebis gziT da
gamovlenilia saerTo da gansxvavebuli semantika da funqciuri daniSnuleba.
moqmedebis SesaZleblobis SezRudvas qarTulSi gamoxatavs uaryofiTi nawilaki „ver“, megrulsa da lazurSi „var“,
svanurSi ki am nawilakis ramdenime varianti dasturdeba rogorc erTsa da imave dialeqtSi, aseve sxvadasxva kiloSi:
deS, doS (bz., qsv.), mა̈dS-mა̈C/maC, mა̈dC/mა̈TS, mაჲ
̈ C/mა̈iC, mა̈CS
(lnt.), deSsa, deSma, meSmam (lSx.), aRniSnuli nawilakebi erTmaneTis alomorfebia mciredi niuansuri sxvaobiT, maT Soris ZiriTadi da svanuri enis oTxive dialeqtSi gavrcelebuli nawilakia deS. garda CamoTvlili nawilakebisa, svanurSi aris nawilaki moS, romelic damoukideblad semantikisgan
daclilia da, Sesabamisad, arc qarTuli Sesatyvisi eZebneba,
Tumca misi funqcia sxvadasxva enobriv erTeulze darTvisas
swored moqmedebis SesaZleblobis SezRudvis gamoxatvaa.
Cveni mizania ganvsazRvroT moqmedebis SesaZleblobis
uaryofis gamoxatvis saSualebebi qarTvelur enebSi, davadginoT, ra ganapirobebs qarTuli „ver“ da megruli da lazuri „var“ nawilakebis Sesabamis nawilakTa mravalferovnebas
svanurSi.
miuxedavad imisa, rom sxvadasxva dros araerTi mecnieri
Seexo moqmedebis SesaZleblobis uaryofis gamomxatvel nawilakebs cal-calke qarTvelur enebSi da uZRvna gamokvlevebi, Cveni sakvlevi Tema aqtualuria, radganac igi miznad
isaxavs kompleqsur midgomas _ qarTveluri enebis monacemebis Sedareba-Sepirispirebas. amgvari midgomis safuZvelze
warmoCndeba, ra damatebiTi semantikuri niuansebi Semoaqvs
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svanurSi dadasturebuli nawilakebis raodenobriv sxvaobas. am tipis kvlevebi mniSvnelovania rogorc tipologiuri
TvalsazrisiT, aseve Targmnis dros sxvadasxva stiluri
xarvezis Tavidan asacileblad.
naSromis Teoriuli nawili eyrdnoba sxvadasxva dros am
Temaze gamoqveynebul qarTul da ucxour samecniero statiebs; damuSavebulia didZali empiriuli masala nabeWdi da
eleqtronuli wyaroebisa da 2018-2019 wlebSi svaneTsa da samegreloSi savele samuSaoebis Sedegad mopovebuli masalebis mixedviT.

sofio CxataraSvili
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

nacionalizmisa da erovnuli identobis problema XX saukunis 60-iani wlebis ukrainul literaturul diskursSi
XX saukunis ukraina literaturul-kulturuli procesebis TvalsazrisiT mravalferovan panoramas gvTavazobs
da Tanabrad imsaxurebs rogorc filologebis, ise istorikosebis yuradRebas. gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa misi II naxevari. samwerlo asparezze Cndeba „samocianelebis“ saxeliT
cnobili Taoba, romelsac literaturaSi Semoaqvs axalgazrduli Zala, energia, siaxleebiTa da eqsperimentebiT aRsavse proza da poezia. maTi moRvaweoba e.w. „daTbobis“ periods
emTxveva. es aris epoqa, romelSic wina planze aRmoCnda (sabWoTa sivrceSi) erovnuli identobisa da kulturuli TviTmyofadobis sakiTxi literaturasa da xelovnebaSi; sabWoTa
hibriduli kulturuli identobis bundovani sazRvrebi
(„Cemi misamarTia sabWoTa kavSiri...“), ufro metad xdida aucilebels, adamians hqonoda pasuxi kiTxvebze: vin aris, saidan modis da ras warmoadgens („yvelafris arCeva SeiZleba
samSoblos garda“ v. simonenko. „ukraina hqvia yvelafers:
univermaRs, restorans, qarxanas...“ l. kostenko; „literatura erovnuli saqmis, erovnuli ideis msaxurebaa“ b. antonenko-davidoviCi“); erovnuli kulturebis Seviwroveba, Ta-
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visdauneburad, maTi gadarCenis provocirebasac axdenda.
samocianelTa Taobis axalgazrda mwerlebs am TvalsazrisiT umniSvnelovanesi misia daekisraT.
dmitro pavliCko, lina kostenko, ivan draCi, mikola vingranovski da sxvani niWisa da novatorobis wyalobiT qmnian
brwyinvale nawarmoebebs, romlebic aqtualurobas ar kargavs
dResac. Sexvedrebi ivan svitliCnis saxlSi; boris antonenkodavidoviCis kvlevebi ukrainuli enis Sesaxeb; ivan Ziubas monografia „internacionalizmi Tu rusifikacia“; vasil simonenkos dRiurebi; lina kostenkos samizdaturi Semoqmedeba;
ala horskas mxatvroba, rogorc performansi „rkinis fardis“
winaaRmdeg, arasruli CamonaTvalia faqtebisa da movlenebisa,
romlebmac sabolood Seqmna fenomeni „samocianeloba“.
rac ufro metad cdilobda sabWoTa xelisufleba ukraineli xalxis rusifikacias, miT ufro Zlierdeboda nacionaluri TviTmyofadobisken ltolva, ikveTeboda individis
problema. xalxis cneba samocianelTa msoflmxedvelobaSi
pirovnebis Rirebulebebis erTobliobasTan asocirdeba da
ara raodenobasTan. nacionaluri niSnavs individualursa
da sakuTars, sakuTari ki – nacionalurs utoldeba, es aris
„samocianelTa“ Semoqmedebis erTgvari lozungic, romelic, rasakvirvelia, cenzuras ar gamohparvia.
„samocianelma“ mwerlebma sakuTar movaleobad miiCnies
„dacxriluli aRorZinebis“ mwerlebis tradiciebis gagrZeleba literaturaSi. socialisturi realizmis ideologiiT gamsWvalul saukuneSi da met-naklebad moTvinierebul mwerlobaSi „samocianelTa“ Semoqmedeba erTgvari Jangbadis funqcias
asrulebda mkiTxvelisaTvis. Tumca, sazRauri gansxvavebuli
azrisa da sityvisaTvis arc ise saxarbielo iyo, radganac
erovnuli identobis gamomxatveli literaturuli diskursi
TavisTavad disidentur qmedebad an moZraobad aRiqmeboda.
nacionalizmisa da erovnuli identobis sakiTxi ukrainul literaturaSi ukavSirdeba „daTbobis periods“ da „samocianelTa“ Semoqmedebas. folkloruli da eTno-kulturuli motivebi sruliad bunebrivia devnisa da socialuri
Cagvris periodSi moRvawe mweralTa SemoqmedebisaTvis.
maia cercvaZe
saqarTvelos teqnikuri universiteti
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babo SarvaSiZis memuarebi – nonfiqSenis sayuradRebo nimuSi
literaturaTmcodneTa marTebuli dakvirvebiT, Cvens
droSi dokumenturi prozis, e. w. „nonfiqSenisadmi“ (ing. Nonfiction) gansakuTrebuli interesi SeiniSneba. es aris namdvil da
ara gamogonil ambebze dafuZnebuli teqstebi – dRiurebi,
epistoleebi, memuarebi, Canawerebi... gamonakliss ar warmoadgens arc qarTuli saliteraturo sivrce. is dRiTi dRe nonfiqSenis rogorc originaluri, aseve naTargmni nimuSebiT
mdidrdeba.
erTi aseTi nimuSTagania afxazeTis ukanaskneli mTavris.
mixeil SarvaSiZis (1806-1866) umcrosi qaliSvilis. barbare
(babo) SarvaSiZis (1859-1946) inglisurenovani, sabeWd manqanaze akrefili mogonebebi. es fotoebiTa da CanaxatebiT gaformebuli rveuli dRiuris tipis CanawerebiT memuaristis STamomavlebis saojaxo koleqciaSi inaxeboda. mimdinare wels aRniSnuli memuarebis qarTuli Targmani wignad gamosca gamomcemloba „artanujma“ (mTargmneli da sacnobaro aparatis avtori, istoriis doqtori maia cercvaZe), rac, vfiqrobT, sagulisxmo literaturuli faqtia.
babo SarvaSiZe afxazeTSi, lixniSi, daibada. 1907 wels is
peterburgSi colad gahyva cnobil politikur moRvawes, iurists, ruseTis saTaTbiros Tavmjdomaris moadgiles, estonel barons aleqsandr meiendorfs (1869-1964). ruseTis 1917
wlis oqtombris gadatrialebis Semdeg wyvili sazRvargareT
gaemgzavra da sikvdilamde iq cxovrobda. babo SarvaSiZe gardaicvala inglisSi. swored emigraciaSi yofnisas dawera da
dautova man meuRles zemoxsenebuli Canawerebi.
babo SarvaSiZe gamoirCeoda politikur-sazogadoebrivi
aqtiurobiT, metad daaxloebuli gaxldaT ruseTis saimperatoro karTan, iyo imperatricas freilina, monawileobda saqvelmoqmedo RonisZiebebSi.
memuaristi Tavis dramatul cxovrebasa da sakuTari ojaxis Tavgadasavals epoqaluri movlenebis fonze mogviTxrobs.
igi igonebs afxazeTis samTavros bolo dReebsa da mis gauqmebas, mamis gasaxlebas afxazeTidan ruseTis imperiis mier, afxazur-qarTul urTierTobebs, ruseTis saimperatoro karis da
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sxva ambebs, romelTa uSualo momswre da TviTmxilvelic Tavad iyo. qarTveli mkiTxvelis gansakuTrebul interess iwvevs
uaRresad rTuli da saintereso epoqis – XIX-XX saukuneebis
mijnis saqarTvelos sazogadoebrivi cxovrebis epizodebisa
da maTi personaJebis gacocxleba da yofiTi da kulturuli
realiebis warmoCena. magaliTisTvis dimitri yifianis dakrZalvasTan dakavSirebuli ambebic ikmarebda.
warmodgenili moxseneba babo SarvaSiZis memuarebis, rogorc nonfiqSenis sayuradRebo nimuSis, warmoCenasa da qarTul saliteraturo sivrceSi misi adgilis gansazRvras eZRvneba.

qeTevan cimintia, ioseb Sengelia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo
universiteti / soxumis saxelmwifo universiteti

sazedaSe qvevrebi samegrelos Zvel da Tanamedrove
eTnografiul yofaSi
religiur simboloebs gansakuTrebul yuradRebas aqceven eTnologia/anTropologiis mimarTulebis mkvlvrebi,
radgan maTSi, uZveles sarwmunoebriv SexedulebebTan erTad, vlindeba yofis mravali aspeqti. adamiani gare samyarosTan urTierTobisas yovelTvs gansakuTrebul adgils
uTmobda uzenaess/Semoqmeds. adamiansa da RmerTs Soris kavSiri ritualebis gziT myardeboda. es kargad Cans xalxur
dReobebsa da SesawiravebSi, sadac gansakuTrebuli adgili
zedaSesa da sazedaSe qvevrebs uWiravT. simboloTa farTo
speqtrSi sxvadasxva saxis sagnebTan erTad wminda Rvino da
sakvebic Sedis. werilobiT wyaroebSi is „sawirvelis“ saxeliT aris cnobili. raWaSi sawirvels „salocvels“, samegreloSi – „oxvamers“, afxazeTSi – „amaWars“, svaneTSi, qarTlsa
da kaxeTSi ki „zedaSes“ uwodeben.
sulxan-saba orbeliani zedaSes ase ganmartavs: „zedaSe
anu Sesawiri Rvino“. yofaSi am terminis qveS, Rvinis garda,
sxva saxis „sawirvelic“ moiazreba: Tafli, erbo, arayi, ludi, bambis narTi da sxv. moxsenebaSi yuradReba gamaxvildeba
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samegreloSi sxvadasxva saxis dReobebisas gamoyenebul Sesawiravze – zedaSeze da salocav qvevrze („oxvamer lagvani“),
mis daniSnulebasa da rolze rogorc istoriul, ise Tanamedrove viTarebaSi. aseve, samegreloSi (walenjixa, martvili) saojaxo da sagvareulo locvebis masStabebze, romelTac „xvamas“/locvas eZaxian.
saqarTvelos erT-erT istoriul-eTnografiul mxareSi,
samegreloSi asrulebdnen ori saxis „xvamas“/locvas. megrelebs hqondaT „oxvameri“/salocavi da „dunapiri“/danapiri.
locvis dros iyenebdnen Sesawiravebs – zedaSes. yvela ojaxs
hqonda salocavi qvevri („oxvamer lagvani“), romelsac im
konkretuli dReobis Tu locvis saxeli erqva, romel dReobazec Seiwireboda. ojaxSi ramdenime „oxvameri lagvani“ anu
salocavi qvevri iyo. sakiTxi aqtualuria imdenad, ramdenadac tradiciuli dReobebi gaqrobis pirasaa. eTnografiul
velze Segrovebuli masalis saSualebiT ki warmoCindeba Tanamedrove mdgomareoba or sakvlev regionSi. kvleva ganxorcielda eTnografiul velze, mTis samegreloSi (walenjixa,
martvili), ori Tvis ganmavlobaSi. kvlevisas gamoviyeneT
eTnografiuli monacemebi. vixelmZRvaneleT rogorc empiriuli da Teoriuli, ise interdisciplinuri da viwro dargobrivi meTodebiT. kvlevis ZiriTadi Sedegia sakiTxis eTnologiuri Seswavla da, Sesabamisad, miRebuli daskvnebi
warmoadgens siaxles.

giorgi comaia
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

sasamarTlo procesi sabWoTa kavSirSi general andrei
vlasovisa da rga-s xelmZRvanelebis winaaRmdeg
sabWoTa da rusul istoriografiaSi gabatonebulia mosazreba, rom andrei vlasovi da misi Tanamoazreebi moRalateebi iyvnen. swored amitom, isini ibrZodnen sabWoTa kavSiris winaaRmdeg meore msoflio omis dros. rodesac vlasovs
dakiTxvis dros hkiTxes, Tu ratom gadavida is germanelebis
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mxares, pasuxi aseTi iyo: „me sulmokleoba gamoviCine“. moxsenebaSi gaanalizebulia is, Tu ramdenad Seesabameba es mosazreba realobas.
sakiTxze muSaobisas gamoyenebulia gamoqveynebuli saarqivo masalebi, samecniero naSromebi da monografiebi (kiril aleqsandrovis, aleqsandr kolesnikis, Simon datneris
da a.S.), romlebic gviCveneben, Tu vin iyo is xalxi, romlebic
gadavidnen mesame raixis mxares. aseve aRwerilia is, Tu ra
viTarebaSi gadavidnen andrei vlasovi da misi Tanamoazreebi
germanelebis mxares meore msoflio omis dros; mizezebi,
Tu ratom gadadges sergei buniaCenkom, fiodor truxinma,
viqtor malcevma da sxvebma aseTi nabiji; xazgasmulia is, Tu
ra Tanamdebobebs ikavebdnen vlasovi, truxini, buniaCenko,
malcevi da sxvebi sabWoTa SeiaraRebul ZalebSi. garda amisa,
vimsjelebT TviTon andrei vlasovis germanelebis mxareze
gadasvlis faqtze: ratom miiRo gadawyvetileba germanelebTan TanamSromlobis Sesaxeb? iyo es piradi usafrTxoebis
gamo, Tu vlasovs didi xania hqonda antisabWoTa ganwyobebi?
aseve yuradReba iqneba gamaxviluli im faqtze, rom sasamarTlo procesi vlasovis da rga-s xelmZRvanelebis winaaRmdeg mimdinareobda daxurul reJimSi da isic mxolod sami
dRis ganmavlobaSi.
moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba mizezebi, Tu ratom iyo miRebuli gadawyvetileba faruli procesis Catarebis Sesaxeb
da ra safrTxes Seicavda sabWoTa xelisuflebisaTvis Ria
procesis Catareba. daskvnaSi mocemulia pasuxi, Tu ratom
gadavidnen generali vlasovi da misi Tanamoazreebi mesame
raixis mxares da uaryofilia is gabatonebuli, mcdari mosazreba, TiTqos vlasovi, malcevi, buniaCenko, truxini da
sxvebi moRalateebi iyvnen imis gamo, rom kritikul momentSi
„sulmokleoba gamoiCines“.
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marika WiTanava
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

wm. markoz maxareblis liturgia
moxseneba exeba wmida mociqulisa da maxareblis, markozis mier daarsebul saRmrTo liturgias, romelic aRmosavleTis eklesiis erT-erTi uZvelesi tradiciuli msaxurebaa.
igi miCneulia sazogado RmrTismsaxurebis erT-erT adgilobriv tradiciul saxed. liturgia, saxelwodebidan gamomdinare, uSualod petre mociqulis mowafis mieraa Seqmnili da dRemde aResruleba, rogorc aleqsandriisa da
sruliad afrikis sapatriarqoSi, aseve saberZneTisa da amerikis rusuli diasporis eklesiebSi wminda maxareblis xsenebis dRes, 25/8 aprils, zatikis periodSi.
markozis liturgiis Sesaxeb uZvelesi werilobiTi dadastureba meoTxe saukunis papiruszea, romelic 1928 wels
aRmoaCines, Tumca unda CamovTvaloT qristianuli eklesiis
is burjebi, romlebic xsenebuli msaxurebis aRsrulebas
adastureben sakuTar SromebSi: wm. aTanase didi, kirile
aleqsandrieli, ioane mowyale da sxvebi. aseve yuradRebis
Rirsia is faqtic, rom 1585 wels meleti aleqsandrielma da
1890 wels neqtarios pentapolelma gadaweres dasaxelebuli
wirvis yvelaze gviandeli xelnaweri. es ukanaskneli gamoica
meoce saukunis Sua periodSi jer saberZneTSi (1955 w.), xolo
Semdeg ki – egvipteSi (1960 w.).
sagulisxmoa, rom aleqsandriaSi RmrTismsaxureba aResruleboda berZnul enaze. es is periodia, rodesac berZnul
enas jer kidev farTo gamoyeneba hqonda egvipteSi da romlis
saSualebiTac moaxerxa qristianulma kulturam aRmosavleTis am uZveles saxelwifoSi SeRweva, sadac mas daxvda adgilobrivi elinisturi tradicia. orives Serwymam ki ganapiroba
lokaluri RmrTismsaxurebis formacia, rac TvalnaTliv gamovlinda wm. petre mociqulis mowafis mier daarsebul srul
liturgiaSi, romelmac adgilobriv berZnulenovan mosaxleobas mSobliur enaze Seudgina RmrTismsaxurebis wesi.
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Tavad msaxurebis struqtura bevr iseT TvalsaCino elements Seicavs, romlebic saSualebas iZleva warmovidginoT,
Tu rogor loculobdnen pirveli qristianebi. xazgasasmelia is faqti, rom am adgilobriv tradiciul liturgias,
sxvebisgan gansxvavebiT, didi cvlilebebi ar ganucdia da
Tavisi pirvandeli forma da mniSvneloba Semoinaxa.
sainteresoa, rom qarTul enaze arcerTi xelnaweri ar
moipoveba, SesaZloa arc arasodes Sesrulebula misi qarTuli Targmani...
SeiZleba iTqvas, rom markoz maxareblis wirvis safuZvliani Seswavla da misi saRmrTismetyvelo Tu terminologiuri
kvleva gaaRrmavebs pirvelsaukuneebis qristianTa locvisa
da msaxurebis Sesaxeb codnas da daexmareba rogorc liturgiisa da, zogadad, momijnave dargebis specialistebs, aseve am
sakiTxiT dainteresebul nebismier mkiTxvels.

ana xvedeliani
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

skolis reorganizacia, rogorc nacionaluri identobis formirebis safuZveli (1918-1921)
Tanamedrove humanitarul da socialur mecnierebebSi
kvlav aqtualuria nacionalizmisa da nacionaluri identobis formirebasTan dakavSirebuli kvlevis sakiTxebi. nacionaluri identobis formireba mravalxmrivi da mravalganzomilebiani procesia da sxvadasxva samecniero dargis interesis sferoSi xvdeba. moxsenebis mizania, ganvixiloT saqarTvelos demokratiuli respublikis mier 1918-1921 wlebSi
gatarebuli ganaTlebis reforma qarTuli nacionaluri
identobis formirebis TvalsazrisiT.
1918 wels, damoukideblobis gamocxadebis Semdeg, saqarTvelos demokratiulma mTavrobam gaatara mniSvnelovani
reformebi ganaTlebis sistemaSi. mTavrobam ganaTlebis saministrosTan erTad SeimuSava gaerovnebis politika, rac
gamoixata qveynis administraciuli da kulturuli dawese-
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bulebebis gaqarTulebaSi/gaerovnulebaSi, erovnuli mimarTulebebis danergvaSi qveynis politikuri, ekonomikuri da
kulturuli cxovrebis sxvadasxva sferoSi. magaliTad, saswavlo dawesebulebebis gaerovnebis politika warmoadgenda
qarTuli enis ganviTarebis axal, farTo saxelmwifo programas. savaldebulo gaxda qarTuli enis swavleba maTTvis,
vinc am enas ar flobda. aseve, savaldebulod gamocxadda saqarTvelos istoriisa da saqarTvelos geografiis swavla.
swavlebis nacionalizaciam da qarTuli enis politikis SemuSavebam dRis wesrigSi daayena erovnuli umciresobebis sakiTxic saganmanaTleblo da kulturul dawesebulebebSi.
sakanonmdeblo doneze SemuSavda mTeli rigi debuleba, romlic gamoirCeoda erovnuli umciresobebisadmi demokratiuli midgomebiTa da maTTvis swavlebis xelSewyobiT. aseve,
saqarTvelos demokratiuli respublikis saganmanaTleblo
politikis mniSvnelovan gamowvevas warmoadgens ganaTlebis
mdgomareobis sakiTxis dasma afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis
regionebSi. saqarTvelos demokratiuli respublikis saganmanaTleblo politikam zogadad gansazRvra qarTuli politikuri da nacionaluri proeqtis ZiriTadi struqturebi,
rac gamoixata ganaTlebis sferoSi gatarebuli reformebiT. Sesabamisad, Cven davinaxavT, rom:
1. qarTuli saxelmwifo erTaderTi misaRebi politikuri
formaa qarTveli eris ganviTarebisaTvis, rogorc eri – saxelmwifos ganviTarebisaTvis.
2. dasavleTi qarTuli demokratiuli saxelmwifos ganviTarebis modelia.
3. saqarTvelo tolerantuli qveyanaa, romelic Tavis
teritoriaze aRiarebs kulturulad gamorCeul eTnikur
umciresobebs, Tumca maTgan qarTuli erovnuli proeqtisadmi loialobas moiTxovs.
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nino xidiSeli
marTvisa da komunikaciis saerTaSoriso
saswavlo universiteti

qarTuli damwerlobis roli da mniSvneloba krebulis
„qarTuli anbani _ 33 emocia“ kvaldakval
Cveni anbanis, enisa da damwerlobis unikalurobaze, gansakuTrebulobasa da siZveleze mravali welia naSromebs
qmnian ara mxolod qarTveli mecnierebi, aramed ucxoeli
mklevrebic.
erovnul simdidres, romelic Tavis TavSi qarTul azrovnebasac moicavs, sxvadasxva dros araerTma mweralma Tu
poetma miuZRvna rogorc mxatvruli nawarmoebebi, aseve publicisturi werilebi da narkvevebi. Tamamad SeiZleba iTqvas,
TiTqmis ar darCenila mwerali, poeti, mecnieri, romelic
Tavis SemoqmedebaSi, naazrevSi aRniSnul sakiTxs Tundac
mcire doziT mainc ar Sexeboda.
qarTuli anbanis mniSvnelobaze msjeloba, kvlevebi aqtualurobas arasodes kargavs. amis dadasturebaa Tundac
bolodroindeli ramdenime sagulisxmo faqti. 2014 wels
cnobili gaxda, rom Cveni anbani msoflios xuT lamaz damwerlobas Soris mesame adgilzea, xolo iuneskom 2016 wels
„qarTuli anbanis sami saxeobis cocxali kultura“ aramaterialuri kulturuli memkvidreobis warmomadgenelobiT
nusxaSi Seitana. qarTuli anbanis ganviTarebis istoriaSi
masStaburi, STambeWdavi movlena gaxldaT 2018 wels gamarTuli frankfurtis wignis bazroba, sadac saqarTvelo sapatio stumris statusiT moevlina msoflio sazogadoebas.
qarTulma mxarem waradgina anbanTqeba da wigni „qarTuli anbani 33 emocia“, romlebiTac Cvens sityvakazmul mwerlobas,
keTilxmovan enas farTo sazogadoebac gaecno.
Cveni moxsenebis Tema swored aRniSnul krebuls exmianeba.
misi mizania SeviswavloT qarTul anbanze 33 Tanamedrove qarTveli mwerlisa Tu poetis mier gansxvavebuli mwerluri ostatobiT, xelweriT Seqmnili teqstebi da gamovkveToT, raze
akeTeben isini aqcents Cveni TviTmyofadobisa da identobis
ganmsazRvrel ZiriTad niSaze werisas. amasTanave, SedarebiTi
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analizis safuZelze warmovaCenT maTi winamorbedebis, klasikosi Semoqmedebis naazrevs qarTuli samyaros Semmecnebelze.
kvlevis amgvarad warmarTva saSualebas mogvcems gavaanalizoT sxvadasxva Taobis qarTveli Semoqmedis gansxvavebuli formiT Tu stiliT, damokidebulebiTa da emociiT gamoxatuli naazrevi qarTul enaze, qarTul damwerlobaze,
„adamianad yofnis niSanze“; siRrmiseulad SeviswavloT sakvlevi Tema da warmovadginoT Cveni daskvnebi.

Tamar jafoSvili
saqarTvelos sapatriarqos wmida andria
pirvelwodebulis saxelobis qarTuli universiteti

arqauli leqsika originalsa da TargmanSi
(romanebis ,,azazelisa da ,,pikis valetis“ magaliTze)
boris akuninis originaluri teqstebisa da maTi qarTuli Targmanebis SepirispirebiTi analizi mowmobs imas, rom
Targmanis procesSi transformirdeba originalis vertikaluri konteqsti, rac arTulebs interteqstualuri elementebis gamovlenasa da dekodirebas. miuxedavad amisa, Tanamedrove kvlevebi gvaZlevs saSualebas axleburad mivudgeT
postmodernistul nawarmoebTa Targmnis problemas.
arqauli leqsikis stilisturi funqciebis Seswavla boris akuninis nawarmoebebSi gvaZlevs saSualebas, gavigoT avtoris ideuri Canafiqri da srulyofilad aRviqvaT mis mier
aRwerili movlenebi. boris akuninis nawarmoebebSi arqauli
leqsika gamoiyeneba rogorc stilizaciis saSualeba da rogorc teqstis qronotopis organizaciis xerxi.
boris akuninis deteqtivSi moqmedeba xdeba mecxramete
saukunis ruseTSi. amitom gasakviri arc aris, rom avtori
xSirad mimarTavs arqaizmebs. ra Tqma unda, uamravi nawarmoebia iseTi, romelSic Semoqmedi sxvadasxva epoqas aRwers,
magram ar iyenebs arqaizmebs. boris akunini is mweralia, romelsac swored arqauli leqsika gamoarCevs.
samwuxarod, aris iseTi SemTxvevebi, rodesac dednis arqauli leqsika TargmanSi saerTod gamotovebulia. amis gamo
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mkiTxveli mis arsebobasac ver igebs. zogan Targmani interpretirebulia. kerZod, mosuliSvili Targmnisas xandaxan
bevr zedmet sityvas iyenebs. arqaizmTa umetesi nawili gadmotanilia Tanamedrove qarTuli eniT, amitom TargmanSi
dednis arqauli leqsika saerTod ikargeba. arqaizmi gvxvdeba, magaliTad, beJeckaias saxlis xsenebisas. mas akunini uwodebs ,,чертог“. rusuli enis leqsikonebis mixedviT, ,,чертог“
moZvelebuli sityvaa da niSnavs brwyinvale Senobas, sasaxles. samwuxarod, qarTul TargmanSi es arqaizmi saerTod gamotovebulia. mTargmnelis mier arqauli leqsikis gamoyenebisasac vxvdebiT uzustobebs, magaliTad, ,,boqouli“ – nacvlad ,,boqauli“, ,,mowma“ – nacvlad ,,mowme“. mTargmneli iyenebs zmnebs mkiTxvelisTvis gaugebari formiT: ,,SeirbineviT“, ,,daswereviT“, daasruleviT“, ,,vifiqrevi“ da sxva.
mTargmnelobiTi Secdomebis klasifikaciisa da sistematizaciis aqtualuroba ganpirobebulia imiT, rom Tanamedrove globalur samyaroSi sul ufro da ufro izrdeba moTxovna mTargmnelobiTi saqmianobisadmi, sadac kulturaTaSorisi komunikacia warmoadgens urTierTobis normasa da
socialur urTierTqmedebas.

giorgi jRarkava
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

piris deiqsisiT gamoxatuli referenciuloba qarTvelur
enaTa andazebSi
andazis, rogorc interdisciplinuri kvlevis obieqtis,
Seswavla sakuTriv lingvisturi TvalsazrisiT aqtualuri
da gadaudebeli saqmea, radgan cnobilia, rom paremiul fondSi kargad Cans eris kultura da azrovnebis Tavisebureba.
amasTan, andazebSi aisaxeba mocemuli enis imanenturi buneba
da sityvaTqmnadobis SesaZleblobebi. andaza iqmneba erTi piris mier, romelic xan konkretulia, xanac – ganzogadebuli;
amitom, pirTa ganawilebisa da urTierTmimarTebis TvalsazrisiT andaza saintereso da Tavisebur suraTs warmoaCens. an-
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dazis enisTvis damaxasiaTebel Taviseburebebs Soris yuradRebas iqcevs piris deiqsisi da masTan dakavSirebuli pragmatikuli aspeqtebi. moxseneba exeba qarTul, megrul, lazur da
svanur andazebSi referenciulobis kategoriisa da I da II
pirTa funqciuri ganawilebis principebis asaxvas.
andazuri fondi referenciis TvalsazrisiT gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa, vinaidan andaza zogadreferentuli erTeulia da igi Seicavs raime ganzogadebul daskvnas, sibrZnes, romlis mniSvnelobac minimalurad aris damokidebuli
arsebul konteqstze, masSi monawile obieqtebze. aRweriTstatistikuri, istoriul-SedarebiTi da substituciis meTodebis gamoyenebiT saTanado empiriuli masalis analizi
aCvenebs, rom calkeul SemTxvevebSi qarTvelur enaTa andazebSi III piris nacvlad I an II piria gamoyenebuli. gramatikuli deiqsisis amgvari referencialurad neitralizebuli
gansxvaveba andazebSi dakavSirebulia garkveul pragmatul
konteqstebTan. kerZod:
i. molaparake piris gageba andazaSi ganzogadebulia orive ricxvis ‒ mxolobiTisa da mravlobiTis ‒ SemTxvevaSi. paremiebSi I piris pragmatuli Sinaarsi ver Tavsdeba gramatikuli I piris, anu realurad mosaubre piris, semantikaSi.
ii. molaparake piris gageba andazaSi imdenad ganzogadebulia, rom igi gamoiyeneba ara erTi konkretuli, aramed nebismieri adamianis Sinagani gancdebis, gamocdilebisa da
emociebis gamosaxatavad, ris gamoc, I pirs andazaSi gansakuTrebuli datvirTva eZleva – met damajereblobas sZens
andazis Sinaarss. mosaubre msjelobs sakuTari gamocdilebidan gamomdinare, iZleva garkveul rCeva-darigebebs da
amiT uSualo kavSirsac amyarebs msmenelTan;
iii. andazebSi II piric xSirad ganzogadebulia da moklebulia konkretizacias. Sen formiT warmodgenili mimarTvis
obieqti aris ara romelime konkretuli piri, aramed zogadad xalxi. amasTan, es ukanaskneli, I pirTan SedarebiT, gacilebiT produqtiulia, risi mizezic is aris, rom andazaSi II
piri msmenelisadmi mimarTvis uSualo obieqtia.
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Lela Abdushelishvili

International Black Sea University

Developing intercultural competence in the process of developing
mediation skills while teaching business communication
The business world today is facing a lot of challenges. To be more
specific, corporate models and technologies are permanently developing
with the view of meeting the requirements of customers in the most
efficient manner, there is much focus on increased customer satisfaction
and the growing demand for working under changing circumstances.
Another challenge is internationalization of business and related
demands. All this creates the need for having special skills and strategies
to be able to handle the tasks and responsibilities effectively and
communicate with confidence and a team approach which should lead to
win-win solutions. From this perspective, in the process of teaching
business communication it is crucial to develop intercultural competence
and at the same time enhance mediation skills for getting to win-win
solutions which yields numerous benefits provided that mediation skills
assist the parties work together with the view of developing their own
agreement and move forward.
Two methods of research were used in the process: observation and
in-depth interview by means of which it was determined that to get the
desired results and ensure satisfaction of both parties, it is essential for
the participants in the communication process to use mediation skills,
competence of establishing positive communication with the opponent,
create respective impression about cultural peculiarities of the opponent
and express maximum effort to achieve the final outcome.
Sara Ahmadova

National Museum of History of Azerbaijan

The role of Mountain Jews in the Development of Jewellery Art of
Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan is a country with a rich cultural and spiritual heritage
and traditions of tolerance. Azerbaijan, located at the crossroads of
various civilizations for many centuries has become famous as a country
where the atmosphere of national cultural diversity was formed.
The population of Azerbaijan, including Baku, increased as a result
of the development of the oil industry in the 19th century. Ethnic map of
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Azerbaijan changed by the coming of foreigners from all over the world.
At the same time, it paved the way for the increase in different kinds of
art in Azerbaijan cities. One of the types of art was jewellery. There
were members of Mountain Jews among the jewellers of Azerbaijan. In
the following period, they became famous not only in Azerbaijan but
also in all South Caucasus.
Mountain Jews compactly live in Red Sloboda of Guba, the region
of Azerbaijan, separately in Oghuz, Gabala and Baku cities. The term
“Mountain Jews” was firstly mentioned by Russian researchers in the
19th century. Mountain Jews from the settlement in Azerbaijan territory
began to actively take part in the socio-political life of Azerbaijan. There
were various opinions about Azerbaijan Jews in history. One group of
historians claims that they were migrated, others state that they were one
of the parts of “tat” (one of the Iranian ethnic group) ethnic group and
later adopted Judaism.
There have been no ethnic and religious conflict between
Azerbaijanis and Jewish people from ancient periods till today. The
Mountain Jews in Azerbaijan do not have any problems in maintaining
their national and religious traditions and ethnicity in general.
Eter Bokelavadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

International Recognition of the Autocephaly of the Orthodox
Church of Georgia and Attitude of the Orthodox Church of
Alexandria (The 80s of XX Century)
For Georgian Apostolic Orthodox Church the 80s of 20th century
was a period of significant events. The relevance of the era has been
determined by both the religious policy of the Soviet authorities of that
period and the processes that used to take place in international political
and ecclesiastical circles, which had an impact on the activities of the
Georgian Orthodox Church.
The object of our research is one of the most urgent problems of the
80s of the last century _ the international recognition of the
Autocephaly of Georgian Orthodox Church and patriarchal title and an
attitude of the ancient Patriarchate of Alexandria.
It is well known that in the second half of the 20th century, the
Patriarchates of Georgia and Constantinople were intensively working
on the recognition of the historical autocephaly of the Georgian
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Apostolic Church; though the World Patriarchate had the ambiguous
attitude towards this issue. Besides, in the official epistles or Greek
ecclesiastical calendars sent from the World Patriarchate of
Constantinople to Georgia, the Church of Georgia was always
mentioned as an autonomous church, with its Patriarch mentioned as
archbishop. Despite repeated statements of Georgian Patriarchate
regarding falsification of its status, the attitude of the Greek side on this
issue has not changed for a long time. The dialogue between the two
patriarchates had been going on for years, which obviously put the
Georgian Church in a difficult position. In the given situation, the
support of the ecclesiastical circles of the world, especially the support
of the ancient Orthodox patriarchates, was of great importance for
Georgian Patriarchate.
The ancient Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria, which in that
period used to have a tradition of centuries-old relations and close
ecclesiastical and diplomatic cooperation with Georgian church, played
an important role in this regard.
The work reflects the main trends of relations between the
Patriarchates of Georgia and Alexandria in the 80s of 20th century; The
struggle of Georgian Church for international recognition of its
historical rights and the attitude of the Orthodox Church of Alexandria,
which contributed significantly to the resolution of the issue in favour of
the Georgian Church.
Nino Bokelavadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Biblical Bases of Pshav-Khevsurian Customs and Traditions
It is well known that religion plays an important role in shaping the
culture of any nation. In many cases, exactly religious dogmas form the
basis for different kinds of customs or traditions. However, the nation's
mentality and attitude of the society towards the perceptions of religious
dogmas must also be considered. When the belief of the society is
merged with common sense, then tradition is conceived in its essence
and is not solely based on the behavioural heritage of ancestors. But if
society is focused only on the precise performance of the cult rituals of
its ancestors and does not try to understand its content, then this path,
over time, will undoubtedly lead to the distortion of various dogmas,
and as a result, the tradition will lose its original, true roots. Within the
scope of this work, our goal is to provide a comprehensive study of the
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customs and traditions of Georgian mountaineers, and in particular their
religious bases. Old Testament law and parallels with Pshav-Khevsurian
traditions such as marriage, host and guest, the redemption of sin from
“Khati” (holy religious place), blood feuding (revenge), the Sabbath of
Rest etc. We also find interesting the similarities between the PshavKhevsurian and the old-testament laws, in particular, the rules of the
outcast and corporal punishment (stoning). The study is based on both
biblical texts and Pshav-Khevsurian traditions and writings, as well as
the works of various scholars.
We can conclude that the bases of most rules and traditions existing
in mountain people, lay in old-testimonial religion. Highlanders'
commitment to these traditions was so strong, that even after the born of
Savior, in spite of the changing of a number of ancient dogmas, some
people from Eastern mountain regions of Georgia still continued to
follow these traditions in the 19th century as well.
In many cases, it was a lack of moral judgment and a blind
realization of the behavioural heritage of ancestors, what in some cases
estranges mentality of the mountaineers from Christian ideology, what
in its very essence is based on humanitarian principles. Thus, the above
is a reason that many traditions have been influenced by various, local
religious factors.
Mzisa Buskivadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Modernization Process and Problem of Identity in Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpinar’s Works (Novels: A Mind at Peace and The Time
Regulation Institute)
The modernization process in Turkish literature is directly related to
the processes that have historically unfolded in the country. Embracing
the western orientation by the Ottoman Empire in the 19th century
stemmed from the reality that could be identified as a regression of
thought. The very regression was related to the depletion of available
intellectual or physical resources. In 1839, the country’s pro-European
course was officially declared by Tanzimât Fermâni (i.e. the Tanzimât
Edict). The modernization-related process which affected almost every
area of public life caused dualism of the same society. Modernization in
literature manifested itself in terms of both genre and subject matter as
well as esthetics. The issue of pseudo-modernization occupies an
important place in the works of writers of the Tanzimât period. The
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modernization-related difficulties have become even more evident in the
Turkish literature of the Republican period. The aforementioned
difficulty proves itself not only at the social but also on the individual
level. The focus shifts to the national identity.
The very topic represents one of the vital themes in Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpinar’sworks. His writings clearly reveal the dualistic sentiments of
the society that result from the conflict between national and European
values. The novels that have been selected for further analysis, reveal
certain similarities. Both novels underline the risk of identity loss due to
“new age”, “new ideology”. The threat itself is a result of the complete
denial of the nation’s past experiences and blind acceptance of the
European values. Despite the age difference, the novel’s protagonists
perceive the temporal triad of past, present and future as an unbroken
chain. There are characters in both novels who provide an example of
best experiences, traditions and values of the past. Through the
description of the environment, and depiction of ruined and empty
buildings as well as pale-faced and unhealthy men, the author
emphasizes the actual reality that the society is facing. It is noteworthy
that the given reality is more of a “pathology” of consciousness, rather
than the physical reality.
The main character of the novel entitled A Mind at Peace is a young
man educated in Europe who is focused more on his inner rather than
the outer world. He does not believe that Europe is to be blamed, but
rather identifies unhealthy consciousness of the society as a problem.
Hayri Irdal, the main character of the novel entitled The Time
Regulation Institute is fascinated by the “new age” ideas only because
he enjoys material well-being.
The novels have an underlying idea that willingness of the society is
essential for modernization since regression is otherwise inescapable.
Tamar Chankseliani

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Comparative-Controversial Analysis of Particles Expressing the
Denial of the Possibility of an Action in Kartvelian Languages
The present paper deals with the structural-semantic analysis of
particles that express the denial of the possibility of an action in
Kartvelian languages. It aims to study the particles of this type in these
languages using the comparative method in order to reveal common and
different linguistic characteristics.
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As known, in the Georgian language, the denial of possibility is
expressed by the negative particles ver “cannot” that has a number of
equivalents in Svan, unlike Megrelian-Laz. The main part of them is deš
“cannot”, It is widespread in all four dialects of Svan. Except for the
listed particles, There is a particle in the Svanur language moš “cannot”,
which independently has no semantics. The forms with the particle moš
“cannot” in the construction denote not only the restriction of ability, but
also possession or lack of the ability, or, to be more precise, its
dubitability.
This difference in number conditioned the creation of this work.
Since the structural-semantic analysis of negative particles based on the
empirical material of Kartvelian languages is a complex issue, we have
decided to study only those particles that express the denial of the
possibility of an action in Kartvelian languages in terms of contrast and
comparison.
Although at different times a number of scholars have worked on
the issue of particles expressing the denial of the possibility of an action
and published their papers, our research topic is relevant because it can
fill the gap that is specifically related to the semantic equivalence of the
forms of the particle ver “cannot” in Kartvelian languages. The issues
analyzed in the work are important in terms of the comparative
morphology of Kartvelian languages, as well as to find the difficulties
caused by different stylistic peculiarities during the process of
translation.
The work consists of the introduction, the main parts of the text and
the conclusion. It is accompanied by the table of contents, the list of the
used literature and references. The introduction gives information about
the goals of the research, the used methods and the history of studying
the issue. It tells about the topicality of the research and the tasks to
achieve the desired results.
The theoretical part of the work is based on Georgian and foreign
scientific papers concerning the issue published at different times. The
abundant empirical material based on a) published texts, b) electronic
sources and c) the material obtained during the field works in Svaneti
and Samegrelo in 2018-2019 has been processed.
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Sophio Chkhatarashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Problem of Nationalism and National Identity In Ukrainian
Literary Discourse in the 60s of the 20th Century
Twentieth-century Ukraine offers a variety of panoramas in terms of
literary processes, literary life, and deserves the attention of both
philologists and historians alike. Its second half is particularly
interesting, as the transition phase of each century. The writers famous
with the name of “Sixties” started to appear in the 60s of the XX
century. They bring youth, poetry filled with novelty and experiments.
Their activity is called Coincides with the period of "Thaw". This is the
era when the question of national identity and cultural identity in
literature and art come to the forefront (in the Soviet space). The blurred
boundaries of Soviet hybrid and its cultural identity ("My Address is the
Soviet Union") made it more necessary for people to answer the
questions: who they are, where they come from and what they represent
("Everything can be chosen except for the homeland." V. Simonenko;
"The Ukraine is called everything: a factory, a department store, a shop
..." L. Kostenko; " Literature is to serve the National Case, National
Idea" B. Antonenko-Davidovich"); Consequently, the young writers
were assigned an important mission in this regard.
Dmitro Pavlychko, Lina Kostenko, Ivan Drach, Mykola
Vigranovsky and others have created brilliant works that do not lose
their relevance today due to their talent and innovation. Meetings at Ivan
Svitlichny's House; Boris Antonenko-Davidovich's Studies about the
Ukrainian Language; Ivan Dziuba's monograph "Internationalism or
Russification"; Vasil Simonenko's diaries; Samizdats by Lina Kostenko;
Alla Horska's painting as a performance against the Iron Curtain- this is
an incomplete list of facts and events that eventually created the
phenomenon of "sixties."
The more the Soviet authorities sought to rationalize the Ukrainian
people, the stronger the longing for national identity became, the more
the problem of the individual emerged. National means individual and
on the contrary, own equals to national; This is a slogan of the Sixties,
that was not censored. The literary discourse expressing national identity
was perceived in itself as a dissident act or movement.
The Sixties writers considered as their duty to continue the tradition
of "Executed Renaissance" writers in literature and create a new culture.
In the century imbued with the ideology of socialist realism and in the
more or less modernized writings, the work of the 'Sixties' served the
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function of oxygen for the reader. However, the price was not very
favourable for dissent opinions and speech.
The question of nationalism and national identity in Ukrainian
literature is related to the period of "Thaw" and the work of the
"Sixties". Folk and ethnocultural motives are quite organic for writers
working in a period of persecution and social oppression.
Omiko Ejibia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Al-Idrisi about Georgia
The thesis discusses the knowledge of Al-Idris about Georgia. AlIdrisi was one of the most famous Arab-Muslim geographers from the
middle ages (12th century). The paper starts with an overview of AlIdrisi’s work in general and its publications and translations in the 19th21st centuries. The goal is to show information that was given by AlIdrisi comparing to some other Arab-Muslim geographers’ works from
the medieval times (such as Ibn Khurdadbeh from 10th century).
Herewith, there is a short definition of Al-Idris's work “The Book of
Rojer’’ it’s creation, structure, and survey of the chapters where
information about Georgia can be found. The most important part of the
thesis focuses on maps created by Al-Idrisi (two maps in the case of the
thesis) contrast to the 19th-century scholar K. Miller's (one section from
the world map) re-created world map and toponyms indicated on it
which are connected to the research.
In addition, one of the most specific parts is a distance in between
Tbilisi and towns of Asia Minor (For example the way from Malatya to
Tbilisi). Such kind of information given by Arab-Muslim historians or
geographers from the middle ages is very rare. On the other hand, there
is a traditional description of routes and destinations in the regional level
(in between towns of Armenia, Ar-Ran, and Azarbaijan) given by AlIdrisi which can be found with other Arab-Muslim geographers’ works.
The thesis will be interesting for scholars who are interested in the
history and historical-geography of Georgia and medieval Arabic sources.
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Linda Eltermane
University of Latvia

The Center of Intercultural Dialogue of Academic Library of
University of Latvia as a tool for developing Latvian-Georgian
relations
The research is devoted to the analysis of the activities of the Center
of Intercultural Dialogue of Academic Library of University of Latvia
and its role in the development of Latvian-Georgian relations in the field
of science, education, culture and art. Even though Academic Library of
University of Latvia (founded in 1524) is one of the oldest libraries in
Europe and a centre of culture and knowledge of national importance, it
successfully combines the classical values of the library, the latest
technologies and a very active intercultural dialogue. The Center of
Intercultural Dialogue, which includes a number of countries, incl.
Georgian information centres, cooperates with foreign libraries,
educational and cultural institutions, embassies, students, researchers,
national communities, and also organize cultural and educational events,
exhibitions and conferences, thus actively participating in the work of
the library and its promotion. The research, on the example of the
Georgian information centre (founded in 2014), shows how the opening
and activities of such a structure influence the exchange of information
between Latvia and Georgia, the popularization and promotion of
Georgia and it’s culture, science, art and traditions in the Latvian space.
Erdoğan Bada, Yonca Özkan

Hakkari University/Çukurova University

English Language Teachers’ views on Nativeness
and Non-nativeness of English Teachers
The debate of world Englishes hasintroduced some novelties to
teaching English within a lingua franca perspective that isrelevant to the
current position of English.Based on the current status of English,
communication with only native groups of people does not seem
realistic for English language learners. Thus, it hardly is applicable to
present one single standardized model of English to English language
learners. Instead, it becomes rather significant to offer them a nonstandardized English language by introducing world Englishes from
different cultural and linguistic backgrounds since the knowledge of
English canno longer be constrained to one single variety. This study
tries to figure out native and nonnative English speaking teachers’
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differences in a teaching context from a nonnative English speaking
teachers’ perspective. Collecting data from an open-ended questionnaire
and semi-structured interviews, the study aims to draw a clear picture of
what nonnative English speaking teachers think about themselves and
their counterparts, native English-speaking teachers, at their institution.
The study has some significant implications regarding English language
teaching, attitude towards native and nonnative speaking teachers.
Aslan Allahshukur Gasimov

ANAS National Museum of History of Azerbaijan

Nakhchivan Archaeological Culture (Based on pottery collection
of National Museum of History of Azerbaijan)
As a part of the South, Caucasus Azerbaijan has a great history and a
rich culture. Findings unearthed during archaeological excavations are the
pieces of evidence of that. Nakhchivan Archaeological culture appeared in
the Middle Bronze Age. During the Bronze era, five cultures were formed
in Azerbaijan territories. Nakhchivan culture differed from the others for
its potteries. Potteries found during archaeological excavations mostly
were polychrome painted. So, in archaeological literature, this culture is
largely called Painted Pottery culture.
Most settlements of Nakhchivan culture were found in the territory of
Nakhchivan and Urmia region of Iran. Firstly, the Gizilburun settlement
was excavated by the researchers in the early 20th century. Some
monuments have thick layers of this culture while the others are
represented with the materials above the settlement. The second types
were semi-nomadic habitations for Middle Bronze age people. Kultepe I,
Kultepe II, Shahtakhti, Shortepe, Goytepe, Haftavantepe, Dinkatepe are
the main monuments of Painted Pottery culture.
During archaeological excavations, potteries – jars, bowls, jugs, etc.
were unearthed from the Painted Pottery layer of monuments.
Predominantly polychrome painted ceramics were decorated with
geometric ornaments. But we come across anthropomorphic, zoomorphic
and plant drawings on potteries, too. These decorations allow us to
understand the mental outlook of the Middle Bronze age human and to
learn ideas of that society. Furthermore, we observe astral symbols on
potteries. It can be related to religious beliefs of humans.
National Museum of History of Azerbaijan has a sizable collection of
artefacts related to mentioned culture. I will speak of the potteries and
ornaments on those potteries of Nakhchivan culture and try to share my
point of view about the problem.
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Salome Gegetchkori

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Term gamotsana “Riddle” in Georgian and Megrelian:
Structure and Semantics1
A riddle is a genre of oracy that describes a subject or an event in
equivoques not mentioning them. It is framed so as to exercise one’s
ingenuity in answering it or discovering its meaning. By its specificity,
purpose and the chronology of its creation, a riddle is one of the genres
of oracy the origin of which is related to the perception of the world in
the human consciousness and to starting thinking in this direction. In
Georgian and Megrelian different terms are used to denote this genre. It
should be noted that the Georgian language is distinguished by the
diversity considering the data of Old Georgian. The Georgian material
can be structurally divided as follows:
• One-word
• „gamocana“, (2) „axsna“, (3) „igavi“, (4) „gamocaneba“, (5)
“amicana”
• Two-word(syntagm)
(6) „asaxsneli sitq̇ va“, (7) „kceuli sitq̇ va“, (8) „dafaruli sitq̇ vaj“, (9)
„sacnauri sitq̇ vaj“, (10) „ʒniad-sacnobeli sitq̇ vaj“, (11) „aġqsaxsneli
sitq̇ vaj“, (12) „gasaqsneli sitq̇ vaj“, (13) „satargmanebeli sitq̇ vaj“.
• Three-word (just one term)
(14) „asaxsnelni leqs-rḳveulni sitq̇ vani“.
As for Megrelian, it uses one term (a phrase) to denote a riddle:
„emoore–moore“ (< „e mu ore, mu ore“ that says “what is this? what
is this?”). Despite the difference in structural models, in the Georgian
and Megrelian terms, the purpose and functional value of a riddle are
clearly seen.
The topic of the paper is relevant because the analysis of the terms
leads us to the issue of periodization of this genre which shows its long
history and importance.
We have used descriptive-statistical and comparative-contrastive
methods when analyzing the material.

1

The research has been financed by Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation
of Georgia [Grant Project MR-18-3142].
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Sophiko Geliashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Problem of Identity in Djuna Barnes’ “Ladies Almanack”
The search for identity was an imperative in modernist literature of
the 1920s, culminating in the cult classic works of American writer
Djuna Barnes. “Ladies Almanack” (1928) describes the life of elite
women and lesbian atmosphere in Natalie C. Barney's salon in Paris. In
“Almanack” Barnes imitates writings of English literature of Restoration
period and it is a parody of the traditional almanack form. In the article,
I discuss the reinventing of womanhood and quest for female identity.
Barnes’ characters’ search for identity goes far beyond the sexual
orientation and results in search of the core essence of the personality.
Identity bifurcation, the subconscious and internal conflict with two
distinct sexes play a significant role in the quest for female identity and
leads us to allusions to mythic Tiresias.
Paper puts forth the somewhat controversial position that
“Almanack” can be described as lesbian
literature. From my point of view, it is inadmissible to analyze this
novel from only a lesbian perspective.
“Almanack” is not just a lesbian-themed novel but is famous for its
difficult content and structure. Research methods include deconstruction
and close reading.
Research showed factors that led Barnes’s characters to identity
bifurcation, human alienation and resulted in collapse of the identity:
The great disappointment, emotional devastation caused by the World
War I that led to meaningless relationships; the major theories of
psychology and attempt of modernist writers which were using
archetypes in order to wake up the forgotten inborn feelings and
instincts from the depths of human existence.
Research led me to the conclusion that the way Barnes arises identity
problem, using parody and multiform modernist discourse, assumes a
certain view of personal identity. In particular, we cannot put people in one
specific identity frame and as there is no one sexual identity.
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Maguli Ghambashidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Modal Verb „khel-tsipheba“ in Georgian Literary Language1
At first in Georgian literary language different kinds of modal
semantics were expressed by analytical forms. On the one hand, internal or
acquired ability and knowledge (“Subject oriented” dynamic modality) and
opportunity, determined by situation (“Neutral” dynamic modality), on the
other hand, command, prohibition, permission, to have a right/not to have a
right, incitement, dare (Deontic modality) were expressed by „kheltsipheba“ analytical form in Old and Middle Georgian literary language.
Except from „khel-tsipheba“ analytical form we have one more
analytical dynamic and deontic modal “dzal-uts“ and its analytical and
synthetic variants in the Georgian language. Consequently, it appears that
the Georgian language, as well as many other languages, is characterized by
the expression of different modal semantics with one form. Which, in the
case of complex verbs, should be conditioned by the semantics of their
constituent noun components.
The verb „khel-tsipheba“ has got not only interesting semantic, it also
has an interesting form as well. „Tsipheba“ form uses both objective and
subjective forms for creating the analytical form. We can rarely see the
subjective forms of the verb „tsipheba“ in Old and Middle Georgian
language. The verb „khel-vitsiphe“ contextually expresses deontic
modality and both types of dynamic modality, “Subject oriented” and
“Neutral” dynamic modality.
As for the objective forms of „khel-tsipheba“, they were frequently
used in Old and Middle Georgian language in the contexts of deontic and
dynamic modalities.
The empirical material shows, that both subjective and objective forms
of the verb „khel-tsipheba“ create infinitive construction when they
express different modal semantics. As a rule, we have preposition of
subjective and objective forms of „khel-tsipheba“ and infinitive in
Adverbial or in Nominative cases, for instance: „Vergha ukue khelvitsiphe
ganrinebad“ [Mgz., G. Aval., 96:22, Titus] (I could not let him go);
„Vervis Kheletsiphebis monebai orta uphaltai“ [Dzv. Kart. Ag. Dzeg. I,
274:18, Titus] (No one can be slave of two gods).
The semantic equivalent of the verb „khel-tsipheba“ in expressing
deontic and dynamic modality in Old and Middle Georgian language is the
1

This work was supported by Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation
(SRNSF), 218000 “The Category of Modality in the Georgian Language”.
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analytical verb „dzal-uts“. Though the comparison of the editions of Georgian Gospel expresses us that the mentioned analytical verbs do not show
editorial differences (besides the one exception): „ver khel-etsiphebis
motsaphe-khophad chemda” [L. 6:39, CDEFGHIK] (He can’t be my pupil).
Along with the verb, „khel-tsipheba“ other analytical infinitive forms
were also used in Old Georgian language: khelmtsiphebai akus,
khelmtsiphe ars.
Analytical production from the X-XI centuries begins with the transition
to synthetic production (Kavtaradze 1964:162). It is interesting, that even
though for the verb „khel-tsipheba“ a synthetic form expressing both deontic
and dynamic modal semantics is not found, it is true, that in Middle Georgian
texts there is synthetic verb „khelmtsiphobs“ (khel-etsiphebis> khelmtsiphe>
khelmtsiphobs), but this form did not gain the modal semantic.
„Khelmtsiphobs“ means: He is the King, The Lord (KEGL, 1986:578).
Obviously, this verb implies possession and right, but we can’t reckon the
verb „khelmtsiphobs“ as an equivalent of the synthetic verb „sheudzlia“,
which was developed in Old Georgian language as a synonym of the
analytical verb „dzal-uts“ and in Modern Georgian is one of the main means
of expressing dynamic and deontic modal semantics. Apart from this, the
analytical form „kheltsipheba“ is still sporadically used in modern discourse,
apart from the contexts of expressive dynamic modal semantics.
Tamta Ghonghadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Interrelationship between Ilia Chavchavadze’s and VazhaPshavela’s Prose
Vazha-Pshavela’s prose is diverse. In addition to the personification
of nature, which is most frequently discussed, other motives are also
interesting and important in his short stories. By observation of those
short stories, the following two ideological directions are distinguished:
the first direction, in which the influence of Tergdaleulebi is quite big
and with which Vazha continues their path, and the second direction,
which is an individual ideological direction of the writer and which
presents absolutely new and different part of the author’s worldview.
My article reviews the ideological and literary influence of the prosaic
work of Ilia Chavchavadze, one of the most significant representatives
of Tergdaleulebi, on Vazha-Pshavela’s short stories. From this point of
view, I will review the short stories, such as: ‘The Mill’, ‘Mutsela’,
‘Darejani’, ‘Erem-Serem-Suremiani’, ‘My Trip to Erem-Serem-
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Suremiani’, etc. The comparative analysis of Ilia Chavchavadze and
Vazha-Pshavela’s short stories shows that Vazha-Pshavela uses Ilia
Chavchavadze’s techniques of presenting a character. For example, the
main character of a short story ‘Mutsela’, by his physical
characterization and his attitude to life, reminds the readers of Luarsab
Tatkaridze from the story ‘Is He Human This Man?!’. This short story
includes the elements of satire as well, on which the influence of Ilia
Chavchavadze’s writing style is quite obvious. In the above-mentioned
stories, the main messages of the authors are quite close to each other,
however, this interrelation is not ideological and Vazha-Pshavela
manages to show his individualism. Short stories Erem-SeremSuremiani’ and ‘My Trip to Erem-Serem-Suremiani’ convey the
author’s viewpoint on the political and social events happening in
Georgia in the 18th and 19th centuries. The main idea of those short
stories coincides with Ilia Chavchavadze’s viewpoints presented in
‘Letters of a Traveler’ and in his publicist letters. Vazha-Pshavela’s
short story ‘The Mill’ differs from the preexisting Georgian prose by its
plot and literary devices although, even in this case, the author’s
message is close to Ilia Chavchavadze’s viewpoints on social activity. A
short story ‘Darejani’ is also very interesting, the prototype of the main
character of which, in my opinion, is Otaraant Kvrivi (Otar’s widow).
Vazha-Pshavela’s individualism and innovative thinking are, of
course, most important for researching his work, however, in order to
form a complete idea of the author’s ideological and literary
development, it is necessary to research the influences and the
interrelationships with the authors, whose works were ahead of him or
coincided with Vazha-Pshavela’s work.
Tamar Ghughunishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

War within the Context of a Personal and Cultural Trauma (based
on works of Georgian and Iranian Authors)
The given work is focused on analyzing the latest wars in Georgia
and Iran through the prism of literature and seeks their representation
within the context of personal and cultural trauma. This article
emphasizes how 2008 Russo-Georgian- and 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq wars
have been reflected in literary works. It also offers a comparative
analysis and reviews of research outcomes.
Although there are numerous scholarly researches dedicated to the
aforementioned wars, certain issues still remain without a scientific
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spotlight. In addition, current scholarship lacks comparative analysis of
Georgia and Iran – two countries with completely different culture and
mentality – which is also indicative of the relevance of the research topic.
Jeffrey C. Alexander’s and Piotr Sztompka’s works on trauma and
its characteristics serve as a principal theoretical framework of this
article. An individual or groups of humans have different perceptions of
trauma and rational reflection of trauma gives chance to transform even
a devastating event into a new opportunity for positive changes.
Simultaneously, trauma can overwhelm an individual to such an extent
to render him/her incapable to cope with this dreadful event.
Literature plays a huge role in analyzing and properly reflecting upon
the important events of different periods. This is because literature perfectly
highlights humans and society’s attitude/outlook towards any given event.
Tamar Phkhakadze’s, Ana Kordzaia-Samadashvili’s, Bijan Najd’s and
Jamshid Khanian’s works, with their plots revolving around war and its
devastating outcome, have been selected for research purposes.
Zaal Gogenia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

18 July 1936 Coup d'État and the Attempts of Its Legitimization
during the First Period of the Francoist Regime
The legitimization of 18 July 1936 coup d’etat was one of the most
important tasks of Francoist lawyers.
They had to prove that the creation and existence of a Popular Front
government were illegal. They sought to justify the uprising as a legal act of
“resistance” against tyrannical authorities on the basis of various political
and juridical ideas; to argue that based on the principles of administrative
and military law the basic duty of the army was guarding the nation “under
the attack of the government”; within the categories of criminal law, to give
the qualification of “legal defence” (extreme necessity) to the “military
uprising”, which releases from the criminal responsibility.
In 1938 Franco's minister of internal affairs Ramón Serrano Suñer,
signed an order establishing a commission tasked with approving the
illegitimacy of the current Spanish government on July 18, 1936. The 23
members of the commission had to substantiate with “credible
evidence” the thesis that “the rebellion was not an act against the
government or against the law.” The article discusses in detail the
document which was elaborated by the Commission, so-called
“Dictamen,” according to which not only Popular Front’s rise to power,
but also the origins of the republic itself were illegal and the constitution
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was not a “fundamental statute of the country.” There were also listed
“crimes” committed by the government.
The “right of resistance” (ius resistendi) was one of the important
arguments for justifications of the coup. The activities of Sabino
Alvarez Gendin (University of Oviedo) are distinguished in this
direction. His arguments had a specific purpose – to justify the military
uprising by legal and traditional principles, that is, the right of rebellion
as a response on the oppressed by a tyrannical government, is a
universal right and at the same time it is typical of the traditional nature
of Spaniards. Based on various theories, Gendin argued that enslaved
people have the legal right to rebel against the government, but there are
three essential requirements: when all peaceful and legal measures are
exhausted when there is a high probability of success, and when the
uprising is proportional measure. The first two requirements according
to of Gendin were clear, as for to the third, it was less proportional
considering of results, but the victory of Communism in Spain would
have resulted in more terror than in the civil war. Thus, according to
Gendin, the sacrifice was worth it. The statements of Ignacio de
Lojendio (University of Seville) are also noteworthy in regard to the
right of resistance. The difference between Gendin and Lojendio is in
the source of inspiration. Lochendio’s views fit in the frames of the
philosophy of history, while the question of government’s legitimacy
shifts to the background. The right to rebel according to him is not an
ethical and moral obligation, but a natural act of necessity.
Isaiah Sanchez Tejerina (University of Salamanca) is a prominent
author in justifying the uprising in terms of “legal defence.” In his view,
the national uprising was an example of collective execution of legal
defence (though it is an individual act by its nature). According to him,
the uprising was at the same time proportional and necessary measure.
Another aspect of the justification of uprising was the issue of the
army’s duty. According to lawyer Jaime Masaveu, the army should
protect the nation, because it is a “natural social essence”, while the state
is a “political superfetation.” In the case of a dilemma, a soldier defends
the “nation” even if it means going against the state. So this postulate goes
back to the argument of the illegitimacy of the Republican government.
In the field of international law, the positions of Jose de Yanguas
Messia and Pedro Cortina Mauri are interesting.
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Liliana Gogichaishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

John Donne’s Love Poems – Tradition and Figurativeness
The works of the preeminent metaphysical poet John Donne and his
followers were forgotten and rejected almost for three centuries after
their time. At the beginning of the 1900s, the interest in the
metaphysical school became higher. As a poet, John Donne was reborn
from the first half of the 20th century and the vivid interest towards his
poetry is still on its highest point.
While talking about John Donne’s works, first of all, we are
preoccupied with special imagery and poetics typical for this poet. The
paper analyzes the main artistic methods and the ways of their use
resembled in Donne’s love poetry. Due to the discussion of several
poems, there is shown the role of metaphysical wit and conceit in the
poet’s secular verses. The paper also discusses the role of Ovid’s and
Petrarch’s tradition in Donne’s writings. On the other hand, there are
highlighted these main characteristics of Baroque, Mannerism and
Renaissance times that effected Donne’s works of arts.
Deeply intellectual and exquisite manner of writing is Donne’s one
of the biggest advantages. The author describes and discusses universal
truths by unifying contrasting ideas. The difficulties and paradoxes of
human existence presented in his works are still the greatest riddles for
even modern people. Therefore I believe that Georgian academics
should pay much attention to the studies of English Metaphysics and
especially to John Donne’s works.
The paper is based on the different types of literary researches
(Andreasen-John Donne. Conservative Revolutionary, Guss – Donne:
Petrarchist – Italiante Conceits and Love Theory in The Songs and
Sonets, Leishman – The Monarch of Wit: An Analytical and
Comparative Study of the Poetry of John Donne…) and presents John
Donne’s place in English literature.
Rusudan Gogokhia
European University

The role of Social Media in Language Learning
Social Media Language Learning is a learning approach that
concentrates on connecting interactive social media channels with language
learners. Studies indicate that language learning is both social and
interactive so this method facilitates learning. Social Media isn’t just about
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surfing the web, watching videos or clicking interesting links are at least
logical components of the method. The social aspect also allows connecting
to others, including learners yourself as well as native speakers. Using
videos, newscasts and conversations in chat groups to observe the cultural
aspects of a country where a target language is spoken can be a huge
advantage when it comes to learning. The biggest social media is Facebook.
It’s a great place to meet up and interact. There are groups for various and
specific languages and some groups communicate through the target
language so it becomes an immersive social media experience. The idea is
to learn through socializing. There are also tons of blogs about learning
other target languages. These blogs facilitate learning. YouTube is a social
media gold mine for language learners. The findings revealed that YouTube
is the most prominent tool being used both daily and weekly, and Wikis
were mainly used on a weekly basis. As the unofficial learning tools,
Facebook and WhatsApp could possibly reflect students’ preference of
tools for English learning. Those platforms induce more student-student
than student-teacher interactions. The high correlation between students’
sharing with and obtaining materials from each other to complete
assignments explains a high connection of social exchange activities among
students. Educators are advised to promote knowledge sharing of
collaborative learning, to raise students’ awareness of academic integrity
and also provide proper training.
Tamta Grigolia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Kenneth White’s Geopoetics and “The Man in the Panther’s Skin”
Reflections on space as a category have dominated in Western
thought, philosophy, literary studies, and culture since the 1960s. This
direction is often represented by the name of spatial turn (rotation), which
incorporates many space-related considerations. According to these
theories, the main way in which the text is formed, shaped, is space - it
defines the contextual side, the metaphors, the characters, and so on.
From the contemporary humanitarian concepts of space studies, in
this case, we will focus on Geopoetics and on the relation to Rustaveli's
the Man in the Panther’s Skin.
Geopoetics searches the impact of culture and, above all, the
creative processes on the structurization of the human world. The idea
and concept of Geopoetics belongs to Scottish writer and researcher
Kenneth White. K. White founded the International Institute of
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Geopoetics in 1989 to promote multicultural and transdisciplinary
research, on which he worked during the past decade.
According to White, Geopoetics begins when we allow something
to be possible. Unlike it, Geopolitics is a real space, what is on the map.
More precisely, Geopoetics is the "rewrite" of the real space. The text in
this case can be considered as an alternative map of the universe, I
mean, the so-called textual spaces, spatial texts created by the writer
within the text. For more clarity, Geopoetics is poetic geography. In this
case the place/space has its identity, content, memory. The memory
might be individual or collective.
The starting point for discussing the text in a geo-poetic context is
space, it is a major category. The textual space may be real (ie, actually
existing), fictional (so-called fantasy, fabulous, utopian) or real, but with
barcodes that are not specific to that particular place, processed faces
that are no longer identical to the real. One of the expressions of
geopoetics is the cultural self-sustaining of the territories, sometimes
referred to as "Geopoiesis". The expression of this is that within the text
the writer creates the desired territory of cities, different places, that is,
the writer creates so-called textual spaces.
In the modern humanitarian sciences, the study of ancient texts with
modern methods of text analysis is very relevant, which in many cases,
leads researchers to interesting results.
In this regard, I think the text of the Man in the Panther’s skin is
important, which is characterized by spatial diversity. As we have
mentioned, the most significant feature of geopoetic spaces is identity,
memory and content. In this context, I find the two spaces very interesting
from the poem - the Kadjeti fortress and the cave of Devis. Since evil and
goodness, whose alternation and struggle make up the perfect story of the
poem, is a kind of expression of identity, it is interesting to understand
these places as spaces of kind and evil. The cave, which, according to
traditional perception or in folklore, should be an abode of evil, turns into
a space of friendship and kindness (violating the traditional perception of
space), the "three-body armor" found there will help the heroes to
overthrow the poem's evil space - the Kadjeti fortress.
I think the comprehension of the poem in the discourse of the
presented theories will be an important novelty not only in Rustvelian
studies, but in Georgian literature in general, and another essential step
forward in establishing the MPS a worthy place in the modern world.
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Mariam Gurgenidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Spread Of Christianity in Denmark and Sweden
The research is related to the Scandinavian society in the Middle
Ages, more specifically the Viking Age (VIII-XI cc). In this case, I
discuss the issues of the establishment of Kingdoms in the Scandinavian
territory and the spread of Christianity, the activities of missionaries.
In the modern era, increasing interest in Scandinavian countries is
becoming more pressing. Nowadays, these countries create a model of
development for modern states, including Georgia.
It is obvious that the beginnings of these processes should be sought
in the history of the historical processes of the Middle Ages when the
Kingdom of Scandinavia is formed, Christianity has been extended.
The work aims to study the history of medieval European history,
particularly the spreading of Christianity in Scandinavian kingdoms,
based on consideration and analysis of Western European chroniclers,
travellers' works.
These issues are less well studied in Georgian scientific space and
the interest towards it is quite logical.
The work of the Rembert, known as the Saints by the Christian
Church, "The Life of Ansgar" by the Christian Church, the eminent
figure of the medieval emperor, the bishop of Hamburg-Bremen, is one
of the most important sources for the study of this epoch.
The work of the bishop Ansgari is directly related to the diplomatic
policy of the Kingdom of the Franks Kingdom in the North. On the
background of the description of the saint's work, the work contains
significant information about the native, cultural and socio-political life
of the Scandinavian population.
The author confidently testifies to the pagan beliefs of the
Scandinavian society, in contrast to their customs, the Christian
religion's superiority. Consequently, the nobility of the idea of
Christianization of the dictatorship of the Frank Emperor Louis Pius XI
and the Gentiles.
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Sopiko Gvritishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Application of Pragmatics: Presupposition as discourse strategy in
court examinations on the basis of practice in American and
Georgian courts
This paper is to investigate the function of the linguistic
presupposition in a qualitative way. This issue is the part of a large field
that is called Forensic Linguistics. The field has been growing in
prominence in the past couple of decades. From an interdisciplinary
pragmatic perspective, which takes account of linguistic and situational
contexts as well as ideological presuppositions, the topic provides
linguistics features and illuminating insights into the working of the
Georgian and American legal system, with its typical mixture of features
of the law. Forensic Linguistics is one area where linguistic research is
leading to advances that are increasingly used to solve crimes. The
concrete research presents that presuppositions were used in courtroom
inquiry by different participants for different purposes. The lawyer
employs the strategy of presupposition to reveal the factual situation of
the case and try to reveal the presupposition devices in order to avoid
answering the presupposition question. A feature of presupposition is
that it is generally applied research that is used to examine interactional
practices, to understand more about language and its use in the legal
context. The research consists of transcripts of the cases in American
courtrooms and direct observation on the several trials for Civil and
Criminal laws. American transcripts were given by the Department of
Forensic Linguistics at Chicago State University and I personally
attended the trials in Georgia and recorded them in order to explore the
utilization of specific linguistic features. The comparative study of the
trials of the two above-mentioned countries made by prosecutors and
defence counsels was conducted. Presupposition can be regarded as the
relation between the speaker’s intention and the choice of strategies
while conducting a trial inquiry and eventually, it is achieved with the
help of appropriate linguistic units.
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Elnur Latif oglu Hasanov

Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences

Academic Significance of Research of Traditional Carpet
Ornaments of Ganja
Ganja is one of the ancient cities of Azerbaijan and situated in the
western part of the Republic. Weaving was highly developed in Ganja.
Traditional types of fabric were considered for every kind of clothes and
woven in specific quantities. In many cases, the kind of clothes and the
name of the fabric became identical, such as “jejim.” Products known as
“blanket cover,” “mattress cover,” “prayer rug,” “curtain for mattresses,”
“curtain for corners,” and “cover for mutakka” (long and round pillow for
leaning to rest) were woven in the jejim weaving style are artistic examples
where the name of the fabric and product type are the same.
At the end of the nineteenth century, Ganja and its surrounding regions
occupied an important place concerning the abundance of wool in
Azerbaijan. This abundance increased the creation of different types of
wool products. Ganja woman did not do any work in the fields and their
main occupation was weaving nice carpets and carpet items. According to
the information about Ganja, the woman in each village wove carpets, rugs,
horse cloths, sacks, catchalls, and the most delicate and high-quality shawls
called “mahud.” The length of each shawl was seven arsheen (equal to 0.71
m) and the width was four charak (17.75 cm).
In the XIX century, Ganja was one of the places where professional
needlework was centralized. The “gazma” and “doldurma” types of tekelduz
needlework spread widely around Ganja. Rich families residing in this
territory preferred to cover their tents with white-colored felt casts and
therefore, they ordered felt casts made from white wool. Carpet and carpet
items held an essential place in the daily life of the people of the Ganja
region. There were carpets for praying, horse cloths and other weaving
products, in addition to carpets and kilimin different sizes. The rich nature
of Ganja lent special tints to the carpets of this region and endowed various
dyes to the color composition. Colorful dyes are the main feature
distinguishing the carpets of this region.
The most important parts of the dowries given to brides in Ganja
included pile and flat-weave carpets, manually woven catchalls,
saddlebags, kit bags, sacks, salt bags, “mutakka” with carpet covers, and
other woven items.
The main production center of “Old Ganja” carpets is a center of the
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Shamkir region situated north and west of Ganja and its surrounding
villages. This carpet has a specific artistic structure. The strips decorated in
successive and diagonal form along the central field and free “buta”
(paisley) elements inside them are very pleasant. These patterns are
distinguished for their artistic structure and color resolution from “buta”
elements inside in Baku, Shirvan, Karabakh, and Sarab carpets. This carpet
is known by various names: “Ganja,” “Old Ganja,” “Ganja buta,” or “Butali
Ganja.” The “Khantirma” carpet created in Karabakh as a result of the
influence of Ganja carpets is reminiscent of an “Old Ganja” carpet. İt may
be supposed that the “Old Ganja” cheshni was created under the influence
of the design of tirma clothes brought from the East during the commercial
development of Ganja. The sanctuary depiction allows the carpet to be used
again, leading to the name “janamaz.” The patterns of Ganja carpets mainly
consist of geometric decorative elements. None of the elements assumes
visual meaning from appearance.
Elmira Huseynova

Nakhchivan University

Distinctive Properties Between Semantics And Pragmatics
My research work deals with the differences between semantics and
pragmatics. As we know semantics is a branch of linguistics that deals
with the meanings of words within a sentence. In this direction,
pragmatics seems the same with it because it also analyzes the word and
their meanings but the only difference between them is context. In some
definitions of semantics, the context is not taken into consideration and
it’s independent of the context, the meaning of word assemblages and
words they are related to. In these definitions language users, usage
environments, and purposes are not main aspects to take into
consideration. The formation of the mind and an object is an abstract
way of meaning. Pragmatics is either in context or in the sense of use,
and in a context, the meaning of the used language concludes that
semantics focuses on the meaning of an expression. With an example we
can show the difference exactly:
Fatma saw the tear.
Who is crying? Is it crying act? According to semantics, a girl
named Fatma looked at that. But pragmatics takes a deeper look at the
situation around that word. It pays attention to the way it was
pronounced if it is oral, and the context if it is in written form.
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Ali turned his head but Fatma saw the tear.
Ali stood behind the tree but Fatma saw the tear.
Another example may be the pronoun you in English and sie in
German. They show different numbers of people and for making correct
grammatical structure we need to know who is meant and what gender is
addressee in this situation. In order to continue the conversation and
sentence or translate any sentence, it will be necessary to determine the
arisen questions. In some cases, the choice of pronouns affects formality
between the speakers. In this point, pragmatics helps us to determine
them.
In my research work, I have used mainly two methods which are the
comparative and corpus data. As a source to analyze the examples I
have taken the modern fiction works written by different authors.
Natia Iakobidze

Georgian Institute of Public Affairs

The Issue of Professional Jargon in the Georgian Language
Professional jargon is used in any professional group and expresses
belonging to that group. It outlines common interests, aspirations, and
peculiarities.
The development of professional jargon is facilitated by the
development of technology, the creation of new fields. Most of the
jargon is obtained by borrowing or transforming the meaning _ by
changing the meaning, metaphorically.
The purpose of this work is to analyze the vocabulary established in
Georgia in the field of Occupational safety and environmental
protection, which is a relatively new field in Georgia.
Recently, when interdisciplinary research has become more
frequent, the description of professional jargon has become increasingly
important in the language. This is not only important for a researcher in
one profession to have a complete understanding of the content of a
researcher in another profession, but it is also important to systematize
the vocabulary, to give it a legal look at the language used.
It is difficult to determine where the line between professional
jargon and barbarism is. If the development of professional jargon
enriches the language, barbarism promotes language loss. Therefore,
caution should be exercised when establishing a new term. For example,
in Georgian lately, we have words such as narCenebis separacia/separireba, which comes from the English word separation and
means gamoyofa, gancalkeveba, ganSoreba, gayra. In English,
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along with the term waste separation, we also find the term waste
sorting. Both terms in Georgian refer to narCenebis daxarisxeba.
Also, the term narCenebis insineracia, which is derived from the
English word incineration, which means destruction by burning. Waste
incineration is narCenebis dawva.
The creation of jargon is driven by the development of technologies
that tend to be shortened, resulting in many acronyms.
Every field has its terminology. But when professional jargon is
used in academic texts, it must be interpreted. The use of professional
jargon in academic papers without explanation: 1) can cause content
ambiguity; 2) impedes the use of the results of the papers in the
interdisciplinary research.
The use of professional jargon in academic texts is, on the one hand,
a means of enriching the language as new vocabulary units are
introduced into the language, and on the other hand, the threat of
language retardation. Therefore, great caution is needed when
completing a new vocabulary unit in a language.
Sadequle Islam

University of Chittagong

Techno-Aide Google Classroom for Learning English: Prospects &
Challenges
Google Classroom is a technology-aided online learning tool
developed by Google which enables both the teachers and learners to fit
into 'beyond the classroom' learning in an innovative way. This research
paper tries to shed light on the prospects and challenges of using Google
classroom for learning English at the tertiary level education in
Bangladesh. For finding out the prospects and challenges, both English
language learners ’and teachers ’perception on the ground of the four
language skills- listening, reading, writing and speaking have been
studied. The research has been conducted following the quantitative
method. An electronic survey was distributed among the students and
teachers using Google Form for collecting and comparing responses.
The prospect includes how Bangladeshi University students and teachers
sense and experience this online tool to stay in touch, as well as develop
and manage their work to learn English efficiently. Alongside the
common challenges faced by the users (both learners and teachers) this
research tries to trace out some technical shortcomings of Google
classroom that can be eradicated by Google to turn Google classroom
into a more user-friendly platform for learning.
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Gulom Ismailov

Institute of Uzbek Language, Literature and Folklore under
the Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences

Linguocultural Study of Axiological Aspects of The Turkish
Phraseologisms
Evaluation as ideals and priorities of human activity characterize the
spiritual world of the individual and the uniqueness of the nationalcultural outlook, fixed and reflected in the language. Understanding of
language as a “mirror of the basic system of values” is complemented by
the understanding that language not only reflects but also forms,
influences a person. Based on modern cognitive semantics, one of the
areas of linguistic anthropology has been formed – axiological linguistics,
which illuminates the task of studying values according to language.
Values are an interdisciplinary category, which determines its integrative
nature, the complexity of scientific research and conclusions. Based on
the idea of Wilhelm von Humboldt about the reflection of the “spirit of
the people”, that is, the national identity of the world outlook in language,
axiological linguistics focuses on the study of the peculiarities of the
language conceptualization of reality in general and the reflection in the
language of individual semantic universals (values). Therefore, it can be
argued that modern linguistic studies of the linguistic representations of a
person’s value world fit organically into the anthropological paradigm of
linguistics. The theoretical significance of the article is that it to show and
characterizes the basic ideas of axiological semantics, on this basis a
comparative description of the values presented in Uzbek, Kazakh and
Karakalpak phraseology will be made.
Thus, in the axiological study of the language, man's attitude
towards events in the universe is assessed and evaluated, and it is
reflected in the content of the linguistic units. Therefore, the nationalspiritual paintings found in the essence of the phraseologisms are
formed through archetypes, mythologema, symbols and stereotypes.
For example, when expressing a “strong and energetic person”,
there are different types of various linguistic societies, in Uzbeks DEV
(devdek / devdek baquvvat), in Kazakhs DEV (дəудей / дəудей жігіт) –
Dev (Div) is a fairy giant with one eye on his forehead, in Russians
БЫК (как бык / здоров как бык), in English HOURSE and OX (strong
as a horse / as an ox), in German BÄR (bärenkräfte haben) are serves as
an etalon’s functions in their languages. At first, such phraseologisms do
not have a category of self-evaluation, depending on the context, the
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connotation of these phraseologisms has formed the category of value to
giving the positive or negative attitudes to the event.
Aida Ismailova
National History Museum of Azerbaijan
Glazed Ceramics of the Medieval Cities of Azerbaijan and Eastern
Georgia: Similar and Distinctive Features, Local Traditions
A number of archaeological materials dating back to the Middle Ages
have been discovered since the beginning of the 20th century as a result of
systematic archaeological excavations. Most of them are glazed ceramics. A
large number of samples of glazed ceramics are stored in the
Archaeological Fund of the National Museum of the History of Azerbaijan.
Most of them date back to the beginning of the 9th-13th centuries and are
located in Shamkir, Ganja, Beylagan, Mingachevir, Gabala, Baku,
Bandovan. The report also compares the glazed ceramics of neighboring
Georgian cities with these materials protected at National History Museum
of Azerbaijan. The glazed ceramics of Azerbaijan dating back to the
beginning of the 9th-13th centuries are more similar to the ceramics of
Tbilisi, Rustavi and Dmanisi. In this analogy, of course, in addition to
belonging to the same geographical region, cultural and commercial ties
also influenced. The color and shape of glazed ceramics have much in
common in their decor and décor. This similarity is most evident between
the glazed ceramics of Ganja at the beginning of the 9th-13th centuries in
Azerbaijan and the glazed ceramics in Tbilisi, Rustavi and Dmanisi,
Georgia. The decor of the 12th century Ganja city with beautiful glazed
ceramic patterns is very similar to the decor of Dmanisi. In addition to being
similar to glazed ceramics, local features are also evident. Thus, the
drawings in the drawings of the glazed bowl differ in their motives and
some decor decorations. Of course, there are differences in the composition
of local clay. In this regard, the comparison of glazed ceramics between
Azerbaijan and Georgia, dating back to the beginning of the 9th-13th
centuries, is of great importance in studying the technologies of their
production, artistic processing, visual motifs, cultural and commercial
connections and effects.
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Tamar Japhoshvili
Saint Andrew the First-Called Georgian
University of the Patriarchate of Georgia
Archaic Vocabulary in Original and Translated Texts
(according to B. Akunin’s Romances “Azazel” and “Jack of Spades”)
The comparative analysis of Boris Akunin’s original texts and their
Georgian translations testify that in the translation process the vertical
context of the original is transformed which makes it difficult to reveal
and decode the inter-textual elements, nevertheless, the modern level of
philological culture allows us to use new approaches related to
translating problems of postmodernist works.
Studying the stylistic functions of archaic vocabulary in the works
of Boris Akunin allows us to understand the author's ideal conception
and fully understand the events described by him.
In Boris Akunin's works, archaic vocabulary is used by means of
stylization and as a way of organizing the text's chronotype. Boris
Akunin's detective work takes place in nineteenth-century Russia.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the author often addresses archaisms.
Of course, there are many works in which the writer describes different
eras but does not use archaisms. Boris Akunin is a writer who chooses
exactly archaic vocabulary.
Unfortunately, there are cases when the archaic vocabulary of the
original text is omitted in the translation. Because of this, the reader
cannot understand its existence and symbolism. In some places, the
translation is interpreted. In particular, Mosulishvili sometimes uses
many unnecessary words when translating. Most archaisms are
translated into modern Georgian, so the archaic vocabulary of the
original is lost in translation. Archaism is found, for example, in the
episode of the Bezhetskaia house. This house B. Akunin calls
“Chertog”. According to Russian dictionaries, "Chertog" is an outdated
word and means a magnificent building, a palace. Even when using the
archaic vocabulary by the translator, we have encountered inaccuracies,
for example, „boqouli“ – instead of „boqauli“ – „halberdier“,
„mowma“ instead of „mowme“– „witness“. The translator uses verbs in an
ambiguous form for the reader: „SeirbineviT“, „daswereviT“,
„daasruleviT“, ,,vifiqrevi“ and others.
Unfortunately, archaism has been omitted in Georgian translation.
The relevance of the classification and systematization of translation
errors is due to the increasing demand for translation activities in the
modern global world, where intercultural communication is the norm of
communication and social interaction.
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Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Reference Expressed by Person Deixis in Kartvelian Proverbs
It is widely known that the paremic fund fully reveals the culture
and mentality of a nation. Therefore, it is a pressing task to carry out a
specifically linguistic study of proverbs as objects of interdisciplinary
research. Besides, proverbs reflect the immanent nature and wordbuilding capacities of a given language. A proverb is created by a single
person, which is sometimes concrete and sometimes general; therefore,
concerning distribution and interrelation of persons, a proverb reveals
interesting and peculiar features. Out of the linguistic peculiarities of
proverbs, mention should be made of person deixis and related
pragmatic aspects. The given paper focuses on the category of reference
and the principles of functional distribution of the first and second
persons in Georgian, Megrelian, Laz and Svan proverbs.
Proverbs are of special interest concerning reference, as they are
general referential units containing a generalized conclusion, wisdom,
which is least based on the context and the objects that form part of it.
The use of the diverse methods of research (historical-comparative,
substitution etc.) and analysis of corresponding empirical material have
proved that, in certain cases, first and second persons are used instead of
the third person in Georgian, Megrelian and Laz proverbs. Such
referentially neutralized difference in the grammatical deixis in proverbs
is related to certain pragmatic contexts, namely:
i. The concept of the speaker is generalized in proverbs in case of
both – singular and plural numbers. The pragmatic content of the first
person in paremic units does not fall within the semantics of the
grammatical I person i.e. the speaker;
ii. The concept of the speaker in proverbs is generalized to such an
extent that it is used to denote the feelings, emotions and experience of
any person and not just the speaker. Therefore, the first person plays a
far more significant role in the proverb, making its content more
convincing. The speaker’s argumentation is based on his/her own
experience, providing advice and thus establishing a direct link with the
hearer;
iii. In the proverbs, the second person is also frequently generalized
and far from being concrete. The addressee, represented by the pronoun
šen (you) is not a concrete person, but people in general. Besides, as
compared to the first person, the second person is far more productive,
because, in proverbs, the II person is the immediate object of address.
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KNU of the name J. Balasagyna

Labour migration in Kyrgyzstan (Socio-economic consequences)
In Kyrgyzstan, migration processes are the result of the political and
socio-economic situation in the country in particular over the past 20
years, since it obtained independence. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that due to the scale of this phenomenon, migration processes, to some
extent, themselves influenced the main events in the socio-economic and
social sphere in the country. According to the State Migration Service
under the Government of Kyrgyzstan, about 700,000 Kyrgyz citizens
work outside the country, with a total population of more than six
million people. Migration experts believe that official figures are
underestimated and that almost 20% of the population of Kyrgyzstan
today is in the position of migrant workers (up to one million people).
According to the Single Migration Report of the Kyrgyz Republic,
women make up about 40% of migrants. In this sense, Kyrgyzstan is an
exception among the countries of departure of Central Asia. In
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, migrants are mainly men, most often leaving
women with children at home. Despite the fact that in Kyrgyzstan,
migration affects both men and women, this phenomenon is not genderneutral. To understand the specific implications of migration for women,
it is necessary to consider the migration of women in terms of the lack
of gender equality, traditional roles of women, the labour market for
men and women, the prevalence of gender-based violence and the
worldwide feminization of poverty and labour migration.
At the same time, country’s preferences are interesting _ the
direction of moving, _ Russia, Kazakhstan, Turkey. An attractive factor
in these countries is not only geographical and cultural proximity, but
also the presence in these countries of formed diasporas from among
compatriots. However, it is worth noting that most migrants are engaged
in low-skilled labour in the country of destination.
The economy in the Kyrgyz Republic remains vulnerable to
external factors due to its dependence on the Kumtor gold mine, as well
as on remittances from migrant workers. Most workers are located in the
Russian Federation and more than 90% of remittances come from this
country.
Last year, $ 2 billion 638.5 million were transferred.
In terms of the share of remittances from migrants, Kyrgyzstan has
already ranked first in the world for the second year. In this ranking, he
overtook Tajikistan and the Polynesian kingdom of Tonga.
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Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Sacred sights in the memory of internally displaced persons:
experience, identity and challenges
In the presentation it will be discussed the role of sacred sites in the
memory of Internally displaced persons from Apkhazia. What kind of
religious experiences associated with identities can be observed in this
cotext? And what kind of challenges is created by de-facto border?
As like other parts of Georgia, Apkhazia is rich with sacred sights.
Religious practice associated with those places played and still plays an
important role in forming social identities. St. George’s Ilori church can
be distinguish from the sacred sights of Apkhazia for its significant and
importance. St. George church is located in Ochamchire close to black
see, on a small hill and belongs to 11th century. Despite its small size,
Ilori never lacked the attention from believers, donors and enemies,
which is also indicator of its significance in General. The role and
importance of the Ilori shrine goes the beyond of the local communities.
After the 90th conflict, the Ilori church gains even more the special
meaning and attention for Aphkazia and for the rest of Georgia as well.
Prove for the special role and prominence of Ilori can used the memory
narrative of IDP from Apkhazia. Besides time changes and limited
access to the sacred sight, the narratives about religious practice and
religious experience from Ilori still fresh and alive.
In the presentation it will be discussed factors that support stable
memory about Ilori and challenges caused from de-facto border. I will
consider restoration, which demolish the authentic face of the church, in the
context of Georgian-Apkhazian relations. Pre-conflict experience of
religious practice for Georgian and Apkhazian with in the same community
could be seen as integral factor for society divided by de-facto border.
Presentation is based on the research made with IDP form Apkhazia
and the review of scientific and popular literature about Ilori shrine. In
the final part of the presentation, I will discuss the result of research;
how important is sacred sight in forming identity; challenges caused defacto border and potentiality of reunite the conflict society.
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Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The journal «Наука и религия» (“Science and Religion”) and its
place in Soviet Anti-religious Policy 1959-1964
Although more than a quarter of a century has passed since the
collapse of the Soviet Union, interest in scientific research in the Soviet
Union has not ceased to exist.
In this respect, the attitude of the Soviet authorities towards religion
and the features of its reflection with the utmost precision are of
particular importance.
After Nikita Khrushchev's coming to power, atheist politics have
taken on new proportions, especially given that it has been directly
linked to the policy of distalization, which is that in the last years of
Stalin's tenure, the state-church relationship has undergone significant
liberalization.
It is also important that the authorities themselves initially
emphasized scientific atheism, which was reflected in the 1959 special
government decree establishing the journal „Наука и религия“.
This journal, although formally founded by „Знание“
("Knowledge"), has clearly defined and expressed the government's
policy towards religion.
The chronological work covers the period 1959-1964 and aims to
study the place and role of the journal in the policies of Nikita
Khrushchev's government. Since its inception, it has been able to
propagate and promote propaganda policies- one of the important
distinctions that this magazine has, unlike other similarly anti-religious
publications, has always sought to maintain an academic level and to
include less material that may be of particular interest to the population.
It provoked outrage, which was very accurately reflected in the
government policy.
This journal has only been fragmented in the scientific literature and
has not been the subject of scientific research, but it has a very
interesting prospect, as it illustrates how government priorities,
directions and interests are changing.
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Translations of the Georgian Rhetoric
The purpose of the present study is to demonstrate the translations
of the Georgian rhetoric, to evaluate the field in which such patterns
were obtained, the languages in which they were preserved, the reasons
for translating the rhetoric samples, or, conversely, to record them in
another language.
In general, Georgian texts can be sorted as primary and secondary
sources, which are preserved, not in Georgian, but in foreign languages
(ancient Greek, Latin, French, Russian, and other languages).
As we know, Georgian rhetoric is familiar with both original copies
and translations. We have a lot of translated samples in the preaching
rhetoric, which is the same as homiletics. However, it is nonetheless an
organic part of the Georgian preaching tradition.
The study of translations of Georgian rhetoric does not occupy
much place in the Georgian scientific space. In terms of the history of
the study of the subject, the texts of Georgian scholars have not been
extensively discussed and analyzed in Georgian science.
Finally, to summarize the results of the study, it turns out that
Georgian rhetoric is rich in translated samples, and there is a various
subjective or objective reason why they translated the sample.
Ilaha Khantamirova

Akdeniz University Antalya

Development Stages of Azerbaijan Education in the 19th _ Early 20th
Centuries
One of the significant consequences of the collapse of the Russian
Empire was the establishment of independent republics in South
Caucasus. After acquiring their independence, these nations developed
rapidly in education as well as in other areas. Education in the mother
tongue, training of teachers, sending students to various countries, the
foundation of the first universities were just some of them.
For the realisation of all these innovations, the educational system
of South Caucasus passed through great phases. The primitive form of
education was dominating in Azerbaijan in 19th-century. “Mullakhana”
and “medrese” were a primitive type of schools where pupils obtained a
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religious education. The occupation of Azerbaijan by Russian Empire
left deep traces on Azerbaijan educational system. Although the
foundation of new style schools caused some positive consequences, it
reflected some limited features like financial problems, a default of local
teachers, etc. Also, preparation of citizens loyal to the Russian Empire
by the government was one of the problems in Azerbijan educational
system in 19th-century.
The new step in Azerbaijan educational system in 19th-century was
the opening of Jadid _ new type schools and Russian-Tatar schools.
Founded by Habib bay Mahmudbayov, Azerbaijani teacher and Ismail
bay Gasprinski, Crimean public figure, caused the creation of national
consciousness and creation of self-identity.
The development stages of Azerbaijan educational system from the
early 19th-century until the creation of the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic are going to be surveyed in this study. At the same time, the
differences and main aim of the creation of those schools, the attitude of
local population and officials to the new types of schools and the
impacts of this educational institution to the social and political life of
Azerbaijan will be analyzed.
Nino Khidisheli

International University of Management
and communication Alterbridge

The Role and Importance of the Georgian Script according to the
Collection “Georgian Alphabet _ 33 Emotions”
About the uniqueness, peculiarity and antiquity of our alphabet,
language and script, not only Georgian scholars have been writing
papers for many years, but foreign researchers as well.
At different times many writers and poets dedicated works of
fiction, as well as publicistic letters and essays to national wealth. It can
be said boldly that there is almost no writer, poet, scientist who has not
addressed the aforementioned matter in his/her works, thoughts at least
to a small degree.
Discussion and studies about the importance of the Georgian
alphabet never lose their relevance. This is confirmed by some recent
noteworthy facts. In 2014, it became known that our alphabet was
ranked third among the world's five most beautiful alphabets, and in
2016 UNESCO inscribed the “living culture of three writing systems of
the Georgian alphabet” in the representative list of the intangible
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cultural heritage. A major, impressive event in the history of the
development of the Georgian alphabet was the 2018 Frankfurt Book
Fair, where Georgia, as a guest of honour, appeared before the world
community and presentation was made about the book versifying
alphabet “Georgian Alphabet _ 33 Emotions”.
The purpose of the research is to study texts about Georgian
alphabet that are created by 33 contemporary Georgian writers or poets
with different writing skills and ways of writing and to emphasize what
they are focusing on when writing about our alphabet. At the same time,
on the basis of comparative analysis, we will present the thought of their
predecessors.
Conducting the research in this way will allow us to analyze the
thoughts of Georgian creators of different generations about the
Georgian language, Georgian alphabet, Georgian script, that are
expressed in different forms, styles; with the different attitudes,
emotions, to study the research topic, present our conclusions.
Ana Khvedeliani

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi state University

Reorganization of School as a Fundament of the Formation of
National Identity (1918-1921)
In modern humanitarian and social sciences, discussions about
nationalism and national identity are still actual. Formation of national
identity is many-sided and is in the field of interests of different
scientific fields. In the frame of the conference, we will analyze the
formation of Georgian National Identity through the educational policy
in the concrete historical context in 1918-1921 years in the Democratic
Republic of Georgia.
After the declaration of Independence in 1918, the government of
the Georgian Democratic Republic has carried out significant
educational reforms. Georgian government together with the Ministry of
Education has developed a policy of nationalization, which was
demonstrated in Georgianizing of administrative and cultural institutions
of the country, implementing national directions in the different fields of
the political, economic and cultural life of the country. The
nationalization policy of educational institutions was a new, great state
program for the development of the Georgian language. The teaching of
Georgian for those who did not know this language became mandatory.
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Also, the study of History and Geography of Georgia became
compulsory. Nationalization of teaching and development of the policy
of the Georgian Language underlined the issue of national minorities in
educational and cultural institutions. A significant challenge to the
educational policy of the Democratic Republic of Georgia is the issue of
education situation in the regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. The
policy of the Democratic Republic has determined the major structures
of Georgian political and national project in general. The most important
part of this project was the educational policy and if analyze it in this
context we will see that:
1. The State of Georgia is only one acceptable political form for the
development of the Georgian nation as a Nation-State.
3. The West is the model of the development of a democratic state
of Georgia.
4. Georgia is a tolerant country which recognized culturally
distinctive ethnic minorities in its territory but required loyalty to the
Georgian National Project by them.
Mariam Kilanava, Lolita Shengelia

European University, Ilia State University

Bringing real-life aspects in EFL class through the Problem Based
Learning
The paper illustrates the results of the study carried out in Georgian
intermediate EFL class with the participation of 52 students of the fifth
semester in two groups. The study is qualitative and quantitative as well
and aims to prove the benefits of the Problem Based Learning approach
in terms of improving speaking skills among the EFL students.
Speaking skills are frequently assessed according to the speaker’s
fluency and accuracy. However, speaking fluently and accurately does
not necessarily mean the learner’s proficiency in reading, listening or
writing skills and vice versa. According to the Common European
Framework of Reference, speaking skills are divided into two forms:
spoken interaction and spoken production. The EFL students with a lack
of motivation, generally, have more problems in productive speaking
skills, rather than in interactive ones. The PBL approach as one of the
most interactive teaching methods was implemented in EFL class to
increase the students’ intrinsic/extrinsic motivation with the means of
bringing real-life aspects into the auditorium. Since the PBL is oriented
on solving open-ended problems, students’ reflection and developing
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life skills, it appeared to be the very one which could encourage the
students to be actively involved in speaking activities and exclusively
use the target language during the class-activities. The topic – Summer
strikes in Tbilisi was chosen as a real-life situation for interactive
speaking activities. Two teachers observed the process and made notes
for the study results. The data were collected through the non-participant
observation method and the interviews. The students were interviewed
before and after the activities. The interviews allowed the teachers to
reveal the significant results in improving speaking skills among the
EFL students.
Michal Kozdra

University of Warsaw

Lexicographic description of lexical parallels in The Learner’s
Thematic Dictionary of Russian-Polish Lexical Parallels
The goal of the paper is to present the main rules of a lexicographic
description of lexical parallels in the innovative Learner’s Thematic
Dictionary of Russian-Polish Lexical Parallels [XXX, Dubichynskyi
2019]: the selection of entries, the arrangement of meanings,
construction of a dictionary entry, definitions and illustrative phrases.
The dictionary contains lexical parallels, i.e. lexical units of the Russian
and Polish languages with similar (graphic and/or phonetic) forms and
full or partial identity/nonidentity of meanings that may evoke similar
associations in the learning process of Russian and Polish as a foreign
languages [Дубичинский, Ройтер 2015; Дубичинский 2017;
Дубичинский, Ройтер 2017; Dubichynskyi, Reuther 2017; XXX 2017;
XXX 2018]. The dictionary is addressed to students, PhD students,
pupils and all who learn Russian and Polish in various educational
institutions, translators of Russian and Polish languages and teachers.
The first part of the dictionary is devoted to the description of culinary
vocabulary. The volume of the dictionary is approx. 350 entries – pairs
of RussianPolish lexical parallels. The dictionary entry includes: the
main lexical unit of the Russian language with its Polish correlates, a
brief grammatical description of the main lexical unit, a simplified
definition of each meaning of the Russian word and its Polish
equivalent, the translation equivalent, stylistic and other lexicographical
marks, as well as illustrative examples of lexico-semantic variants of the
main lexical unit. Definitions and illustrative examples are developed
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with the use of dictionaries and electronic corpora.
Luka Kuchukhidze
Ilia State University

The Problem of the Bifurcation of Nature in Alfred North
Whitehead’s Philosophy
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the main theme in the oeuvre
of the English metaphysician and mathematician Alfred North
Whitehead, namely, The Concept of Nature. Whitehead was one of the
first thinkers, who understood the fact that, just as the cognitive,
thinking process has an awareness (I am aware of the fact that I am
thinking), Sensations, also, in the process of perception, form a certain
kind of, unique awareness, this time not a cognitive, but a sensual one.
Sense-awareness causes us, to experience “the whole occurrence of
nature.” Natural sciences, due to its aims, are only interested in the
object of sense-awareness, not in the sense-awareness itself, but for
Whitehead this kind of positioning of a problem, already involved a
danger of dividing nature into two distinct spheres: in nature which is
apprehended purely by consciousness and in nature, which is the cause
of consciousness. This stance is a philosophical fiction, which is named
by the thinker as “the bifurcation of nature”. At the heart of this doctrine
lies the idea about the primary and secondary qualities, which has a long
philosophical history, as a kind of shadow starting already in Aristotle,
but mainly formulated in the sixteen-seventeen centuries. Whitehead
develops his new understating of nature on the basis of his critique of
bifurcation in two realms, subjective and objective worlds. A
fundamental rethinking of the problem of nature is utterly urgent,
especially in terms of today’s ecological crisis, which at the core is a
philosophical problem and is deeply rooted in the modes of thought,
against which Whitehead’s critique is directed. Philosopher helps us to
understand the conceptual starting points of our modern-day ills.
Nino Kuratishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Irony and sarcasm – restoring the image of Muslim culture in
Western society
The study aims to explore the figurative language Muslim
comedians employ in their discourses to fight Western stereotypes about
the Muslim community. Quantitative and qualitative research outlined
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by pretence theory (Clark and Gerrig, 1984) and echoic mention theory
(Sperber & Wilson, 1981) observes the social and psychological
influences of language in modern societies.
Admitting humour as a strong social and psychological
phenomenon, Muslim comedians use the stand-up stage to raise
awareness about their culture in Western society and separate
themselves from prejudices escalated by Western media, especially
considering the last two decades of American history and most recent
reformation of the US immigration policy.
Observing resources they use for accomplishing their purposes give
us the possibility to verify the validity of the two most discussed aspects
of irony and sarcasm _ rhetoric and persuasion.
40 utterances were chosen from 10 stand-up performances of 7
Muslim comedians. Utterances were in direct relation to research
purposes. They were later analysed through the set of specific criteria
and measured by the instruments elaborated exclusively for research
purposes. Criteria were based on our main questions about figurative
resources used in comedian’s discourses. Specifically, what resources
were employed in their utterances; what was the share of each resource
and which of them were the carriers of most salient and unpleasant
emotions.
Results have shown that ironic and sarcastic utterances were related
to most painful stereotypes about the Muslim community from
comedians' experiences. Accordingly, irony and sarcasm were the major
resources used to confront them.
We can conclude that irony and sarcasm can be effective rhetorical
and persuasive instruments against well-established beliefs. We suggest
that they can be used in other similar situations with similar success.
Maia Kvirkvelia

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Tropes in the poetry of the 70s of the twentieth century
The 70s of the 20th century is one of the most important periods
related to the poetic generation which, to some extent, determined the
main direction of modern poetry, firstly, in terms of poetic form. The
poetic works or critiques of Lia Sturua, Besik Kharanauli, Mamuka
Tsiklauri, Vakhtang Javakhadze, Guram Petriashvili, Iza Orjonikidze
etc. determine the literary process today. The study of the subject is very
actual because of not having considerable work about the period
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implying comparative and contrastive methods. It is very difficult to
analyze the work of certain authors to see the whole picture. Despite
that, the reasons for arising and developing of free verse (verslibre) as
the main form of the poetic expression of that period have not been
studied and analyzed properly in Georgian scholarly literature. The
major innovation of our study will be an analysis of the subject based
not only on the texts of one poet but also comparing and analyzing the
works of the main authors of that period. The results of the study will
allow us to emphasize the peculiarities created by the generation of the
70th in the usage of tropes (Metaphors, similes, Epithets, etc. ), terms
of the form, the theme and the theoretical thinking.
One of the main verse forms of modern American or European
poetry is a free verse. In addition, it is very common in poetry to analyze
the poetic speech of gender (about men and women). In terms of our
work, we will pay attention to this issue. The results of the study will be
important for the popularization of the subject in Georgian as well as in
international scholarly studies.
Tinatin Lekiashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The unified structure of medieval thinking and hyperbolization of
facts in Georgian secular literature
Medieval theological literature contains a great number of examples
of the miracle occurred by the Lord’s power. In hagiographical
monuments, the saint is on the highest spiritual level. He can perform
the wonders just similar to the Lord as each of the saints, with his
merits, repeats the Lord’s way and God grants him the wonderworking
power.
In the secular literature rarely can be seen the miracle, as the act of
Lord, but In particular, some way of transformation of the wonder
model characteristic for the hagiographic literature. Such transformation
is expressed through hyperbolizing of the heroic actions of the
characters of secular literature and this could be called wonder
transformation in secular literature. Heroic behaviour of the characters is
miraculous, with its hyperbolic nature. Such hyperbolizing is partly
originated from the earlier literary traditions, miracles of the
hagiographic works.
Georgian literature of the classical period is known with three
pieces of work: “Visramiani”, “Amirandarejaniani” and “The Man in the
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Panther’s Skin”. The wonders are presented in them in a different form.
The new type of miracle so hyperbolizing of the heroic actions gradually
goes to reality and filled with the justification of rational elements In the
footsteps of the development of secular literature, therefore, the personal
power has the main place of the heroic actions of the miracle in the
secular literature. In the case “The Man in the Panther’s Skin” is
especially interesting for us.
As the researches have shown, unlike the wonders of hagiographic
works, in the samples of secular literature and specifically, in “The Man
in the Panther’s Skin”, a person makes the miracle not by praying and
fasting but rather by his own, human power. Though, unlike
“Amirandarejaniani”, there is an attempt to motivate such human power,
to explain how human power could deal with the enemy. The poem
provides explanations of how one or another wonder has occurred.
Finally, we conclude that “The Man in the Panther’s Skin”
demonstrates the structure of medieval thinking, in its entirety, as
expressed by hyperbolizing of the phenomena. All miracles in the poem
result from the great belief and at the same time, with reasonable
judgment and dynamic actions but all these are hyperbolized, offering
the conclusion that “The in the Panther’s Skin” provides original
transformation of the hagiographic miracles.
Ana Maglakelidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

“Giorgobistve” _ A Minimalist View of the Artist (Artist Dimitri
Eristavi)
To demonstrate the function, contextual and formative expressions
of a production designer, quite a few works of the Georgian cinema,
especially the works of the transition period, are being studied.
However, one of the most distinguished artists on the path from the
minimalist to the rich conditional space is Dimitri Eristavi.
Dimitri Eristavi's work in the film “Giorgobistve” is distinguished
by its strong individualism of the thematic and dramaturgical form. The
vision expressed in the sketches allows us to unravel both conceptual
understanding and a fully functioning space, with its sense of angles and
perspective. Dimitri Eristavi's design is captivating in its own right, with
an authorial approach, he looks for art and creates it where the
environment is completely natural. Hint and minimalism are the artistic
terms of the artist and the director himself. The paper discusses the
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examples of the sketches and episodes of the director's office, the large
room of Niko's house and other episodes. The details accidentally
“discovered” by the artist in the interior do not seem to be
overpowering.
“Giorgobistve”, as a film conveying a minimalist artistic solution,
remains as an example of the attitude of the production designer to
realism. In this film, the work of the artist is both minimalistic and at the
same time very artistic in its interpretation of reality, which plays an
important role in the research of a film and today's approaches to the
function of a production designer.
Ekaterine Maisuradze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Georgian Language as the main marker of the identity of
Georgian Muslims in the Batumi District
The conquest of south-west Georgia by the Ottomans was a great
tragedy for Georgia. One-third of its territory and population were
affected. In the occupied territory, the Ottomans tried to eradicate the
native language, Christian religion, and customs of the people. The
Ottomans used every means to carry out the excavations of the
Georgians.
According to Anthony Smith's “National Identity”, ethnicity is a
type of cultural unity that emphasizes the role of myths and historical
memory about origins and is identified by one or more distinctive
features. Such signs may be religion, customs, language, or institutions.
Such collectives are doubly "historical". Historical memory is the key to
their continued existence.
In terms of language and script, by understanding the certain values
it was possible to maintain a common sense of Georgian identity and
ethnicity in the Adjarian Muslim Georgians. This strong marker of
Georgian identity, the mother tongue, has become an important indicator
of Georgian identity in Muslim Georgia. Violent acts against Georgians
have not yet created a common ethnic consciousness; Although the
Ottomans were able to spread Islam in this region, they failed to achieve
their goal, and they were not able to pull the plug.
This report is intended to highlight how the population of Adjara was
able to preserve their native Georgian language while the Ottoman invaders
tried to spread Islam with fire and sword and to exterminate the population
as a whole. This is confirmed by the Turkish-language documents written in
Georgian script. Pavle Ingorokva, Zakaria Chichinadze, Khariton
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Akhvlediani and other historians will discuss the issue.
While developing this report, I used scientific literature on the
subject, archival material, memories, articles in periodical recordings
around the topic.
Ivane Mchedeladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Communicative Contexts of Literary Process: Reception of Old
Georgian Literature in Ukrainian Oriental Studies
The history and theory of communication between different cultures
occupy an important place within an interdisciplinary spectrum of
modern comparative literary studies. The multifaceted process of
interaction between cultures shapes an idea concerning the ethnocultural
image of the stranger / the other that is transformed into stereotypes or
myths encountered in cultural texts. It is recognized that the literary
material provides important data for the perception of an ethnocultural
image of a stranger.
In the proposed paper, I will discuss the paradigms of reception of
the Old Georgian Literature in Ukrainian oriental studies in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Although there have been numerous studies focused on the
investigation of Georgian-Ukrainian literary relations, the proposed
problem has not yet been adequately explored and addressed. Reasons
may vary: works of Ukrainian scholars shed light on the issues of
reception of the Georgian literature from the perspective of the
Ukrainian literature and Ukrainian materials. Exclusively empirical
materials dominate the studies performed in Georgia. For the purposes
of scholarly analysis, compatibility of modern theoretical and
methodological concepts is vital.
The works of O. Bakanidze, Al. Mushkudiani, and L. Hrytsyk,
published by established scholars in the field from the 1980s up until the
recent period provided me with substantial support in analyzing the
issue from a wider comparativist and culturological perspectives.
Exploration of fragmented materials scattered across individual works of
these authors enabled me to cluster the problem around the issue and
further analyze the problem, i.e. key issues of perception of exclusively
Old Georgian Literature within the Ukrainian literary process. The
aforementioned works analyze a rather wider range of issues concerned
with the reception of Georgian literature-based entirely on the empirical
material.
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Among semiotic aspects of the theory of literary relations, scholars
(Y. Lotman and others) put special emphasis on why and how a foreign
text becomes essential under cultural circumstances. Therefore, in the
proposed paper, I will analyze the culturological and methodological
problems of performance of Georgian literature as reflected in Ukrainian
oriental studies.
Well established, leading Ukrainian scholars are among researchers
of Georgian literature. As early as in the late nineteenth century, M.
Dragomanov authored the first study on A Book of Wisdom and Lies in
Ukrainian academia. In terms of the study of Georgian literature, the
doctoral thesis entitled Barlaam and Josaphat, Ancient Christian Novel
and its Literary History defended by I. Franko in Vienna in 1893 is of
special interest. Franco’s work demonstrates that the scholar regularly
refers to Georgian sources and scholarly literature.
The research material illustrates that the works and extensive
archive of Agafangel Krimsky, a famous Semiticist and orientalist are of
particular interest in terms of understanding of Old Georgian Literature.
A. Krimsky examines Georgian historical literature, hagiography,
oriental sources of the history of Georgia and so on. I have explored
unpublished manuscripts and epistolary materials (i.e. letters from
Georgian academics, etc.) preserved in scholar’s archive. Further, the
discussion on theoretical and methodological problems of research of
Georgian material in A. Krimsky’s fundamental work entitled Nizami
and his Contemporaries represents one of the novelties.
For the purposes of theoretical analysis of the issue, I also employ
concepts of cultural studies such as identity, national literary canon,
orientalism, and West/East.
Nino Meskhi

Saint Andres the First-called Georgian
University of the Patriarchate of Georgia

The Dream of a Ridiculous Man by Dostoevsky into the Georgian
language
There are three different translations of Dostoevsky's short story
“The Dream of a Ridiculous Man”. 1. “The Dream of a Ridiculous
Man” (science-fiction short story) – was translated by Givi Tskitishvili
(the journal “Saunje”), 1981, №2); 2. “The Dream of a Ridiculous Man”
(science-fiction short story) – was translated by Zaza Burchuladze (the
journal “New Translations”, 2005, №5); 3. “The Dream of a Ridiculous
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Man” (science-fiction short story) – was translated by Irakli Toria (from
the internet, posted: 21/12/2013 in Tedore Dostoevsky. In the following
paper, I have discussed the above-mentioned translations. The research
is based on modern ideas and views about the works of Dostoevsky; this
is done by following new principles of translations. This short story by
Dostoevsky is very actual for today’s world.
The name of Dostoevsky is translated differently in these, three
cases. Givi Tskitishvili translates it as Fyodor Dostoevsky; Zaza
Burchuladze uses the name Feodor; as for the young translator Irakli
Toria, he uses the name, Tedore Dostoevsky. In the Georgian Soviet
Encyclopedia (Tbilisi, 1978, vol. 3) we read the name Tedore
Dostoevsky; In the Georgian church calendar (Tbilisi, 1975), according
to the alphabet, we see the name Feodore- the talent of God; In the
Orthographic dictionary of the Georgian names by V. Topuria and Iv.
Gigineishvili, (Tbilisi, 1968) we see the parallel forms of this name:
Tedore/Tevdore. These facts are enough to conclude the difficulties of
the translation the proper names into Georgian language and express our
attitude towards this problem.
This short story by Dostoevsky is very interesting from the
psychological perspective. Unlike his other novels and short stories, this
one is not full of characters and dialogues. In this short story, the
monologue of the protagonist is crucial, where the readers understand
his main metamorphosis and essence. When we translate inner
psychological monologues we use the psychology of translation and we
try to express our opinion.
Generally, the translation of Dostoevsky's fiction is not easy from
the perspective of vocabulary, and this short story is not an exception.
The author is the representative of his epoch, era, which is shown in the
dialogues in everyday speech and is very difficult to convey the main
idea onto the paper. The translator should understand and translate the
idea, which in many cases, even for the Russians is not easy. From this
perspective, Georgian translations are even more interesting.
Sophio Modebadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Music and “Negative Dialectic” of Adorno
The aim of our research is to discuss the "negative dialectics" of
Adorno, namely, why Adorno called the new music “the music of
denial” and how he considers the meaning and purpose of the new music
in the universe.
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First of all, the work focuses on the Gnosiological and
methodological aspects, based on which we discuss the philosophical
interpretation of Adorno about new music.
The theme of the given research is relevant because the
philosophical essence of music is the foundation of musical thought.
As it is known, Adorno considers reality not in the hard given,
complete system integrity but negation, destructive insecurity, but to
expose disharmonic and disagreed contradictions of the modern world.
It grants big importance to the negative dialectic in the sense that the
role of negative dialectic is to discover “false truth” in each positive. For
him, the philosophical thinking, art, culture, everyday social positivity,
is assessed as the “positively imaginary”, the negation of which
becomes necessary. In such a way the negative dialectic gains the
leading universal significance.
Adorno specific attention pays to art, namely the introduction of
negative mood in classical music. He calls new to a piece of negative
music and notes that negative characteristics put it down and conduct in
a negative way “musical creativity” and the culture of music hearing to
the dialectic absolutism and everywhere thinking and rejection in social
existence to fix the leading role of negation.
Thus, considering philosophical issues of new music, Adorno puts
the question of new dialect about “establishment” and “rejection” in the
music. For Adorno, the establishment is characterized to the music
which carries harmony, faith and eternal values, but he calls news
denying the music. In his opinion, with the concept of “new music” the
positive tone is incompatible – the establishment of the existence in it is
given. The new music, in which the preference is given to dissonance, is
considered as a disordered flood of the vowel, as an expression of
uncontrolled chaos, by this the new music express disharmony and
fragmentation of the modern universe. Adorno believes that like a piece
of music, philosophy, if it really wants to walk in step with the time, has
to cut off the ties with its past in order to expose the disharmony and
uncoordinated contradictions of the world.
Tamar Namgladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Soviet Identity Politics and Children’s Literature (Based on L.
Lagin’s “Old Man Khottabych”)
Research on identity politics is an important topic. Meaning of such
research increases when identity politics is controlled by specific
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ideologies – Soviet Ideology in this case. Identity politics of the Soviet
Union was aimed at forming and shaping a new type of person – Homo
Sovieticus. The most important group for manipulations were children.
Literature was one of the effective ways of such influence, therefore, the
information given to a child was carefully controlled and defined by
ideology. Studying the children’s books of the Soviet period may give
us a piece of valuable information about the methods and topics of
influence used for forming and shaping Soviet Identity. Comparing the
different editions of the same book gives us the most interesting
information.
In this paper, we are comparing two editions of L. Lagin’s “Old
man Khottabych”. Differences between the original and the edited
version of the text are underlined. The topics and methods of influence
are highlighted. We used narrative analysis as a method of research and
structuralism as a framework. The importance of the study is defined by
the essence of identity politics – forming and shaping identity is a
crucial part of any society, thus studying the methods of influence keeps
its significance nowadays.

Tatia Oboladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Archetypal Criticism: Traditional and Modern Approaches
Archetypal criticism as the literary text research method was first
applied by British literary critic Amy Maud Bodkin in her fundamental
work “Archetypal Patterns in Poetry: Psychological Studies of
Imagination” (1934). And in 40-50s of the past century, after the
publication of “Anatomy of criticism” by Northrop Frye, archetypal
criticism became one of the key methods of literary studies. In the
scientific literature archetypal criticism is frequently used as the
synonym of mythological criticism and it is extensively used in the
analysis of fiction texts (archetypal criticism is reasonably regarded as
the universal method for studying of the “visionary”1 type of texts). It
would be sufficient to mention the French school – works by Pierre
Brunel (Mythocritique 1992; Mythopoetique des genres 2002) and
1

Carl Gustav Jung’s term “visionary” mentions as the best example of the text
second part of Goethe’s “Faust”
(Modern Man in Search of a Soul. Routledge Classics.2001, p.160)
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Veronique Gely (Mythes et recits poetique? 1998). Archetypal criticism
was based on the newest achievements of social anthropology
(Cambridge school – James Frazer) and psychoanalysis (Carl Gustav
Jung), here is implied theory by James Frazer, representative of
Cambridge school about existence of similar myths and rituals in
different cultures (myth of death and re-birth) and Carl Gustav Jung’s
researches of collective subconscious, archetypes.
Universal character-images determine the form and function of the
piece of literature, they show the text substance. Hence, the study of the
repeating archetypes, archetypal motifs in the literary text allow, based
on the identification of universal character-images and their analysis,
studying and placing of the texts created in different political, social,
cultural and worldview in the same plane and clarify the issue of their
interrelations.
The goal of my presentation is to consider the emotional, ethical and
sociocultural substance of the archetype and compare the traditional
theory of archetypal criticism (Amy Maud Bodkin) and the modern one
(French school – Pierre Brunel and Veronique Gely). Regarding the
fundamental works by the mentioned scientists and the postulates of
their theories, identify, on one hand, line of development of the
archetypal criticism and on the other – determine, what are the factors
that condition viability of the theory and what are its role and function in
contemporary literary studies.
Ulisses Tadeu Vaz de Oliveira

Universidade Federal de Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS)

Antisemitism in Galician-Portuguese
anachronisms in medieval discourse

songs:

identities

and

Antisemitism in Galician-Portuguese songs: identities and
anachronisms in medieval discourse The development of critical
thinking has been historically encoded in pages of books throughout the
history of mankind. In this sense, world literature offers an inexhaustible
source of ideology in discourse. The literary text constructs and, at the
same time, becomes shaped by the genius of authors along the centuries.
Hence, when we face ideological dilemmas, such as the emergence,
change, perpetuation and consequences of prejudice and stereotyping in
our society, it is natural questioning the role of the literature in the
creation and re-creation of foundational ideological paradigms. More
often than not, ideological stances in discourses of violence against
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minority groups involve implicit attitudinal meanings. In other words,
when ideology is sensitive and reflects what is at stake socially, such
issues usually trigger under-the-radar attitudinal assessment to attend
parameters of evaluative variability in context. In this sense, this
presentation aims to present a case study focused on antisemitism in
Galician-Portuguese songs. Through the application of the
methodological approach of Resonance, we were able to identify
implicit ideological meanings that revealed a portrayal of prejudice and
stereotyping against Jews in that context.
Eka Oragvelidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Love according to David Guramishvili’s “Davitiani”
In David Guramishvili’s work love is considered not only as a
human passion but mainly as a way to get closer to God. Therefore, it is
a special phenomenon for the poet. In this respect, the comparison
between the Antique, Christian, and Renaissance views of love and
David Guramishvili's standpoint are highly interesting.
Love in “Davitiani” is shown, as the expression of divine affection.
Therefore the object of love _ a woman _ is shown in two different
ways – a woman _ as a mediator between man and God and a woman
as an expression of a deity. These two ideas stand on an antique and
orthodox viewpoint. Also, similar concepts are shown in the literature of
middle ages, renaissance and baroque. These examples show interesting
similarities of poet’s worldview to them. Analysis of “Zubovka” make it
clear, that meeting with loved one allegorically means Christ and
expresses lyrical hero’s wish to unite with divine love.
For the author divine love is expressed metaphorically by “being in
love with the light. “To become a lover of the light”…- writes poet.
Here he means directly the love of God, which is considered love
towards “sun’s sun”. Lyrical hero’s “love towards the sun” strengthens
the idea, that story in “Zubovka” is not only depicting loving
relationship but firstly it is considered hymn of the love of man and god.
David Guramishvili considers marriage as the pinnacle of love.
This idea is based on the poet’s parable-allegorical writing principles.
The poem “happy summer” in the final part of “Davitiani” preaches
finishing boy-girl love relationship with marriage, the poem is also
considered the hymn of divine marriage. The title of the poem means
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happiness and renewal of reconciliation of man with God; the
conditional title of the poem is also interesting (Thorned shepherd).
According to the poem, a thorn is a symbol of the fulfilment of the
divine will.
The main idea of the poem – finalization of boy-girl love with
marriage, is perceived as an allegory of a sanctified man returning to
god with the way of love. In this regard changing the faces of lyrical
characters and understanding of their thoughts are very important, which
is dictated by the author’s self-reflection and establishment of personal
“me”.
In “Davitiani” is shown the world model by David Guramishvili,
that is rebuilt by divine order. This is completely founded on “new
testament”- Christian preachment – reconciled man with God by the
power of love and draws a similarity with the works of the predecessor
(Rustaveli) and heir (Vazha-Pshavela) alike.
Nino Phalavandishvili

Saint Andres the First-called Georgian
University of the Patriarchate of Georgia

Problems in Translating Semiotics-oriented Metaphorical Texts
We compared translations with the original texts and with the help
of contrast method observed how the text is delivered/ shown in the
translation, how adequate is the expression of semantic-syntactic
structures of source-text at the level of convergent-severable
characteristics in target-text. We have used a contrasting method based
on the study of two languages _ German and Georgian this method has
shown the translation or the text-adequate quality of the text compared
to the translated text. In the process of analyzing, we studied the
vocabulary of texts, word connotative values which are done by the
translator on the level of associations, based on the understanding of the
denominational meanings of the words. It is also interesting for us to
observe the process of translating language (linguistic) components in
the exact translation, which allows the translator to transmit all the
components of the source-text proposal correctly. Comparison of texts
was made step-by-step according to selected passages, which provided
establishing how the translator maintains the coherence of extensive
sections of the Georgian text and protect cohesion between syntactic
structures in its separated sentences. Comparison of Georgian
translations with original texts according to the "hermeneutic circle", the
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main essence of which is to comprehend the individual parts of the
whole text, as well as the perception of the text through separate parts.
We have tried to find out whether the translator’s orientation is based on
the connotation of the words and whether these seven words have been
translated into the "hermeneutic circle" of the translated language and
through, the process of switching from one language code to the second
language code was implemented.
Maurizio Petrocchi

University Of Macerata

From the tupamaros to the red brigades, common tactics and
strategies of urban guerrilla
Latin America has been the extreme place of injustice and colonial
oppression, so it is a candidate for being the privileged place for
legitimizing revolutionary violence.
It will be precisely the "Che" Guevara warrior who with his words,
will emphasize in an evocative way the need to build "a new man" to
make the communism, indicating in the struggle the only one direction
against the imperialism, wherever it is. It is on the sentence of "Che" to
create "two, three, many Vietnam" that had been constituted the
statement for necessary violence, which should have taken the guerrilla
forms.
The cultural revolutions of '68, they have been unleashed all over
the world, from Maoist China to the India of the peasant struggles. In
some cases as in Europe, where the revolution was only latent, took to
example, those countries in which the revolution was already taking
place, among them, Latin America was one of the central inspiring
countries of the revolt. The leader of the South American revolutionary
movements, "Che" Guevara became the symbol of the revolution it was
much admired, with him also the liberation movements as the
Tupamaros in Uruguay and Brazil with Carlos Marighella. Both have
influenced, with their ideas, their actions, and their publications most of
the extremist and terrorist groups of Central Europe such the IRA in
Ireland, the Greek N17 in Greece, the ETA in Spain, the RAF in
Germany, the Red Brigades in Italy and Action Direct in France.
In this work, I will try to investigate and reconstruct the tactics and
techniques of urban guerrilla warfare used by revolutionary movements
in Latin America, such the Tupamaros which inspired and influenced
the revolutionary left movements and the terrorist groups in Central
Europe in '68, especially Red Brigades in Italy.
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Nino Popiashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Georgian-Ossetian Literary, Linguistic and Educational
Relations in the XVIII-XIX Centuries
The development of the Georgian-Ossetian relations, which
presumably has begun since the 4th century BC, includes many epochs.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Georgian-Ossetian literary,
linguistic, and educational relations became particularly relevant. From
this point of view, the following aspects should be noted: trends in the
creation and development of the Ossetian alphabet; Ioane Ialghuzidze
and his contribution to the Georgian-Ossetian literary and linguistic
relations; Ilia Chavchavadze’s newspaper Iveria and the GeorgianOssetian literary relations; Kosta Khetagurov and the establishment of
the Georgian school in Vladikavkaz, etc.
It is important to emphasize those multilateral educational
activities that were carried out by the society spreading the literacy
among the Georgians and by the society spreading the literacy among
the mountain dwellers. The establishment of parish schools and
educational institutions has begun in Georgia since the nineteenth
century, and so the number of schools has increased in the second half
of the nineteenth century. The language of education was Russian and
Georgian, but since the second half of the XIX century, the Abkhaz and
Ossetian languages have also been taught in the Abkhaz and Ossetian
settlements.
In the report, we will talk about the literary, educational and
linguistic issues that are confirmed in the Georgian-Ossetian relations
during this period.
Natia Purtseladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Grigol Robakidze’s unknown archive materials in Jena
In the autumn of 1928, Diederichs Publishing in Jena, Germany
published Grigol Robakidze's "Snake Shirt" with the preface by Stefan
Zweig.
It was quite difficult for him to publish the novel, as he faced many
challenges and had to overcome many obstacles to achieve his goal.
During my research, I worked on Steffi Khotivari Junger’s letter
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"New Information on the Release of Grigol Robakidze's “Snake Shirt”
in Germany " published in “Georgica” magazine in 1995, where the
German Kartvelologist mentioned Grigol Robakidze’s correspondence
with Dieterich Publishing. During the research process, I contacted the
author of the article who informed me by e-mail that she had seen those
tape-recorded epistolary materials years ago and they had been kept in
the Jena University Library by that time.
While being on a scientific trip to Jena, I began searching for the
above mentioned archival materials, but after several days of trying, the
archive staff replied that these letters were not kept there. Finally, we
found a folder containing Grigol Robakidze's manuscripts.
The archive consists of 21 letters written in German. 19 of these
letters were sent from Georgia to Germany – Grigol Robakidze wrote
them to the editor of the publishing house _ Cornelius Bergman
(correspondence started September 30, 1927, and ended December 21,
1928), and 2 letters _ from Germany to Georgia.
The archive contains an agreement signed between Grigol
Robakidze and Diderich Publishing, which discusses issues related to
the German edition of the “Snake Shirt”.
During my presentation, I will talk about Grigol Robakidze’s
unknown German letters, kept in the library of Jena University, which I
have translated into Georgian. This epistolary material is extremely
important and provides new information not only about the publication
of the "Snake Shirt" in Germany but once again demonstrates Grigol
Robakidze's position in the European world of Literature.
Natia Putkaradze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Towards some issues of the classification of the secondary adverbs
in Georgian
The goal of the presented paper analyzes the issues of the
integration of the secondary adverbs into the text corpus – particularly
the adverbs formed by the adverbial case markers, that should be
classified within the boundary of the project “A Part-of-Speech Tagger
and Lemmatizer for the Georgian Language” financed by the Shota
Rustaveli National Foundation of Georgia.
According to the traditional grammar, the derivation of the
secondary adverbs is based on the nouns and verbal nouns; the
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following case forms can have the understanding of the potential
adverbs: Dative, Genitive, instrumental and adverbial. The classification
is quite clear according to the grammar, but it turns out complicated
while in the process of computational processing.
In order to reach our goal, we have studied all the adverbs extracted
from the balanced texts (from corpora, like, scientific and research text,
fiction, didactic texts, etc.); each unit is marked-up with the particular
tag of adverb or noun in adverbial case until integrating in corpus, that
often leads us to the disambiguation.
In my presentation, I’d like to consider the analyzed issues –
representative data of the secondary adverbs and the practical solutions
on how to cope with the disambiguation and avoid errors.
Shukrije Rama

European Center for Peace and Development

Students ’Attitudes Toward Higher Education
It is generally accepted that more than half of all students entering
universities are academically unprepared for studies. They usually fail to
do well for a variety of reasons; such as social, psychological, financial
etc. Often, first-year students have difficulty managing their time, lack
motivation, are unskilled at higher-level thinking, lack background
knowledge, have little experience in the subject they expect to study,
etc. Students are usually uninformed at the outset of the new academic
year. Though they enrolled in university for education and to prepare for
their future careers, they approach their studies with a lack of
seriousness from the very beginning. They are timid, scared, and
inexperienced with university environments, especially due to the lack
of guidance or counselling. This research paper aims to discover
students concerns about the studies. In order to achieve these results, the
parameters of conducted interviews and literature review were chosen to
best determine the students ’attitudes toward higher education.
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Giorgi Rikadze
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Influence of Russia on the Processes Going on in the Middle East:
Syrian War
The Middle East is quite a distinguished region in terms of religion,
culture, politics, economics and traditions. The processes going on in the
Middle East are currently in the spotlight of the world. The Syrian War
is especially noteworthy, which has been going on for several years.
Everything started with the protest demonstrations held in 2011, during
which the population demanded the resignation of Bashar Al-Assad.
However, when the scale of the demonstrations increased, the
government used force, as a result of which 10 demonstrators were
killed. Soon the opposition established the Free Syrian Army and the
conflict turned into a civilian conflict. The civil war reached even larger
scales with many state and military groupings involved, who had their
own interests. Russia is noteworthy among them, which is actively
engaged in the Syrian War and supports the government army. In
addition, the United States of America, Turkey, Iran and other states
defend their own interests in the region. Therefore, this issue is quite
topical and, at present, many leading researchers and experts are
interested in it.
Russia has always had its own interests in the Middle East. In this
particular case, the focus will be on the role of Russia in the processes
going on in Syria. The international community unanimously agrees that
Russia has played a big role in the Syrian Civil War. Thus, it is
interesting to research the scales of the role played by Russia in the
above-mentioned processes. This paper will describe those processes
chronologically and will evaluate the level of influence of Russia on the
Syrian Civil War from 2011 up to now. In 2011, Russia was refraining
from actions and kept a distance. During that period Russia supplied
Syria with weapons and ammunition. While in autumn of 2015, after the
formal request of Bashar Al-Assad’s government in Damascus, Russia
intervened in Syria in order to support the allied regime, which was at
the edge of collapse. Since 2018, Moscow has been reducing the scales
of its intervention and has been trying to less strain the relations with the
United States of America.
The goal of the active involvement of Russia in the processes going
on in Syria is to strengthen its global status. Such policy also serves for
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balancing the influence of the United States of America in the region,
undermining Washington’s image and reducing its dominant position in
international relations.
The present research involves the content analysis of the reference
literature and materials. The next step will be to formulate the processed
materials in the research.

Aigun Rustemova
Nachkhevan University

Psychological Characteristics of Adaptation of Junior
Schoolchildren to Training Activity
Adaptation of junior schoolchildren to training activity is of great
importance for behavior model of children, the formation of attitude
towards himself and others, appropriate to various social demands and
roles. Adaptation to training activity is accepted as a difficult period for
junior schoolchildren. Because important changes take place in their life
in terms of activity, communication, relationship with other people. In the
process of adaptation to training process, first of all, the full development
of junior schoolchildren – to protect and strengthen psychological and
physical health, simultaneously to provide believe in the world of adults,
development of individual characteristics come to the front. It’s
impossible to solve this problem without the creation of modern education
or developing atmosphere. In the research work was used books and
articles such as “Psychology of schoolchildren” by Alizada A.A., Azimov
G.E., Guliyev E., “Main methods of correction of problem in behavior”
by Bayukova N.O., “Child psychology of junior schoolchildren” by
Vigotskiy L.S., “Is it good for your child at school?” by Venger A.L.,
simultaneously results of observation, query and experiments conducted at
schools named after Heydar Aliyev and No.11 in Nakhchivan city.
On basis of our observations, we can say that vast majority of
junior schoolchildren (50-60%) adapt to training activity in initial 2-3
months, 30% of them need more time to adapt to conditions of the new
atmosphere. So, they want to play at school till the first half of the year,
do not implement the demands of the teacher immediately, they are
hyperactive or they become calm and shy. In some of them, the absence
of appetite or insomnia is observed. Changes in lifestyle of junior
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schoolchildren, an increase of demands from them cause internal
tiredness in children.
In the research work conducted by us we can individualize typical
characteristics of children adapting to training activity successfully:
• They do not have difficulty in communication with classmates or
teachers;
• They participate actively in classes;
• They access themselves adequately;
• They comply with disciplines of class.
Irine Saganelidze
Ministry of Georgian Education, Science, Culture and Sport

Multicultural Traditions of Multiethnic Tbilisi
(Cultural Events, Historical Processes, Public Figures)
The science-related work aims to study the so-called Tbilisi culture
and art by various examples. The Tbilisi culture, an organic and original
space of varied Georgian culture, was stipulated by multiethnic nature of
Tbilisi, its location on the junction roads of Asia and Europe, the
coexistence of different traditions and cultures. The intercultural
dialogue developed the Tbilisi culture – a multicultural phenomenon,
which defined citizens' lifestyle, cultural atmosphere of Tbilisi, creative
themes and style of original works of the 19th – 20th cc. artists, painters,
journalists, architects and persons in charge of theatres and movies.
The designated work is a part of the research connected with
cultures of ethnic minorities, residents of Tbilisi. The monograph
demonstrates the way of development of various professional cultures
and dialogues among them led by representatives of national minorities.
Numerous important sources, contemporary publications, etc. were used
by us. That material widely illustrates peculiarities of traditions of
different ethnic residents of the 19th – 20th centuries Tbilisi, its culturalliterary atmosphere. This work is a little part of the work which deals
with supporting of cultures of ethnic minorities and an attitude of public
policy (2009-2019) towards it, which lays down a plan of research of the
state policy and reviewing in point of ethnic minorities. It also discusses
the bases of development of professional cultures of minorities.
Theatres, other educational-cultural structures played a major part in the
development of Tbilisi culture.
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At this phase of research work, we introduced peculiarities of the
multiethnic mode of life and cultural development of Tbilisi. We
overviewed the life and efforts of those representatives of the art field,
who made a distinguished contribution into the development of their
own Georgian culture, stipulated uniqueness of the urban Tbilisi.
Lika Shonia
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Poetic Patterns of Megrelian Verbalism in the Soviet Period:
Structure and Semantic of the Title
The study of folk Verbalisms is important and interesting not only
in terms of linguistics but also in terms of folklore, ethnography,
sociolinguistics. Patterns of folk creativity represent well in society, its
activities, history, interests, problems, goals, aspirations, political
environment. The poetical patterns of Megrelian verbalism in the Soviet
period are not randomly selected. It has the effect of Soviet ideology,
but it also focuses on spiritual values.
It is well known that the idea of the poem is best illustrated in the
title, as it points at the main theme and also represents the position of the
author. Readers are also introduced to the work by title.
The empirical analysis material is a sample of Megrelian poetry,
taken from the first volume of Georgian Verbalism, written by Togo
Gudava (Tbilissi, 1975), in particular, one of the subheadings called
“Modern”.
The title structure of the poems is varied. Represented:
• One-word lexemes (mostly toponyms): Sakartvelo, Jikhashkari,
etc.
• Two-word adjectives (mostly sub-genitive forms): “Tea pickers”,
“the iron bull”, “collective chickpea”, etc.
• The beginning phrases: “my language is Georgian”, “the
mountains are foggy and”.
In the report, we will discuss in detail the examples of each
structural model and its functional purpose.
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Tatiana Smirnova-Cotet
The Volga State University

Cross-cultural Pragmatics in the Course of Russian as a Foreign
Language for Turkmen Students
When considering cross-cultural communication during the process
of second language acquisition by Turkmen students, one would first
pay attention to cultural differences and misunderstandings that occur
during this process. In this article, we don’t consider this process as a
collision of “Oriental” and “Western” cultures, we rather regard it as a
normal process where the emphasis should be made on cultural models,
formulaic language, and pragmatic competence.
In this work, two important sides of second language acquisition are
covered. First, the role of preferred common phrases and expressions in
day-to-day communication is highlighted. The second important aspect
is the adoption of the Russian language grammar rules and stylistics.
Turkmen students arriving in Russia for studies are to some extent
familiar with the Russian language and usually have a considerable
passive “luggage” of words and formulas that permit them to understand
the general meaning. Moreover, they often have a common ground with
Russian students based on some vestiges of the Soviet past. On the one
hand, it facilitates their integration, but on the other hand, it gives them
an illusion that their second language acquisition will be easy and rapid.
The findings presented in this article are based on “Russian as a
Foreign Language” courses at the Volga State University of
Technology. Based on the research of cross-cultural pragmatics,
intercultural communication theories, and sociopragmatics, this study
hopes to contribute to a better understanding of cultural models,
formulaic language, and pragmatic competence, all of which are
important aspects of comprehending a foreign language and producing
speech acts.
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Tinatin Soziashvili
Independent Researcher

The modern life of Laituri: a place for Tea in Memory and
Everyday Life
The establishment of subtropical Soviet farming in Laituri is
associated with the revival of tea culture in Georgia. Tea culture has
become the main livelihood of people living in Laituri and an integral
part of their daily life. The Soviet farm in Laituri was founded in
January 1930. Although the Soviet Union began to utilize the Soviet
agricultural land in the 1920s, it was uninhabited and desolate until the
1930s. Attracting people to this place is directly connected to the
creation of Soviet farming. The process of developing a newly created
settlement was accompanied by many problems and difficulties, such as
poor living conditions, sanitation, lack of staff, lack of drinking water,
etc. Soviet propaganda tried to create a desirable environment for
workers, with the prospects and greatness of the future that eventually
led to population growth and the creation of networks of public catering,
retail, public education, health, cultural education and services. Part of
the Soviet propaganda was the establishment of a fraternal,
internationalist society that was to serve the prestige of the settlement. It
should have become a symbol of the friendship, peaceful coexistence,
work and life of citizens of different nationalities.
In the paper, I will discuss the present-day Laiturians' remembrance
of the Soviet industrial past, based on ethnographic research. I will focus
on the collective narratives of the Laiturian population, what they are
and how they are remembering and I will discuss how the Laiturians
construct modernity, what the Soviet Union was like and what is in their
memory, what narratives are widespread about the establishment of
Laituri in the population. It is also interesting to see how the collective
identity is preserved to this day, how nostalgia is expressed and how
they seek to preserve it by creating different 'memory areas/icons'.
In conclusion, I will summarize Laturian's modern situation, how
the tea culture has survived today in their everyday life. How does tea
affect their lives? What has changed in their daily activities and what
does today's Laituri have in common with the international soviet past?
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The Uneasy Easiness of Comedy and the Oriental Question in
“A Horse Walks into a Bar”
David Grossman’s ‘A Horse Walks into a Bar ’may have taken a
clichéd bar joke for a title, but it isn’t as comic.
Grossman’s novel is set in Israel, and the protagonist, Dovaleh G is
a stand-up comedian. Spanning a day, the novel allows a peep into the
wounded life of the protagonist as well as all the audience who has
turned up for his show, expecting a night of laughter for that is what a
comedian professes to do. However, the jokes interspersed with a
personal narrative of a ‘shared history ’prove too much for the audience
who begin to leave one by one, unable to bear the assault of the
comedian anymore.
The aim of this paper is to engage with the Israeli text and enquire
into the nature of stand-up comedy in a zone of conflict, how comedy
evokes laughter and unease, how in this ‘New Age of Offence’- comedy
cannot be taken at face value for it stems from and for a ‘shared history ’
of an entangled history between the Arabs and the Jews, and how it
seeks to define as well as disintegrate the already precarious existence of
the consumers by engaging with the theories of Freud, Russell, Kant,
Ricouer, and Said.
The theoretical approach studies and applies the works of Kant,
Freud, Russell, Said, and Ricouer to unwrap the political nature of
stand-up comedy in the novel.
The paper interrogates the nature of political comedy and how it
affects people who share the bonds of a ‘shared history’, for the personal
is as much political as the political is personal.
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The Role of Fairy Tales in the Development of Gendered
Stereotypes among Children
The fairy tale has always been and still remains to be one of the
most important sociolinguistic phenomena, which dates back to
thousands of years. The main themes of the fairy tales included the
problems that troubled society the most. Therefore, we can envisage the
fairy tale as a tool that shares experience and knowledge of certain
social contexts (Zipes, 2012). The importance of fairy tales in the
cognitive development of a child is paramount. Through fairy tales
young readers have access to the social information will that be
stereotypes, gender roles or the cultural values of their country
(Bettelheim, 1962).
This paper highlights the growing importance of gender issues as
reflected in fairy tales in the 21st century. Specifically, it follows two
fairy tales – Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty and their different versions
throughout history and different cultures. The data are collected with the
help of qualitative and quantitative analysis. Moreover, the theoretical
framework includes “Text and Corpus Analysis” by Stubbs (1996),
Halliday’s “Systemic Functional Grammar” (1985) and Van Leeuwen’s
“Representation of Social Actors” (1995). The aforementioned fairy
tales are analysed from the linguistic angle, more precisely, the paper
studies which lexical units surface the most in the texts and which
adjectives the authors use to describe the main characters. As well as
this, the text also examines the verbs employed in the texts and whether
they show the tendency of passive verbs being used more with females
and active verbs with male characters.
The study has revealed that the fairy tales indeed employ gendered
discourse, more precisely, the unequal treatment of women and men and
stereotypical attitude towards women is especially evident. The chosen
fairy tales associate women with household chores, they pinpoint their
passivity and the importance of physical beauty, which was and still
remains to be crucial in today’s society. Moreover, the lives of the
female characters of the chosen fairy tales are extremely dull, very
inactive and sometimes even unbearable, until a prince charming comes
along and saves his damsel in distress.
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Babo Sharvashidze's Memories – A notable specimen of Non-fiction
As observed rightly by literary critics, in our time the so-called
“non-fiction” prose attracts a lot of attention. The Georgian literary
space is not an exception. It is enriched with both original and translated
samples of non-fiction.
One of these examples is the memoirs written in English by Barbara
(Babo) Sharvashidze (1859-1946), the youngest daughter of Mikheil
Sharvashidze (1806-1866), the last ruler of Abkhazia. It was kept in the
family collection of the descendants of the author of the memoirs. This
year the Georgian publishing house “Artanuji” has published the
Georgian translation of the memoirs (translated and equipped with the
reference apparatus by Maia Tsertsvadze).
Babo Sharvasvadze was born in Likhni, Abkhazia. In 1907 she
married a well-known political figure, lawyer, deputy chairman of the
Russian Duma, Aleksander Meiandorf (1869-1964). After the revolution
of Russia in October 1917, the couple went abroad and lived there until
their deaths. Babo Sharvashvadze died in England.
Babo Sharvashvadze led a politically and socially active life, was
close to the Russian Imperial Court, was a lady-in-waiting to the
Russian Empress and participated in charity events.
The memoirs tell us about the dramatic life and the adventures of the
family of the author against the background of fundamental events of the
epoch. The author retells the reader about the last days of the Abkhazian
principality and the banishment of her father from Abkhazia by the
Russian Empire. She also discusses Abkhazian-Georgian relations, the
Russian Imperial Court and other events directly witnessed by her.
The paper is dedicated to the presentation of Babo Shavashvadze's
memoirs as a distinguished example of the genre of non-fiction, as well
as the determination of their place in Georgian literary space.
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Sacramental Kvevri in old and modern life in Samegrelo
Dealing with the outside world, the Supreme Being had a special
place for a man. Relationship between God and Man was made by the
way of rituals. It seems obvious in folk holidays and sacrifices of God,
where the main place has contributed Sacramental Wine (Zedashe) and
earthenware vessels (Sacramental Kvevri), where Sacramental Wine is
infused. A wide range of symbols, along with various items, include
sacramental wine and food. They are called “Satsirveli”. In Georgia,
every historical-ethnographical region sacramental wine and food are
known with different names, as “Salocveli” in Racha, “Okhvameri” in
Samegrelo, “Zedashe” in Kakheti, Kartli and Svaneti. Apart from wine,
under the term “Zedashe” (Sacramental Wine) people betoken about
honey, boiled butter, vodka, beer, cotton yarn. The topic of the present
paper deals with donations of God (Zedashe and Sacramental Kvevri for
prayer) which are used for folk holidays, their roles in historical and
modern life. The scales of ancestral and family prayers in Samegrelo
(Tsalenjikha and Martvili region), which are called “Khvama” as well.
There are two major types of “khvama” (practices connected with faith
and belief) in Samegrelo. Megrelians had “Okhvameri” (annually
celebrated ritual) and “Dunafiri” (ritual conducted just once). “Zedashe”
was used for these practices and people had some Sacramental kvevri
for Sacramental wine. Every family had Sacramental Kvevri which had
their specific names. The topic is urgent because traditional holidays are
verge on disappearing as Sacramental Kvevri, accordingly Sacramental
Wine. The materials collected in an ethnographic field show state of
affairs. The study carried out in two regions (Tsalenjikha and Martvili)
in mountainous Samegrelo. It is used both empiric and theoretic and also
interdisciplinary and specific field methods. The main result of our
research is the ethnologic study of the issue and, respectively, the result
and conclusions are a novelty for the field.
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The trial of General Andrei Vlasov and other leaders of the RLA
Soviet and Russian historiography holds that Andrei Vlasov and his
associates were traitors, precisely because they fought against the Soviet
Union during World War II. When Vlasov was asked why he had
moved to the germans during interrogation, the answer was: "I have
shown some cowardice." The report attempts to determine whether this
assumption is true. The report uses published archival materials,
scientific papers, and monographs (by Cyril Alexandrov, Alexander
Kolesnik, Shimon Dattner, etc.) to show who were the people who
switched to the side of the Third Reich. It also describes the situation of
Andrei Vlasov and his companions on the side of the Germans during
World War II, the reasons why Sergei Bunyachenko, Fyodor Truchin,
Viktor Maltsev and others took such a step. It will outline the positions
of Vlasov, Trukhin, Bunyachenko, Maltsev and others in the Soviet
armed forces. In addition, we discuss the fact of Andrei Vlasov's
transition to the germans: Why did he decide to cooperate with the
germans? Was it because of personal security or did Vlasov have antisoviet sentiments? It will also focus on the fact that the trial against
Vlasov and RGA leaders was closed for only three days. The report will
discuss the reasons for the decision to conduct a covert process and the
dangers of having an open process for the soviet authorities. The report
answers why general Vlasov and his associates moved to the Third
Reich and dismiss the prevailing, erroneous notion that Vlasov, Maltsev,
Bunyachenko, Trukhin, and others were traitors for being "shameless" at
a critical moment.
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Jemal Karchkhadze's novel "Resident" (Hermeneutical
Interpretation)
“Everywhere, where the world is experienced by us, where the
alienation is removed, everywhere the hermeneutical process of
gathering of the world in word and in consciousness in general is
completed” (H. Gadamer). Understanding of a fiction text, its correct
interpretation, unification of synchronous and diachronic angles, reader
and theoretician, author and historic context, inner and external logos,
lingual and genre model – this is the scarce list from literature theory
issues, which a reader must be aware of for the deconstruction and
further correct reconstruction of a text. Research of fiction texts by the
hermeneutical method is very acute and interesting. It is the
philosophical-existential reading, based on the hermeneutical method
that allows more or less perfect interpretation of the in-depth idea. In
hermeneutical interpretation the main goal is not only the reconstruction
of a literary text; the main goal of interpretation is the extension of the
knowledge of a reader and their better understanding of themselves. The
work of Jemal Karchkhadze is mostly fragmented. There is a study of
his texts with biblical conceptions and with the principle of historicism.
The purpose of our research is to identify modernist markers and to
search for internal and external logos using the hermeneutic interpreter
model. We use every way and means, for example, verbal thinking,
characters, authorial comments and opinions about the text, artistic
language, aesthetic-ideological and ontological overtones. The novel
"Resident" features the triple crisis of modernist prose: the crisis of
cognition, subjectivity and language. In conclusion, we think that
"Resident" is a modernist text. His first point of view is to show the
existential search for, the inevitability, of doubt in the modernist era.
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Liturgy of Saint Mark the Evangelist
This report concerns the Divine Liturgy, founded by Saint Mark the
Evangelist, as one of the most ancient worships of the eastern
community. It is one of the local traditional kinds of generating, which
is founded by the disciple of St. Peter the Apostle and has been
celebrating till nowadays as in the Patriarchate of Alexandria and all
Africa as in Greece and in Russian Orthodox Church outside Russia, in
New-York, on St. Mark’s feast (April 25 or May 8), while Paschal
beginning.
We have information about this liturgy by the papyrus from the
fourth century. Also, we should call the names of great hierarchs of the
Christian church, who mentioned this kind of worship in their works.
Among them are St. Athanasius the Great, Curili of Alexandria, John the
Almsgiver and others. But it is important to know that the latest
historical manuscript of the Liturgy of St. Mark was copied by Patriarch
Meletios Pegas of Alexandria in 1585 and again in 1890 by St.
Nectarios of Pentapolis. This version of the liturgical text was published
in the middle years of the last century, for the first time in Greece
(1955), and after that in Egypt (1960).
It is considered that in Alexandria the Divine Liturgy was celebrated
in Greek, which was a useful tool for Christian culture. The mixture of
the Christian and Hellenistic traditions made the local worship form,
which was crystallized in the Liturgy of St. Mark.
We should note that no one can find Georgian translations, perhaps
because of the fact that the work has never been carried out.
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Self-Fashioning and Recuperation: Meaning-Making in Amitav
Ghosh's The Shadow Lines
The first-person narrative form of Amitav Ghosh’s The Shadow
Lines operates much on the level of mediation, which negotiates with
the multiple “stories” that emerge throughout the text. These “stories”
tend to become almost a formulaic principle for constituting identity,
wherein each story becomes a marker of a memory that has chiseled
away the congruence that lies between the characters. Hence, memory
and its recuperation become a passage for understanding not only “the
mystery of difference” between the characters that affirms their
heterogeneity, but towards accessing that imaginative sensibility which
enables one to look across these differences. The Shadow Lines, in
doing so, gives precedence to the realm of memory in the context of
events which lie outside the boundaries of nationalist history.
The Partition of the Indian subcontinent, with its brutally violent
history, which, as Suvir Kaul puts it, “freezes fear into silence” is
relegated to this sphere of memory which lies outside the bounds of
mainstream national historiography. Hence, it is concerning the political
realities of post-Partition India, that Ghosh gives creative expression to
his central idea of the “shadow lines” which blur the difference between
nations and people. This paper will attempt to explore how Ghosh
privileges the domain of memory and imagination to transcend labels
that occupy a central position in a postcolonial context. In doing so, he
not only attempts to explore the way orientalism merges with the
political realities of post-colonial post-Partition India, but also stresses
upon an imaginative sensibility to look beyond these colonial markers of
identity. It is this imagination which aids in viewing of that “final
redemptive mystery” at the end of the novel, a mystery which perhaps
signals to a possibility of equality between the narrator and May Price
beyond the labels they occupy as the figures of the colonized and the
colonizer.
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Emotive implicatures in the rhetoric of Muslim women
The aim of the research is to study and determine emotive
implicatures in the speeches of Muslim women on Ted/TedX platform.
Overall five speeches of total duration of 75.68 minutes were
analysedutilising framing theory (Minsky 1974) and the theory of
implicature (Grice 1967). Methodologically the article also uses
approaches, such as anthropological tradition that focuses on cultural
practice and critical discourse analyses that views language as the social
practice (Fairclough 2001).
In the process of research specific phrases, words and episodes that
evoked certain emotions were marked in the speeches and were
analysedaccording to framing theory focusing on the essence of the
utterance and its emotiveimplicature. Also each speech was studied
through the perspective of cultural and social practice that made possible
to distinguish not only emotive implicatures but the elements that cause
the emotional reaction and therefore implications.
Speeches used in the article are available online on Ted.com
platform and YouTube with full transcriptions. Reason for choosing
these specific speeches was influenced by the problem of stereotyping
Muslims with violence and terrorism in the western society. Therefore,
the subject-matter is very sensitive for both cultures. Consequently, it
was interesting to investigate how women address these issues in their
speeches and how they create desired emotive implicatures. The article
concentrates especially on the women because they are often targeted as
the victims of stereotyping because of their headdress.
The research showed that speakers used cultural frames to elucidate
main values of the society. By emphasising how these moral values
were mistreated by stereotypical judgements the speakers managed to
create emotive implicatures of sadness, anger, protest and empathy.
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Mtis St. George Monastery Ecclesiastical Artifacts
The working process of the history of Mtis St. George Monastery,
revealed 13 artifacts of ecclesiastical-ritualistic characteristics, which
belonged to the Monastery. Nowadays, most of them are lost. These
artifacts appeared to be the important historic sources as for the history of
the Monastery itself, but also for the different issues of the political and
ecclesiastical history and art history of medieval Georgia. In my speech, I
will discuss each of them.
To demonstrate the importance of these relicts, below is a list and the
brief descriptions of the most important samples.
1. “The Icon of the Arch-Martyr of Mta (Mountain)” – The main relict
of the Monastery. Should be dated with the same period as the Monastery
itself (the edge of 9th-10th cc.). The icon is mentioned in the historic
sources till 19th c. Nowadays it is lost.
2. “The “Golden” Cross of John the Baptist of Dzmuisi” – The wooden
cross embossed with gold and silver, was made by the order of Catholicos
Arsen II, during the reign of King Bagrat III Kourapalates (on the edge of
9th-10th cc.). This outstanding sample of medieval Georgian art was
destroyed within the anti-religious movements of 1920-es.
3. “St. George Icon of Agara” – The icon is dated with 11th c.
According to the historic sources, it was carried to Mtis St. George
Monastery from the village Khorga in Samegrelo. In 1688, it was moved to
the newly built church of village Agara in Racha. The icon is preserved in
the Museum of Kutaisi (№3160/გ. 577).
4. “St. George Icon of Tsknori” – The Icon made of gold and silver is
supposedly dated with 16th-17th cc. (Kutaisi Museum, №144). The Icon is
unique with its iconography, as there is a profiled image of Caesar
Diocletianus on the dragon’s scale.
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Translating difficulties of the novel “The Tenant” by Jemal
Karchkhadze
“The Tenant” a novel of a famous Georgian writer Jemal Karchkhadze,
which was written in magical realism genre, is being translated with
pragmatic adequate, incomplete translation, which means, that translation
matches the original and expresses the same communicative goals, as the
original itself, and also shows the meaningful plot of the original version
with its omissions and shortenings.
The translator’s main goal and wish was to show the mentioned
work to Russian readers. Also, show them the whole nature of Georgian
language and Georgian reality, as realistically as possible. This research
discusses the difficulties of the translation that the translator faced
during translating the text and how they were problems were solved.
As in any other language during translation, the most difficult parts
were phraseological constructions or the fixed expressions that usually
make the translators’ job very challenging, therefore, the translators
have to decide to either translate the words closest to the original, or
substitute them with the words which express the meaning the best. The
phrases with no direct equivalents in Russian are abundant in the
Georgian language. For example: “God protect you’’ which is said
ironically and it also expresses surprise. It took some time to find its
relevant translation. The phrase turned out to be in Russian “Ишь-ты!”,
which is used when one does not agree, oppose, argue or deny:: Как
же!, Как бы не так!
Besides, the translator had obstacles with numerous repeated examples.
In such cases, the translator had to decide whether to sacrifice stylistic
beauty and translate all repeated words, which only highlighted expressions
in original and did not make the text look less appealing, but while
translating it was losing both- the style and the beauty; or the translator had
to shorten these numerous repeated words or use their synonyms.
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The Issue of Time in Virginia Woolf’s “Waves’’
Virginia Woolf in all of her novels experiments with time, she plays
with the notion of time. “Waves” is rightly her most experimental novel,
where time becomes one of the tools of modernistic realization of life
and the form for the novel. In other words, Woolf offers the image of
different times that are carried by different characters. Although their
life is described under the framework of linear perspective, the
reflection of their life and their inner feeling of reality does not follow
the outer world’s pace. The reader becomes the traveller at different
times and perspectives of the characters. To remain the feeling of the
present time and for the division of internal and external realities, Woolf
constantly drifts her readers on the shores of the novel by repeating the
word “now”, which is controversial, as what do the words “now”, “here”
mean? It is an acute and philosophical question and indeed the whole
novel can be regarded as an answer to this question. Another way in
which “Waves” expresses its novelty is its structure, beyond the tool of
a stream of consciousness technique, the three-part division is
introduced, which present different times of the day and human life is
compared to these parts.
The article I examine each character’s reflection of the time and
compare their understanding of it, to the various theories on the issue of
subjective time. Namely, to Henry Bergson and his “Duree” and to
Walter Benjamin and his “Homogeneous Time”. It is assumed that
Virginia Woolf realizes the modernistic perception of time in her novels.
This article is the part of my doctoral research that is dedicated to
the exploration of the issue of time in Virginia Woolf’s novels.
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